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Abstract
The aim is to contribute to the studies of post-Soviet Russian law by examining 
Russia's modern copyright law in action. The key questions are: why Russian 
libraries digitise textual works in breach of copyright law and how this can be 
changed. The work is based on the premise that copyright is culturally and 
economically valuable and that respect for (and adherence to) copyright law is to be 
encouraged.
The examination is based on interpretation of original statutory and case law, and 
relevant commentaries, including much presently unavailable in English. The 
methodology adopted is versatile, ranging from a factual exposition of the latest 
developments in Russia such as her National Library Resource, to doctrinal and 
comparative legal analysis, drawing parallels between aspects of Russian law and 
practice with those elsewhere: for example, in the UK, the US and the Netherlands. 
In order to set out the background, an overview of Russian copyright law, including 
its historical roots, is provided. Some qualitative material, deriving from interviews, is 
used to supplement the information available in documentary form.
The following methods of gaining lawful access to copyright textual works are 
examined: collective management, exceptions to copyright and open access 
licences. It is argued that none of these methods is yet sufficiently developed in 
Russia to meet the challenges of the digital era. Moreover, the lack of such 
development is symptomatic of a more deeply entrenched antipathy towards 
copyright in Russia.
Notwithstanding its current deficiencies in Russia, it is argued that ultimately, 
collective management is likely to bring the most benefits. Thus, the author argues 
for developing collective management by inspiring trust in the workings of 
management bodies such as CopyRus. Open access licences are also advocated 
as they could have a significant impact on encouraging respect for copyright in 
Russia.
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Chapter 1
1 In t r o d u c in g  t h e  p r o b l e m  a n d  m e t h o d o l o g y
1-1 D ig it is a t io n  b y  R u s s ia n  l ib r a r ie s  
1-1.1 T h e  r e a s o n  f o r  r e s e a r c h in g
This thesis takes the reader to Russia. I chose this jurisdiction because of my 
background. Not only am I a fluent Russian speaker, I also studied Russian law"" at 
Saint Petersburg State University^, one of Russia's oldest universities. My 
experience of the law of England and Wales is set out at §1-3.2.6, pi 8. Following 
my studies, I continued to research Russian law, publishing articles in a number of 
leading UK journals such as the EIPR  and the ECLR. I also advised on legal 
aspects of carrying out business in Russia, including copyright issues.
The thesis focuses on the effect of the digital era on the publishing sector in Russia. 
At the same time as providing a world of opportunities for both the right-holder of a 
work in copyright and its user, digitisation and the internet can also cause a major 
difficulty. The opportunities include the ease with which works can be accessed, 
copied and disseminated. The difficulty is the enhanced opportunity for breaching 
copyright, leading to the greater potential for loss of revenue for the right-holder as 
well as the loss of control over unauthentic copies. Among the places where this 
conflict is becoming more obvious is in Russia's libraries because they, like their 
counterparts throughout the world, are under pressure to “go digital”. I discuss the 
importance of libraries in Russia at §1-1.2, pp3-6.
I am particularly interested in those published works which use words as the main 
medium of communication, as opposed to images or sound (“textual works”). While 
more attention is paid to the music industry, digitisation of textual works also throws 
up a number of challenging legal questions. Like other countries such as the UK, 
Russia has yet to find a solution that will enable her to meet the users' needs without 
disregarding those of the right-holders. In my view, textual works remain important
 ^ ‘Jurisprudence’ 1994-1998.
2 Known as Leningrad State University during soviet times.
even despite the rise of audio/visual works. While it is often said that a picture paints 
a thousand words, it is submitted that nevertheless textual works are still the key 
medium for spreading knowledge.
Textual works can take a variety of forms including published works such as books, 
articles, photographs with text, drawings and non-published works such as 
manuscripts, letters and diaries^. Moreover, some libraries have created collections 
depending on the type of textual work. For example, the British Library has a 
collection of manuscripts and archival sources, a manuscript being defined by the 
Library as “any non-printed written text, or collection of texts”''. The same holds true 
for Russia’s National Library which also has a collection of handwritten documents®.
In addition or alternatively, it seems possible to distinguish between confidential and 
non-confidential works, although it is not always possible to find out about the 
former, simply because of a lack of information about them! For example, some 
Market Research Reports, lodged with the British Library under the legal deposit 
provisions sometime in the 2000s, were kept confidential for three years because of 
an embargo imposed by their publishers®. Russia’s National Library has a whole 
collection devoted to non-secret, but nevertheless restricted, material called ‘For 
Official Use Only’.
Textual works can also be classified depending on how they were published. There 
are different economic models of publishing, ranging from the traditional model 
where a publisher commissions the work and then retains exclusive rights over it, to
3 L Haworth, Interview with Simon Edwards, Senior Librarian of the Royal Institute of British Architects 
(London 1 January 2013), my methodology is outlined in Annex 3. A similar classification is set out in 
Russia’s Government Standard 7.20-2000 ‘Librarian Statistics. System of standards on information, 
librarianship and publishing.’ (Mezhgosudarstvennyï Sovet po standartiza ii, metrologii i certifika ii 
2001)5-7.
 ^BL, ‘Western Manuscripts: Collection development strategy’ (BL undated) 
<http://www.bl.uk/reshelp/bldeDt/manuscr/mancdD/index.html> accessed 25 December 2012.
® Russian libraries have been required to classify handwritten documents as a separate category 
since 1962 when the Universal Decimal Classification became compulsory for all Russian libraries,
noted by EB Shamurin, Universal Decimal Classification (Vse-So zna Knizhna Palata 1962) 
3, 71.
® L Haworth, Interview with Jeremy Nagel of the BL’s Science Reference Team (London 22 December 
2012), my methodology is outlined in Annex 3.
a model where the author publishes his works without any involvement of a 
professional publisher^.
Having gone into some detail trying to identify several categories of textual works, it 
is submitted that for the purposes of this thesis, such differences are not crucial. No 
copyright work is immune to unlawful copying and therefore, by and large, my 
examination of the current legal framework in which Russian libraries digitise their 
collections and my suggestions for improving that framework apply across the board.
1 -1 .2  B e n e f it s  o f  l ib r a r ie s
While people's perceptions of libraries vary, it is difficult to deny their positive 
contribution over the years. One of the pioneers of America’s subscription libraries®, 
Benjamin Franklin® (who was a printer by trade), believed that such libraries 
“improved the general conversation of the Americans, made the common tradesmen 
and farmers as intelligent as most gentlemen from other countries”''®. Key reformers 
of the Russian Empire of the 17"^  and the 18"^  centuries also saw public libraries as 
an important part of their modernisation programmes, which I discuss next.
Peter the Greaf'' founded what has been described as “Russia’s first national, public 
and universal library” (my italics) back in 1714.''^ While the 18"^  century is associated 
with the period of Enlightenment^®, it seems that Russia’s first public library was not 
set up as a result of if''. Although the character or indeed the existence of the
 ^Although the latter is fraught with difficulties, for example, the high cost of illustrating and promoting 
the book, discussed by AN Greco, CE Rodriguez and RM Wharton, The Culture and Commerce of 
Publishing in the Century (Stanford Business Books 2007) 154-155.
® Which was his first public project, noted by CW Eliot (ed) ‘Benjamin Franklin: His autobiography. 
1706-1757’ in CW Eliot, The Five-Foot Shelf of Books: the Harvard Classics, Volume 1 (PF Collier & 
Son 1909) 69.
® 1706-90, noted by the Library of Congress ‘Library of Congress Authorities’ 
<http://lccn.loc.gov/n79043402> accessed 29 December 2012.
CW Eliot (ed) ‘Benjamin Franklin: His autobiography. 1706-1757’ in Eliot, n8, 70.
1672-1725 in Library of Congress, ‘Library of Congress Authorities’ <http://lccn.loc.gov/n80126171> 
accessed 29 December 2012.
2^ In 1714. It is currently known as the Library of the Academy of Science, noted by BP Leonov in 
Chronicle of the Library of the Russian Academy of Sciences ‘1714-1900’ (Biblioteka Rossiïskoï 
Akademii Nauk 2004) 9 ,17. The Library’s website is available at 
<http://www.rasl.ru/librarv/historv2.php> accessed 2 October 2012.
While no exact dates for the period are available, the British Museum suggests the period between 
1620 and 1820, the Enlightenment Gallery, Room 1.
As alternative explanation of the movement is that it was ‘an assemblage of a wide range of ideas’ 
discussed by M Confine, Russia before the “Radiant Future”: Essays in Modern History, Culture and 
Society (Berghahn Books 2011 ) 23.
Russian Enlightenment has yet to be agreed^®, a number of commentators identify 
Catherine If® (wife of Peter the Great’s grandson) as the first Russian monarch to 
embrace and test some of the views of the Enlightenment^^, and not Peter the Great. 
Historians suggest that Peter the Great set up the Library as part of his endeavours 
to reduce the influence of the Church'"®, which prior to that point was the key 
depository of written wisdom in Russia.
Regardless of the exact motivation of Peter the Great for setting up Russia’s first 
public library, it appears that he managed to collect a significant number of books'"®. 
In the view of Denis Diderot and Jean le Rond d'Alembert, this was a considerable 
achievement as prior to this there were virtually no scholarly books apart from some 
works on religion in Slavic languages^®. Russia’s second public library was set up by 
Catherine II in 1795®'" (housing, among other works, domestic libraries of Denis 
Diderot and Voltaire purchased by her previously).
By no means are the benefits of libraries purely historical. For example, Ben White, 
the Head of Intellectual Property at the British Library, gives an example®® of William 
Kamkwamba from Malawi who built an energy-producing turbine as a result of 
reading a book about windmills borrowed from his local library. Moreover, the 
experience enabled him to secure a place at a leading university in the US. As Ben 
White says, “[t]hat one book not only changed his life; it also transformed the lives of 
those in his village community”®®.
Confino, ibid, 25, 38 (footnote 3).
1729-96 who ruled the Russian empire between 1762 and 1796, noted by the Library of Congress 
‘Library of Congress Authorities’ <http://iccn.ioc.gov/n80046091> accessed 29 December 2012.
SR Tompkins, The Russian Mind: From Peter the Great Through the Enlightenment (Norman: 
University of Oklahoma Press 1953) 14; also Confino, n14, 90.
For example, Confino, n14, 85.
M Diderot and M d’Aiambert, Encyclopédie, ou dictionnaire raisonné des sciences, des arts et des
métiers, par une Société des Gens de Lettres Bl CALZ, Volume 5 (A Lausanne et a Berne, Chez
les Sociétés Typographiques 1781) 26.
20 ibid.
21 Currently, it is known as the Russian National Library.
22 B White, ‘Guaranteeing Access to Knowledge: The Role of Libraries’ WlPO Magazine (2012) 4 
(August) 15.
20 ibid.
While Russia may be ahead of Malawi in terms of economic progress®'', it is argued 
that the role of libraries in Russia remains similarly important. With a still patchy 
access to the internet, for a number of Russians libraries are an important source of 
information. According to a report prepared for the Federal Agency for Printing and 
Mass Communications in Russia®®, while 54.5 million Russians use the internet 
monthly, only 40.7 million Russians use it on a daily basis®® (the current population of 
Russia being approximately 142,500,482®^). Thus, the report concludes that only a 
quarter of all Russians use the internet as the key source of information®®.
Moreover, the majority of internet users are reported to live in larger urban areas. 
Thus, while 71% of the population of St Petersburg is connected to the internet, in 
villages this figure is down to 38%®®. In the circumstances, it seems logical to 
conclude that fewer village dwellers use the internet as their key source of 
information. And yet, these are the places which are unlikely to have larger libraries, 
with a number of Russia's key libraries located in Moscow and Saint Petersburg®®.
Thus, the important point to bear in mind is that any changes aimed to help libraries 
to digitise their collections will ultimately benefit not only the libraries themselves, but 
most important, their customers, in other words, members of the general public.
1-1.3  W h y  lib r ar ies  w is h  t o  “g o  d ig ita l”
To highlight some of the reasons as to why libraries may wish to digitise their 
collections and/or buy digital copies in the first place, digital copies take less space 
than their printed counterparts. Given the increasing amount of published material®',
24 In Malawi in 2004, 53% of the population were below the poverty line. By contrast, in Russia in 
2011, only 12.7% per cent of the population was below the poverty line, noted by the CIA, CIA World 
Factbook ‘Population Below Poverty Line’ (CIA 11 April 2013)
<https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook> accessed 23 April 2013 (information is 
scarce and this is the nearest comparison I can make).
25 GAO NI TS ‘Ékonomika’, ‘Findings of research into the Internet: its current position, tendencies and
perspectives of development’ (GAO NI TS ‘Ékonomika’ 2011).
26 /W , 134.
27 July 2013 estimate in CIA, CIA World Factbook ‘Central Asia: Russia’ (CIA 12 April 2013) 
<httDs://www.cia.oov/librarv/Dublications/the-world-factbook/aeos/rs.html> accessed 26 April 2013.
28 GAG NI TS ‘Ékonomika’, n25, 137.
29 ibid, 135.
30 §5-1.2, 93.
31 §5-2.1,98.
some Russian libraries may simply not have enough space to store their collections 
(the same applies to UK libraries®®). That an increasing number of works are digital- 
born, in other words they do not have a hardcopy equivalent, is also important.
If libraries were to stock fewer printed works because of a lack of space or were 
simply to ignore digital-born works because it is not their traditional line of business, 
then arguably this would jeopardise their role as keepers of cultural goods®®. The 
user’s increasing expectations of being able to access digital (as opposed to 
traditional material) resources is another driving force. Like most library users®'', 
Russian library users want to access their favourite databases and newspapers 
online, and preferably from the comfort of their own home®®. Another reason is the 
ease with which a digital copy can be searched compared to its paper counterpart.
In the context of Russia, digitisation also fits in with the country’s global strategy of 
becoming an innovation-based, as opposed to natural resources-based, economy®®. 
As part of this plan, in 2010 the President asked the Government to connect more 
regional and municipal libraries to the internet and to facilitate the creation of a 
shared catalogue of digitised publications®^. Most recently, the Government has 
announced its plans to fund mass digitisation of key collections of several Russian 
national libraries®®.
32 For an historic review of the lack of space in the BL, see BL, ‘History of the British Library’ (BL 
undated) <http://www.bl.uk/aboutus/quickinfo/facts/history/index.html> accessed 28 November 2012.
33 §5-2.3,103.
34 For example, noted by JC Hendrix, ‘Checking Out the Future ALA Office for Information Technology 
Policy’ (2010) ALA Office for Information Technology Policy, Policy Brief number 2, February.
35 Noted by the Archangelsk District Library, ‘Results of activities of municipal public libraries of the 
Archangelsk district in 2010: Informational-Analytical Paper’ (Gossudarstvennoe uchrezhdenie kul’tury
Arkhangel’skoï Oblasti ‘Arkhangel’ska Nauchna biblioteka NA Dobrolubova 2011).
35 D Medvedev, ‘Speech’ Plenary Session of the St Petersburg Economic Forum, 18 June 2010 
(Russian Presidential Executive Office 2010) <http://www.kremlin.ru/news/8093> accessed 19 June
2011.
37 Russian Presidential Executive Office, ‘The list of instructions agreed at the meeting of the Sovet 
for the development of the informational society in Russia has been approved’ (Russian Presidential 
Executive Office 2010) <http://www.kremlin.ru/news/8738> accessed 6 September 2012.
35 Introduction to Chapter 6 of this thesis.
1 -2  C o p y r ig h t  law  a s  an  o b s t a c l e
As this thesis argues, currently one of the key obstacles that Russian libraries 
experience when digitising their collections is copyright law (codified in Part 4 of 
Russia's Civil Code of 18 December 2006®®, “Part 4”). By and large, copyright law 
contained in Part 4 focuses on the direct relationship between a right-holder and a 
user of that right-holder’s work. With one or two exceptions (discussed in chapter 
8), libraries are treated in the same way as any end user of a work in copyright. 
Thus, as discussed in more detail in chapter 4, the general principle is that libraries 
can digitise copyright works onlymth  their right-holders’ permission. The process of 
obtaining permission can be not only costly, but also time-consuming.
It is submitted that by treating libraries as end-users of a work in copyright. Part 4 
fails to recognise their special nature. In the ordinary course of their business, 
libraries are not end-users of a work in copyright (unlike their customers). Instead, 
they are unusual bodies located in-between a right-holder and a user, whose role is 
to facilitate the direct relationship between the right-holder and the user.
As a result, the bigger Russian libraries are lobbying for a legal framework which 
would enable them to digitise their collections without having to obtain the right­
holders’ permission. Their efforts are often faced by stern opposition from leading 
Russian writers who are worried about the opportunities for piracy that might be 
entailed. So far, it would appear that the authors are winning the argument. This is 
not surprising given that some of these writers are very well known novelists who are 
able to make their voices heard. By contrast, users are still a dispersed category 
unable to lobby Parliament successfully.
This situation is not unique to Russia. For example, Richard Burrell and Allison 
Coleman refer to the lack of an organised campaign by UK users and argue that 
copyright is not always a careful weighing of competing interests and that some 
interests may not be considered at all"®. In their overview of factors that have
39 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4 of 18 December 2006, number 230-4)3.
49 R Burrell and A Coleman, Copyright Exceptions: the Digital Impact (Cambridge University Press 
2005) 224-25.
shaped the UK copyright law over the years, they note such factors as which 
government department is responsible for copyright law and policy. If it is the 
Ministry of Trade and Industry, then the focus is more likely to be on the growth of 
copyright, with a consequent pro-owner's bias"'.
1-3 T h e  s e a r c h  f o r  p o t e n t ia l  s o l u t io n s  
1 -3.1 K e y  l in e s  o f  e n q u ir y
The aim of the thesis is to examine why Russian libraries digitise textual works in 
breach of copyright law and how this can be changed. Not only do I examine the 
difficulties presented by copyright law (chapter 4), I also look at some of the more 
interesting digitisation projects to see how they deal with these difficulties (chapters 5 
and 6). I then examine various rights clearance mechanisms, beginning with 
collective management (chapter 7), moving on to exceptions to the right-holder’s 
exclusive rights (chapter 8) and concluding with an examination of open access to 
copyright works (chapter 9).
However, before dealing with the issues highlighted above, I examine the 
background and the key stages of development of Russia’s copyright law, relying 
largely on original legal texts and commentaries (chapters 2 and 3), the importance 
of which is discussed at §1-3.2.4, pp12, 15.
Overall, every effort is made to adopt a balanced approach where the interests of 
both the library (as well as its customers) and the right-holder are considered. While 
recommendations are made, no attempt is made at “designing copyright law in a 
state of nature”"®. At least in relation to some problems, it may be tempting to argue 
in favour of making do without copyright (for example, the Maldives do just that!). 
However, to do so would be to ignore the context in which intellectual property law 
exists in Russia. Not only is Russia a party to a number of intellectual property 
treaties"®, she is now also bound by the TRIPS Agreement"".
41 ibid, 226-28.
42 ibid, 8.
43 §2-8, 45; §2-9, 49 and §2-11, 54.
44 The agreement on trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights, contained in Annex 1C of the 
Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, signed in Marrakesh, Morocco on 
15 April 1994 (“TRIPS Agreement”), which became binding on Russia on 22 August 2012 (§1-4, 18).
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The key theme of this thesis is the issue of trust in Russia’s copyright system. It is 
submitted that if Russian people and institutions were to trust copyright law, then 
they would be more likely to regard it as a form of legitimate authority"®. Russia’s 
copyright system (along with the rest of Russian IP law) is a novelty in the post- 
Soviet era and it is argued that in order to legitimise the system, it is essential to 
inspire confidence in it. For these purposes, I have prepared the following checklist 
for critically evaluating Russia’s copyright regime. In compiling it, I have taken a 
practical approach by having regard to the enduring role of libraries in many 
jurisdictions. Moreover, my assumptions appear to be confirmed by others (see for 
example, Andrew Gowers’ Review of Intellectual Property"®).
The main criteria for a healthy copyright regime are as follows:
(for substantive law):
- flexibility (for example, accommodating certain uses of protected material that 
a large proportion of the population regards as legitimate and which do not 
damage the interests of right-holders)
- balance between incentive and access (if the regime appears to be overly 
restrictive, then there will be little guilt associated with infringement)
- coherence and self-evident logic
(on enforcement):
- public awareness of rights
- apparent reasonableness of the laws
- adequacy of penalties for infringement
45 M Hough and M Sato, Trust in justice: why it is important for criminal policy, and how it can be 
measured. Final report of the Euro-Justis project (Institute for Criminal Policy Research, Birkbeck 
2011) 6, while the argument is made in relation to criminal justice authorities, the principle would 
seem to hold true for copyright law too. Research suggests that “getting people to accept the rule of 
law because they believe it is right to do so” is more productive in securing compliance than making 
them fear the punishment (M Hough and M Sao, ‘Why Measure Trust In Justice? in M Hough and M 
Sato, ibid, 11). Analysis of how to engender trust in employees is provided by Mark Saunders (MKN 
Saunders, ‘Trust and strategic change: An organizational justice perspective’ in R Searle, D Skinner 
(eds). Trust and Human Resource Management (2011 Edward Elgar) 268 -  286). He finds that the 
wider organisational environment and in particular the associated human resource management 
practices have impact upon the overall level of trust. While copyright is statutory and not a 
contractual relationship (with the exception of licensing), it can be argued that the content of the law 
and the way it is applied can have impact upon the level of trust in it.
45 A Gowers, ‘Gower’s Review of Intellectual Property’ (The Stationary Office, Crown Copyright, 
December 2006).
- sanctions that reflect the gravity of the offence (for example in the UK, 
sanctions vary depending on the offence, ranging from conspiracy to defraud 
for those running substantial piracy operations to summary offences under the 
copyright or trade description legislation for street vendors)
- an effective mixture of legal and non-legal sanctions (damages; sanction of 
publicity, through publication of judgements; orders to reveal information 
about the identity of any third party involved in the production and distribution 
of illegal material etc)
- a workable mechanism for resolving disputes (experienced courts, reasonable 
costs, speed, interim measures etc)
In my opinion, for the purposes of this thesis, it is not necessary to examine in detail 
every single issue in the list above. Instead, I highlight some of what I believe to be 
the more fundamental as well as interesting issues.
1-3.2 M e t h o d o l o g y
“Methodology” is a term that refers to “a method or a body of methods used in a 
particular field of study or activity”"^ . In the case of my thesis, the ‘body of methods' 
is the most accurate explanation as I have adopted several methods. By no means 
is this a weakness. As argued by Mathias Siems, “it is equally valuable either to 
employ a variety of methods or to focus on one of them”"®. In his view, the choice 
should be made depending on the background of the researcher. In the case of my 
thesis, the choice of methods has also been dictated to some extent by the length of 
the work and the availability of material.
I believe that the methodology set out below has the potential to assist the reader in 
at least two respects. Firstly, it may help to set the scene and provide some 
direction for the reader"®. Secondly, it can explain any perceived deficiencies in my 
thesis, for example, a failure to address a particular issue or a lack of evidence 
supporting a particular argument.
47 Pearsall and Hanks (eds), n 1 ,1165.
45 MM Siems, ‘Legal Originality’ OJLS (2008)28(1) 148.
49 Which seems to be supported by C Morris and 0  Murphy, Getting a PhD in Law (Hart Publishing 
2011)29.
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1-3 .2 .1  O v e r v ie w  o f  l e g a l  m e th o d s
Caroline Morris and Gian Murphy®° of the University of London classify legal 
methodologies into two broad categories; internally-focused and applied. My 
interpretation of the difference (based, to an extent, on their explanation) is that while 
the former examines the law as a self-contained discipline, the latter adopts a 
broader approach by looking at solutions and explanations developed by other 
disciplines. The latter approach has also been described as scientific®''. For 
example, Mathias Siems of the University of Edinburgh, argues that “scientific 
research is...possible about any system of ideas''® ,^ including legal ones. As he 
explains, scientific research is about testing a particular hypothesis, whether through 
empirical research or through the use of principles developed by another discipline 
such as economics, finance, sociology, psychology and literature®®. I deal with 
empirical research and inter-disciplinary research in turn.
1 -3 .2 .2  E m p ir ic a l  r e s e a r c h
No concerted effort has been made to base my thesis exclusively on empirical 
research (the reasons are set out below). That is not to say that I have not used 
empirical evidence at all. I have carried out some factual research in order to fill in 
the gaps in commentaries and also, for the purposes of clarifying any 
inconsistencies. For example, I conducted some interviews with librarians based in 
Russia, the UK and Finland (my methodology is explained in Annex 3). I also 
researched databases of collecting societies for the purposes of identifying the 
number of their members in order to assess the scale of collective management in 
Russia.
While the benefits of empirical research are many, there are also a number of 
downsides. It is argued that empirical research would not necessarily be a fruitful 
exercise in Russia at this time. From my experience, many Russians are still 
cautious about what they say about their business. For example, a librarian of the 
Law Centre of Russia’s National Library (some analogy can be drawn with the 
Business and IP Centre of the British Library in the UK) declined to answer any
50 ibid, 30.
51 Siems, n48, 147. 
ibid, 157.
53 151.
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queries regarding the working of the library including the availability of self-service 
photocopies®''. In order to overcome such difficulties, I believe I would need to 
secure some government backing or at the very least, support of a widely- 
recognised Russian partner, which is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Even if it was possible to base a law thesis entirely on empirical research, there is 
another important reason why I would not do so. I believe that such research is 
particularly beneficial where the relevant legal principles and their interpretation by 
the courts are well understood and/or researched. However, it is argued that this is 
not so in the case of my research. Firstly, I am not aware of any detailed up-to-date 
English-language research that focuses on the difficulties of obtaining right-holder' 
permission to use a textual work in Russia. Neither is there any English-language 
detailed examination of the available mechanisms for obtaining such permission 
(what is often referred to as “rights clearance”), especially from the point of view of 
libraries.
While the issues are acknowledged in Russia, legal analysis is often patchy. Most 
court decisions are very short®®. Very often they simply state the relevant principle(s) 
without explaining what it means in practice or how it has been applied®®. The same 
holds true for commentaries. A detailed examination of reasons is beyond the scope 
of this thesis. My initial view is that this is partly a legacy of the soviet era, and partly 
due to the fact that a number of Russian commentators still adhere to what is often 
called the ‘black letter’ approach®^.
In the case of Russia, the ‘black letter’ approach is often reduced to the interpretation 
of the statutory law only; as a civil law country, Russia does not have a doctrine of 
precedent equivalent to that in England and Wales. Moreover, the weakness of 
copyright in Russia also means that a number of commentators simply copy the 
views of others. Where the original interpretation and/or argument is flawed, this can 
result in the flaw being replicated by successive commentators®®.
5^  Request of 11 December 2012.
55 2-3 pages is the norm, although longer decisions can contain 4-6 pages, 
55 For example, §2-10, 52.
57 For example, referred to by Morris and Murphy, n49, 30,31.
55 §8-10.1.2, 279, also §8-8.2.2, 253.
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It is argued that to an extent, the lack of analysis is also evident in the English- 
language commentaries on Russian law. The reason (or reasons) would seem to be 
historical. During Soviet times, all publications were liable to censorship®®. Thus, it 
was difficult, if not impossible, to obtain an accurate picture of the workings of 
Russian law. Moreover, until the earlier 1990s, it was very difficult even to travel to 
Russia. Thus, in those days, very few people managed to obtain any information 
about Russian law. It is argued that this resulted in a very small circle of selected 
academics who researched Russian law, often producing work that was expository 
rather than analytical®®.
1 -3 .2 .3  In t e r -d is c ip l in a r y  RESEARCH
As far as inter-disciplinary research is concerned, by and large, currently this is a 
nascent area which often requires collaborative effort. It would appear that the better 
developed inter-disciplinary analysis of law is that of ‘law and economics'. For 
example, some of the most influential writers in this area. Professor William Landes 
and Professor Richard Posner®\ analyse copyright in terms of costs and benefits by 
focusing on the positive and negative incentives to creativity.
Although I refer to some economic analysis where relevant, no concerted effort is 
made towards this approach. As pointed out by Richard Burrell and Allison 
Coleman, analysis of law or legal proposals through economics is attractive because 
it “purports to offer certainty by providing us with definite criteria against which we 
can judge the effectiveness of our existing levels of copyright protection”®^ . The 
practical reality is somewhat less reassuring. The theory outlined in the preceding 
paragraph is just one of many (a detailed review of some of these theories is set out 
by Richard Burrell and Allison Coleman®®; see also the review of literature by Ruth 
Towse®"). Moreover, not only is there an inconsistent use of terminology and
59 §2-2, 26-7.
5° For example, WE Butler, Russian Law (second edition, Oxford University Press Inc 2003) and WE 
Butler, Sov/ef Law (second edition, Butterworths 1988).
51 WM Landes and RA Posner, The Economic Structure of Intellectual Property Law (Harvard 
University Press 2003).
52 179.
53 ibid, 170-80.
54 R Towse, C Handke and P Stepan, The Economics of Copyright Law: a Stocktake of the Literature’ 
(2008) RERCI 5(1)1.
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duplication of effort, a number of such theories also conflict with each other even 
where they focus on different aspects of copyright®®.
Moreover, it is difficult to see how economics on its own can explain fully or help to 
improve the law of copyright -  as argued throughout this thesis, the law of copyright 
aims to cater for a broader range of values than just economic efficiency. Otherwise, 
it is difficult to see why it protects a vast range of works not designed for the 
commercial market at all, for example, private letters, internal memorandums and so 
on. As argued on behalf of the British Library:
“[ojften copyright in particular is seen to be treated as simply a tool of 
industrial policy with little thought of its impact on the well-being of society in 
the form of consumers, education, culture or sometimes even innovators 
themselves. Of course economic issues are extremely important, but 
copyright is more than the industrial paradigm frequently presented in policy 
debates; it is an important tool in fostering education, research, and access to 
knowledge.
This is true even in the context of works that at first sight appear to be purely 
commercial. In the words of Ruth Towse, creative people are often “motivated not 
only (or even) by monetary reward but peer recognition, which is usually involved in 
prizes, and moral rights that protect the artist's reputation and the integrity of their 
work”®^ - and yet, unlike the economic effects of illegal copying, moral rights have 
received little attention in the economics of copyright®®. In fact, evidence suggests 
that with the exception of blockbusters, writing generates a very modest income at 
best. For example, Martin Kretschmer and Philip Hardwick report that “[tjypical 
earnings of professional authors are less than half of the national median wage in
55 ibid [2.3] where the author outlines the difficulties of surveying literature in this area.
55 BL, Submission in response to ‘Call for Evidence; Independent Review of Intellectual Property and 
Growth’ (IPO November 2010) (“Submission”)
<pressandpolicy.bl.uk/imagelibrary/downloadMedia.ashx?MediaDetailslD...> accessed 6 September
2012.
57 Towse, Handke and Stepan, n64, 8.
55 C Handke, ‘The Economics of Copyright and Digitisation; A Report on the Literature and the Need 
for Further Research, 2010’ (Strategic Advisory Board for Intellectual Property Policy, London 
2010(3)) 40.
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Germany, and one third below the national median wage in the UK. 60% of 
professional writers hold a second job of some kind”®®.
That is not to say that economic analyses of copyright disregard those factors 
completely. For example. Professor William Landes and Professor Richard Posner 
note that many authors are motivated by prestige. They also factor in other forms of 
non-pecuniary income from writing, for example “a higher salary for a professor who 
publishes than for one who does not, or greater consulting income”^ ®. However, it is 
argued that such non-pecuniary factors do not lend themselves easily to the 
traditional mathematical analysis that one finds in books on economics. This may 
well be a rather crude view of economics, but the one which, in my view, is likely to 
be shared by the vast majority of lawyers.
1 -3 .2 .4  D o c t r in a l  a p p r o a c h
One of the key methods used to research this thesis is doctrinal (also referred to as 
theoretical legal research). Ian Dobinson and Francis Johns of the University of 
Technology, Sydney, argue that doctrinal research “can be defined in simple terms 
as research which asks what the law is in a particular area”^ T While I do describe 
the relevant principles, by no means is my thesis simply a lengthy advice on how to 
obtain right-holders' permission in Russia.
Despite the improved access to information in Russia, in my view, analysis of critical, 
rather than descriptive nature is still uncommon^^. Thus, my explanation of the law 
has elements of analytical as well as factual originality^®. I deal with factual 
originality first. For the purposes of examining the relevant legal principles as well as 
their practical application in Russia, I rely chiefly on primary sources such as 
legislation and case law, and where necessary, secondary sources such as 
commentaries. A number of such sources have yet to be translated into English. 
There are two implications of this. Firstly, this means I can provide an exposition of
59 M Kretschmer and P Hardwick, ‘Authors’ Earnings From Copyright and Noncopyright Sources: A 
Survey of 25,000 British and German Writers, Dorset: CIPPM and ALCS’ (Centre for Intellectual 
Property Policy and Management, Bournemouth University 2007) 3.
79 Landes and Posner, n61, 48.
71 Ml Dobinson and F Johns ‘Qualitative Legal Research’ in WH Chui, Research Methods for Law 
(Edinburgh University Press 2012) 18,19.
72 §1-3.2.2,11.
73 Different types of originality are discussed by Siems, n48, 147.
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certain principles of law for an English-speaking audience for the first time. Secondly, 
it means that I rely on my own interpretation of the relevant material.
In terms of access to material, there are no longer any restrictions on accessing 
publicly available material in Russia. A large number of publications are now even 
available online. There are legal databases not too dissimilar to that of the UK 
version of Westlaw^" which contain laws as well commentaries. Such databases are 
particularly useful because they now provide access to the decisions of some lower 
courts. This is a very recent^® and arguably, useful development which, in the long 
term, may help to provide a more accurate insight into legal reasoning of the Russian 
courts. In addition, a number of libraries such as Russia's National Library operate 
digital supply services (some analogy can be drawn with the British Library 
Document Supply service^®). There are also online book shops.
Finally, I analyse legal rules (for example, the legal framework for collecting 
societies) not as an end in itself, but as a means of building a picture of a bigger 
problem, for example, such as the lack of a cost-efficient rights clearance 
mechanism in Russia. Mathias Siems refers to such a method as a fusion of micro- 
legal questions (questions dealing with a specific legal question) and macro-legal 
topics (which he describes as topics which are concerned with “general concepts, 
problems, and principles of the law”^ )^.
1 -3 .2 .5  Leg a l  h is t o r y
I have also used a historical perspective to identify some key stages of Russian 
copyright law, comparing them to key stages of copyright development outside 
Russia, in particular, England (I deal with the comparative law approach shortly, at 
§1-3.2.6).
It is submitted that, for the purposes of this thesis, the historical perspective is 
important for two reasons. Firstly, the legal history of Russia's copyright law (as well 
as her other IP laws) is largely unexplored territory. Thus, without setting out the
74 Such as Consultant Plus and Garant.
75 §4-4, 81.
75 BL, ‘Document Supply Services (BL undated) <http://www.bl.uk/articles> accessed 26 February
2013.
77 Siems, n48, 150.
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background, one may give a misleading impression that copyright law in Russia 
simply appeared out of nowhere in the early 1990s. Secondly, arguably it is only 
with insight into the past that one can understand why the Russian public has come 
to view copyright law in the way it does. This in turn can help with finding ways of 
changing any negative perceptions of copyright.
1-3.2.6 C o m p a r a t iv e  l a w  a p p r o a c h
Where relevant, I have made comparisons between Russian legal principle and 
practice with their foreign law counterparts. One of the reasons is to see how 
different jurisdictions deal with similar problems, - an approach that has been 
described as a functionalist comparative approach^®. In other words, the focus is on 
the effect of legal rules and not simply “doctrinal structures and arguments".^® 
Where relevant, I make some policy and/or law reform recommendations for 
Russia®®. However, no attempt is made at encouraging Russia to borrow a foreign 
rule without considering the legal environment in which it will be implemented. As 
pointed out by Alan Watson, while “legal borrowing is of enormous importance in 
legal development", the borrowed rule is unlikely to operate in exactly the same way 
it did in its other home®''.
Another important reason is to reveal how the principles and rules of Russia’s new 
copyright law fit in with those in jurisdictions with an older and more established 
tradition of copyright. To this end, it is worth noting that Russia's copyright law has 
undergone significant changes in two respects: firstly, because for the modern right­
holder and user, copyright in its modern conception can be said to be a new law and 
secondly, because it was reviewed and codified only a few years ago, namely in 
2006 (and came into force in 2008). To date, I am not aware of any comprehensive 
scholarly research aimed at analysing the codified law.
78 Using Ralph Michaels’ classification, ‘adaptionism’, R Michaels, The Functional Method of 
Comparative Law’ in M Reimann and R Zimmermann (eds). The Oxford Handbook of Comparative 
Law (Oxford University Press 2006) 347.
79 ibid, 360-63.
89 This is a common reason for comparative research, noted by Siems, n 48 ,151 and Morris and 
Murphy, n49, 29.
81 A Watson ‘Legal Transplants and European Private Law’ (2000) EJCL 4(4) [vi] 
<http://www.ejcl.org/ejcl/44/44-2.html> accessed 26 February 2013.
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One of the key comparators is the UK copyright regime (both the legal framework 
and the policy on copyright). (Having referred to the law of UK, it is worth noting that 
when dealing with the earlier developments, I refer to England instead of the UK in 
order to provide a more accurate account.) I have chosen the UK as the main 
comparator because of the differences between legal systems and also because it is 
subject to EU law such as Directives.
By contrast with the UK which is a common law country, Russia is a civil law country 
whose law is rooted in the Romano-Germanic model. Moreover, the UK's copyright 
law is arguably one of the oldest in Europe as well as one of the most inspirational 
ones. For example, the Statute of Ann 1710 was used as a model for copyright laws 
by a number of the Commonwealth countries.
Copyright in Russia developed more slowly. For over 70 years it was influenced 
heavily by the soviet ideology which put the interest of the public over that of the 
author. It was only in the early 1990s that Russia began to bring her copyright into 
line with the rest of Europe. Thus, it is interesting whether the relevant legal 
principles are recognised from the UK or indeed any other foreign perspective, 
especially in the light of Russia's prolonged period of isolation from international 
law®2.
My endeavours are informed by my undergraduate®® as well as postgraduate 
studies®" of the law of England and Wales, and my professional experience as a 
solicitor of England and Wales.
1-4 R u s s ia ’s  m e m b e r s h ip  o f  t h e  W TO
At the time of writing this thesis, Russia was in the final stages of negotiations over 
her entry into the WTO. She eventually joined the WTO on 22 August 2012®®, after 
over 19 years of negotiations (with the Working Party on the Accession of the
52 §2-8, 45.
53 LLB (Hons).
54 LLM (Corporate and Commercial Law).
55 WTC ‘Accessions, Russian Federation’ (WTC 2012)
<http://www.wto.ora/enalish/thewto e/acc e/al russie e.htm> accessed 3 Cctober 2012.
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Russian Federation being established back in 1993®®). That the negotiations were 
so lengthy is important, not least because it means that Russia has been aware of 
the need to bring her laws in conformity with the TRIPS Agreement for a long time. 
Thus, it is not surprising that a number of current Russian copyright law provisions 
derive from international treaties, including TRIPS®^. However, this thesis is not 
concerned with examining Russia's compliance with the TRIPS Agreement. While 
some provisions of the TRIPS Agreement are examined, this is mainly to explain the 
background and sources of Russia's copyright law.
55 ibid.
57 Noted by A Makovskiï, one of the drafters of Part 4, in his foreword to B Maggs and A Zhil' ts ov, 
Civil Code of the Russian Federation: Part 4, parallel Russian and English texts (Wolters Kluwer 
2008) 23, 48.
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Chapter 2
2 K e y  h is t o r ic a l  s t a g e s  o f  t h e  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  R u s s ia ’s
COPYRIGHT
This and the following chapters are closely linked; one gives some historical analysis 
of copyright and the other looks at the rationale and nature of copyright as they are 
understood in modern Russia. No thorough review of each and every law is 
intended here -  the aim is to identify some key stages of the development of 
copyright law and what brought them about. The aim is to show why copyright has 
come to be viewed in a particular way.
One of the myths close to the Russian heart is the uniqueness of everything to do 
with Russia®®. This sentiment seems to be rooted in the writings of a century
Russian philosopher, Peter ^kovlevich®® Chaadaev, who argued that Russia 
“never walked with other nations” and “never belonged to any known families of 
human kind, neither Western nor Eastern”®®. While a number of Russian 
commentators are now trying to dispel this myth®\ its legacy remains. It is argued 
that it is possible to draw an analogy between certain key stages of the development 
of copyright law in Russia, on the one hand, and those in England and the 
Netherlands, on the other hand.
2-1  T h e  S t a t e  m o n o p o l y  o v e r  p u b l is h in g
As in the UK, there is in Russia a close link between the history of copyright and the 
history of publishing. Russian commentators seem to agree that for a long time the 
publishing industry developed more slowly than in the rest of Europe (when referring
58 Although such sentiments are by no means unique to Russia,
89 As Stated at the beginning, throughout this thesis, I am transliterating Russian names using the 
transliteration system of the Library of the United States Congress.
90 p lA  Chaadaev, ‘Philosophical Letters (1829-1830): Letter One’ in E KamenskiT (ed). Complete 
Collection of Works and Selected Letters, Volume 1 (Nauka 1991 ) 323.
91 For example, by VR Firsov, a deputy director of the Russian National Library in VR Firsov, The 
work of libraries in the conditions of current copyright: Russian and international practice,
recommendations (Rossifskal Na ts ional' na Biblioteka 2009).
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to Russia as “Europe”, I mean the territory to the west of the Ural Mountains®^). Two 
reasons are often cited for this: a state monopoly over publishing and heavy 
censorship over publishers' output.
The first printing house in Russia was set up in 1563 under the auspices of the State 
during the reign of Ivan the Terrible. It is believed that one of its first books was 
Apostle (the book about actions and messages of apostles)®®. It appears that in 
these early days of printing, not only were the majority of books ecclesiastical but 
they were also printed under the control of the church. Non-ecclesiastical 
(nevertheless still state-owned) publishing houses appeared only in the IS'^  ^ century 
following the introduction of a non-ecclesiastical (lay) alphabet in 1704. It would 
appear that not many books were published prior to that point - so, for the sake of an 
anniversary, it is the year of 1703 that marks the beginning of the Russian printing®".
A number of historians point out that at that time, there was no demand for books 
(unlike England, where reading is reported to have been a popular activity in the 18"^  
century®®). This begs the question as to why these printing houses were set up. 
The answer it seems is that it was the initiative of Peter the Great, as part of his 
attempt to modernise Russia®®.
State monopoly over publishing was not unique to Russia. Some analogy can be 
drawn with the Stationers' Company in London set up in the early 15''^  century and 
whose powers were strengthened by a Royal Charter in 1557®^. In 1577, the 
Stationers' Company was given the exclusive right "of printing any book or any thing
92 The same distinction is made by the CIA in CIA World Factbook ‘Central Asia: Russia’ (CIA 12 April 
2013) <https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/rs.html> accessed 26 April 
2013.
93published by in 1523-25 by Georgiï Skorin, in AA Govorov, The History of Book Trade in the USSR 
(Kniga 1976) 79.
94 For example, in 1903 the Russian empire celebrated the 200i"^  anniversary of the printing press; see 
KK Arsen’ev, ‘Russian press at the frontier of the third centenary of its life’ (1903) Pravo 1, 2.
95 For example, see J Fergus, Provincial Readers in Eighteenth-Century England (Cxford University 
Press 2007).
95 P Reifman ‘From the history of Russian, soviet and post-soviet censorship. University Course, 
Master’s Level’ (Tartu University, Estonia, 2001-03) 7 <http://lepo.it.da.ut.ee/~pavel/index1.htm> 
accessed 25 September 2012.
97 R Deazley, ‘Commentary on the Stationers' Royal Charter 1557', in Bently L & Kretschmer M (eds) 
Primary Sources on Copyright (1450-1900) (<www.copvriahthistorv.ora> 2008).
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for sale or traffic" within England and her dominions®® - a form of State monopoly, 
albeit outsourced to what can be described as a private body.
The first signs of a change in Russia came in 1771 with a grant of a privilege to set 
up a private printing house for printing books in foreign languages in St Petersburg 
(the capital of the Russian Empire at the time). This was a liberal move in the early 
years of Catherine II (reigned 1762 -  1796). Perhaps by pure coincidence, the 
privilege was given to Yohannes Gartung, a German national from Mainz, the 
birthplace of the printing press®®. The monopoly was removed by a government 
decree of 1783''®® only to be re-introduced a few years later''®'' (still during the reign 
of Catherine II who by then had changed her views, not least as a result of a spate 
of activities by masons, which she considered threatening). Some commentators 
argue that in practice, the publishing industry continued to be dominated by the State 
until the middle of the 19"^  century''® .^
Certainly around the 17"^  and the 18"^  centuries the development of Russia’s 
publishing industry seems to have been well behind that of other European countries 
such as England and the Netherlands. By the time of Russia's first private printing 
privilege in 1771, such privileges had been granted in England for at least 200 
years''®®. In the Netherlands the practice of publishing grants started in 1520''®". In 
fact, when Yohannes Gartung obtained his privilege to print foreign books in St 
Petersburg, publishing grants in the Netherlands were nearly extinct because they 
were considered to be contrary to the rights of man''®®.
98 ibid.
99 SR Dolgova, About first owners of private printing houses in Russia (IM Gartung and IK Shnorr) 
(Kniga 1976) 178-79.
10° Free Printing Houses, Edict to the Senate of 15 January 1783, SZRI, volume XXI, item number 
15634.
101 Limiting the freedom of book printing. Personal Edict to the Senate of 16 September 1796, SZRI, 
volume XXIII, item number 17508.
102 AP Sergeev, The Law of Intellectual Property in the Russian Federation (second edition. Prospect 
2007) 39.
103 L Bently, ‘Introduction to Part I: the history of copyright’ in L Bently, U Suthersanen and P 
Torremans (eds). Global Copyright: Three Hundred Years Since the Statute of Anne, from 1709 to 
Cyberspace (Edward Elgar 2010) 8 (“Bently, Suthersanen and Torremans”).
104 \j\i Grosheide, ‘Transition from guild regulation to modern copyright law -  a view from the Low 
Countries’ in Bently, Suthersanen and Torremans, n103, 84.
105 /W , 91.
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While no attempt is made at examining all the consequences of the State monopoly 
over publishing, the key points are as follows. The monopoly led to fewer publishing 
houses than there was demand for. For example, in 1703 the Siberian Church 
Metropolis petitioned Peter the Great to set up a printing house in Irkutsk (which was 
then a very important Siberian hub). However, the petition was denied for 82 years - 
it was not until 1785 that the first publishing house was opened in Irkutsk”'®®.
The state monopoly also prevented the development of any notable trade coalitions 
comparable to the English or Dutch guilds of printers. Interestingly, neither were 
such coalitions formed after the end of the State monopoly over publishing. The 
reasons are not clear. It may have been something to do with the sheer size of the 
Russian empire. John O’Loughlin and Paul Talbot note that in 1850, Russia did not 
just stretch from Eastern Europe to the Pacific Ocean, it also incorporated “most of 
the territory that would later become the Soviet Union's, including the bulk of the 
area that would become the five Central Asian republics of Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, 
Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Kazakhstan as well as the three Caucasus republics 
of Armenia, Georgia, and Azerbaijan””'®^ .
The development of copyright in Russia contrasts sharply with that in England at a 
time when there were strong coalitions of tradesmen, such as the Stationers' 
Company in London. Not only did the Stationers' Company have the exclusive 
powers to print, it also managed to persuade the Government to pass the renowned 
Statute of Anne”'®®. Under the Statute of Anne, authors obtained for the first time 
rights in their books (which in practice, they almost always sold onto a bookseller, 
but that is a different point)”'®®. Although the campaign for the Statute of Anne placed 
the author at the centre of the arguments for new legislation”'”'®, a number of
105 LC L bimov, History of Siberian Printing Business: XVIII and beginning of the X X  century:
Chrestomathy in 5 Books, Book 1 (Irkutskiï Gossudarstvennyï Universitet 2004).
107 j  O’Loughlin and PF Talbot, ‘Where in the World is Russia? Geopolitical Perceptions and 
Preferences of Ordinary Russians’ Eurasian Geogr Econ (2005) 46(1) 23, 35.
105 An Act for the Encouragement of Learning, by the vesting copies of printed books in the authors or 
purchasers of such copies, during the times mentioned therein, 8 Anne, c 19, [1709], sub nom the 
Statute of Ann 1709.
109 Referred to by M Suarez in ‘To what degree did the Statute of Anne (8 Anne, c.19, [1709]) affect 
commercial practices of the book trade in eighteenth-century England?” in Bently, Suthersanen and 
Torremans, n103, 54.
110 R Deazley, ‘What’s new about the Statute of Anne? or Six observations in search of an act’ in 
Bently, Suthersanen and Torremans, n103, 46, 47.
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commentators agree that the real motive of the Stationers’ Company was to 
safeguard the interests of their members, who were not authors, but tradesmen"''''' 
(namely, the monopoly of the printing press which was a means of mass production - 
prior to the advent of the printing press, books were written by hand, usually by the 
clergy).
2-2 R e p l a c e m e n t  o f  s t a t e  m o n o p o l y  w it h  c e n s o r s h ip
Even though the Russian state began to ease its grip on the publishing industry 
towards the end of the 18"^  century, it had no intention of relinquishing control 
altogether. The main means of state control became censorship, which by and large 
large was not needed when the State held monopoly over publishing (although there 
is some evidence of censorship as early as the times of Ivan the Terrible when the 
State tried to control printing houses close to Poland that printed ecclesiastical books 
as their publications were influenced by Catholicism, something much detested by 
the Russian clergy"'^ )^.
The Senate Decree/Edict of 1 March 1771 that gave Yohannes Gartung the rights to 
publish foreign books allowed him to publish only those books that were not contrary 
to “the Christian laws, the Government, or other good morals""'^®. The control over 
his books was given to the Academy of Sciences (which at that time carried out 
censorship of non-ecclesiastical books; the content of ecclesiastical books being 
controlled first by the church, and later by the Synod). In order to publish any 
announcements, he was required to obtain permission directly from the police.
The law that removed the state monopoly over publishing in 1783 went further by 
stating that books had to be checked in order to avoid anything “contrary to God or 
non-ecclesiastical laws...or tending towards obvious temptations”. Again, the control 
was given to the police"'^". At the end of the 18"i century when the State re-
111 Bently, Suthersanen and Torremans, n103, 7-165.
112 Reifman, n96, 6.
113 Senate Decree/Edict, Granting to a foreigner Gartung the privilege to set up in St Petersburg a free 
printing house and foundry, for foreign languages of 1 March 1771, SZRI, volume XIX, item number 
13572.
114 Free Printing Houses, nIOO.
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introduced its monopoly over publishing, it also laid the foundations of the censorship 
institutions'*''®, which continued to operate until the early 1990s (in various guises).
From 1802 onwards censorship became regulated by a succession of Censorship 
Decrees which were often supplemented by temporary rules (some of them lasting 
for decades, the 1865 temporary rules survived until 1905). However, in addition to 
censorship as provided by the law, there was also unregulated censorship carried 
out by the police and since 1840s, by a totally unregulated committee that reported 
straight to the tsar (a form of control over censors themselves, as well as authors, 
much feared by the censors).
Censorship was by no means unique to Russia. It was also used as means of state 
control in the Netherlands, albeit mainly for publications by Dutch authors''"'®. As far 
as foreign authors were concerned, in the 17"^  and the 18"^  centuries in particular, 
the Netherlands “became internationally well-known for their freedom of expression 
and liberal regime towards the exchange of views by dissidents of foreign origin”
There is an argument that in England the State used the Stationers' Company in 
London as a censor, albeit not officially. Not only did the Stationers have exclusive 
rights to print for commercial purposes, they also had the power to search for and 
destroy books printed in contravention of any law"'"'®. Melissa De Zwart (currently of 
the University of Adelaide) argues that in return for the exclusive rights to print, the 
Stationers Company “assumed responsibility for preventing the registration, and 
therefore preventing the publication, of books that were politically or morally 
unacceptable”"'"'®.
115 Limiting the Freedom of Book Printing, n101.
115 Grosheide, n104,101.
117/ W ,  101.
115 Deazley, n97.
119 M De Zwart, ‘A historical analysis of the birth of fair dealing and fair use: lessons for the digital age’ 
(2007) IRQ 1 60, 65, of R Deazley who argues that the exact extent of censorship by the Stationers’ 
Company is not that clear. Writing about the Tudor period (roughly 1485 to 1603), he asserts that 
censorship remained an essentially ad hoc and reactive phenomenon, carried out not through the 
Company of Stationers, but through the use of statutory instruments and royal proclamations to 
censure heretical and treasonous texts in Deazley, n97.
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The 18^  ^ century practice in England of granting patents to publish certain types of 
books can also be viewed as a form of censorship. As Tariq Baloch explains, while 
as a result of the Statute of Ann 1710, the power shifted to booksellers, it did not in 
practice give them exclusive power. It still remained the case that the right to publish 
certain types of books, for example law books, could be awarded only by the crown. 
The practice enabled the selected few to engage in restrictive trade practices''^®.
There seems to be a consensus among Russian commentators to the effect that 
Russian censorship was particularly heavy. It is difficult to confirm this with any 
degree of precision. It is reported that in the whole of the 19"^  century only 248 
books were prohibited. However, there were also times when as a result of 
censorship no books were published at all, as for example, at the end of the so- 
called “gloomy seven years" during the rule of the Nicholas the Second (1848- 
1855)121.
It was during this “gloomy seven years” period that some censors got rid of passages 
in a geography textbook that explained that Siberian people used dogs as transport. 
Others got rid of the names of republicans fighting for the freedom of ancient 
Greece "'22.
By contrast, censorship in the mid 19"^  century (after the Nicholas the Second) was 
much more liberal. One of the reasons seems to be the defeat in Crimea which 
resulted in call for reforms, including an end of censorship. 66 newspapers and 150 
periodicals were published between 1855 and 1864 (compared to only 6 newspapers 
and 19 journals published between 1844 and 1854).
It is fair to say that censorship during the Soviet period was even more severe than 
that during the empire era. Censorship was carried out by a whole host of 
government departments. As pointed out by the Professor Pavel Reifman (of the 
University of Tartu in Estonia): “nothing could be published without the censor’s
120 T Baloch, ‘Law booksellers and printers as agents of unchanged’ (2007) CLJ 66(2), 389, 390.
121 Reifman, n96, 218, 248.
122 ibid, 228.
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permission, including advertisements, invitation tickets and theatre p o s t e r s . But 
even works that passed this preliminary censorship could still be banned after 
publication and those held responsible for a transgression punished 124. it was at this 
time that a number of authors were shot or died in prison - in the words of George 
Bernard Shaw, execution being “the highest degree of censorship”i25.
Having discussed censorship in the past, it is worth acknowledging that it is still very 
much part of modern life, although it is not as crude as it used to be. As a rule, the 
modern democracies choose to maintain their legitimacy by enlightening the pubic 
rather than keeping it in the dark. At the same time, there are situations when even 
a democratic government would wish to keep certain things quiet.
There is a growing consensus that copyright (in particular, if it has a strong owners' 
bias) can be used to restrict access to and the use of information. As Richard Burrell 
and Allison Coleman point out, the traditional argument that copyright cannot impose 
restrictions on freedom of expression because it protects only the expression of an 
idea (and not the idea itself) does not stand up to scrutinyi26. The cases concerning 
the Church of Scientology are just one example of this.
In the Netherlands, the Church of Scientology sued a journalist (as well as her 
internet service providers) who posted on the internet extracts from Scientology 
reference books accompanied by her commentaries. As a matter of principle, the 
Court accepted the claimants’ arguments that the posted information was in 
copyright. As such, the claimants could, at least in theory, prevent the public from 
reading it. However, given the dubious character of the claimant, the Court refused 
to uphold its copyright and ruled in favour of freedom of expression 127. |n England,
123 ibid, 429.
124 ibid, 441
125 JB Shaw, The Shewing-Up of Blanco Posnet, The Limits of Toleration referred to by JM and MJ 
Cohen (eds). The Penguin Dictionary of Modern Quotations (second edition. Penguin Books 1980) 
304 [15].
125 Burrell and Coleman, n40, 23.
127 Church of Scientology v Karin Spaink, Court of Appeal, The Hague/Gerechtshof Den Haag, 4 
September 2003, reviewed by PB Hugenholtz (2003) AMI - A Magazine for Writers, Media and 
Information Law/AM I (Tijdschrift voor auteurs-, media- en informatierecht) 217; also by E Rethmeier 
and PB Hugenholtz, ‘Report of the Netherlands ALAI Group’ in ALAI Study Days: Copyright and 
Freedom of Expression (Huygens Editorial 2008).
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an unsuccessful attempt to use copyright law to prevent adverse comments on the 
Church of Scientology was made in the case of Hubbard v Vosperi^s.
In modern Russia, the laws against extremism (which have some resonance with the 
laws of old against heresy and treason) have been used to censor information. For 
example, it is reported that in 2008, the Russian equivalent of the UK’s Crown 
Prosecution Service recommended prosecution in 4600 cases of alleged use of 
extremist material. One of the convictions was based on a conclusion by an expert 
witness that the publication in question was “pro-Russian”. As argued by Aleksandr
Sevast’ la nov, to take this thinking further, the authorities might as well ban “the War 
and Peace” by Dostoyevsky as it can too be said to be “pro-Russian”|i29
A number of commentators believe that the Russian television is heavily censored by 
the authorities (much more than newspapers, the output of which seems to depend 
on the views of the owners, although some pressure from the State is also 
evident)!®®. While the law bans censorship!®i, in practice the same effect is 
achieved by relying on the channel’s “editorial policy”, which can, for example, be 
used to dismiss certain employees or to cut out certain parts of a programme. 
Some analogy can be drawn with the D-notice (also known as a Defence Advisory 
Notice) currently practised in the UK whereby the media owners and the State have 
a gentlemen’s agreement not to publicise certain information!®^.
Digital technology can furnish governments with even more sophisticated tools of 
censorship. For example, technological protection measures (“TRMs”) (which can 
take the form of an electronic block on digitally recorded information) can be used to 
stop dissemination of the material. While TRMs are often used for what can be
125 Hubbard v Vosper [1972] 1 All ER 1023 (CA, Civ D), discussed by Burrell and Coleman, n40, 31.
129 A Sevast’ nov, ‘Oppression of non-conform 1st thinking as a key aim of the Russian state’ 
contribution to panel discussions ‘Russia today: encroachment upon the freedom of thought’ (Klub 
‘Russkiï Interes’, Novosibirsk 19 May 2009)
<http://www.apn.ru/publications/article21638.htm)> accessed 21 August 2012.
150 E Rikovseva, ‘Editors have again got hold of their editing scissors’ (Centre for Journalism in 
Extreme Situations 24 February 2005) <http://www.lenta.cjes.ru/?m=2&y=2005&lang=rus&nid=3587> 
accessed 29 September 2011.
151 Mass Communications, federal statute of the RF of 27 December 1991, number 2124-1, s 3.
152 Overseen by the UK Defence, Press and Broadcasting Advisory Committee (UK Government 
undated) < https://www.aov.uk/qovernment/orqanisations/defence-Dress-and-broadcastina-advisorv- 
committee> accessed 24 August 2013.
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viewed as good purposes, such as stopping youngsters from viewing scenes that are 
not considered suitable, they can equally be used to prevent the public from learning 
about a particular event. Notably, the lawful use of TRMs is not restricted to 
government officials; any individual or a company can rely on TRMs. This opens up 
the possibility for censorship by big multi-national companies - something that the 
censors of the early days could not even dream of!
2 -3  F ir s t  ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF THE AUTHOR’S RIGHTS
It was against the background of the first private printing houses and the increasing 
use of censorship that the concept of author’s rights was introduced in Russia in the 
first quarter of the century. Until then the relationship between an author and his 
publisher was unregulated. Moreover, the notion of copyright as a “personal 
privilege” was virtually unknown to Russian law. If a privilege to publish was 
granted, it was granted to the publisher and not the author; the most the author could 
hope for was presents and awards'*®®.
The need for a change came about in the century when it transpired that a 
number of publishers fraudulently misled the public about the identity of authors 
whose books they published. For example, when reviewing two books, one 
allegedly by August Lafonten and the other one by Christian Shpis, the censors (who 
at the time were part of the Ministry of Education which was itself set up as early as 
1802, much earlier than its English counterpart) realised that both books were 
identical. Moreover, neither book had anything to do with the writings of these 
authors!®".
In response, in 1816 the Minister of Education made an order under which a 
publisher, when applying for censorship clearance, was required to produce 
evidence of an author’s consent to have his work published by that publisher!®®. 
This limited measure was a first step towards developing authors’ rights, albeit within
153 Sergeev, n102, 34, 35.
154 Censorship decree of 9 July 1804, SZRI, volume 28 (1804-05) item 21388, discussed by MV 
Gordon (1948) Kharkovskn ^rdicheski] Institute 3 187.
155 Referred to by MV Gordon who researched the archives of the Ministry of People’s Education, in 
MV Gordon, ibid.
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the framework of censorship law (namely the Censorship Decree 1804). In a sense, 
one could say that the concept of authors' rights in Russia was born as another 
means of state control, this time over unscrupulous publishers.
2-4 T h e  C e n s o r s h ip  D e c r e e s
The first statute to contain provisions on authors' and translators' rights (“copyright” 
from now on where appropriate) was the Censorship Decree 1828!®®, paragraph 135 
of which gave authors and translators the “exclusive right to use their publication 
throughout their life and sell it at their will as lawfully acquired property”. More 
detailed provisions were contained in a separate law of the same date called ‘About 
the rights of the author’!®^ .
There was no requirement as to originality although there was a provision to the 
effect that rewriting 2/3rds of a book would result in a “new” book!®® - a pretty 
undemanding threshold for originality! “Exclusive rights” (which were not defined) 
were protected throughout the life of the author plus 25 years, - a potentially much 
longer period than that under the soviet law of 1925 which limited protection to 25 
years in total. While the author was allowed to transfer his rights, he could not be 
deprived of them without his consent. For example, such rights did not form part of 
the author’s assets for the purposes of recovering debts!®®.
Interestingly, the Censorship Decree 1828 contained exceptions -  a concept that 
later became dear to the heart of the Russian lawmaker. For example, the public 
was allowed to make “a reference” to a book in copyright, but only if it was shorter 
than a third of the original book and was accompanied by the author’s own writing of 
at least twice the length of the reference!"® - an extremely wide exception by any 
modern standards. In fact, it can be argued that as a result of this exception, the 
Decree only prohibited copying of more than a third of a book.
156 Censorship decree with royal approval of 22 April 1828, SZRI, volume 3 (1828), item 1979.
157 Decree about the rights of the author with royal approval of 22 April 1828, SZRI, volume 3 (1828), 
item 1980.
158 ibid [5]. 
i59/b/d[2].
140/ W  [11].
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Paragraph 12 of the Censorship Decree 1828 stated that a book published in Russia 
could be translated into “any” language (although annexing the original text was not 
permitted). A limited exception was made for scholarly works only. The rule seems 
to have laid the foundations for a culture of free translation. This view is supported 
by Cohen Prins who refers to the principle of ‘freedom of translation' as one of the 
cornerstone principles of Russian copyright (albeit in the context of negotiations on 
the Berne Convention)!"!.
The provisions on authors' rights contained in the Censorship Decree 1828 were 
clarified and supplemented throughout the century (although the rules examined 
in the previous paragraphs survived until 1911). For example, in 1875 the length of 
protection of the author’s rights was extended to a life plus 50 years!"2. In 1846 the 
author’s rights became available to artists!"® and in 1857, to musicians!"".
In 1887 the copyright provisions contained in various censorship decrees were 
transferred into the Compilations of Laws of the Russian Empire. Given the then 
prevailing tendency to treat authors’ rights as any other property (albeit the 
protection of which was limited in time), those provisions were attached as an annex 
to a section on property!"® (a point I come back to later). However, the author’s 
rights still depended on successful clearance by the censors. Thus, just in the same 
way as earlier laws, the 1887 law stated that the person who “published a book 
without complying with the Censorship Decree was to lose all the rights over it”!"®.
It is worth mentioning here the rule introduced at the end of 1830s that required the 
publishers to disclose to the censors the name and address of the writer of any 
publication!"^ - the requirement that survived until 1904!"®. (The rule started its life
141 C Prins, ‘Emile Zola Receives an Answer: The Soviet Union Is to Join the Berne Convention’ 
(1991)13(7) EIPR 238, 239.
142 Extension of the protection of literary ownership 1857, opinion of the Senate with royal approval of 
15 April 1857, SZRI, volume xxxii (1857), item 31732.
143 Artistic property, decree with royal approval of 1 January 1846, Censorship Statute 1846, SZRI, 
volume xxi (1846), item 19569.
144 Extension of the protection of literary ownership 1857, n142.
145 Annex to s 420 of the Compilations of Laws of the Russian Empire, volume X, part 1.
146/W, s21.
147 Reifman, n 96 ,124-125, 220.
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as a tsar’s attempt to ban publishers from publishing any works that did not display 
their author’s name. Due to its unpopularity (interestingly with the censors 
themselves), the requirement was soon relaxed.) The rule would seem to prevent 
any publication where the publisher was not sure about the identity of the author -  
the rule that, at least in theory, seems to have limited the freedom of speech of the 
Russian authors even further. It is arguable that authors were afraid of giving their 
addresses to the censors.
Thus, even almost two hundred years after the Statute of Ann 1710 in England"""®, 
publishing in Russia was still under tight State control.
2-5 1911 C o p y r ig h t  La w  -  R u s s ia ’s  f ir s t  “m o d e r n ” c o p y r ig h t  l a w
In my view the real turning point for Russia’s copyright was her first law dedicated to 
copyright which came into force in 1911 !®® (“the 1911 Copyright Law”). No attempt is 
made at a detailed comparison of the 1911 law with its foreign contemporaries. 
However, as this section aims to show, it is at this point that Russian copyright law 
took on its modern form and also, became more on par with countries such as 
England. As far as England herself is concerned, some commentators argue that 
copyright there did not take on its modern form until the middle of the 19'*i century!®!. 
If so, by that point Russia seems to have caught up with England with only a 
relatively short delay.
It is notable that around that time a number of other countries revised their copyright 
laws, for example England (the Copyright Act 1911), the US (the Copyright Law 
1909), Australia (the Copyright Act 1905) and Germany (the Copyright Law 1907). 
Apart from the influence of the Berne Convention, the advent of new technology 
such as photography and cinematography appears to be an important reason for
148 Outline of improving the state order, personal highest edict to the Governing Senate of 12 
December 1904 in N Lazarevskiï, Legislative acts of the transition period. 1904-1908 (third edition,
^  uridicheskiï knizhniï sklad ‘Pravo’ 1909) [8].
149 An Act for the Encouragement of Learning, by the vesting copies of printed books in the authors or 
purchasers of such copies, during the times mentioned therein, n108.
150 Author’s Rights, statute of 20 March 1911, SZRI, volume 31, item 34935 (“Author’s Rights 1911”).
151 B Sherman and L Bently, The Making of Modern Intellectual Property Law: the British Experience 
1760-1911 (Cambridge University Press 1999) 119-28.
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this. Russia was no exception. Thus, the 1911 Copyright Law for the first time 
expressly protected photographs (and other works similar to photographs) albeit in a 
limited way. They were protected for 10 years only (which compared unfavourably 
with the 50-year protection in the UK under the Copyright Act 1 9 1 1 !®^ ) and then only 
against copying by mechanical and chemical means'*®®. Thus, drawing a copy of a 
photograph remained lawful. Interestingly, unlike the UK^®", cinematographic 
production was not protected.
The political situation in the Russian Empire could have been another driving force 
behind the 1911 law. In the opinion of Mira Sundara Rajan: “[t]he relationship 
between writers and the Government at the turn of the century in Russia was 
balanced on a razor’s edge”"*®®. On the one hand, the tsarist Government wished to 
make use of writers’ creativity in order to bolster its legitimacy and to support the 
growing sense of national identity. On the other hand, writers were seen as a threat 
to the absolutist power of the tsars. In the circumstances, it was thought that 
incremental developments of copyright were not capable of achieving the balance 
between those competing forces. The argument seems to be supported by some 
Russian commentators'*®®.
I examine some of the key provisions of the 1911 Copyright Law below, focusing on 
literary works. One of the first observations is that by contrast with the 1887 
provisions, it even looked more like a modern statute. For example, it started off by 
setting out general principles and then dealt with each type of intellectual property in 
its own chapter. Overall, it was a more complex and detailed piece of legislation; it 
contained 75 sections plus a number of transitional provisions. This contrasts with 
the 40 sections of the 1887 law.
Under the 1911 Copyright Law, for the first time copyright protection became 
available to the authors of ‘literary works, written as well as oral (speeches, lectures.
152 Copyright Act 1911, c 46, s 21.
153 Author’s Rights 1911, n150, ss 59-63.
154 Copyright Act 1911 c 46, s 35.
155 mT Sundara Rajan, ‘Copyright and Free Speech in Transition: the Russian Experience’ in J 
Griffiths and U Suthersanen (eds), Copyright and Free Speech: Comparative and International 
Analyses (Oxford University Press 2005) 321, 322.
156 Sergeev, n102, 36.
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essays, reports, papers, messages, sermons and so on)’”*®^ and not just books. 
However, as before, the protection was largely domestic. Only works that were 
either published in Russia or whose author was a Russian national received full 
protection. A foreign author's publication which was published abroad was protected 
only against “reprinting”!®® -  which seems to be a form of protection to the publisher 
rather than the author.
The 1911 law built upon the concept of the author’s exclusive rights. They were now 
defined as the author’s rights ‘to copy, publish and disseminate his work by any 
means’!®®. These rights were not limited to commercial works. It appears that 
“copying” was to have a much tighter meaning than under the previous law which 
basically allowed the user to copy as much as a third of a book. While the user was 
still allowed to use a work in copyright to create a new work, it was only for the 
purposes of creating a “significantly different” work!®®.
A number of new rights were introduced, including the author’s right to translate or 
authorise translation of his work. The 1911 Copyright Law expressly stated that the 
right was available not just to the Russian author, but also the foreign author if his 
work was published in Russia (section 33). However, the foreign author of a work 
published abroad was not able to assert this right unless he could rely on a specific 
international treaty that protected his right to translate the work into Russian!®!.
The right to integrity was also introduced for the first time. Thus, the 1911 Copyright 
Law stated that only the author could lawfully amend his work (with the exception of 
“necessary” amendments or amendments to which the author, if asked, could not 
say ‘no’ to if acting conscientiously)!®^. The author also obtained the right to stage 
his work (a right that seems to bear resemblance to article 12 of the Berne 
Convention, as amended in Berlin in 1908).
157 Author’s Rights 1911, n150, s 1(1).
158 ibid, s 32.
159 ibid, s 2.
159 ibid, s 3; see also A Pilenko, New Law About Author’s Right: text, comparison with old law and 
preparatory material (AS Suvorin 1911 ) x.
151 ibid, s 35.
152 ibid, s 20.
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It is submitted that the author's right to integrity did not “slip into” the 1911 Copyright 
Law “through the net”, but signalled new thinking about copyright. For example, the 
explanatory note prepared by the Ministry of Justice acknowledged the unique 
nature of the authors' rights and noted that such rights were based “not on the 
property, but the moral interest” of the author. That is not to say that the 1911 law 
was solely grounded in the natural rights of the author. The explanatory note also 
referred to the social utility of copyright and even drew an analogy between the 
author’s rights and those of the inventor^®®.
In his commentaries on the Parliamentary debates of the 1911 Copyright Law, a 
contemporary jurist Professor Aleksandr Pilenko expanded on this as follows. While 
no one knew about the invention, the inventor had the right to keep it secret and 
never make it public. However, the act of making the invention public generated two 
rights: one was the inventor’s exclusive right over his invention and the other was the 
society’s right to use the invention freely.
Professor Aleksandr Pilenko went on to say that these rights did not arise just 
because of the courtesy of society. They were also a result of a compromise 
between the creator and those who had ‘a permanent share’ of the creator’s work (or 
as he also called it, ‘a servitude’ or ‘an easement’ in the creator’s work). This 
compromise was achieved deliberately as a result of a “known but silent contract” 
between the author or the inventor, on the one hand, and the society, on the other 
hand!®".
Thus, it appears that Professor Aleksandr Pilenko was analysing copyright in terms 
of social contract theory!®® even though he did not refer to it specifically. Regardless 
of any philosophical underpinning, it appears that by the time of the 1911 Copyright 
Law it was accepted among Russian jurists that society had a right akin to a natural 
right in a published work. In a sense, some parallel can be drawn with the United 
States Constitution which at that time (as well as now) protected exclusive rights to
153 Pilenko, n160, 7.
154 ibid, 7.
155 While the social contract theory is often associated with the 17*'^  century philosophers such as 
John Locke, its roots can be traced back to the medieval times, noted by D Ritchie, ‘Contributions to 
the History of the Social Contract Theory’ (2007) PSL 122(1) 656.
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intellectual property in order “[t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful
Arts"i66
The US 1909 Copyright Act too was inspired by the ideas of the public good, albeit 
more with a focus on the incentive to produce. For example, the report that 
accompanied the Act stated that: “In enacting a copyright law Congress must 
consider . . . two questions: First, how much will the legislation stimulate the 
producer and so benefit the public, and, second, how much will the monopoly 
granted be detrimental to the public? The granting of such exclusive rights, under 
the proper terms and conditions, confers a benefit upon the public that outweighs the 
evils of the temporary monopoly”''®^ .
Perhaps it is this new perception of copyright as a public good that led to the 
introduction of a number of exceptions in the 1911 Copyright Law. For example, it 
allowed the user to make an individual copy of a work in copyright for private use. 
There were also exceptions for copying public speeches and news. Most important, 
the law permitted copying if the copy were to be used in an anthology or other 
compilation of educational, scientific or technical means'*®® (an exception that seems 
to have been inspired by article 8 of the Berne Convention, as revised in 1908). 
Regarding the scope of exceptions, some contemporary commentators even argued 
that the 1911 Copyright Law was more generous to users than its German 
counterpart.'*®^
The author's rights were backed up by criminal as well as civil sanctions. In some 
respects, criminal sanctions for breaching copyright in Russia were harsher than
Constitution of the United States 1787 in its original form, article 1, s 8 (US National Archives and 
Records Administration) <http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/constitution_transcript.html> 
accessed 15 August 2012.
Report of the Judicial Committee HRRep number 2222, 60th Congress, 2d Session 7 (1909) 
(referred to in Sony Corp. of America v Universal City Studios, Inc, 464 US 417, 104 S Ct 774 [10]); 
for critical analysis of this argument see A Moore, ‘Intellectual Property, Innovation and Social 
Progress: The case against incentive based arguments’ (2003) Hamline LR 23(3), 602.
Authors’ Rights 1911, n150, s 35.
®^^ SA Bel ts kin. New authors’ law in its key principles ( ridicheskiï knizhniï sklad ‘Pravo’ 1912) 
68-69, also A Pilenko (1911) New Law About Author’s Right: text, comparison with old law and 
preparatory material (AS Suvorin 1911)9.
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those under the UK Copyright Act 1911 which provided only for a fine^^°. By 
contrast, some copyright offences in Russia, such as publishing someone else’s 
work under one’s name for profit, was to be punished by imprisonment for no less 
than 3 months Moreover, unlike the UK, it would appear that, at least in theory, 
criminal sanctions (namely an arrest or fine) were available for breaching copyright 
for personal purposes. Criminal sanctions for breaching copyright law were also 
available in the US; they became available only in 1897, more than hundred years 
after the introduction of the first federal copyright act in 1790'*^ .^
In civil proceedings, the courts were given wide discretion to award damages. The 
usual principle that the damages were linked to and limited by the sum of the 
claimant’s loss (as proved by the claimant) did not apply. When awarding damages, 
the court was able to take into account other relevant considerations if it was just. 
As pointed out by Professor Aleksandr Pilenko, this provision showed an unusual 
degree of trust in the Russian courts'*^®.
Given the 1911 law’s overall progressive character, it is worth considering the extent 
to which its makers were influenced by foreign law. While a number of leading 
commentators (for example. Professor Aleksandr Sergeev'*^^) state that the 1911 law 
was based on “the best examples of the Western European legislation”, no 
references are given. In my view, the lawmakers drew inspiration from a whole 
range of foreign copyright statutes. For example, according to Professor Aleksandr 
Pilenko, when considering the term of copyright (section 11 of the 1911 law), the 
lawmakers considered a truly astonishing array of foreign copyright laws, namely:
“section 3 of the Finish Law of 1880; section 1 of the French Law 1886; section 11 of 
the Hungarian Law 1884; sections 2 and 4 of the Belgium Law 1886; sections 579 
and 585 of the Portuguese Compilations of Civil Laws 1867; sections 7 and 10 of the 
Norwegian Law 1876; sections 8 and 9 of the Monaco Law 1889; s. 2 of the Tunisian
Copyright Act 1911, ch 46, s 11.
Compilation of Criminal Provisions, 1903, item 22704, as amended by the Statute about Authors' 
Rights 1911, s 620.
ID Manta, The Puzzle of Criminal Sanctions for intellectual property infringements’ (2011) Harv JL 
&Tech 24(2) 469, 481.
Pilenko, n177, xii.
Sergeev, n102, 36.
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Law 1889; sections 10 and 15 of the Boiivian Law 1879; section 8 of the German 
Law 1870; section 29 of the German Law 1901; section 43 of the Austrian Law 1896; 
section 3 of the Swiss Law 1883; sections 3,6 of the Dutch Law 1857; section 3 the 
Law of England 1895; sections 8 and 9 of the Italian Law 1882; section 6 of the 
Spanish Law 1879; section 10 of the Columbian Law 1876; section 1253 of the 
Mexican Civil Code; section 2 of the Swedish Law 1877; section 2 of the Romanian 
Law 1862; section 4 of the English draft law f 899”'*^ ®.
The provisions of the Berne Convention were also studied. Moreover, as mentioned 
earlier, some of them were adopted without or with some minor modifications. It is 
interesting that Russia did not join the Berne Convention at that time even though it 
had been one of the first countries to take an interest in the Convention'*^®. Some 
Russian commentators argue that Russia was wary of joining the Convention 
because of its prohibition on making amendments to a copyright work without the 
author's p e r m i s s i o n ' * S u c h  a prohibition would have prevented censors from 
removing the passages they disapproved oP^®. While this may explain Russia's 
initial concerns, it does not address her reasons for not joining the Berne Convention 
at the beginning of the 20^ *^  century when censorship became less of an issue.
In the view of Cohen Prins, the key stumbling block was Russia’s traditional 
insistence on the right to free translation'*^^. While I agree with this generally, I would 
like to distinguish between the author’s right to translate (or authorise translation of 
his work into a different language), on the one hand, and the translator’s right to his 
translation, on the other hand. The translator’s right over his translation (as a new 
book) had existed in Russia since 1828'*®°. By contrast, with some limited exceptions
Pilenko,/7f 60, 35.
For example, Russian delegates attended the Berlin revision of the Berne Convention in 1908. 
Moreover, at that point Russia was viewed as a country considering adhesion to the convention, for 
example, noted by T Solberg ‘Report of the delegate of the United States to the International 
Conference for the Revision of the Berne Copyright Convention, held at Berlin, Germany, October 14 
to November 14’ (Government Printing Office, Library Division 1908).
For example, see R Nagornyï, ‘The History of the Development of the Free Use Provisions in 
Copyright and Copyright-Related Law’ (2010) Zhurnal RossiTskogo Prava 2, 113.
178 ibid.
179 Prins, n141, 239.
1®° Decree about the rights of the author with royal approval of 22 April 1828, n137 [1].
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for scholarly works, the author’s general right to translate his work into another 
language was introduced only in 1911'*®''.
However, the translation right introduced by the 1911 Copyright Law right was much 
weaker than the minimum set out by the Berne Convention. Firstly, it was not 
automatic, but had to be asserted at the time of the publication (either in the 
foreword to the book or on the front page). Secondly, there was a time limit in which 
the translation had to be published, namely within 5 years of the publication of the 
original work. Finally, the right was protected for 10 years only (by contrast with a 
life plus 50 years, which was the general length of copyright protection under the 
1911 Copyright Law).
It is argued that even the original Berne Convention (1886) was more generous. 
Thus, article 5 of the Berne Convention (as negotiated in Berne in 1886) provided for 
the exclusive right of making or authorizing the translation of a work until the 
expiration of ten years from the publication of the original. The subsequent revisions 
of the Berne Convention strengthened this right even further. As amended in Paris 
in 1896, the Berne Convention extended the author’s right to translation for as long 
as the original work was protected (although only if its translation was produced 
within ten years of publication; the right ceased if no translation had been produced 
within the ten years). As amended in Berlin in 1908^® ,^ the Berne Convention 
removed the latter qualification. The right was stated to last for the whole term of the 
copyright in the original work (the Berlin revision of the Berne Convention).
It seems that it was feared that by joining the Berne Convention, Russia would sign 
up to paying vast amounts of money for foreign works. Such fear was and still is 
common in countries where authors are trying to compete with foreign authors from 
countries with a popular language and/or culture. The argument that foreigners were 
going to pay as much, if not more, for the works of Russian authors was ignored.
Russia’s unwillingness to uphold the author’s right to translate or authorise 
translation of his work was not unique. For example, the Netherlands did not join
1®1 Author’s Rights 1911, n 150, s 33. 
i®2 Solberg, n176.
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until 1916 also because of the translation issue'*®®. Moreover, in 1967 the issue of 
translation (among others) eventually brought the Stockholm revision of the Berne 
Convention to a head. As a result, the original proposals to allow developing 
countries to permit compulsory licensing for translations into local languages as well 
as for any protected use for educational, scientific or research purposes never came 
to life. Instead, in 1971 an agreement was reached to adopt a watered-down version 
of these proposals'*® .^
The outcome may have been different if the Russian Government had faced some 
form of organised pressure by the authors to join the Berne Convention. In practice, 
the argument in favour of joining the Convention came from individual authors whose 
voice was either too weak to be heard or not considered important. As Cohen Prins 
says “this was unlike France and England, where pressure groups such as the 
Association Littéraire et Artistique Internationale ... and The Society of Authors in no 
small measure promoted the accession of these countries to the Berne Convention 
1886"i®5.
That is not to say that Russia had no tradition of international copyright cooperation 
at all. A number of bi-lateral copyright agreements were signed, including with 
Russia's key literary rivals such France. For example under the 1861 agreement 
between Russia and France, unlawful copying in one country was treated as 
unlawful copying in the other, although the protection was capped at the level of the 
author’s country of origin. The agreement lasted for 6 years only. After that, it was 
to continue on a year-by-year basis until one of the parties expressed its desire not 
to be bound'*®®.
1®® Groshelde, n104, 98.
i®"i For comprehensive analysis, see S Ricketson, The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary 
and Artistic Works: 1886-1986 (Kluwer 1987) Chapter 11.
1®® Prins, n141, 239. This argument is also often made by Russian commentators, for example, by 
Nagorniï, n i77.
1®® Convention About Protection of Literary and Artistic Property entered into between Russia and 
France on 25 March 1861, SZRI, volume xxxvi (1861), item 37137.
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2 -6  S o v ie t  p e r io d  -  n a t io n a l is a t io n
The 1911 Copyright Law was abolished immediately after the 1917 Revolution, only 
6 years after it came into force. In the same year, the Government decided to meet 
the then acute demand for cheap books by transferring some works from “the private 
sphere into the social milieu” (what is known in the foreign literature as 
“nationalisation” of authors' rights'*® )^ for a period of no longer than 5 years. One of 
the criteria for nationalisation was the “degree of closeness of particular works to the 
working people”. There was set up a special collegiate body for editing such works. 
This wave resulted in nationalisation of 23 works of already deceased Russian 
authors such as Aleksandr Pushkin and Fyodor Dostoevsky 1®®.
The second wave of nationalisation started in 1918'*®°. It was backed up by a decree 
that enabled the government to nationalise any works, including non-published 
works and those authored by still living authors. During this wave, the works of 47 
authors and 17 composers were nationalised. Works by foreign authors were also 
among them. For example, the state nationalised the translation into Russian of 
works by an American writer, Upton Sinclair, famous for describing conditions in the 
US meat packing industry'*®®.
Fixed compensation was offered to the still living authors of nationalised works'*®'*. 
As far as heirs of a deceased author were concerned, they were entitled to some ill- 
defined state maintenance only and then only if they were “in need” and not capable 
of working; they could no longer claim the deceased author’s rights as the right to 
inheritance was also abolished*®^.
i®7 For example, Sundara Rajan, n155, 328.
1®® State Publishing, decree of Pan-Russian Executive Committee of 29 December 1917, SU 1918, 
number 14, s 201; Sergeev, n102, 37 and Sundara Rajan, n155, 328.
i®9 Decree about scientific, literary, musical and art works of 26 November 1918, SU (1918) number 
86, article 900, see also Sergeev, n102, 37.
1®° Recognising as the property of the RSFSR all translations into the Russian language of works by 
Elton Sinclair, decree of the Soviet of the Peoples' Commissars of 14 May 1925, SU (1925) number 
45, s 336.
Decree about scientific, literary, musical and art works of 26 November 1918, n189, s 5. 
ibid, ss 7 and 8.
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2 -7  S o v ie t  p e r io d  -  c o p y r ig h t  l a w s  o f  1 9 2 5  a n d  1 9 2 8
A remarkable parallel between soviet and tsarist governments is drawn by Mira 
Sundara Rajan. She argues that following the initial rush to get rid of copyright law, 
the Soviet Government soon realised that it needed the support of creative and 
educated people in order to justify its ideology -  in the same way that tsarist 
governments had. In her words; “as the Soviet Union emerged into a State based on 
ideology, the importance of securing the cooperation of intellectuals for political 
purposes became pronounced”*®®.
As a result, the copyright law introduced in 1925*®"* and the law which replaced it in 
1928*®® were much more accommodating of author’s interests. Similar to the laws of 
the Russian empire, the 1928 law granted the author exclusive rights which were 
defined as the rights to “reproduce and disseminate work by all permitted means” 
and also “to obtain a material gain by all legal means”*®®. Although the state power 
to purchase compulsorily (or nationalise) the rights to a work was retained*®^, it was 
considered to be an exceptional measure and not often used.
That is not to say that the copyright laws of 1925 and 1928 were not heavily 
influenced by soviet ideology. For example, copyright was protected for a much 
shorter period than immediately before the Revolution -  25 years following the 
creation of the work in the case of a literary work (under the 1925 law*®®) and a life 
plus 15 years (under the 1928 law*®®), compared to the pre-revolutionary term of 
protection of a life plus 50 years.
Both the 1925 and 1928 laws contained an extensive list of exceptions 
(approximately 15 each). For example, one of the 1928 exceptions just stated that 
“the translation of someone else’s work into a different language” was not a breach
1®® Sundara Rajan, n155, 325.
Foundations of Copyright, decree of 30 January 1925, SU USSR 1925, number 7 (“Foundations of 
Copyright of 30 January 1925”).
1®® Foundations of Copyright of the Soviet of People, decree of Commissars of 16 May 1928, SU 
USSR 1928, number 27 (“Foundations of Copyright of the Soviet People of 16 May 1928”).
196 ibid, s 7.
197 ibid, s 7.
198 Foundations of Copyright of 30 January 1925, n 194, s 20.
199 Foundations of Copyright of the Soviet of People of 16 May 1928, n195, s 15.
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of copyright. It did not even require the translator to acknowledge the name of the 
author of the original work let alone obtain that author’s permission^®®. From the 
author’s point of view, this was a considerable step back compared to the 1911 
Copyright Law.
The principles regarding authors’ remuneration (which survived until the early 1990s) 
were also laid down around this time. Under the decree of 8 October 1928, the 
People’s Commissariat for Education were to produce the text of a “standard 
(normal) publishing agreement’ for literary works^®*. The decree on publishing of 15 
August 1931 further stated that it was “necessary to differentiate this [authors’] 
payment and establish such a system of fees that would stimulate the advancement 
of the most talented authors”^ ®^ . These decrees led to the development of standard 
form contracts which tightly regulated the terms of an agreement between the author 
and his publisher, including author’s remuneration.
Even though the law often referred to the “minimum” fee which suggested that the 
author could negotiate a much higher fee^ ®®, in practice, both the author and the 
publisher were bound by the range of fees set out by the relevant standard form 
contract. For example, in 1942 the Supreme Court of the USSR held that in deciding 
the remuneration due to the author of some maps of icebergs, the Supreme Court of 
the Kazakh Republic had made a mistake in taking into account the time spent by 
the author on making these maps. Instead, the lower Court should have followed the 
instruction for calculating the volume of a literary work in author’s sheets of 22 
October 1939 according to which the author’s fee for graphical material depended 
solely on the number of pages produced^® .^
200/b/d, s9(1).
201 Copyright, decree of Commissars of 8 October 1928, SU RSFSR, 1928, number 132, article 861, s 
26 (“Copyright Decree of 8 October 1928”).
202 Publishing, decree of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the USSR of 15 August 
1931, Krasnyi Biblioterar’1931 number 31, 2.
203 Copyright Decree of 8 October 1928, n201, s 20; also the Decree about Foundations of Copyright 
of the Soviet People of 16 May 1928, n195, s 8 and the Civil Code of the RSFSR (approved by the 
Supreme Soviet on 16 June 1964) (“Civil Code of the RSFSR 1964), s 479.
204 Protest of the Procurator of the USSR in the case of VG Gorbunov v Alma-Ata’s Administration of 
Meteorology, case number 123, decision of the Civil Chamber of the Supreme Court of the USSR of 
31 January 1942.
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Thus, the author’s fee did not depend on the commercial success of his work, but 
was fixed by law and recorded in his contract with the publisher prior to the 
publication. As pointed out by a Russian commentator writing in 1972, in many 
respects soviet law treated author’s fee as if it was a salary even though unlike a 
salary it was paid only when the work was published (or re-published). From the 
author’s point of view, that was not always a bad thing -  after all, it is reported that a 
number of publishers knowingly operated at a loss. Provided such publishers’ output 
was considered to be useful to society, the State was happy to underwrite the 
loss^ ®®.
This focus on making copyright works available to the public brings to mind the US 
Constitution and the US Copyright Act 1909 (referred to briefly at §2-5, p32). 
However, it is important to bear in mind the ideological underpinning of the soviet 
laws, including those introduced in 1925 and 1928. It is submitted that copyright 
protection was re-instated in order to encourage authors to spread “the good word” 
about soviet ideas. From this perspective, giving to the author a monopoly (even a 
short lived one) over his works was counter-productive. Copyright was used to 
bolster the author’s status by giving him privileges not available to other less creative 
citizens. For example, the Decree of the Council of Ministers introduced in 1957 
allowed the Association of Writers of the USSR to petition the State for a personal 
pension on behalf of their most distinguished members^®®. Such pensions also 
became available to composers and artists^® .^
The 1928 law remained in force until the early 1960s almost without any 
amendment.
2 -8  S o v ie t  p e r io d  -  t h e  1961 l a w
The political climate of the 1960s resulted in a range of liberal laws. IP laws, 
including copyright law, also underwent some changes. In 1961, all the different
206 VG Kamyshev, The rights of authors of literary ivo/iks (^ridicheskaia Literatura 1972) 46.
206 Provision of pensions to the authors, composers and artists and members of their families, decree 
of the Council of Ministers of 7 August 1957 number 946, s 4.
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laws on intellectual property were gathered together and included in the Foundations 
of Civil Legislation 1961^®® (on which the republics modelled their regional IP laws) - 
a codification exercise conceptually similar to the one carried out in 1887 (and most 
recently, in 2008).
The lawmakers also rewrote some of the earlier copyright provisions, making them 
fewer in number and more succinct. However, with the exception of the requirement 
to obtain the author's permission to translate his work, introduced a few years later in 
1973 (such permission could in fact be given by the state)^®®, the changes were not 
of a truly significant nature. Some commentators argue that the protection of 
authors' rights under the 1961 law continued to be well below that offered by the 
1911 Copyright Law, let alone the Berne Convention^*® (which Russia did not join 
until 1995).
Copyright protection continued to be essentially domestic. A work by a foreign 
author was protected only if it was published for the first time in the Soviet Union. In 
the case of an unpublished work by a foreign author, it was protected only if it had 
existed on the territory of the Soviet Union in some objective form (section 97). 
These rules would seem to have excluded the majority of, if not all, works of foreign 
authors.
Foreign authors benefited from the national regime of protection of their rights only 
from 20 April 1973 when the Soviet Union joined the Universal Copyright Convention 
of 6 September 1952. Arguably, the choice of the Convention as the USSR’s (and 
its predecessor, Russian Empire’s) first multilateral copyright treaty was not 
surprising given the Convention’s generous provisions towards translators^**. No 
amendment was made to the Fundamentals of the Civil Legislation 1961 to reflect 
the USSR’s accession to the Convention. The law just continued to state that it did 
not protect the author’s rights over a work published for the first time abroad (or a
208 Foundations of Civil Legislation of the Union of SSR and Unions’ Republics, approved by Law of 
the USSR of 8 December 1961, Gazette of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR, 1961, number 50, s 
525.
209 ibid, s 102 (as amended on 21 February 1973).
210 For example, SA Sudarikov, The Foundations of Copyright (Amalfe 2000).
211 Article V of which provides for limitations on the exclusive right of an author to translate his 
work, discussed by JS Dubin, The Universal Copyright Convention’ (1954) CLR 42 ,1 , 108.
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work that existed in some objective form abroad, if unpublished). It then went on to 
say that the author's rights to such works could be upheld only if there was a 
relevant international treaty to which the USSR was a party^*?.
Thus, the law did not make it clear whether the Universal Copyright Convention 
applied to works published prior to the date when the Convention came into force for 
the USSR, namely 27 May 1973. Russian commentators seem to agree that the 
Convention was interpreted to apply only to those works of foreign authors that were 
published on or after 27 May 1973. Regarding works published for the first time 
outside the Soviet Union prior to 27 May 1973, it was understood that as before, their 
use did not require the author’s permission^*®.
Unlike all previous provisions on copyright (of the Russian empire and the Soviet 
Union alike), the Fundamentals of the Civil Legislation 1961 did not describe the 
author’s rights as “exclusive”. However, in practice the contents of the author’s 
rights remained pretty much unchanged. As under the 1928 law, the author was 
allowed to publish, reproduce and disseminate his work by any permitted means 
(although a 1928 proviso that stated expressly that the author was entitled to exploit 
his rights commercially was dropped). The author’s rights to integrity of his work 
also continued to be protected. Some of the rights were even widened. For 
example, the author’s right to integrity was no longer limited to protection from 
amendments made by publishers and entertainment organisations^*^.
The question is why then the 1961 law omitted the word “exclusive”. Some Russian 
commentators argue that this was done not to diminish the author’s rights, but to 
more accurately reflect the reality of such rights. While the 1928 law used the term 
“exclusive rights”, in practice it did not allow the author to exercise his rights 
independently. The author was only entitled to receive a fixed fee (and even then.
212 The effect of s 97 of the Foundations of Civil Legislation of the Union of SSR and Unions’ 
Republics, n208, as amended by the Edict of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR of 21 
February 1973, number 3959-VIII.
213 WTO, Draft report of the Working Party on the Accession of the Russian Federation to the World 
Trade Organisation of 15 October 2004, WT/ACC/SPEG/RUS/25/Rev.3 [575], also noted by I 
Paliashvili and T Lukanina, ‘Program Tacis. Report about Retroactivity’ (RULG-Ukrainian Legal Group 
2011) <www.rulg.com/documents/Retroactivity_Report_Ukraine_rus.doc> accessed 26 August 2012.
214 Foundations of Civil Legislation of the Union of SSR and Unions’ Republics, n208, s 98 compared 
to Foundations of Copyright of the Soviet People of 16 May 1928, n195, s 18.
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only if the state approved of his activities), hence the removal of the term 
"exclusive”^ *®. Moreover, the author’s heirs could not inherit the economic rights.
The list of exceptions continued to be extensive although the Fundamentals of the 
Civil Legislation 1961 tightened up on some of the exceptions. For example, the 
user was now required to indicate the author’s name when relying on any exception. 
At the same time, the 1961 law introduced new exceptions, some of which were very 
generous. For example, section 103(4) allowed reproduction of “speeches, reports, 
and also published works of literature, science and arts...” “in newspapers, the 
cinema, on the radio and television”.
2-9 P o s t -S o v ie t  p e r io d  -  t h e  e a r l y  s t a g e s
The next milestone in the development of copyright law was the break-down of the 
Soviet Union in the late 1980s and the early 1990s. In terms of internal pressure, as 
Mira Sundara Rajan points out: “like other rulers over the centuries of Russian 
history, Gorbachev perceived literary expression as a vehicle for political and social 
change”^ *®. At the same time, there was a great deal of international pressure to 
strengthen Russia’s IP laws. Cohen Prins notes that the first draft of the 
amendments to the then IP law was urged upon by the Ministry of Foreign Relations 
in order to fulfil the 1990 US-USSR Trade Relations Agreement^*^.
As a result of these pressures, the copyright law of 1993^*® was a truly remarkable 
piece of legislation compared to the 1961 law even though it was actually based on 
the WlPO Model Law of 1976. Not only did it re-introduce the exclusivity of the 
author’s rights over his work, but also for the first time introduced copyright-related 
rights. Commentators note that the 1993 law did far more to bring Russia into line 
with international copyright standards than any other law in her entire history^*®.
215 i n  Karaulova, ‘Evolution Of Copyright In Russia’ (2008) Pravo i Upravlenie -  XX vek 3 (8) 55.
216 Sundara Rajan, n155, 346.
217 Prins, n141, 242.
216 Copyright and Related Rights of 9 July 1993, number 3531-1-03 (“Copyright and Related Rights 
1993”).
219 Sergeev, n 102, 65.
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The reinstatement of the full rights to inherit also strengthened the author's rights (as 
well as aligning them with those in the rest of Europe). As noted earlier, even though 
some of the Soviet copyright laws used the concept of “exclusive rights”, the author's 
rights were in fact very limited not least because they could not be inherited. The 
behaviour of some newly recognised heirs and/or their representatives has been 
heavily criticised. For example, a representative of the estate of Aleksandr 
Vedenskii (a poet of the earlier Soviet era) is reported to have virtually blocked any 
publications of Aleksandr Vedenskn’s poetry by insisting on an extortionate fee for 
their use. As a result, some of the anthologies have been published with white 
pages in place of Aleksandr Vedenskii's poetry^^®.
One of the potential mechanisms for resolving such disputes is compulsory licensing. 
For example, the US copyright acts have allowed for compulsory licensing since 
1909, albeit limited^^*. Currently, Russia’s copyright law does not provide for 
compulsory licensing similar to the US. Another potential solution is extended 
collective licensing, discussed at §7-3.3, pi 79. While arguably not an alien concept 
to Russia, currently it is not available for textual works (discussed at §7-4.2, pi 81).
As far as the issue of whether Russian law should contain a mechanism for dealing 
with a right-holder’s refusal to grant a licence, I do not propose to examine it any 
detail. It suffices to say that this is a complex issue raising competition law 
concerns222 as well as the issue of the exclusivity of the right-holder’s rights.
Having introduced the 1993 law, Russia did not stop there. She then^^® embarked 
on entry negotiations with the WTO, which were successfully concluded only in 
August 2012^24 yhe W TO’s key task is to administer a number of agreements, one
220 A Kobrlnskiï, The abuse of writers’ (PolitRu 2009) <htto://www.Dolit.ru/article/2009/09/15/Dravo/> 
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222 Analysis of the approach of the ECJ is provided by Beatriz 0  Gallego in ‘Unilateral refusal to 
licence indispensible intellectual property -  US and EC approaches’ in J DrexI (ed). Research 
Handbook on Intellectual Property and Competition Law (Edward Elgar 2008) [3.1], 222 onwards.
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of which is the agreement on trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights^^® 
(“TRIPS”). From the start of the negotiations, poor enforcement of intellectual 
property rights in Russia was one of the major concerns over her entry. WTO  
members requested Russia to be in full compliance with the TRIPS at the time of her 
accession, in terms of laws in place and enforcement^^®.
A partnership agreement with the (which came into force for Russia on 1
December 1997) put further pressure on Russia to strengthen copyright protection 
(as well as other IP rights). Thus, under article 54 and Annex 10 (point 1) Russia 
promised to provide, by the end of the fifth year after the entry into force of the 
Agreement (ie 1 December 2012), for a level of protection similar to that existing in 
the Community, including effective means of enforcing such rights. Moreover, Annex 
10 (point 2) required Russia to enter into certain international agreements such as 
the Berne Convention (in its 1971 revision), although it also stated that the 
Cooperation Council may recommend Russia to join other multilateral conventions.
In order to address the problem, Russia has introduced a number of changes. In a 
sense, it can be argued that since 1993, Russia's copyright law (as well as other 
intellectual property laws) has been to a large extent shaped by her international 
commitments (negotiations with the WTO as well as her partnership agreement with 
the EU). One of the first steps that Russia took to improve the situation was to 
become a party to several key international treaties such as the 1971 revision of the 
Berne Convention (entered into force for Russia on 13 March 1995) and the Geneva 
Convention for the Protection of Producers of Phonograms Against Unauthorized 
Duplication of Their Phonograms of 1972 (also entered into force for Russia on 13 
March 1995).
225 Contained in TRIPS Agreement, n44.
225 Congressional Research Service (United States Congress), report prepared by WH Cooper, 
‘Russia’s accession to the WTO’ (Congressional Research Service 7 January 2008).
227 Agreement on partnership and cooperation establishing a partnership between the European 
Communities and their Member States, of one part, and the RF, of the other part, OJ L 327/1, 
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2 -1 0  P o s t -S o v ie t  p e r io d  -  j o in in g  t h e  B e r n e  C o n v e n t io n
Given Russia’s lengthy international isolation, I now turn to look at the way she 
grappled with international copyright law in those early days, focusing on the Berne 
Convention. When Russia joined the Convention in 1994, she made a reservation in 
respect of article 18 (as permitted under article 30 of the Convention). As a result, 
the Convention did not apply to works which had already passed into the public 
domain, either through the expiry of the term of protection or because they had never 
been protected (my italics). The reservation was confirmed by a government 
decree^^® and incorporated in the 1993 copyright law^ ^®.
The reservation was particularly important given that the Soviet Union (and Russia 
as its successor) had protected only a few works of foreign authors, namely works 
covered by the Universal Copyright Convention (which was interpreted to protect 
works published on or after 27 May 1973 only) and works covered by some bilateral 
copyright agreements. When Russia finally joined the Berne Convention in 1995, a 
number of publishers continued publishing copyright works without paying a penny to 
their authors or those author's heirs. This included works by Ernest Hemingway^®®, 
Erich Remarque^®* and EB White^® .^
The reservation was withdrawn only in 2004. While this was a necessary step for 
the purposes of Russia's negotiations with the WTO (as Russia had to comply with 
sections 1-21 of the Berne Convention by the time of accession), it is argued that this 
was carried out in an inept and unclear way which was unlikely to increase 
confidence in the system.
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That the reservation was lifted was confirmed swiftly by the Russian representative 
at the negotiations on Russia's accession to the WTO^®®. By contrast, no relevant 
domestic public announcement appears to have been made. Neither is it clear 
whether Russia actually notified the WlPO Directive General as required by the 
Berne Convention.
Instead, in 2004, the Government amended the 1993 law by removing the proviso 
that stated that copyright did not apply to works that had passed into the public 
domain because they had never been protected. The amended provision now reads 
along the following lines:
copyright protection under international agreements of the Russian Federation 
Is accorded to works which have not passed Into the public domain through 
the expiry of the term of protection (either In the country of origin or In the 
Russian Federatlon)^^^ (not verbatim translation).
No other explanation was given.
The Russian courts interpreted the amended law to mean that it had retrospective 
effect. As a result, they started protecting works of foreign authors that had never 
been protected either by the Soviet Union or Russia. As the cases show, the courts 
did not adopt this position half-heartedly. It appears almost as if they felt a moral 
duty to begin protecting these works. One of the examples is the decision of the 
federal arbitration court of Moscow region of 17 March 2009^®®.
The decision concerned an exclusive right over a number of books by Erich Maria 
Remarque, including “All quiet on the Western front”. Having considered the year of 
the author’s death (1970) and the minimum protection accorded by the Berne 
Convention (50 years), the Court stated that the work could not possibly have 
passed into the public domain through the expiry of the term of protection, and as a
233 WTO, Draft report of the Working Party on the Accession of the Russian Federation to the World 
Trade Organisation, 15 October 2004, WT/ACC/SPEC/RUS/25/Rev 3 [575].
234 Copyright and Related Rights 1993, n218, s 5.4 (introduced by Federal Statute of 20 July 2004 
number 72-03).
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result, was still protected. The Court was untroubled by a lack of guidance and that 
the law was applied retrospectively; it simply proceeded on the basis that the 
domestic law had been changed and that it was its duty to apply the amended law.
A decision of the Federal Arbitration Court of the Moscow region of 21 January 
2008^®® also concerned an exclusive right over a book by a foreign author that had 
never been protected in Russia during Soviet times (“Charlotte’s Webb” by Edward 
Brickell White). As in the decision above, the Court looked at the date of the author’s 
death (1985) and the relevant term of protection (50 years) and then concluded that 
the work was still protected.
Given the lack of challenge to this initiative by Russia’s supreme courts (while the 
case concerning Erich Maria Remarque’s works reached the Constitutional Court, it 
was dismissed on a technicality^®^), it would appear that generally speaking, the 
approach adopted by the Russian courts was correct even though some of the 
issues were swept under the carpet, discussed below.
For example, neither Court explained why it chose to apply the 50-year protection. 
While the Court in the Charlotte Webb case referred to the guidance of the Supreme 
Court of 19 June 2006 on this point, the explanation can be said to lack clarity. 
Another interesting aspect of the decision is that clearly the Court was not sure at 
what point this 50-year term of protection became relevant. To err on the side of 
caution, it said that term was still effective at the time when Russia joined the Berne 
Convention and also at the time of the hearing.
Given the Russian courts’ lack of experience of dealing with international law (after 
all, it is only since 1993 that Russia began to recognise international law as part of 
her domestic law), it can be argued that it was even more imperative for the 
Government to make detailed provisions regarding the consequences of the 
amended copyright law. For this purpose, it could have drawn upon the experience
236 Akt ‘Moscow” (publisher) v N TS Enas (publisher), case number A40-14096/07-133-112, decision 
of the federal arbitration court of Moscow region of 21 January 2008.
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of 16 July 2009 to dismiss the application, decision number 1076-0-0/2009.
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of other countries such as the UK that had grappled with a similar problem only a few 
years earlier.
In case of the UK, the effect of the Term Directive^®® was to increase the length of 
protection from a life plus 50 years to a life plus 70 years. The rule was to apply to 
all works which on 1 July 1995 were protected in at least one Member State 
“pursuant to national provisions on copyright or related rights” (the Term Directive, 
article 10(2)). Given that the basic term of protection in some Member States such 
as Germany had already been set at that level, the Directive was predicted to cause 
“a major revival of copyrights in the UK”^ ®®.
The UK implemented the Directive through the Duration of Copyright and Rights in 
Performances Regulations 1995. These Regulations were based on the principle of 
legitimate expectations. They adopted four categories to distinguish between the 
works that were created: before the accession; after the revival; after the Term 
Directive was introduced but before it came into force; and after the implementation 
of the Term Directive. The Regulations also made it clear who was going to acquire 
the rights.
It is argued that Russia too could have introduced different treatments for different 
categories of works to meet people’s legitimate expectations (the term is used here 
in a non-technical sense as Russian law does not seem to have a concept of 
“legitimate expectations” akin to the one in the EU^ "*®. However, the concept is well 
understood in the political context). For example, there could have been a three­
tiered system: for works created before the accession, for works created after the 
accession but subject to the reservation and for works created after the withdrawal of 
the reservation.
238 Council Directive 93/98/EEC of 29 October 1993 harmonising the term of protection of copyright 
and certain related rights OJ L 290/0009, superseded by Directive 2006/116/EC of the European 
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2-1 1  P o s t -S o v ie t  p e r io d  -  t h e  2 0 0 8  c o d if ic a t io n  a n d  u p d a t in g  o f  IP  l a w s
By 2006, Russia had completed a major review and codification of her IP laws. 
Although the process began in the early 1990s, it was not completed until 2006. The 
new laws came into force on 1 January 2008. I refer to these laws as Part 4 as they 
are contained in the fourth part or volume of Russia's Civil Code^^T
At the time of drafting Part 4, a number of interested parties wished to be consulted. 
Even though there was no formal mechanism for such consultations. Parliament set 
up an IP Experts Council, a group that included private sector IP practitioners as well 
as government officials, whose role was to review existing and proposed 
legislation^^ .^ Russia’s negotiations with the W TO continued to play an important 
role. As a result, approximately a third of all provisions of Part 4 derived from 
international IP treaties "^*®.
Some of these provisions came from treaties already ratified by Russia and some 
from those which Russia wished to join. Then, in February 2009, Russia finally 
undertook to comply with the provisions of the W lPO Copyright Treaty 1996 and the 
WlPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty 1996. That is not to say that by 
introducing Part 4 Russia met all her obligations (a sensitive issue for Russia that 
recently led to several amendments of Part 4 to bring it into compliance with 
TRIPS244).
As regards codification of Russia’s IP laws, it is important to note that Part 4 does 
not contain just general principles; it is meant to be the sole source of statutory IP 
law in Russia. Other important (non-statutory) sources of IP law include international 
law, and also guidance issued by the Supreme Arbitration Court and the Supreme
241 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39.
242 J Hoffman, D Khabarov and T Thomson, ‘Navigating the Russian legislative maze’ (2010) WTR  
23(February/March) 41.
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Gref of 19 November 2006 (Executve Office of the President, the United Stated Trade Representative 
2006)
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Court of Russia. (The role of international law in Russia's domestic law is dealt with 
at §3-2, pp67-68.)
Codifying all of the IP laws in one place can be viewed as an attempt at legitimising 
IP rights by making them more accessible and user-friendly. From this perspective, 
codification is certainly a welcome change. However, what is not clear is the reason 
for annexing the codification of IP laws to the Civil Code. Professor Aleksandr 
Makovskiï (one of the drafters of Part 4 and a deputy head of the Institute of 
Legislation and Comparative Law under the auspices of the Government of the 
Russian Federation) and other advocates of codification say that Russia has been 
working towards this event for over a hundred years^^®.
For example. Professor Aleksandr Makovskiï refers to the 1877 transfer of copyright 
provisions from censorship laws into the Compilations of Laws of the Russian 
Empire which he says was the first step towards a civil code^^e j ^q dyn Qode was 
going to include the laws on copyright; inventions; trademarks; and firm names. 
Professor Makovskiï is not put off by the fact that the plan was abandoned. He 
argues that the only reason why the draft civil code (the work on which began in 
1887 and continued for 30 years until 1914) never became the law was the 
intervention of World War I and the 1917 R e v o l u t i o n a r y  Given that Russia 
introduced its first copyright-specific law in 1911, a few years before any of these 
events, the argument is rather weak. However, as mentioned at §2-8, p44, a more 
successful attempt at codifying intellectual property law was carried out later in 1961.
Russia’s IP laws being part of the Civil Code contrasts with the practice of a number 
of countries. For example in France IP laws are contained in a specific code - Code 
de la Propriété Intellectuelle. Codifying IP laws under the roof of the Civil Code is 
also against the Russian tradition of regulating major types of property/relationships 
by separate codes. For example currently there are 20 codes in Russia, including a 
land code, water code, forest code, aviation code, labour code, family code and so
245 A Makovskiï, Speech, Expert Council for Innovation and Intellectual Property of the Committee of 
Education and Science (Council of Federation 17 April 2006)
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on. Thus, even to a Russian eye the inclusion of the codification of IP laws into the 
Civil Code is not the most obvious step to take.
Unlike the Compilation of the Laws of the Russian Empire introduced at the end of 
the 19**^  century, Russia's civil code has never been intended to cover absolutely 
everything. Moreover, one could argue that it is rather illogical that the Civil Code 
covers IP law, but not property law which would be more usual (for example, the Civil 
Code of the Netherlands regulates property law but not IP law^^s). One gets the 
impression that it is almost as if the Government deliberately wished to do something 
exceptional or eye-catching. Professor Aleksandr Makovskiï says that “by adopting 
the Fourth Part of the Civil Code Russia became almost the only state to have fully 
gathered copyright and patent law, legislation on neighbouring rights and on 
achievements of breeding, on trademarks and on firm names in its civil code"^49
2-12 P e r c e p t io n  o f  c o p y r ig h t
The analysis above is aimed at showing that historically, the development of Russian 
copyright law has not been driven by right-holders -  it seems to have been brought 
about by other pressures, not necessarily directly connected to copyright. That is not 
to say that pressure from individual right-holders never led to any changes. For 
example, it is believed that the increase in the term of protection of copyright to the 
lifetime of the author plus 50 years in 1857 was brought about as a result of a plea 
by the widow of Aleksandr Pushkin (one of Russia's most famous poets). However, 
this seems to be an exceptional case involving exceptional individuals rather than 
the norm. Moreover, I am not able to verify the information^®®.
It is arguable, therefore, that copyright law in Russia is not traditionally author- 
centred. In the early days of copyright law, authors' interests were clearly
248 While there are plans to introduce Book 9 on Intellectual Property, it is not expected to be enacted 
“within the foreseeable future”, noted by H Warendorf, R Thomas and I Curry-Sumner, The Civil Code 
of the Netherlands (Wolters Kluwers 2009) p xxii.
249 ibid, 26.
260 This information is referred to by Cohen Prins, n141, 238. In n7, she refers to MA Newcity, 
Copyright Law in the Soviet Union (Praeger Publishers 1978) 7. MA Newcity, in turn, refers to the 
work of MM BoguslavskiT, Questions of Copyright Law in International Relations (Nauka 1973) 91. 
However, while the latter work makes 8 references to Aleksandr Pushkin, it does not seem to mention 
his wife.
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subordinated to those of censors and publishers. At the beginning of the soviet 
regime, copyright was dispensed with altogether. For the following 70 years, the 
society's interest in free access to literary works clearly prevailed over the interests 
of the author, including his right to adequate compensation. Most recently, copyright 
law has to a certain extent been used as a tool in Russia's bid to join the WTO. 
However, unlike the earlier days when the focus was on the interests of the public 
(which meant, for example, that authors had no right to translate or authorise a 
translation of his work and that there were extensive exceptions to their exclusive 
rights), the current focus is on strengthening the author's rights, often at the expense 
of the user (dealt with in subsequent chapters of this thesis).
Given the Russian State's tradition of using copyright as a tool to further her own 
political agenda, the lack of culture which views copyright as a valuable commodity is 
not really surprising. As a result, breach of copyright is unlikely to arouse the same 
sense of wrongdoing as, for example, a breach of a property right that has a clearly 
identifiable right-holder with a strong interest in his possession. A parallel can be 
drawn with the situation in the UK where “respect for IP rights is low and copying and 
counterfeiting are seen by many as Victimless' crimes.”®®* Moreover, Andrew 
Gowers points out that, “recent research carried out for the audiovisual industry by 
OTX, showed that video piracy was seen as a less severe crime than shoplifting and 
credit card fraud.”®®®
It is submitted that in order to restore the authority of copyright law in Russia, the first 
key task would be to educate both authors and consumers that copyright is a private 
right that carries with it objectively valuable and moreover guaranteed benefits. The 
need for education in the area of IP right is not unique to Russia. For example, 
Andrew Gower refers to a Mori poll on IP and UK public attitudes which showed that 
“awareness of the phrase ‘Intellectual Property' is generally low, with many 
respondents having to guess what ‘Intellectual Property' meant. Participants were 
more knowledgeable about IP that is observable, such as trade marks, than more 
abstract forms of IP, such as patents.”®®®
261 A Gowers, n46 [5.72].
262 ibid.
263 ibid, [2.40].
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Like the UK, the need for education in this area is acknowledged in Russia. For 
example, even before the new intellectual property laws were finalised, Irina
Kotelevska , a director of the Russian Union of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs 
stressed the need for what she described as their “propaganda”. She also offered 
the Union's resources for this purpose®®^. Most recently, Dmitriï Smirnov, a lawyer 
for the same Union voiced concern over widespread copyright infringement over the 
internet and recommended the inclusion of a course on the protection of copyright in 
the school curriculum®®®. However, at the time of writing, there appears to be no 
record of any activities to that effect.
264 I Kotelevska , Speech (Duma, the Committee for Civil, Criminal, Arbitration and Procedural 
Legislation) 49 <rniiis.ru/downloads/2006-civil-code.../parl_hearings_1_stenogramma.rtf> accessed 
16 August 2012.
265D Smirnov, ‘What is ‘someone else’s’ property? Prevention of breaches of copyright on the Internet 
by the under-aged’ (2010) Deti v informa ts ionnom obshchestve 4 (April-June) 50.
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Chapter 3
3 S o m e  o b s e r v a t io n s  o n  t h e  t h e o r y  o f  R u s s ia ’s  c o p y r ig h t  l a w
3-1 T h e  a im s  a n d  f u n c t io n s  o f  c o p y r ig h t  p r o t e c t io n
There is a surprising scarcity of modern Russian writings examining the nature and 
objectives of copyright from a theoretical point of view. Whenever such issues are 
mentioned, most references are made to the works of the Enlightenment thinkers 
such as Voltaire, Denis Diderot and Jean-Jacques Rousseau (on the proprietary 
nature of IP rights)®®® and the Belgian jurist Edmond Picard (on sui generis nature of 
IP rights)®®^ . Some references are also made to the writings of pre-1917 Russian 
jurists such as Gabriel Shershenevich (on IP rights being species of property)®®®. 
The issue of the nature of IP, in particular the extent to which it is regarded as 
“property” in Russia, is considered later in the section on the use of the concept of 
“intellectual property” at §3-2, p65. The following discussion focuses on the scope 
and key aims of copyright.
As in the UK, copyright is based on the idea of exclusive rights over the use of one's 
work. The limits of these exclusive rights were reviewed by Russia's Constitutional 
Court in 2005®®®. By way of background, the complainant published an article setting 
out the results of his scientific research. A few years later, another researcher not 
only arrived independently at the same conclusion but also described the results of 
his research in his PhD thesis. The complainant argued that his results had “priority” 
over the other researcher's results. Moreover, he argued that his scientific research
266 For example, Sergeev, n102,10; see also VP Mozolin, ‘About the concept of intellectual rights’ 
(2007) Zhurnal RossiTskogo Prava 12 100.
267 Sergeev, n102, 13.
268 VP Mozolin, n256, 100,101.
269 Khavkin AY, application to the Constitutional Court, decision of the Constitutional Court of the RF 
of 20 December 2005 to dismiss the application, number 537-0/2005.
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should be protected by copyright®®®. In his opinion, this was required by several 
provisions of the Constitution 1993 (the highest law of the land).
The Constitutional Court dismissed the complaint for the following reasons. Having 
looked at sections 1(1 )(2); 3(1) and 5(2) of the Berne Convention (its 1973 revision), 
the Court noted that the convention does not protect the contents of a work, but only 
the form in which the contents are expressed. Following a review of Russia’s 
domestic IP law, the Court went on to say that the focus of copyright is originality. 
Thus, copyright does not protect results achieved independently by different people.
The Court's reasoning can be summarised as follows: IP law aims to achieve a 
carefully thought through balance between:
- protection of the contents of one's research (through the law of patents), on 
the one hand; and
- protection of the expression of one's research (through the law of copyright), 
on the other hand.
Any additional methods of protecting IP rights would have to be introduced by the 
scientific community itself, for example by preventing a PhD candidate who failed to 
acknowledge his sources from defending his thesis.
Thus, just as it is the case in the UK, copyright law in Russia aims to protect the form 
and not the contents of a work. However, unlike previous law which protected only 
works that were “a result of a creative activity” (Copyright and Related Rights Statute 
1993, section 6), current copyright provisions (contained in Part 4 of Russia's Civil 
Code, “Part 4”) do not expressly insist on “creative character” or originality of the 
work. Chapter 70 of Part 4 provides that copyright subsists in a work of science, 
literature or art regardless of its merits and purposes, and regardless of the way it is 
expressed. While some “personal creative input” is required for being considered an 
author of a work (the requirement contained in Part 4, section 1228), it can be
266 By no means is this a novel idea. For example, G Schricker argues that patent law and copyright 
law are closely related and that in some circumstances, scientific creations can be protected by the 
law of copyright, although he argues that “in the choice between the various possibilities of legal 
protection of scientific creations the authors show a clear preference for a patent approach, leaving 
aside the copyright option”, G Schricker, ‘Protection of Scientific Creations under Patent and 
Copyright Law’ in WPZ Waldeck, Patents and Technological Progress in a Globilized World (Springer 
2009) 59.
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argued that it is a lower test than that under the Copyright and Related Rights 
Statute 1993261.
Commentators say that the draftsmen deliberately left out the requirement of 
originality because of the difficulties of determining its criteria262. Professor 
Aleksandr Makovskiï argues that provided the work is expressed in “objective form” 
(for example, in writing or orally), copyright arises automatically263, in other words, 
there is a tacit presumption that each work is original. However, ideas, concepts, 
principles and computer languages are excluded, as are statutes and 
communications of events or facts of a purely informational character, including 
television programme Iistings264.
Some commentators would argue that the lack of the requirement of originality is a 
very positive thing. For example, Mark Sherwood-Edwards (who sparked off a 
debate about the redundancy of originality) argued that in jurisdictions that insist on 
the requirement of originality for intellectual but not tangible property, intellectual 
property receives weaker protection than other types of property266. |n practice, 
most European countries require a copyright work to be “original”, with Germany 
being described as “supposedly the toughest jurisdiction of all on originality”266. This 
is so even though the Berne Convention does not insist on originality.
One question arising is whether because of the lack of the requirement of originality, 
(at least in theory) Russia protects more works than a country that does have such a 
requirement. My initial view is that it is possible (although this would depend, among 
other factors, on the stringency of the comparator's test of originality). If so, then this 
makes the issue of exceptions to copyright even more important. Where the law 
protects a broader range/more works without putting in place a system of carefully 
thought-through exceptions to those rights, this is a danger of over-protection of the
261 The Berne Convention does not insist on originality.
262 aL Makovskiï (ed), Commentaries to the Civil Code of the Russian Federation: Part 4 (Statut 2008) 
387.
263 ibid, 388.
264 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, section 1259(6).
265 M Sherwood-Edwards The Redundancy of Originality’ (1994) IIC 25(5) 658.
266 G Lea, ‘In defence of originality’ (1996) EntLR 7(1) 21, 23.
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author’s interests at the expense of those of the user. As argued in the next chapter, 
this is what is happening in the context of digitisation by Russian libraries.
On a positive note, the absence of the requirement of originality might make it easier 
for Russia to protect new forms of copyright works, such as factual works. It appears 
that a number of European countries have recently lowered the threshold of 
“originality” for computer- and other modern technology- generated works^® .^ The 
development seems to be backed up by the ELI legislation in this area^^s. Thus, 
under the Computer Program Directive, a computer program is protected if it is 
“original” in the sense that it is the author’s own intellectual creation^^s. |n the same 
way, the Term of Protection Directive^^^ and the Database Directive^ "^" test the 
originality by asking whether the work in question (a photograph in the case of the 
Term of Protection Directive and a database in the case of the Databases Directive) 
is “the author’s own intellectual creation”. These Directives contain no other criteria 
of originality272.
With regard to the objectives of copyright, Russian scholars tend to cite the following 
two:
- Stimulating creation of works of science, literature and arts; and
- Creating conditions for a wide use of works in the interests of society^^^
The first objective seems to refer to the investment function of copyright - a principle 
well-understood in the I deliberately avoid referring to Western Europe in
267 ibid.
268 p j Nordell, The Concept of Originality -  Redundant or Not?’ in ALAI Nordic Study Days:
Copyright, rotated rights and the media convergence in the digital context, 10-20 June 2000.
269 Council Directive 91/250/EEC of 14 May 1991 on the legal protection of computer programs OJ L 
122/0042, article 1(3), cf the case of SAS Institute Inc VWorld Programming Limited [2013] EWHC 69 
(Ch) in which the High Court held (having referred the matter to the ECJ, case C-406/10, OJ C 174/5) 
that the law of copyright did not protect the functionality of a computer programme, the programming 
language and the format of data files used in that computer program even though they were the 
claimant’s own intellectual creation [39], [45], [46].
270 E(j Directive harmonising the term of protection of copyright, n238, preamble 17 and article 6.
271 Directive of the European Parliament and the Council of 96/9/EC of 11 March 1996 on the legal 
protection of databases OJ L 077/0020, preamble 16 and article 3.
272 Detailed analysis of how the CJoEU interpreted and applied the above requirement of originality in 
the case of Infopaq, n331, and subsequent cases (all submitted for a preliminary ruling in relation to 
copyright Directives) is provided by A Rahmatian, ‘Originality in UK Copyright Law: The Old “Skill and 
Labour” Doctrine Under Pressure’ (2013) IIC 44(4) 34. At page 52, he argues that a proper definition 
of the originality criterion of “own intellectual creation” has yet to be developed.
273 Sergeev, n102, 20.
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general. A number of civil law countries in Europe^^^ regard authors' rights as 
natural rights that require protection regardless of their value to the author or indeed 
to society276.
With regards to the second obective, namely the enrichment of the society is also not 
unique to Russia. For example, as mentioned earlier, the US Constitution justifies 
copyright law by the “progress of Science and useful Arts”, the provision which was 
relied upon by the US Supreme Court in the case of Feist v RuraF^^, a brief 
summary of which is set out below.
In that case, one of the questions was whether by taking information about 1,309 
names, towns, and telephone numbers from Rural's white pages. Feist copied 
anything that was “original” to Rural. The Supreme Court ruled that “these bits of 
information” were uncopyrightable facts even though it accepted that “[i]t may seem 
unfair that much of the fruit of the compiler's labor may be used by others without 
compensation.”
The Court stressed that the primary objective of copyright was not to reward the 
labour of authors, but "to promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts" as 
enshrined in the Constitution. It was because of this that the raw facts may be 
copied at will. The Court went on to say that “[tjhis result is neither unfair nor 
unfortunate. It is the means by which copyright advances the progress of science 
and art”276
In the view of some commentators, the EU is also moving closer towards recognising 
a social utility concept in IP law. As stated by Philip Lowe of DG Comp (European 
Commission), “[a]t the highest level of analysis, IP and competition law are 
complementary because they both aim at promoting consumer welfare”^ ^^
274 Which seems to go back to a 19^ "^  century decision of the House of Lords in the case of Walter and 
Lane [1900] AC 539, 532, comments of Lord Davey, discussed by A Rahmatian, n272, 43.
275 For example, Germany.
276 Jurisdictions with the droit d’ author tradition of copyright, discussed at §7-7.2, 187-88.
277 Feist Publications, Inc v Rural Telephone Service Co, 499 US 340 (1991) [19], [47].
278 ibid.
279 p Lowe and L Peepercorn, ‘Intellectual Property: How Special Is It for the Purposes of Competition 
Law enforcement? in Claus-Dieter Ehlermann and Isabela Atanasiu (eds) European Competition Law
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In the view of a leading Russian IP commentator, Professor Aleksandr Sergeev, the 
other key principle or objective of copyright is combination (“coHejaHMe”) of personal 
interests of the author with the interests of society^^o. What is interesting is the 
choice of terminology. He is not using the Russian word “balance” even though he 
often uses this word when looking at the principles of patent law.
Moreover, Professor Aleksandr Sergeev goes on to say that while the principle of 
“combination” of personal interests of the author with the interests of the society is 
also relevant to other branches of IP law (as well as civil law in general), it has 
special significance in the context of copyright {my italics). He goes on to explain 
that this is because it is not realistic to view monopolistic^^i rights of the author as 
absolute. Even so, this seems to imply that there is an especially compelling case 
for subordinating the rights of authors to those of the society.
Following on from the above, one cannot stop wondering whether this distinct focus 
on the interests of the society in the field of copyright is a relic from the soviet days, 
just an unfortunate choice of phraseology or a deliberate move to subordinate private 
property rights to the rights of society.
3 -2  T h e  u s e  o f  t h e  c o n c e p t  o f  “in t e l l e c t u a l  p r o p e r t y ”
Prior to the 1 9 1 7  Revolution, copyright (together with patents) was expressly 
classified as a “property” right^®^. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, in 1 8 8 7  copyright 
provisions were attached as an annex to a section defining the concept of ‘property’. 
Professor Aleksandr Pilenko says that in the subsequent years several drafts of 
Russia’s first Civil Code also attempted to classify IP rights as “property”. However, 
in the end, the term “exclusive rights” was preferred as more accurate^®^.
Annual 2005: The relationship between Competition Law and Intellectual Property Law (Hart 
Publishing 2007) 91.
280 Sergeev, n102, 22.
281 What A Sergeev seems to mean by “monopolistic rights” of the author are rights subject to 
exceptions, which is a concept akin to the exclusive rights of the author in the UK.
282 Pilenko,/?f 60, 3 ,4 .
283 / w ,  1 4 .
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By contrast, soviet legal doctrine avoided the term “intellectual property” as it was 
considered bourgeois and was against soviet ideology. (That is not to say that the 
term was unfamiliar to soviet jurists, for example it was used in comparative 
studies264; the term was also introduced by the Convention Establishing the World 
Intellectual Property Organization of 14 July 1967 to which Russia became a party in 
1968.) Some commentators even argue that one of the earlier soviet laws, namely 
the 1925 copyright law^ ®^  ^ expressly denied the proprietary nature of the author’s 
right266.
In my view, the wording of the 1925 copyright law does not support this argument, 
not least because of the effect of section 3. Not only does it guarantee to the author 
“the exclusive right” to copy and disseminate his work by any permitted means, it 
also allows him ‘to gain commercial benefits from his exclusive right in any lawful 
means’267. However, I agree that in practice, in those days the authors’ rewards 
were likely to be non-pecuniary (as well as non-assisgnable), for example, the high 
status of the author in the society.
The term “intellectual property” came back only in 1990 (the Law on Ownership in 
the USSR 1990 followed by the Law on Ownership of the RSFSR 1990). By 1992 it 
had become well-recognised. A year later, the Constitution of the Russian 
Federation 1993 (the highest law of the land) expressly guaranteed protection of 
“intellectual property” (article 44). Then in 1994 Part 1 of the Civil Code (section 
128)288 identified “intellectual property” as an object of civil rights.
As Professor Aleksandr Sergeev says, not only is there no danger of anyone 
confusing IP with traditional property such as land, the use of the term is also 
supported by international law, such as section 2 (VIII) of the Convention Establishing 
the World Intellectual Property Organization of 14 July 1967269.
284 mN Kuzne ts ov, Protection of author’s rights in private international law (People’s Friendship 
University of Russia 1986) 8.
285 Foundations of Copyright of 30 January 1925, n194.
286 For example, Sundara Rajan, n155, 332 [13.35].
287 Foundations of Copyright, n, s 3.
288 Civil Code of the RF, Part 1 of 30 November 1994, number 51-03.
289 Sergeev, n102, 19.
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Nevertheless, the debate over the use of the term “intellectual property” has recently 
sprung to life again. The reason is section 1226 of Part 4 of the Civil Code. It states 
that “results of intellectual activity and means of individualisation equated to them... 
attract intellectual rights which include exclusive rights which are property rights, and 
in cases set out by the current Code, also personal non-proprietary rights and other 
rights” (I look at the contents of these categories in the next chapter). Thus the 
section seems to have introduced a new term for “intellectual property”.
A number of commentators have rushed to label the concept of “intellectual rights” 
as an “alien” concept. However, it appears that the term is not designed to replace 
“intellectual property”. The term “intellectual property” is still used in Part 4. For 
example, it appears twice in section 1225 alone. In any event, it is still protected by 
section 44 of the Constitution 1993.
According to the commentaries to Part 4 which were prepared by individuals directly 
involved in drafting Part 4, “intellectual rights” are mainly designed to be used as a 
general term to describe the aggregate whole of various IP rights (copyright, patents, 
trademarks and so on), especially where there is no generally used and well- 
understood shorthand to describe a particular combination/content of such rights^^o. 
Unfortunately, the commentaries do not provide a more specific example of when the 
use of the term would be appropriate.
Interestingly, the commentaries go on to say that the term “intellectual rights” is more 
accurate than the term used by section 2 (VIII) of the 1967 Stockholm Convention 
Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization. Moreover, they suggest 
that it is envisaged that the term “intellectual rights” should, whenever possible, to 
replace “intellectual property” when it is used in the meaning given to it by section 2 
(VIII) of the Stockholm Convention 1967291. it is not clear what effect it will have in 
practice.
This raises the question of whether Part 4 has introduced a new bundle of rights 
compared to previous IP laws -  after all, it can be argued that the rights protected by
290 AL Makovskiï (ed), n262, 277, 278, 281.
291 ibid, 278.
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Part 4 set out the boundaries of copyright (as well as other types of intellectual 
property) in Russia. Like the legislation prior to it, Part 4 protects both economic 
(referred to as “property” rights) and moral rights (often referred to as “personal non­
property” rights) of the author. (Having made this general statement, it is worth 
noting that some earlier soviet laws did not use the terms “personal rights” even 
when referring to such moral rights. For example, the decree of 16 May 1928 stated 
that the author “had the exclusive rights to publish his work under his own name”, 
pseudonym or anonymously^^z).
However, unlike some previous laws which stated that they regulated “property rights 
and linked to them personal non-property rights” 293 (my italics), the current Civil 
Code (which includes Part 4) makes no express link between the author's economic 
and moral rights294. From this perspective, it can be argued that the concept of 
“intellectual rights” is a step towards a new definition of “intellectual property” in 
Russia. However, apart from this development, my view is that the arguments over 
this concept are mainly semantic.
If I am wrong and it later turns out that the concept of “intellectual rights” is the 
beginning of a new definition, then one of the questions is whether Russia is justified 
in improving or “bettering” some of her copyright law concepts, especially when the 
concept in question comes from an international convention ratified by her. The 
answer seems to depend on the role or status of international law in Russia’s 
domestic law, in particular, whether it can be considered to be part of Russia’s 
domestic law. After all, once a provision is part of Russia’s domestic law, surely no 
one can prevent Parliament from improving it in any way it likes.
Currently, the position of international treaties in Russia is not clear. According to 
article 15(4) of the Constitution 1993, universally recognised principles and norms of 
international law, along with international treaties, are an “integral” part of the 
Russian legal system (although the Constitution does not say that international
292 Foundations of Copyright of the Soviet of People of 16 May 1928, n195, s 7.
293 For example, the Civil Code of the RSFSR 1964, n203, si and the Foundations of Civil Legislation 
of the Union of SSR and Unions’ Republics, n208, also s i.
294 Civil Code of the RF, Part 1, n288, (as amended on 18 December 2006), s 2 (1) of which states 
that the Code protects “other property rights and personal non-property rights”.
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treaties are self-executory). Furthermore, section 15(4) establishes priority of an 
international treaty over an inconsistent provision of Russia’s domestic law, though 
not the Constitution itself. This is a radical change from Soviet jurisprudence which 
was based on the principle of priority of Soviet law^^s.
However, in my view, case law shows a great deal of caution on the part of Russian 
courts towards international law^^s. |t appears that where an international treaty has 
been incorporated into Russia’s domestic law via a federal law, the courts would 
prefer to be guided by the implementing legislation as an official expression of how 
the state understands its obligations under a particular treaty even where there is a 
conflict between that international treaty and the implementing legislation. Thus, it 
may well be that the courts will adopt the concept of “intellectual rights” without 
questioning.
296 IN Bar ts j ts  ^ ‘International law and the legal system of Russia’ (2001) Zhurnal Rossiïskogo Prava 
2,15.
296 For example, cases discussed at §2-10, 51-2.
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Chapter 4
4  T h e  s c o p e  o f  c o p y r ig h t  in  R u s s ia
Before examining the specific rules on digitisation, I outline the boundaries of 
Russia's copyright, in other words which rights it protects. As noted in the preceding 
section, Russian law protects “exclusive” (in essence, economic) rights and also, 
personal, non-property rights (or, as they are known in the UK, moral rights). I deal 
with each of these categories in turn, starting with moral rights, as it is the order 
preferred by Russia’s Civil Code^® ,^ which contains codification of Russia’s IP laws 
(“Part 4”).
4-1 S c o p e  o f  r ig h t s  
4-1.1 M o r a l  RIGHTS
Part 4 currently protects the author’s moral rights as follows:
1. The right to be identified as the author of a work^^s _ akin to the rights 
protected by section 77 of the CDPA 1988 in the UK;
2. The author’s right to use or permit the use of a work under his own name,
under a pseudonym or anonymously^^s (while not expressly protected by 
section 77 of the CDPA 1988, this right seems to be implicit in it);
3. The right to integrity of his work which prohibits others from changing, 
abridging or supplementing the work with a foreword, an afterword, an 
illustration or any other commentaries^oo (some parallel can be drawn with the 
rights protected by section 80 of the CDPA 1988);
4. The right to make his work public^oi (unlike the CDPA 1988, this section is not
limited to works being made available by electronic t r a n s m i s s i o n ^ ° 2 )
297 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, nS9.
298 ibid, ss 1228(2) and 1265.
299 ibid.
390 ibid, s 1266.
301 ibid, s 1282(3).
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As in the Gernany, Austria, and the moral rights are inalienable and non-
transferrable604 (in countries such as Germany and Austria, the same holds true for 
economic rights^°^). Thus, such rights remain with the author who no longer holds 
the economic rights to his work. It is not possible for the author to waive or renounce 
his rights. Any attempt to do so would be deemed void °^®.
From this perspective, Russian law seems to afford greater protection to the author's 
moral rights compared with the UK. Under the CDPA 1988, the right to be identified 
as the author of a work is not automatic but has to be asserted (generally, in writing 
and by attaching the author’s signature). The author is also allowed to waive his right 
to be identified as the author of a particular work. The same holds true for the 
author’s right to object to derogatory treatment of his work. A number of 
commentators argue that this allows publishers to get away with requiring authors to 
waive their rights whether they want it or not -  the situation which significantly 
weakens the authors’ rights^o .^
An example of how Russian courts deal with moral rights is the decision of the 
Lipe t?k District Court in D v the Union of Employers of the town of El ’ t ? I n  that 
case, the defendant Union published a book in which it used a number of 
photographs made by the claimant, as well as other photographers. While the book 
contained a list of the names of all the photographers at the front, it did not make it 
clear who made which photograph. The claimant argued that this was a breach of 
his moral rights to be identified as the author of his work.
302 For example, the UK CDPA 1988, s 20(2)(b).
303 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1265.
304 /6/d, s 1265.
305 Discussed by T Kreutzer, ‘Validity of the Creative Commons Zero 1.0 Universal Public Domain 
Dedication and its usability for bibliographic metadata from the perspective of German Copyright Law’ 
(Europeana undated) 3 <http.7/pro.europeana.eu/c/document_library/get_file?uuid=29552022-0c9f- 
4b19-b6f3-84aef2c3d1de&groupld=10602> accessed 25 August 2013.
306 ibid, ss 1228(2) and 1265(1).
307 G Dworkin and RD Taylor, Blackstone's guide to the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988: the 
law of copyright and relatated rights (Blackstone 1989) 101; also Simon Chapman’s response to the 
‘Review of Intellectual Property and Growth: Call for Evidence’ (IPO March 2011) 
<http://www.ipo.gov.uk/ipreview-c4e-sub-chapman.pdf> accessed 17 October 2012.
■O’ O ’308 □ V Union of Employers of the town of El’ ts a, case number 33-3136/2010, decision of Lipe ts k
District Court of 27 December 2010.
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The Lipe ts k District Court (hearing the case by way of appeal) agreed with the 
decision of the lower court that the defendant Union was in breach of copyright. The 
Court also agreed with the lower court’s decision on the damages to compensate the 
claimant for the breach of his moral rights, namely 6000 roubles (approximately 
£110). In the Court’s opinion, in calculating this amount, the lower court was right to 
take into account such factors as the character of the breach, the number of the 
photographs used and the print run of the book, as well as the principles of fairness 
and reasonableness. Finally, the Court upheld the order to publish the judgement in 
the local newspaper at the defendant’s expense -  a type of sanction by publicity 
discussed at §4-4, pp80-81.
4 -1 .2  E x c l u s iv e  r ig h t s
The starting point is that a right-holder has the right to use his work in any form and 
by any means not contrary to law °^®. The law provides a non-exhaustive list of 
examples of the ways in which the owner of copyright can use his work^i^:
- to copy his work^”''’ (akin to the exclusive right to copy the work under 
sections 16(1)(a) and 17 of the CDPA 1988 in the UK)
- to distribute it, including its copies (akin to the exclusive right to issue 
copies of the work under section 16(1)(b), as interpreted by section 18 
of the CDPA 1988 in the UK)
- to display it in public (not available in the UK)
- import it, including its copies (some parallel can be drawn with the 
exclusive right to issue copies of the work to the public under section 
16(1)(b) as interpreted by section 18(2) of the CDPA 1988 in the UK)
- rent it (including its copies) (akin to the exclusive right to rent or lend 
the work to the public under section 16(1)(ba), as interpreted by section
309 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1270(1 ).
310 ibid, s 1270(2), as far as the owners of copyright-related rights as concerned. Part 4 sets out their 
rights separately.
^^^Such copies include a recording of a copyrighted work on an electronic carrier (including 
recordings in the memory of a computer), as well as a three dimensional copy of a two dimensional 
work (and vice versa).
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18A of the CDPA 1988 in the UK and harmonised by the EU rental and
lending directive6i2)
- publicly perform it (akin to the exclusive right to perform, show or play 
the work in public under sections 16(1)(c) and 19 of the CDPA 1988 in 
the UK)
- communicate it over the air and by cable (some parallel can be drawn 
with the exclusive right to communicate the work to the public under 
section 16(1)(d), as interpreted by section 20 of the CDPA 1988 in the 
UK, also the right to make available to the public, the WlPO Copyright 
Treaty 1996, article 8 and WlPO Performances and Phonograms 
Treaty 1996, articles 10 and 14)
- translate and rework (or adapt) it (not dissimilar to the exclusive right to 
make an adaptation of the work under section 16(1)(e), as interpreted 
by section 21 of the CDPA 1988 in the UK).
While the law gives examples of the right-holder's right to do certain things, there is 
no corresponding provision explaining what the user can do in relation to a lawfully 
purchased copy of a work. A Russian IP lawyer, Sergei Egorov, argues that drafting 
laws in this way is either “silly or mean”. He gives an example of buying a book from 
a shop. While it is implicit that the person who bought it is entitled to read it, it is not 
clear whether he can then read the book to his children, other people's children, on 
the television, whether he can pass on the book to someone else, whether he can 
photocopy the book and then give the photocopy to a friend and so on i^3_ This call 
for clarity is interesting. While not required by the relevant international instruments, 
it may well be valuable in a country which is learning about copyright law after a long 
break. Spelling out user’s rights and freedoms may well help to raise awareness and 
understanding of copyright law.
Currently the law states that a right-holder may at his discretion permit or prohibit 
other persons to use his work. Moreover, absence of a prohibition is not supposed
312 Directive 2006/115/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 December 2006 on 
rental right and lending right and on certain rights related to copyright in the field of intellectual 
property, OJ L 376/28 (“EU Rental and Lending Directive”).
313 S Basov and S Egorov, ‘Rights to authors, obligations to users!’ (2010) Bibliotechnoe Delo 12 
[126] 13, 14.
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to be construed as permission^”'^ . Right-holder’s permission is required for non­
commercial and commercial uses alike. Thus, any use of a copyright work requires 
consent (presumably unless the user is able to rely upon one of the exceptions, 
although this too is not made clear). Currently, Part 4 '^'  ^ contains 6 sections that 
permit some uses without the author’s permission by way of exception, such 
exceptions ranging from copying part of a book for personal use to copying a whole 
book for the purposes of administration of justice). As argued by Sergeyï Basov and 
Sergei Egorov, copyright law aims to limit as much as possible, and preferably to 
prohibit circulation of a work without owner’s permission. In their view, this is the key 
motivation behind the law.
By contrast, Russia’s patent law has a provision that makes it clear that certain uses 
do not amount to an infringement of the exclusive right to an invention, utility model 
or industrial désignai®. For example, such uses include utilising a patented product 
in supplementary equipment once licensed^i^ and scientific research of a product or 
method in which the invention or utility model is utilised^'’®. Thus, it would appear 
that Russian writers are a different type of creature from Russia’s inventors. It can 
be argued that this distinction is confusing and illogical. There is a case to be made 
for introducing similar provisions into Russia’s copyright law.
4 -1 .3  T h e  “o t h e r  r ig h t s ”
As noted earlier^i®, under Part 4 “intellectual rights” consist of property rights and “in 
cases set out by the Current Code, also personal non-proprietary rights and other 
rights (the artist’s resale right, the right of access, and others)” (my italics). At first it 
appears that the law distinguishes between three categories of rights, namely 
“property rights” (economic or exiclusive rights), “non-property rights” (moral rights) 
and “other rights” which are neither economic nor moral. For the reasons set out 
below, my opinion is that no such third category is intended. Like the UK, Russian 
copyright upholds economic and moral rights only.
314 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1229(1).
315 ibid.
316/W ,s  1359.
3 i7 /W ,s  1359(1).
318 /W , s 1359(2).
319 §3-2, 66.
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The artist’s resale right, for example (commonly referred to in Europe and California 
as droit de suite) is in principle an exclusive (as opposed to a moral) right^^o that 
derives from the French law of mortgages and real property rights^^i it has the 
same meaning as the right introduced in the UK in 2006 that allows the artist (or his 
successor) to receive a small royalty each time one of his copyright works is 
resold^22 (although in Russia this right is also available to the creators of a literary or 
a musical work in relation to resale of their original manuscript or a u t o g r a p h ^ ^ s y  g y  
contrast, right of access can be analysed as a moral right^24 refers to the artist’s 
right to gain access to the original work for the purposes of making a copy of that 
work even when he has transferred his economic right of reproduction over that work 
to another.
It is possible that Part 4 refers to these rights as “other rights” because they contain 
features of both economic and moral rights. For example, even though the resale 
right entitles the artist to a payment (which seems to point to the economic nature of 
this right), it is also i n a l i e n a b l e ^ ^ s  ( g  feature of a moral right). Other examples of 
rights that do not lend themselves easily to being classified in terms of economic and 
moral rights are the right of the maker of a phonogram to state his name on each 
copy of the phonogram and the right to protect the integrity of his phonogram. While 
at first such rights seem to be moral and by their nature personal, under Russian law 
they are also available to juridical p e r s o n s ^ ^ e
320 S Ricketson and JC Ginsburg, International Copyright and Neighbouring Rights: The Berne 
Convention and Beyond (Volume I)' (second edition, Oxford University Press 2006) 582. That said, 
categorisation of the artist’s resale right is open to a debate, noted by S Stokes, ‘What is Droit de 
Suite?’ in S Stokes, in Artist's Resale Right (Institute of Art and Law 2006) 1.
321 ibid.
322 Artist’s Resale Right Regulations, SI 2006/346 introduced as a result of the Directive 2001/84/EC 
of 27 September 2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the resale right for the 
benefit of the author of an original work of art [2001] OJ L 272/32.
323 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1293(2).
324 That said, the nature of the right of access is not clear. For example, S Ricketson and JC 
Ginsburg, n320, p622, say that the right of access ‘might be thought to relate to the basic right of 
reproduction’ (which they call ‘one of the most basic, and earliest-recognised, rights in copyright”). 
Thus, they deal with the right of access in the chapter on adoption, reproduction and distribution 
rights, which are all exclusive rights (chapter 11). By contrast, Z Efroni argues that “the right of 
access is a pseudo right” because “entitlement subjecting access to exlusive rights has never been 
introduced into the positive copyright law”, in Z Efroni, Access-right, the Future ofDigitai Copyright 
Law (Oxford Univeristy Press 2011) 144.
325 ibid, s 1293.
326 ibid, s 1323.
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It would also appear that the status of these rights elsewhere is not set in stone. For 
example, while the resale right is not classified in the UK as a moral right (see for 
example, the CDPA 1988, Chapter IV), it was included in one of the earlier drafts of 
the US Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990 -  an act that provides visual artists with 
moral rights^^z
Regardless of the merits of the argument above, the use of the punctuation seems to 
dispel any illusion of the existence of any third category of rights. Part 4 refers to 
economic rights, “personal non-property rights and other rights” (my italics). If those 
“other rights” were intended as a separate category, then it is likely that the 
draftsmen would have used a comma (and not “and’) after the words “personal non­
property rights” as it is the standard way of making a list in Russian (it would have 
then read “property rights, personal non-property rights, other rights”).
4-2 D u r a t io n  o f  r ig h t s
As in the UK (following the Council Directive on the term of protection of 
copyright^^^), the general rule is that copyright is protected throughout author’s life 
plus 70 years (counting from 1 January of the year following the year of his death). 
This is more extensive protection than that under the copyright law of 1993^^®, when 
it was a life plus 50 years (the minimum protection set out by the Berne Convention 
to which Russia became a party in 1995).
This “alignment” of Russia’s laws with those of the EU is interesting. As noted later, 
Russia is not a signatory to any of the EU Directives as she is not a member of the 
EU. However, by virtue of a partnership agreement with the EU^^°, at the time of 
drafting its copyright law Russia was conscious of harmonising its laws with those of 
the EU, the trend which continues to the present day.
327 Discussed by N Kawashima, The droit de suite controversy revisited: context, effects and the price 
of art’ (2006) IPQ 3 223, 225.
328 EU Directive harmonising the term of protection of copyright, n238, discussed at §2-9, 53.
329 Copyright and Related Rights 1993, n218.
330 Agreement on partnership and cooperation establishing a partnership between the European 
Communities and their Member States, of one part, and the RF, of the other part, n227.
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4-3 B r e a c h  o f  c o p y r ig h t
4-3.1 In f r in g e m e n t
There is no express infringement test. In the circumstances, it would appear that the 
list that gives examples of how a right-holder can use his work is also designed to be 
used as a checklist for deciding whether his copyright has been breached (from this 
perspective, the examples set out in the list broadly correspond to acts restricted by 
copyright law under the CDPA 1988 in the UK, namely those contained in sections 
17-21). The key problem is that the list is not exhaustive, which means that it is very 
hard to decide if a particular right has been infringed.
The lack of an infringement test also means that there are no clear guidelines on 
what amounts to copying. One notable difference between Russian law and that of 
the UK (section 16(3)(a) of the CDPA) is that Russian law does not require copying 
or taking to be “substantial”. The provision that comes closest to it states that the 
right-holder's right to use his work “shall include in particular, reproduction of the 
work, namely making one or more copies of the work or its part’ (section 1270(2)(1) 
of Part 4, my italics). Conversely, the user is not allowed to make “one or more 
copies of the work or its part’ without the right-holder’s permission. However, no 
guidelines are given for deciding what amounts to a “part” and as a result, making a 
copy of any part of a work, regardless of how small that part is in proportion to the 
length of the whole work, can, in principle, be sufficient to make out a case of 
copyright infringement (which brings to mind the decision of the Court of Justice of 
European Union in the Infopaq case^ "^" considered later in this section).
So far, the issue does not seem to have been examined in great detail in Russia, not 
least because the majority of copyright claims concern CDs which are usually copied 
in full. The few cases that deal with the issue have been brought against politicians 
who allegedly breached copyright in the course of their election campaign -  the sort 
of context which is likely to have had an impact on the courts’ reasoning on the 
relevant copyright issues.
331 Infopaq international v Danske Dagblades Forening Case, 0-5/08, case 0-5/08, decision of the 
EOJ (Fourth Chamber) [2009] ECR 1-6569; [2010] FSR495 (“Infopaq”).
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In the claim brought by Sh B against Sh A (only the initials are given), the 
respondent prepared and distributed some 1000 postcards among the members of 
the constituency in which he was hoping to become an MP. It was alleged that the 
postcards (which marked the 66*  ^ anniversary of the battle of Stalingrad) contained 
elements of copyright material without the relevant right-holder’s permission.
Instead of asking whether the material used amounted to a “part” of that copyright 
material for the purposes of section 1270, Russia’s Supreme Court (which heard the 
case by way of appeal) dismissed the claimant’s case by saying that the defendant 
could not have possibly breached copyright because “the fragments (of the image) 
used in the election campaign were not the key object of the postcard”^ ^^ .
In a claim by Sergei Pavlovich Sënkin v Irina Nikolaevna Letëmina^^^, the defendant 
prepared and distributed some pocket calendars as part of her election campaign to 
become a local councillor. She used part of the image and slogan contained in a 
famous poster made back in 1941 but still under copyright. As in the previous case, 
the claimant argued that the defendant breached copyright by failing to seek the 
right-holder’s permission to use the relevant copyright material. Again, the court 
dismissed the claim without even looking at the question of whether the elements 
used amounted to a “part” of the copyright work. What was important is that the 
elements of the copyright material were used in a postcard and not another poster 
and that the pocket calendar itself was an independent result of creative activities of 
the people who made it.
Thus, these cases suggest a very pro-user approach to copying, namely that it is 
permissible to copy as much as one likes provided that the copied material is used in 
a new work. In a sense, this brings to mind some of Russia’s first copyright 
provisions contained in the Censorship Law 1828 (discussed in more detail in 
chapter 3).
332 Sh B V Sh A, decision of the Supreme Court of the RF of 11 March 2009, number 16-F09-12.
333 Sënkin Sergeï Pavlovich v Letëmina Irina Nikolaevna, decision of the Sysert Court of the 
Sverdlovsk District of 20 February 2009, claim number 2-290/2009.
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By way of comparison, these cases stand in sharp contrast with the trend that 
followed the decision of the CJoEU in the Infopaq case^ "^^  in which the Court ruled 
that an article extract of merely 11 consecutive words might be capable of copyright 
protection as author's own intellectual creation (but only if it contained elements 
which were the expression of the intellectual creation of the author of the work^^^). In 
other words, making a copy of just 11 words may amount to copyright infringement.
Relying on the Infopaq case, the High Court in London decided that a headline or 
short extract might qualify for protection as a literary work in its own right, or as a 
substantial part of an article^^®. While the decision was affirmed by the Court of 
AppeaP^^, the Supreme Court referred it to the CJoEU as “raising an important 
question about the application of copyright law to the technical processes involved in 
viewing copyright material on the internet”
Having said all of that, in reality the difference may be not that significant. After all, 
the Russian courts hearing the claims against Sh A and Irina Nikolaevna Letëmina 
made it clear that they were keen to uphold the respondent's right to freedom of 
speech. It is possible that they would have taken a different approach in a purely 
commercial case -  Russian courts have much more freedom to interpret statutory 
provisions than, for example, English courts, because they are not bound by the 
doctrine of stare decisis (with some exceptions^^^).
On the other hand, Russian courts may well feel obliged to follow a particularly 
convincing line of argument. The doctrine that comes to mind is the EU doctrine of 
acte claire. Under the doctrine, national courts in the EU do not have to refer a point 
of community law to the ECJ for a preliminary ruling if the application of that law
334 Infopaq, n331, 495.
335 ibid, 39.
336 Newspaper Licensing Agency Ltd v Meitwater Holding BV [2010] EWHC 3099 (Ch); [2011] ECDR 
10 (Ch D); see comment by E Baden-Powell in CTLR (2011) 17(2) 25-28.
337 [2011] EWCA Civ 890.
338 [2013] UKSC 18 [38], also the Supreme Court, Press Summary (SC 17 April 2013) 
<http://www.supremecourt.gov.uk/decided-cases/docs/UKSC_2011_0202_PressSummary.pdf> 
accessed 25 August 2013.
339 §8-9.2.2, 261.
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became so obvious “as to leave no scope for any reasonable doubt as to the manner 
in which the question is raised is to be resolved”^ °^.
4 -3 .2  C o u r t s  h e a r in g  c o p y r ig h t  d is p u t e s
Copyright disputes can be heard in Russia by courts of common jurisdiction (which 
have a wide jurisdiction to hear criminal and civil cases) and also, by so-called 
arbitration courts (the name of which is somewhat misleading because such courts 
are not arbitral institutions but are mainstream courts designed to hear commercial 
disputes). Only the lowest courts (some parallel can be drawn with magistrates 
courts in England and Wales) have been specifically prohibited from hearing IP 
disputes^^L
Currently, there is only nascent specialist copyright forum^^  ^ while a specialist IP 
court was set up at the beginning of 2013, it started hearing claims only recently "^^ .^ 
In any event, it has limited jurisdiction with regard to copyright disputes. As far as 
other courts are concerned, those that are entitled to hear IP disputes do not have a 
division specialising in such disputes.
4 -4  O v e r v ie w  o f  c iv il  l a w  r e m e d ie s
As compulsory under the TRIPS^"^  ^ agreement, Russian law^ "*^  now requires the 
wrongdoer to compensate the right-holder whose rights he has breached^"^®. In 
principle, the remedy of compensation is available in all cases of copyright 
infringement, including cases where the wrongdoer infringes the right-holder’s moral 
right only. In relation to the latter point, in the UK it is also open to the right-holder to
340 CILFIT, case 283/81, decision of the ECJ of 6 October 1982, ECR (1982) 03415.
341 Civil Procedural Code of the RF of 14 November 2002, number 138-03, s 23.
342 According to a survey of specialised intellectual property courts and tribunals carried out by the 
International Bar Association, only 5 out of 85 surveyed jurisdictions have established IP courts that 
hear IP cases only. As far as the rest of the judiciary is concerned, it shows a lack of IP expertise. In 
the circumstances, it is not surprising that in jurisdictions in which there are no specialised IP courts, 
practitioners are overwhelmingly in favour of the creation of such courts, noted by the International 
Bar Association in ‘International Survey of Specialised Intellectual Property’ (International Bar 
Association 2007) 2, 9.
343 Discussed in some detail at §7-16.4, 212.
344 TRIPS Agreement, n44, article 45.
345 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1252.
346 ibid, s 1252.
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claim damages for a breach of his moral rights^ "^ ,^ although there are difficulties of 
quantifying such claims. For example, the British Photographic Society argues that 
“the courts would be unwilling to place monetary value on a breach of a moral 
right”^ "^®. In the Society’s view, “it would be foolhardy for anyone to issue 
proceedings for a breach of moral rights”^ ®^. I look at how Russian law attempts to 
resolve this problem shortly^^°.
Other remedies include a court declaration confirming the right-holder’s right (an 
analogy can be drawn with a declaratory judgement in England and Wales^^*'), as 
well as injunctive-style remedies such as an order to stop infringing the right-holder’s 
rights (available in the and akin to provisional and precautionary measures 
contained in the EU Directive on enforcement of intellectual property rights^^ )^ and a 
court order to seize property suspected to be counterfeit or pirated (the effect of 
which is similar to a court order for delivery up of infringing goods in the In
addition, in line with the TRIPS Agreement, Russian law allows the courts to order to 
destroy counterfeit and pirated goods (equivalent powers of UK courts are 
established by section 114(1 )(b) of the CDPA 1988).
A remedy that does not have a statutory equivalent in the UK is a court order to 
publish the decision establishing infringement at the expense of the wrongdoer. 
However, a sanction by publicity is permitted by the EU Directive on enforcement of 
intellectual property rights^^®. Thus, in the case of Samsung Electronics (UK) Limited 
V Apple Inc, the Court of Appeal ordered the respondent to publish a summary of a
347 CDPA1988, s 103.
348 j  Toner, submission of 18 February 2011 in response to ‘Call for Evidence: Independent Review of 
Intellectual Property and Growth’ (IPO November 2010) <http://www.ipo.gov.uk/ipreview-c4e-sub- 
chapman.pdf> accessed 17 October 2012.
349 ibid. That is not to say that such claims cannot succeed, for example, a claim for breach of 
(among other things) moral rights succeeded in Lionel Sawkins V Hyperion Records Ltd [2004]
EWHC 1530 (Ch).
350 §4-4.2, 83.
351 Civil Procedure Rules of England and Wales, Part 40 [20].
352 CDPA 1988, s 96(2).
353 Directive 2004/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council, of 29 April 2004, on the 
enforcement of intellectual property rights, OJ L 157/45 (“EU Enforcement Directive”), article 9.
354 /w ,  99(1).
355 Akin to measures for preserving evidence contained in the EU Enforcement Directive, n353, article 
7.
356 Article 15.
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judgment against Arguably, this remedy is significant not least because it can 
help to raise awareness of copyright law. This is especially important because 
Russian courts still do not make their decisions available to the public as a matter of 
routine.
Even though since 2010^^® the law requires all Russian courts to publish their 
decisions^®  ^ (although there are exceptions), compliance is still patchy. One of the 
examples is the decision of a court of common jurisdiction in St Petersburg in the
matter of a Limited Company ‘Eight and a half v R um iantseva AE^®° which 
concerns rights over musical works. Even though on its website the Court 
purportedly provides a link to the “text of the decision”^ ®'' (my italics), in fact the 
information provided is limited to the names of the parties and the dates of hearings.
I now turn to consider the right-holder's right to obtain compensation for the breach 
of his rights. I first consider damages that aim to compensate the right-holder for the 
loss incurred by him as a result of the breach of his exclusive rights (actual 
damages). I then look at whether the right-holder is able to recover profits made by 
the wrongdoer as a result of his breach, and then move on to consider damages 
fixed by law (statutory damages). As it will become clear, in practice, the latter type 
of damages is the most important one. For the purposes of this discussion, only 
non-contractual liability is considered (in other words, where the wrongdoer and the 
right-holder are not in a contractual relationship).
4-4.1 A c t u a l  d a m a g e s
A successful claimant in Russia can, at least in principle, recover damages to 
compensate him for the loss he incurred as a result of the breach of his exclusive 
rights. As in the damages would be assessed in the same way as in any
357 Samsung Electronics (UK) Limited v Apple Inc [2012] EWCA Civ 1339.
358 Providing Access to Information about Activities of Courts in the RF, federal statute of 22 
December 2008 number 262-03, entered into force on 1 July 2010.
359 S14(1)(r).
350 Decision of the court of the Moscow District of St Petersburg of 21 March 2012, number 2-116/12.
351 Website of the Moscow District Court of St Petersburg, database of court decisions 
<http://msk.spb.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud delo&oo=cs&CARD ID=14&CASE ID=34807791> 
accessed 13 October 2012.
352 CDPA 1988, s 96(2).
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other case concerning a property right^^s However, in practice, the right-holder is 
unlikely to obtain a full compensation. The key reason is a high evidential burden set 
by the courts. Thus, there are very few cases in which right-holders even attempt to 
claim actual damages^®" .^ Instead, the majority seems to opt for damages fixed by 
law (“statutory damages”) to which I turn next.
4 -4 .2  S t a t u t o r y  d a m a g e s
The key difference between establishing a claim for actual damages, as opposed to 
statutory damages, is evidential. While the right-holder claiming actual damages is 
required to prove his loss, this is not necessary when claiming statutory damages. In 
this case, the right-holder is only expected to prove that his rights were breached. 
This can be beneficial to the right-holder because of the potential difficulties of 
proving his loss. As the WlPO explains:
“The provision of evidence for the calculation of actual damages may be very difficult 
or even impossible for the right holder to establish. In copyright piracy cases, for 
example, it is notoriously difficult for right owners to meet the burden of proof in 
establishing the true volume of the infringement. Such a burden is magnified when 
the infringement happens in an online environment and the right holder has to show 
the number of illegal downloads from the Internet.
Russia is not the only jurisdiction to have introduced statutory damages. For 
example, US copyright law^^e allows the right-holder to recover damages “in a sum 
of not less than $750 or more than $30,000 as the court considers just” (such 
damages can be increased up to $150,000 in case of wilful infringement^®^). 
Similarly, the Copyright Act of Canada 1985 allows the right-holder to claim statutory
353 Civil Code of the RF, Part 1, n288, s 15.
354 My review of all cases decided under s 1252 (3) that have been made available by the 
GonsultantPlus database (as of 1 September 2013); also noted by R Rechko of a law firm ‘Intellect-0’ 
in ‘Court Protection of Intellectual Property Rights’ (Agency of Legal Safety INTELLECT-S undated) 
<http://www.intellectpro.ru/articles/?oper=view&news id=220> accessed 11 October 2012.
355 WlPO, ‘Which kind of damages are available in IP disputes?’ (WlPO undated) 
<http://www.wipo.int/enforcement/en/faa/iudiciarv/faa08.html> accessed 22 October 2012; such 
difficulties also noted by W Cornish and D Llewelyn, Inteiiectuai Property: Patents, Copyright, Trade 
Marks and Ailied Rights (sixth edition. Sweet & Maxwell 2007) [2-40] 76.
355 US Copyright and Related Rights Laws of 19 October 1976, Pub L number 94-553, 90 Stat 2541 
(title 17 of the USC) (“US Copyright and Related Rights Law”) para 504 (c )(1).
357 ibid, §504 (c )(2) as amended by the Digital Theft Deterrence and Copyright Damages Act of 1999.
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compensation “in a sum of not less than $500 or more than $20,000 as the court 
considers just”®®®.
In Russia, statutory damages have been available since 1993®® ,^ not only for 
breaches of exclusive rights, but also moral rights®^ ®. Currently, the right-holder is 
entitled to claim such damages in the sum of between 10,000 roubles (approximately 
£200) and 5 million roubles (approximately £100,000) per infringement, with the 
exact amount to be decided by the court. It is notable that the upper range of the 
scale is higher than in the US (with the exception of statutory damages available for 
wilful infringement) and Canada, countries that are more industrially developed and 
as a result, are more likely to have higher statutory thresholds.
Perhaps in order to keep some sense of balance between the level of statutory 
damages awarded and the general economic situation, by and large Russian courts 
are unwilling to make awards on the upper scale. While large awards are not 
unheard of, they are more likely to be made in cases concerning infringement of a
trade mark. For example, back in 2008 the Arbitration Court of Chel ia binsk 
awarded 5 million roubles (approximately £100,000) which is the maxim award to 
Profine GmBH in order to compensate it for the breach of its trademark®^''. Similarly, 
in 2012, the Arbitration Court of Primor’e Region awarded to the claimant 1,500,000 
roubles (approximately £30,000) as compensation for unlawful use of its 
trademark®^^.
Apart from such cases, courts tend to make awards below 300,000 (approximately, 
£6,000 roubles). For example, my review of 9 decisions of the courts in Volga- 
Viayskiy Region decided between 11 May 2012 and 23 November 2012 shows that
358 Canadian Copyright Act, 1985, RSC, c 42, s 38(1).
359 By virtue of Copyright and Related Rights 1993, n218, s 49.
370 That statutory damages are available for breaches of moral rights is not unique to Russia. For 
example, statutory damages for breaches of moral rights are also available in the United States, 
noted by C Esworthy of the Office of General Council of JD Washington & Lee Law School, ‘A Guide 
to the Visual Artists Rights Act’ (NEA Office of General Counsel, Washington and Lee University Law 
School 1997).
371 Profine GmbH v OOO ‘Quality. Speed. Unity’, case number A76-28879/2006, decision of the 
Arbitration Court of the Chel binsk District of 28 September.
372 Saragosa-TV v Grand, case number 003-2126/2012, decision of the Federal Arbitration Court of 
the Far Eastern District of 13 June 2012.
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the majority of awards are 7 0 ,0 0 0  roubles (approximately, £ 1 ,4 0 0 p ® . The same 
holds true for the courts in the Eastern-Siberian Region of Russia. In 9 cases 
decided between 19 February 2 0 0 9  and 2 3  July 2 0 1 2 , the majority of awards are
5 0 .0 0 0  roubles (approximately, £1,000)®^"^. Moreover, my review of all of the 
reported decisions of that Court shows that none of the awards are higher than
1 0 0 .0 0 0  roubles (approximately, £2,000)®^®. Even though courts in Moscow and St 
Petersburg seem to be more willing to make larger awards, by and large their 
awards are around or below 2 0 0 ,0 0 0  roubles (approximately, £ 4 ,0 0 0 ).
Another possible explanation as to why Russian courts make lower awards lies with 
the guidance issued to them by two of Russia's highest courts®^®. While not 
exclusively concerned with financial matters, it nevertheless focuses on the right­
holder's estimated loss. In the circumstances, it is not surprising that some courts 
require the right-holder to prove negative consequences of the breach®^ ,^ even 
though arguably this defeats the purpose of statutory damages.
4 -4 .3  A c c o u n t  o f  p r o f it
With regards to damages for a breach of copyright, one of the issues is whether a 
Russian court can order the wrongdoer to account for his profit. From the right­
holder's point of view, an account of profit may be more beneficial than damages. 
Thus, a number of countries allow the right-holder to recover the wrongdoer's profit, 
for example, the US®^ ® and Canada®^® (even though an account of profit is an 
optional remedy under the TRIPS Agreement).
373 In only one case, the court made an award of 600,000 roubles (approximately £12,000). The 
remaining four awards were in the sum of 10,000 roubles per breach (approximately £200); three in 
the sum of 60,000 roubles (approximately £1,200) each; and one in the sum of 70,000 roubles 
(approximately, £1,400).
374 My review of cases reported by ConsultantPlus in Russian.
375 Decided between 20 November 2008 and 23 July 2012 and reported by ConsultantPlus in 
Russian.
376 Joint guidance of the Plenum of Russia’s Supreme Court number 5 and the Plenum of the 
Supreme Arbitration Court number 29 of 26 March 2009 [43.2].
377 0 0 0  ‘Apteka 468’ v Ol’ga Alekseevna Kolganova, case number A45-11385/2010, decision of the 
Federal Arbitration Court of the West-Siberian District of 15 March 2011.
376 US Copyright and Related Rights Law, n366, para 504 (a )(1).
379 Canadian Copyright Act 1985 (RSC, 1985, c42), s 35(1).
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As far the UK is concerned, it is bound by the EU Enforcement Directive 
(implemented by UK domestic law)®®® which requires courts to take into account all 
“the negative economic consequences” of the breach®®"*, including any unfair profits 
made by the wrongdoer®®^ when assessing damages®®®. In the case of Hollister 
Incorporated Dansac A/S V  Medik Ostomy Supplies Limited®® ,^ the Court of Appeal 
held that the remedy consisting solely of an account of profits was consistent with 
the Intellectual Property (Enforcement) Regulations 2006 and the EU Enforcement 
Directive®®® (while the case concerned trademarks, the decision would seem to apply 
to copyright law). As discussed below, the position in Russia is not clear.
The predecessor of copyright laws now contained in Part 4, Copyright and Related 
Rights statute 1993®®®, expressly provided for an account of profit as one of the 
remedies®®  ^ (albeit only until 2004®®®). By contrast. Part 4 makes no such provision. 
Even so, a wrongdoer’s profit may still be relevant when assessing damages. Part 4 
is a constituent component of the Civil Code and as such, is subject to any general 
provisions of that Code dealing with damages. Such provisions include the rule®®® 
that the claimant is entitled to damages in a sum no less than the profit made by the 
wrongdoer as a result of his wrongdoing®®®. Arguably, the effect of this provision is 
to allow the right-holder to hold the wrongdoer to account, albeit under a different 
name.
Not only that, at least in principle, in addition to recovering the wrongdoer’s profit, the 
right-holder in Russia is entitled to be compensated for any loss of his property as
380 EU Enforcement Directive, n353.
361 As well as “elements other than economic factors”.
362 Article 13(1)(a), implemented by the Intellectual Property (Enforcement) Regulations 2006, article; 
CDPA 1988, s 96(2) also mentions an account of profit for infingment of copyright.
363 Although it also permits an alternative way of accessing damages, article 13(1)(b).
384 [2012] EWCA Civ 1419, [62].
365 ibid, [62].
366 Copyright and Related Rights 1993, n218 (as amended by federal statute of 19 July 1995, number 
110-03 ‘Introducing amendments to the Criminal Procedure Code of the RSFSR, the Code of the 
RSFSR on Administrative Wrongdoings and the Statutory Law of the Russian Federation About 
Copyright and Related Rights’).
367 ibid, s 49 (3).
366 When the law was amended by virtue of federal statute of 20 July 2004 number 72-03  ‘Making 
changes to statute of the Russian Federation ‘About Copyright and Related Rights’.
369 Civil Code, Part 1, s 15(2).
390 ibid, s 15.
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well as the cost of rectifying the consequences of a breach^^"' (a similar provision is 
contained in US Copyright Law^® )^. Whether this is different from the law of England 
and Wales is debatable. It used to be a principle of the law of England and Wales 
that the claimant could recover either damages or an account of profit^ ®^ . However, 
William Cornish and David Llewelyn argue that this explanation is now doubtful and 
that the better principle is that “in respect of any one infringement the claimant 
should not be entitled to be both reimbursed and compensated”^ "^^ . In any event, in 
practice, this entitlement is largely theoretical. As mentioned earlier, in the vast 
majority of cases in Russia the claimant is able to obtain statutory damages only.
4-5 S a n c t io n s  f o r  in f r in g e m e n t
4-5.1 C r im in a l  SANCTIONS
Also as required by the TRIPS agreement^^^, Russian law provides for criminal 
sanctions for a breach of copyright law, including a fine and imprisonment. By 
contrast with damages, the aim of such sanctions is to punish the wrongdoer (as 
opposed to compensating the right-holder whose right he has infringed).
Currently, criminal sanctions in Russia are available for unlawful uses of a copyright 
work such as plagiarism as well as unlawful acquisition, storage and transportation 
of pirated copies of a copyright work for commercial purposes. Such sanctions are 
available only in relation to more serious offences causing damage of at least
100,000 roubles (approximately £2,000)^®®. The latter limitation seems to be in line 
with article 61 of the TRIPS Agreement which requires Member-states to introduce
391 Wording of Civil Code of the RF, Part 1, n288, s 15; also noted by AP Sergeev and Tolstoï, 
Civil Law: Textbook, Volume 1 (third edition, Prospect 1998) 555.
US Copyright and Related Rights Law, n366, §504 (b).
Neilson v Betts (1871) LR 5 HL 1. A clear enunciation of the principle was provided by Judge 
Lightman in the case of Island Records Ltd v Tring International Pic & Anor [1995] EWHC 8 (Ch) [7]: 
“First, whilst a plaintiff can apply in proceedings in the alternative for damages and an account of 
profits, he cannot obtain judgment for both; he can only obtain judgment for one or the other”.
394 Cornish and Llewelyn, n365, 79-80.
395 Article 61 ; as far as the UK is concerned, the required provisions are contained in ss 107 and 108 
of the CDPA1988.
396 Criminal Code of the RF of 13 June 1996, number 63-03, s 146.
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criminal sanctions for copyright piracy on a commercial sca/e^^  ^only (although more 
generous provisions are not prohibited).
A prison sentence can be imposed for up to two years (6 years in especially serious 
cases such as conspiracy). In addition to a prison sentence, the court can order the 
wrongdoer to pay a fine of up to 200,000 roubles which is approximately £4,000 (in 
especially serious cases, it can go up to 500,000 roubles, approximately, £10,000).
Russian courts also have the authority to ban a repeat wrongdoer or a wrongdoer 
who has committed a particularly gross infringement from trading in the future (in the 
case of a sole trader) or by sending it into liquidation (in the case of a company)
It is submitted that the power to prevent a business from trading indefinitely is rather 
a disproportionate sanction even in a case of a serious infringement of copyright.
That said, it may be that the sanction of compulsory liquidation/order to stop trading 
has been introduced mainly for dealing with businesses whose sole purpose is to 
make a profit through breaching someone else's copyright. One of the examples 
that come to mind is the rogue collecting societies that were set up in Russia in the 
1990s solely in order to cover their founders’ breach of copyright^® .^ If so, then some 
parallel can be drawn with powers of the Office of Fair Trading in the UK (the OFT) 
to revoke a consumer credit licence^°° from a firm that engages in unfair practices, 
which can lead to a closure of that business.
In practice, any discussion of the sanction of compulsory liquidation/order to stop 
trading is largely theoretical because it appears that Russian courts have yet to 
make any use of it^°T This raises a broader question of whether criminal sanctions 
are popular with the courts. According to Professor Alexandr Sergeev and Peter 
Maggs^°2  ^ back in 1997 criminal cases for breaches of copyright and neighbouring
397 TRIPS Agreement, n44, 61.
398 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n9, s 1253.
399 §7-3.3,179.
499 Required by the Consumer Credit Act 1974 in order to provide goods and services on credit or for 
hire, lend money or provide debt collecting, debt counselling or debt adjusting services to consumers.
491 Analysis based on the review of case law and commentaries contained in the ConsultantPlus 
Database, as of 15 October 2012.
492 p Maggs and AP Sergeev, Intellectual Property unsi 2000) 153.
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rights were uncommon. They say that according to unofficial statistics (no more 
detail as to the source is given), in that year the Moscow police referred to courts 
only 11 criminal cases, with only three of them resulting in a conviction'^^ .^
The earliest reliable information about the number of criminal cases concerning 
breaches of copyright and neighbouring rights is available for the year of 2003. 
According to the figures provided by Russia’s Ministry of the Interior (some analogy 
can be drawn with the UK Home Office), in that year Russia’s investigatory bodies 
initiated 1239 cases"^ ®"^  alleging a breach of copyright and neighbouring rights, of 
which 718 were sent to court and 512 resulted in a conviction. More recently, in 
2011, the number of alleged breaches of copyright and neighbouring rights stood at 
5 ,033405.
It is argued that despite the recent rise of allegations of criminal breaches of 
copyright and neighbouring rights, it is not clear whether there has been a matching 
rise in the number of convictions. Since 2009, the Ministry of the Interior no longer 
provides the breakdown of cases that went to court and resulted in a conviction. 
Moreover, the statistics for the three consecutive years, 2009-2011, show a gradual 
decrease of alleged criminal cases of breach of copyright and neighbouring rights: 
from 7,211 in 2009406; to 6,118 in 2010407; g i^d to 5,033 in 2011408.
It is difficult to compare Russia’s crime statistics for breaches of copyright rights with 
those in the UK, partly because the UK has a smaller population, and partly because
403 ibid.
404 Ministry of the Interior of RF ‘General Crime Statistics 2003’ 11 
<http://www.mvd.ru/userfiles/file/statistics/statist_12_2003.pdf> accessed 3 January 2012.
405 Russia’s Ministry of the Interior, ‘Information about results of the outcome of complaints and other 
information about incidents to the constituent bodies of the Ministry of the Interior’ for 2011, 25 
<http://www.mvd.ru/userfiles/sb 12 11.pdf> accessed 3 January 2012.
405 Russia’s Ministry of the Interior, ‘Information about results of the outcome of complaints and other 
information about incidents to the constituent bodies of the Ministry of the Interior’ for 2009, 24 
<http://www.mvd.ru/userfiles/file/statistics/stat_12_2009.pdf> accessed 3 January 2012 and the 
Ministry of the Interior ‘Information about results of the outcome of complaints and other information 
about incidents to the constituent bodies of the Ministry of the Interior’ for 2011, 25 
<http://www.mvd.ru/userfiles/sb_12_11.pdf> accessed 3 January 2012.
407 Russia’s Ministry of the Interior, ‘Information about results of the outcome of complaints and other 
information about incidents to the constituent bodies of the Ministry of the Interior’ for 2010, 24 
<http://www.mvd.ru/userfiies/yanvar_dekabr_2010.pdf> accessed 3 January 2012.
408 Russia’s Ministry of the Interior ‘Information about results of the outcome of complaints and other 
information about incidents to the constituent bodies of the Ministry of the Interior’ for 2011, 25 
<http://www.mvd.ru/userfiles/sb_12_11.pdf> accessed 3 January 2012.
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of the lack of comparable figures^o .^ By way of a very rough comparison, in 2009, in 
the UK there were 629 IP prosecutions under the CDPA 198841° resulting in 563 
convictions and in 2003, there were 111 prosecutions resulting in 84 convictions.
One of the more recent examples of a criminal prosecution for breach of copyright is 
that of Salim Traïaï and Bahtieh Eshboev. On 9 June 2012, Basman District Court of 
Moscow city convicted them of a conspiracy to make a profit out of at least 7 750 
pirated DVDs4n (the number of DVDs that the accused sold to undercover police 
officers in 2009). The court estimated the damage at 200 million roubles 
(approximately four million pounds). Salim Traïaïa was sentenced to three years of 
imprisonment, and Bahtieh Eshboev to two years of imprisonment (he was also 
ordered to pay a fine in the sum of 200,000 roubles (approximately £4,000 roubles).
Another example is a criminal prosecution of a resident of Kaliningrad Area (Russian 
enclave between sandwiched between Poland and Lithuania)4i^. In that case, the 
accused (whose name is not available) installed a pirated copy of software 
developed by Autodesk Inc for a fee of 2,000 roubles (approximately £40). This was 
held to cause Autodesk Inc damage in the sum of 223,000 roubles (just over 
£4,000). By contrast with the case of Salim Traïaïa and Bakhtieh Eshboev, this 
individual was given only a 7-month conditional sentence. Thus, it would appear that 
the amount of damage caused to the right-holder is an important factor determining 
the length and type of a prison sentence.
499 This is because the UK National Statistics on Crime (published until 2012 by the Home Office and 
from 1 April 2012 by the Office for National Statistics) do not contain a specific figure for breaches of 
copyright and neighbouring rights or indeed any other IP crimes. One of the examples is the Home 
Office Statistical Bulletin by P Taylor and S Bond (eds), Crimes detected in England and Wales 
2011/12 (Home Office 2012).
419 IP Crime Group, ‘Annual Report 2010-201T (IP Crime Group, Newport August 2011) 36. That 
said, it is worth bearing in mind that in the UK, the CDPA 1988 is only one of a number of Acts 
containing criminal sanctions for IP related offences, such as (inter alia) the Fraud Act 2006, money 
laundering regulations and the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002. According to the IP crime group, these 
other acts account for a large number of IP prosecutions brought in the UK.
411 Procurator of Moscow, 'Accomplices have been sentences for a long time’ (Prokuratura goroda 
Moskvy 9 June 2012)
<httD://www.mosproc.ru/news/za narushenie avtorskikh i smezhnvkh orav souchastniki osuzhden 
V k realnvm srokam lisheniva svobodv/> accessed 14 October 2012.
412 r b K Media, ‘In the Kaliningrad district, a person was given 7 months of imprisonment (suspended) 
for breaching copyright’ (RBK Media 28 May 2010)
<htto://www.rbc.ru/rbcfreenews/20100528043224.shtml> accessed 22 October 2012.
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4-5.2 A d m in is t r a t iv e  s a n c t io n s
Under Russian law, as an alternative to criminal liability, a wrongdoer can also face 
administrative Iiability4i° for a breach of copyright law (not to be confused with legal 
liability of public bodies. In the UK some analogy can be drawn with a fine imposed 
on an entity found to be in breach of competition law). A wrongdoer found liable 
under the Code about Administrative Offences can be fined^i^ (with the maximum 
fine being 40,000 roubles, approximately £800). There is also a provision allowing 
the State to confiscate pirated copies^i^.
Very briefly, the key distinction between criminal law and administrative law in 
Russia is that an administrative sanction does not carry the same stigma as a 
criminal sanction. Thus, by and large administrative proceedings are initiated in 
relation to less serious breaches of copyright. Moreover, administrative proceedings 
in Russia can be instituted only for unlawful use of a copy of a copyright work. This 
seems to refer to hard copies of copyright works such as DVDs, CDs, although 
administrative liability has also been imposed in the case of unlawfully posted copies 
of photographs4i6. Thus, it appears that the courts are less likely to impose 
administrative liability in the case of p la g ia r is m ^ i^ .
413 Code about Administrative Offences of the RF of 30 December 2001, number 195-03, s 7.12 
(“Code about Administrative Offences”).
414 The amount of an administrative fine varies depending on whether the wrongdoer is an individual, 
a company official or a juridical person.
415 Code about Administrative Offences, n413, s 7.12.
415 “Creative-Centre” v 0 0 0  “NK” “Tritonot”, case number 33-142, decision of Kostroma District Court 
of 11 February 2011.
417 This conclusion is supported by my review of 159 decisions made by courts of common jurisdiction 
under the Code about Administrative Offences and reported by ConsultantPlus in Russian. None of 
the decisions concerned plagiarism (information is correct as of 29 August 2013).
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Chapter 5
5 D ig it is a t io n  b y  R u s s ia n  l ib r a r ie s  -  l e g a l  f r a m e w o r k  a n d
EXAMPLES
The aim of this chapter is to explain in more detail why Russian libraries may find it 
difficult to provide their readers with digital material. Firstly, I look at statutory 
provisions that require publishers^is to supply key Russian libraries with copies of 
their publications free of charge (“legal deposit provisions” and “legal deposit 
libraries” respectively). Such provisions do not require the right-holder's consent. 
Neither do they require libraries to compensate the right-holder each time they lend 
his work to the public. Thus, the aim is to see whether, as a matter of principle, 
publishers can be a useful source of digital copies of copyright works, in particular 
textual works.
I then turn to examine some of the practical difficulties of digitising works in copyright 
lawfully. I conclude with a review of some digitisation programmes carried out by 
Russian libraries. One of the important issues is cooperation (or where applicable, 
a lack of it) between Russian libraries.
5-1 L e g a l  d e p o s it  p r o v is io n s  in  R u s s ia  
5-1 .1  C o m p a r is o n
By no means are legal deposit provisions unique to Russia. The concept seems to 
go back to 1 537  when French monarch King Francis 1 introduced a law that required 
the deposit of (among other things) books for the purposes of preservation.4i° 
Similar laws were then introduced in a number of other European countries.
418 The term Is used to refer to publishers of printed material as well as producers such as 
manufactures of CDs.
419 EK Dunne, ‘Study No 20: Deposit of Copyrighted Works’ in Studies, 86'  ^Congress, 2"  ^session 
(United States Government Printing Office 1960), referred to by PS Menell in ‘Knowledge Accessibility 
and Preservation Policy for the Digital Age’ (2007) HousLRev 44(4) 1020-21.
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including England whose first statutory legal deposit provisions were contained in the 
Licensing of the Press Act 166242°,
That said, while provisions requiring publishers to lodge a free copy with key national 
libraries are common throughout the world, they are by no means universal. For 
example, the Netherlands does not have legal deposit legislation; publishers provide 
libraries with copies of works published by them voluntarily42i. in fact, a lack of legal 
deposit provisions may work to the advantage of libraries. If there is no provision 
requiring publishers to provide the legal deposit library with a copy of each book they 
publish, they may be willing to send in not just books, but also journals. Having said 
that, arguably this is more likely to work in smaller and better run jurisdictions such 
as the Netherlands.
5 -1 .2  Le g a l  d e p o s it  l ib r a r ie s
Compared to the UK, where only the British Library is entitled to a free copy of every 
published work without having to ask for it and five more libraries are entitled to the 
same on request422, the legal deposit scheme in Russia is much more extensive and 
arguably, more complicated. While the key law in this area is the Federal Statute 
‘Compulsory Copy of Document’ of 1994, some regions also have laws that require 
publishers to deliver their publications to key local libraries. It can be difficult to find 
out about such laws.
Altogether there are around 90 legal deposit libraries in Russia423, although only two 
or three of them can be described as truly national libraries akin the British Library in 
the UK. The remaining legal deposit libraries specialise in certain types of 
publication only. The system is further complicated by the fact that while publishers 
are required to send copies of some works to the libraries directly, copies of other 
works must, in the first instance, be sent to a specialist archive, the job of which is to
420 Licensing of the Press Act 1662,14 Car 2, c 33 (Eng).
421 The Library of Congress, The Joint Information Systems Committee, The Open Access to 
Knowledge Law Project, The SURFfoundation ‘International Study on the Impact of Copyright Law on 
Digital Preservation’ (OUT Printing Services July 2008) [3.2.34].
422 As stipulated by the Legal Deposit Libraries Act 2003, those five libraries are the National Libraries 
of Scotland and Wales, and the University libraries of Oxford, Cambridge and Trinity College Dublin.
423 Knizhnaïa Industri , Interview with V Firsov ‘New edition’ of copyright in virtual space and its 
consequences’(2010) Knizhnaïa Industri 4(76)13.
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distribute them among the relevant legal deposit libraries. I use an example of a 
hypothetical Russian-language journal published in St Petersburg to illustrate how 
the legal deposit provisions work in practice.
The publisher of the journal is required to lodge 22 free copies as follows:
- 16 with a specialist archive, the Russian Book Chamber, for further
distribution among key national libraries
- 3 with the regional library (located in St Petersburg)
- 2 with the local authority (the latter applies to some specialist
periodicals only)^^^
- 1 with the Federal Service for Supervision in the Sphere of Telecom,
Information Technologies and Mass Communications.
Given the number of libraries that are entitled to receive copies of the journal in the 
example above, it would appear at first that Russia's legal deposit system is very 
pro-user. However, out of 16 copies of the journal that must be lodged with the 
Russian Book Chamber, 14 will be distributed among the libraries based in Moscow 
and St Petersburg, and only 2 among the rest of Russia’s libraries^^s. Thus in 
practice, the system is weighted heavily in favour of Moscow and St Petersburg 
users.
Given the size of Russia, this is problematic. Even though Russia became 
geographically smaller following the break-up of the Soviet Union (when she lost 
eleven republics including five in Central Asia, three in the Caucasus and three in 
Baltic republics), she is still the largest country in the world in terms of area - 1 . 8  
times the size of the US^^s. And yet, these two hubs of legal deposit libraries are 
situated relatively close to each other in the European part of the country, leaving out 
the users to the East of the Ural Mountains at a disadvantage. In the circumstances.
424 A Shishkov ‘About a Compulsory Copy’ (Shishkov
ridicheska Kompani 21 January 2011)
<http://www.schischkov.ru/pages/24/43/> accessed 6 September 2012.
425 V Firsov, ‘New Year, Let us live according to the law’ (2010) Bibliotechnoe Delo 1, 2.
426 CIA, CIA World Factbook ‘Central Asia: Russia’ (CIA 12 April 2013)
<https://www.cia.gov/librarv/publications/the-world-factbook/qeos/rs.html> accessed 26 April 2013.
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there would appear to be a high demand for a digital copy of the journal for use by 
the rest of Russia's libraries.
5 -1 .3  T YPES OF WORKS REQUIRED TO BE DEPOSITED
I now turn to the types or categories of works that must be lodged, focusing in 
particular on any requirements to deposit digital, as opposed to printed, copies. In 
addition to printed works such as books, under the legal deposit provisions 
publishers are required to deposit the following^^ :^
- publications for the blind and visually impaired, including publications 
using Braille display and voice synthesizer
- official documents such as laws
- audiovisual productions such as film, video, photography and their 
combination
- electronic publications
- unpublished documents such as theses, research reports and 
algorithms
- patent documentation such as claims descriptions
- computer programs recorded on a material carrier
- databases recorded on a material carrier
- standards (akin to those set by the British Standards Institution and not 
individual standards).
For the purposes of digitisation, one of the most promising categories is the category 
of “electronic publications". The question is whether this category is broad enough to 
include non-print works such as online publications which can be accessed or 
delivered by means of the internet only, for example, an e-journal that is not printed.
“Electronic publications" are defined as documents that:
- present information in electronic (including digital) form, and
- have passed editorial and publishing control, and
- have particulars as to date and place of publication, and
427 Compulsory Copy of Document, federal statute of 29 December 1994, number 77-03, 5(1).
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- are replicated and distributed on machine-readable carriers/^s 
According to the government “standard”429 for lodging works under this provision, the 
requirement is limited to works issued in the form of several identical copies, such as 
CD ROMs and DVDs. A review of the most recent electronic publications lodged 
with the specialist archive ‘Informregister’ shows that such publications are 
exclusively CD ROMs and DVDs (of which a few are computer games)4°°. I have not 
come across any cases where the libraries have interpreted this provision as 
referring to materials other than CD ROMs and DVDs. Thus, it would appear that 
this category is too narrow to include purely online publications.
This conclusion also seems to be supported by the preamble to the Federal Statute 
‘Compulsory Copy of Document'4°i which states that the legal deposit provisions do 
not apply to electronic documents disseminated exclusively by means of networks. 
While no definition of a “network” is given, it is likely to include the internet as it is, in 
essence, a giant network.
Having said all of that, the Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, one of Russia's newest 
legal deposit libraries, appears to have interpreted the preamble to mean that it is 
under no duty to collect electronic documents disseminated exclusively via networks, 
with the exception of the internet^^^. It then goes on to say that it collects documents 
contained on websites of Russian citizens and Russian organisations. Thus, at least 
this particular legal deposit library is not ruling out the possibility of receiving non­
print works. However, it is not clear how this works in practice and in particular 
whether anyone has actually sent to it any online material.
In the circumstances, it appears fair to conclude that currently publishers are not 
required to lodge online publications. While this means that legal deposit libraries
428 ibid.
429 Government Standard 7.83-2001 ‘System of standards on information, librarianship and 
publishing. Electronic editions. Basic types and imprint’. (Inter-State Board for standardisation, 
metrology and classification 2002)
430 Informregister ‘Depository of electronic publications’ (Informregister undated) 
<http://db.inforea.ru/deDosit/Cataloa/datesln.asp> accessed 24 June 2012.
431 Of 29 December 1994, number 77-03.
432 Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, ‘The Provision regarding Delivery of Compulsory Copy’ 
(Presidential Library named after Boris Yeltsin undated)
<http://www.prlib.ru/Paaes/order of deliverv.aspx> accessed 17 June 2012 (“Provision”).
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may be forced to buy such material to meet their user’s expectations, this may also 
come as a relief to them (and other Russian libraries) due to the limited legal 
framework for preserving such material. Under the legal deposit law, once the library 
has received a publication, it is under a duty to keep that publication on a permanent 
basis. As discussed at §§8-6.1, p236, and 8-6.2, p241, currently there is no general 
provision that would allow libraries to preserve digital copies and even if there was 
one, preservation of digital material can be very costly. As pointed out by the 
International Study on the Impact of Copyright Law on Digital Preservation, "works in 
digital form present significant challenges for preservation that most analog[ue] 
works do not". Digital works are less stable and can deteriorate very rapidly without 
advance warning. They also require regular maintenance^^^.
Technological obsolescence is another potential problem for preserving digital 
works. Even where the digital work in question is in a good condition, it may be 
difficult or even impossible to obtain the hardware and software required to access 
it464. This can prove especially difficult for Russia where the publishers and/or 
authors are under no duty to supply a copy of any computer program and any 
information required to access the work. As a result, the Boris Yeltsin Presidential 
Library explains that if it is unable to play a CD ROM deposited with it, it will just 
repeatedly request new copies of the same thing^^s _ which seems to be a very 
lengthy and slow way of tackling the problem.
The lack of the requirement to supply tools for playing deposited CD ROMs, or at 
least a legal mechanism under which such a provision could be introduced, 
compares unfavourably with the law of the UK where section 6 of the Legal Deposit 
Libraries Act 2003 provides that the Secretary of State can order that in addition to 
providing copies of works, publishers must provide a copy of any computer program 
and any information required to access the work. But even without such an order, it 
seems to be the current good practice to lodge such information together with a copy 
of the work. For example, the Code of Practice for the voluntary deposit of non-print 
matter requires publishers to deposit offline publications “in the form in which they
433 The Library of Congress, The Joint Information Systems Committee, The Open Access to 
Knowledge Law Project, The SURFfoundation, n421 [1.4.3].
434 ibid.
435 Boris Yeltsin Presidential Library, Provision, n432.
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are made available to the public, together with any associated software, manuals 
and material which are also made available to the public to enable them to be
used”436
Going back to the example of the journal published in St Petersburg; had the journal 
been a purely electronic journal that is not printed, none of the legal deposit libraries 
would be entitled to receive a free copy.
Related to this, is the question of whether publishers are required to deliver copies of 
digital print files (or proofs) which are nowadays routinely used to produce books, 
journals and other paper publications. According to the Informregister, the depot 
institution that receives electronic publications for further distribution, publishers are 
not required to deliver such files even when they are stored on a CD ROM^^^.
5 -2  D ig it is a t io n  o f  l ib r a r ie s ’ c o l l e c t io n s  in  R u s s ia  -  c o p y r ig h t  is s u e s
As noted above, currently the law does not require publishers to provide libraries 
with a free copy of digital publications. While there are exceptions that allow libraries 
to digitise their collections, they are fairly limited^^®. In the circumstances, the 
libraries can expand their digital collections by either buying a digital copy of the 
work (if it is available of course) or obtaining the right-holder’s permission to digitise 
a print work. For the reasons set out below, it seems that in the long term libraries 
may be better off obtaining the right-holder’s permission rather than buying a digital 
copy of his work.
As the law stands now, libraries are allowed to lend a hardcopy of a copyright work 
for use outside their premises without having to obtain the right-holder’s permission 
and without having to pay any compensation to that right-holder. On the other hand, 
libraries are not allowed to provide their customers with a digital copy of a work in
436 BL, The Code of Practice for the voluntary deposit of non-print matter’ (BL 24 April 2010) [9.2] 
<http://www.bl.uk/aboutus/stratpolprog/legaldep/voluntarydeposit/index.html> accessed 16 March 
2013.
437 Informregister, ‘Annoncement’ <www.inforeg.ru> accessed 11 September 2012.
438 §8-11,238-242.
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their collection for use outside their premises^^^. The same holds true for inter-library 
exchanges44o. Thus, the library which has spent money on buying a digital copy of 
the right-holder’s work will still be required to obtain his permission if it is to allow its 
customers and/or another library to access that work remotely^^i (unless the 
permission was obtained at the point of purchase).
I consider the practicalities of obtaining right-holders’ consent next.
5-2 .1  D if f ic u l t ie s  o f  o b t a in in g  r ig h t - h o l d e r s ’ c o n s e n t
As noted by the Director of the Russian Association of Electronic Libraries, Igor’ 
Gruzdev, at first one is tempted to think that there are no difficulties involved: get 
permission and carry on working^^z. However, the sheer number of works is a major 
problem. The Russian State Library (one of Russia’s key legal deposit libraries) 
receives approximately 100,000 books a year (excluding periodicals). In order to 
digitise those books, the library would have to find the authors and persuade them to 
enter into licensing agreements^^s.
The difficulty of obtaining authors’ consent is not unique to Russia. In its response to 
the Independent Review of Intellectual Property and Growth, the British Library too 
notes “the immensely high transaction costs of rights clearance on an author-by- 
author, creator-by-creator basis”. The Library then goes on to say that in their view, 
the mass digitisation of UK cultural goods is impossible without a collective 
management approach^^^. Currently, this solution does not seem to be open to 
Russia.
While collecting societies are allowed by Russian law (the legal framework and the 
existing collecting societies are considered in chapter 7), they have yet to acquire a 
significant role in the publishing sector. As explained by the deputy head of the 
Russian National Library, Vladimir Firsov, currently collecting societies too are
439 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1274(2).
440 ibid.
441 Unless the permission to do so was agreed at the time of purchase.
442 National Projects Journal, Interview with lA Gruzdev, the director of the Russian Association of
Electronic Libraries ‘Digital libraries: the access is open’ (2010) Zhurnal ‘Na ts ionnal’nye Proekty’ 7/8.
443 ibid.
444 BL, Submission, n66, 20, 21.
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daunted by the prospects of entering into a huge number of agreements with right­
holders -  a potentially time-consuming and costly process^^s. Interestingly, Vladimir 
Firsov is silent on the possibility of the authors' joining collecting societies of their 
own volition. This issue is considered in more detail in chapter 7.
Vladimir Firsov’s comments also raise the issue of whether permission to digitise a 
particular work can be obtained from the publisher of the work (as opposed to its 
author). It appears that the problem lies with the extent of the publishers' rights in 
Russia. For example, Vladimir Firsov says that currently publishers tend not to 
obtain copyright in relation to works they publish^^e. a  slightly different statistic is 
offered by the Federal Agency for Printing and Mass Communications which notes 
that the majority of publishing contracts expire after 5 years^^ .^
5 -2 .2  L ib r a r ie s ’ r e s p o n s e  t o  t h e  c u r r e n t  p r o b l e m s
Given the current difficulties of digitising their collections in accordance with law, 
some libraries may be tempted to disregard copyright law or find a way of complying 
with the law only superficially. For example, the Russian National Library seems to 
provide digital copies of its material remotely even where no right-holder’s 
permission has been requested^^s. in order to be seen to be complying with the law, 
the library provides digital copies stating that such copies are temporary and that 
they should be deleted once they have been printed off^ s^. Some libraries request 
the user to confirm in writing that the copy will be destroyed once it has been printed 
off. Given the difficulties of checking whether the user actually deletes the copy, 
such requests are probably ignored.
Vladimir Firsov (the deputy director of the Russian National Library), regrets that
some libraries have stopped providing digital copies to their users and invites them
to follow in the footsteps of his library. In justification, he notes that similar solutions
445 Because Russian libraries are not allowed to provide access to digital copies of works outside their 
premises, text to n439, discussed by Firsov, n91, 86.
446 ibid.
447 AN Voropaev and KB Leont’ev, The Digital Book and Electronic Librarian Resources of Russia
(Federal’noe Agentstvo po Pechati i Massovym Kommunika ts j la m 2010) 51.
448 This conclusion is based on my experience of requesting digital copies of copyright material. On 
average, the Russian National Library digitises and sends such material within a week of the request, 
a period which does not seem to be long enought to obtain the right-holder’s permission.
449 Firsov, n91, 83.
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are adopted in other countries^^o. While this method may serve a useful purpose in 
jurisdictions with a longer and more established tradition of upholding copyright 
rights, my view is that this is not a productive solution for Russia. Given that 
Russia’s copyright law (as well as her IP law in general) is still very new, the key task 
for now is to raise awareness of copyright.
Libraries have a great potential to become first-hand educators of copyright law. 
People are familiar with libraries as reading appears to be a popular pastime activity. 
Even though, as mentioned earlier, a number of internet-based resources are 
becoming an increasingly popular alternative to old fashioned libraries, it is reported 
that 44% of all visits to cultural institutions in Russia are to libraries^^L Anecdotal 
evidence suggests that it is still common for provincial libraries to be very busy on a 
Saturday morning. Also, a number of libraries cater specifically for children. By 
explaining to their customers what they can and cannot do in terms of copying the 
material, the libraries may be able to alert them to the issue, and make them think “is 
there a problem?” Moreover, by showing compliance with copyright by example 
(however annoying this can be for the user), they can further help to get the 
message across.
Unfortunately, it would appear that the current thinking among some Russian 
libraries is that it is not their job to ensure compliance with copyright law (for 
example, Vladimir Firsov^ z^  ^ who makes a distinction between complying with 
copyright and providing access to copyright material on condition that copyright is 
not breached). However, my argument is that copyright law is a part of the general 
body of knowledge and therefore, educating the public about it would fit in well with 
the libraries’ duties as keepers of cultural heritage. Arguably, libraries could achieve 
more if they adopted a coherent and well-thought-through strategy for advancing 
their interests in the long term. The same holds true for the UK where, according to 
Andrew Gowers’ Review of Intellectual Property Law 2006, the general awareness of 
copyright is low. As Andrew Gowers concludes, ‘[ejducation initiatives should extend 
from school teaching through to industry, and to general consumer awareness, and
450 ibid.
451 VH Monakhov, ‘Libraries in the Digital Era (Legal Aspects)’ (2010) Zhurnal Shkoly Vysshei
Ekonomiki ‘Pravo’ 3, 82. 
452 Firsov, n91, 68.
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should explain the exceptions to IP rights so that consumers understand the balance 
in the system”463.
5 -2 .3  T HE CASE FOR A CHANGE
That is not to say that libraries are currently doing nothing to change the situation. 
Some bigger libraries are campaigning for a general provision that would allow them 
to digitise their collections. The need for a change has been also acknowledged by 
the head of the Ministry for Culture, Aleksandr Avdeev, who sees digitisation as the 
only solution for rural or smaller libraries (although by contrast with the proposals 
made by libraries, he argues in favour of creating pools that would distribute digitised 
copies. While in his view such pools would pay a fee to the right-holders, he 
recommends setting the fees at a ‘penny’ level -  a proposal that brings to mind 
collecting societies albeit under a different name)^^^.
Some of these proposals face a formidable obstacle from the authors. For example, 
in response to the bill aimed at allowing some Russian libraries to digitise their stock 
within two years of receiving each work, without having to obtain consent from the 
author or having to compensate the author, a number of leading Russian authors 
wrote a petition to the President expressing their concerns about the proliferation of 
illegal copies that would result. The press coverage of this event had such charming 
headlines as “’’Will Russian libraries be allowed to pirate?” and “The authors will be
pick pocketed”465.
Arguably, these fears are unsubstantiated. For example, the director of the Russian 
National Library, Anton Likhomanov, claims that the average user goes to the library 
to consult scientific and educational literature, usually for the purposes of carrying 
out some study tasks, such as writing essays, dissertations, theses and so on. In his 
experience, the average user does not go to the library for the purpose of advancing 
his general level of education466. Even if some business-minded users decided to
453A Gowers, n46 [5.75].
454 Ria Novosti, ‘Digitisation of books for libraries should not be free’ (Ria Novosti 19 January 2011  ) 
<http://ria.ru/culture/20110119/323776612.html> accessed 14 November 2012.
455 Monakhov, n451, 82.
456 AV Likhomanov, ‘I believe in the future of libraries’ Universitetskaïa Kniga (2011) 3, 16.
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obtain the material for further commercial use, as noted above^^^  ^ there are 
measures in place to minimise the risk^^ s.
Thus, for the Russian National Library it is a matter of priority to digitise scientific and 
educational material; not modern fiction that is so fiercely guarded by the opposition. 
This is essential to enable libraries to offer to their users material that they are not 
able to buy due to the costs or small print run which such publications usually have. 
More generally, offering digital collections is essential to help libraries to raise their 
profile with the increasingly internet-sawy user (according to a report published in 
2011, approximately 38% of Russia's adult population is online^ss).
The fear is that if libraries are not able to offer digital copies, users may be inclined to 
shun them in favour of more user-friendly resources such as Wikipedia, Youtube and 
so on. As it has been noted by Victor Monakhov^®^, such resources already have the 
upper hand in attracting customers because, unlike libraries, they do not shout about 
their great role of preserving cultural and scientific heritage. As he puts it, “they just 
help people to live more comfortably”. While there are a number of free resources 
on the internet, not all of them are necessarily of high quality. The quality of a work 
is partly decided by what happens to it after it has been posted. It may be modified, 
altered or used in a way that supports a particular point of view -  for detailed 
examples of such interferences the reader is referred to Patricia Akester’s 
writings46i.
As Patricia Akester notes, while unauthorised modification of a work raises the issue 
of moral rights, “there is the public interest as well. Inaccuracy in attribution of 
authorship or content may be contrary to the public interest in knowing who the 
author is and in accurate information.462" As she argues, “[ijdeally everyone should
457 §5.2, 97-98.
458 ibid.
459 OAO NI TS ‘Ékonomika’, n25.
460 VH Monakhov, ‘Libraries in the Digital Era (Legal Aspects)’ (2010) Zhurnal Shkoly Vyssheï 
Ekonomiki ‘Pravo’ 3, 82.
481 P Akester, International copyright and the challenges of digital technology (DPhil thesis, the 
University of London 2002) Chapter 4; see also P Akester ‘Authorship and authenticity in cyberspace’ 
(2004) CLSR 20(6) 436.
482 p Akester, International copyright and the challenges of digital technology, n461 [4.2.2.3].
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be able to rely on images and information obtained on the lnternet”463. However, 
given the ease with which information can be manipulated on the internet, the reality 
is that one never knows whether what he sees on the internet is reliable.
Thus, it can be argued that in the current day-and-age one of the key purposes of 
lodging a pristine copy with legal deposit libraries is to preserve the integrity of work. 
Therefore, the current legal framework which neither entitles libraries to a free digital 
copy of publications nor allows them to digitise their collections and provide their 
customers with a reliable digital copy is a significant weakening factor for future 
education. In the long term, the cultural and social wealth of the country will suffer if 
there are no robust libraries.
5 -3  A r c h iv in g  w e b  m a t e r ia l  in  R u s s ia
I now turn to look specifically at the legal framework for collecting digital-born works 
such as information available at websites/web pages with top domain names .ru or 
other websites/web pages created in or connected to Russia.
5-3 .1  C u r r e n t  LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Currently there is no copyright exception or other specific provision that enables 
Russian libraries to archive digital-born works. Therefore, under Russian law such 
an activity would require right-holders' consent. By contrast, in the UK section 44A  
of the Legal Deposit Libraries Act 2003 allows a person acting on behalf of a deposit 
library to copy a work from the internet without infringing copyright, provided that the 
work meets certain criteria.
One of the questions is whether it is possible to collect web material by relying on an 
implied (as opposed to express) consent of the right-holder. For example, in the UK 
some users believe that they can collect web material without the right-holder's 
express consent where all the circumstances suggest that the right-holder is happy 
for members of the public to do so^ ®^ .
463/jb/Gf [4.2.3].
464 University of Cambridge, ‘Intellectual Property and Copyright in the Digital Environment’ (University 
of Cambridge 15 September 2005) <http://www.caret.cam.ac.uk/copyright/copyrightissues.pdf>
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The answer seems to lie in Part 4 which states that “absence of a prohibition [to use 
one’s work] is not supposed to be construed as p e rm is s io n ”^®^. Thus, it would 
appear that only an express permission will do. An interesting way around this 
problem has been suggested by the head of a parliamentary committee for
information policy, Sergeï Zhelezn la k, whose plans to create a web depository are 
discussed at §5-3.3, p106. He argues that copyright protection should be available 
only to that web material which clearly specifies the conditions of its use, as well as 
information about its right-holder^®®. Thus, if the web publication states that it can be 
archived, then no further permission from the right-holder should be required. With 
regards to web material that does not specify the conditions of its use, it should be 
deemed to be in the public domain. In the latter case, anyone would be able to 
digitise that material^®^.
While Sergei Zhelezn la k may have a solution to some problems, by insisting that 
right-holders provide information about themselves, it can infringe the right-holders' 
right to property. One can even argue that this particular aspect of the proposal 
would take Russia's copyright law back to the 19^  ^ century when the censors 
required publishers to obtain names and addresses of their authors so that the State 
could penalise them if their writings were found to be infringing^®®.
Another question is whether it is possible to facilitate preservation of web material by 
encouraging authors and other right-holders to issue a Creative Commons licence. 
Currently, this does not seem to be a workable solution because open access 
licences (including Creative Commons licences) have yet to gain mass appeal^®®.
accessed 20 October 2012, cf the view expressed by A Charlesworth, ‘Legal issues relating to the 
archiving of internet resources in the UK, EU, USA and Australia, A study undertaken for the JISC 
and Wellcome Trust’ (JISC and the Wellcome Trust 2003) 7.
465 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1229(1).
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5 -3 .2  C u r r e n t  e f f o r t s  a im e d  a t  a r c h iv in g  w e b  m a t e r ia l
Given the current difficulties of obtaining the right-holder’s permission to digitise his 
work, it is perhaps not surprising that so far there appear to be no systematic and 
well resourced projects aimed at archiving non-print publications. Although some 
regions have created a service for registering informational resources, as a rule such 
services are designed for State-funded resources. At the federal level, some 
government departments also require registration of certain informational resources, 
for example, the Federal Hydro- and Meteorology Service requires registration of 
resources that contain information about the state of the environment. While the 
requirement applies expressly to websites that contain weather information, there is 
no need to lodge a copy of the content of a website, only some limited information 
about it47°. As far as voluntary initiatives of registering web material are concerned, 
currently there appear to be none.
Thus, Russia seems to be well behind a number of other countries that have made 
more effort at preserving their digital resources. For example, the National Library of 
the Netherlands has created an e-depot which collects e-journals and other 
publications47i. Most recently, the Library has started a research project to preserve 
Dutch web sites^^z. |n terms of countrywide initiatives, there is the Netherlands 
Coalition for Digital Preservation. The Coalition includes a number of public 
institutions whose mission is to preserve digital material. The purpose of the 
coalition is cooperation, namely pooling their resources when it comes to the 
technical and organisational challenges of digital preservation^^s.
As far as the UK is concerned, the British Library has run a voluntary scheme for the 
deposit of offline digital publications since 2000474. The Library is now cooperating 
with other legal deposit libraries for the purposes of preserving e-journals. In 
addition, there is a number of specialist archives actively engaged in preserving
470 Rosgidromet (Russian Government), ‘Registration of information about the content and placement 
of informational resources of the Unified State Bank of data about environmental conditions and 
pollution’ <http://www.meteo.ru/egfd/egfd_u.htm> accessed 9 October 2012.
471 Library of Congress, The Joint Information Systems Committee, The Open Access to Knowledge 
Law Project, The SURFfoundation, n421 [3.1.7].
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digital contents. It includes the British Atmospheric Data Centre and the Earth 
Observation Data Centre, and the National Archives which collect the datasets and 
documents emanating from the UK Government. There are also country-wide 
projects that bring together organisations involved in collecting non-print material. 
For example, the UK Digital Preservation Coalition is reported to have helped to 
raise awareness of digital preservation issues by bringing together information on 
best practice in digital preservation management in its handbook and running 
training and other events for members to “share knowledge and best p r a c t i c e ’’^ ^ ® .
5 -3 .3  P la n s  t o  c r e a t e  a  w e b  d e p o s it o r y
Over the years, a number of commentators (from the private sector as well as the 
Russian Government) have argued in favour of creating a web depository, with one
of the most recent plans being suggested by Sergei Zhelezn la k (the head of a 
parliamentary committee for information policy). His vision of such a depository is a 
federal universal web archive in which each user of the internet is able to register his 
or her copyright if he or she so wishes (at this stage nobody is suggesting that 
copyright must be registered). As he explains, “a specialist electronic archive of 
objects of intellectual ownership may help to confirm the fact and time of lodging the 
information and identifying the right-holder in case of claims and disputes, especially 
court d i s p u t e s ” 4 7 ® . Thus, the focus is on protecting the authors rather than 
preserving cultural heritage. In any event, so far there is no evidence of any such 
plans coming to fruition.
5 -4  D ig it is a t io n  o f  l ib r a r ie s ’ c o l l e c t io n s  in  R u s s ia - w o r k  c a r r ie d  o u t  s o  f a r
5-4 .1  A n o v e r v ie w  o f  s o m e  p r o b l e m  a r e a s
Currently, there is no specific legal framework for regulating digital libraries. While 
there is no ban on them, neither is there a specific provision permitting them. Some 
commentators even go as far as to say that digital libraries operate quasi-legally. 
From a copyright perspective, such libraries would appear legal provided they meet 
the requirements of Part 4. Therefore, all the preceding points regarding the need to 
obtain the right-holder’s permission equally apply to digital libraries or digital
475/W  [4.1.3].
476 Regnum Ru (News Agency), The Duma proposes the creation of a web depository’, n461.
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collections within a traditional library. Given the difficulties outlined above, perhaps it 
is not surprising that most libraries have been cautious about digitising their 
collections. However, in spite of these difficulties a number of libraries have 
managed to create some digital resources. I now look at how they have managed to 
achieve this.
Until recently477, there has been no successful centralised effort in digitising printed 
collections (which is similar to the UK^^®). This is in part due to a lack of legal 
framework regulating inter-library exchange, although as noted later, there are some 
recent examples of successful voluntary schemes that enable libraries to share their 
digital resources. By and large, libraries that have the desire and the capacity to 
digitise their analogue collections appear to have developed their digital collections 
independently in accordance with their own ideas and means.
The key problems with such an approach are a lack of resources and potential 
duplication of effort, for example, where two libraries spend time and effort chasing a 
particular author for his permission to digitise the same work. Another potential 
problem is that any know-how generated by each library (or other organisations) in 
the process of digitisation is likely to stay within that library or institution, thus 
generating only a limited (if any) amount of publicly available know-how in this area. 
This situation compares unfavourably with that in the EU countries where some 
digitisation projects have resulted in published guidance such as the Technical 
Guidelines for Digital Cultural Content Creation Programmes produced in 2008 in the 
course of the Minerva Project (I deal with the issue of standards in more detail at §5- 
5, p120).
That is not to say that Russia is oblivious to what is going on abroad. She has 
shown interest in and even hosted a number of international conferences, including 
those run by UNESCO and by the EU. As noted by the head of a parliamentary 
committee for culture, Grigorii Ivliev, the Russian State Library digitised its first works
477 The National Digital Resource discussed in Chapter 6.
478 §6-5.3, 153.
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as a result of its modernisation programme carried out in collaboration with 
UNESC0479.
No attempt is made to list all the international programs that Russia has been 
involved in so far. The more important question is whether such involvement has 
helped Russian libraries to digitise their collections. The answer seems to be that so 
far the impact of such programs has been rather limited. For example, in the mid 
2000s Russia joined the 6^  ^ framework programme of “Minerva Plus”, an EC-run 
initiative which provided a mechanism for implementing Lund principles (a plan 
aimed at stimulating European content in global networks)^®®. Although the 
programme resulted in some guidance for designing and maintaining websites with 
cultural content such as “the Quality Principles for Cultural Websites: A Handbook”, it 
would appear that not many Russian libraries or other organisations to which it is 
relevant are making use of it, even though the handbook has been translated into 
Russian.
One of the key problems seems to be the current lack of coverage of such 
programmes and their outcomes. As pointed out by the commentators from the 
Centre for Informatisation in the Sphere of Culture (‘informatisation’ is the term given 
to the development of an economy based on information as opposed to natural 
resources), the professional networks in the field of culture in Russia have virtually 
no access to information on European strategies, politics and programmes in this 
area, let alone the opportunities for cooperation. The information that is available in 
the press and on the internet covers only stand-alone international events at the time 
of their happening4®L Thus, some librarians may simply be unaware of what is going 
on in this area on the international level.
Perhaps an even more significant problem is the lack of infrastructure as the bulk of 
Russian libraries are yet to gain access to the internet. According to Aleksandr
479 s  TSgr’, Interview with GrigoriT Ivliev, the Head of the Committee for Culture of the Lower House 
of Russia’s Parliament (Garant 25 June 2011) <http://www.garant.ru/action/interview/251298/> 
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480 EC, ‘Lund Principles: Conclusions of Experts Meeting’ (EC 4 April 2001 ) 
< httD://cordis.europa.eu/ist/diaicult/lund-Drinciples.htm> accessed 11 October 2012.
481 L Kuibyshev and N Brakker, ‘Monitoring of Cultural Cooperation Russia-Europe’ (Minerva Plus 8 
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Vislov, the General Director of the Russian State Library, currently only 7 to 9% of all 
public libraries are connected to the internet^® .^ To put the examples of digitisation 
examined below in its wider context, I first look at the budget for cultural activities 
prepared by the authorities of the Leningrad District -  one of the larger and more 
prosperous areas (with a population of 1,714,403 people^®®, similar to the total 
population of Northern Ireland^®^).
One of the top items on the agenda is connecting 12 municipal libraries to the 
internet, at the rate of 4 per year^ ®®. As far as the acquisition of “electronic books” is 
concerned, this budget provides for 15 items, at the rate of 5 per year (no 
explanation is given of what is meant by an “electronic book”). As far as digitisation 
is concerned, the budget states boldly that 4% of libraries' collections will be digitised 
in 2011, 7% in 2012 and 10% in 2013. The libraries which are supposed to digitise 
their collections at this rate are not identified and neither are the types of works to be 
digitised first.
The figures seem to imply that the libraries of the Leningrad district are yet to begin 
digitisation. Furthermore, the budget for digitisation is small. Set at two and a half 
million Russian roubles (approximately £50,500), it may not be enough to cover the 
costs of a single scanner, let alone any other expenses. This also raises the issue of 
the practicability of local libraries digitising their collections, something I touch upon 
at §6-5.1, p150.
In my view, this particular aspect of the budget is not well thought-through and 
displays a degree of unfamiliarity with the issue. It may well be that, in practice, the 
money will be spent on creating or updating existing computerised catalogues of
482 N Rudicheva, ‘E-library of the RSL: paperwork with authors slows down the progress’ Interview 
with Aleksandr Vislov, the general director of the Russian State Library (CNews 16 February 2010) 
<httD://www.cnews.ru/reviews/index.shtml?2010/02/16/379794 1 > accessed 20 October 2012.
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Oblast as of 1 January 201T (Ofi ts iai’noe predstavitel’stvo LeningradskoT oblasti
2011) <htto://www.lenobl.ru/auide/aeneral/DODulate/von 10 > accessed on 7 November 2012.
484 statistics and Research Agency of Northern Ireland, ‘The Population of Northern Ireland’ (NISRA 
2011) <http://www.nisra.gov.uk/publications/default.asp10.htm> accessed on 7 November 2012.
485 Decree of the Government of Leningrad District about the completion of a long-term special- 
purpose cultural programme of 29 December 2010, number 38.
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bibliographic data for the items held by the district’s libraries -  an item on the agenda 
without a specific budget.
5-4.2 O v e r v ie w  o f  s o m e  d ig it is a t io n  in it ia t iv e s
Before looking at some examples of digitisation programmes in Russia, it is worth 
examining the size and type of such programmes. Describing the larger digitisation 
projects, Karen Coyle identifies three types: a mass digitisation project (such as 
Google’s Library Project), a large-scale digitisation project (such as JSTOR which 
digitized back files of nearly 1,000 journals) and a discrete digital collection (such as 
the Library of Congress's Making of America)^®®. One of the key differences is the 
way in which the projects select their repertoire. A mass scale digitisation projects 
converts “materials on an industrial scale. That is ... without making a selection of 
individual materials.”^ ®^  By contrast, a non mass digitisation project focuses on
certain types of material only and as a result, is more likely to plan its repertoire^®®.
Using these criteria, my view is that currently none of Russia’s larger digitisation 
programmes is a mass digitisation programme or even a large-scale digitisation 
project.
I have identified four broad categories of organisations that have created digital 
collections of any significance, namely:
1. key legal deposit libraries and other State-run libraries, including regional ones 
(the majority of which tend to receive their legal deposit copies from specialist 
archives/central depots^® ,^ given that such depots are by their nature archives, 
they are not dealt with here)
2 . virtual libraries available to the ufree of charge
3. university libraries open to members only
4. stand-alone digitisation projects not linked to any library
486 K Coyle, ‘Mass Digitization of Books’ J Acad Libr (2006) 32(6) 641-642.
487 M ,  641.
488 Ibid, 642.
489 Such as Informregister, §5-1.3, 95.
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These categories are not set in stone. Not all programmes that have been carried 
out so far fall squarely within any of these categories. There are also instances 
where these categories overlap.
I deal with each of those categories in turn, highlighting (where possible) funding 
issues and examples of successful cooperation between libraries. I then go on to 
look at the technical issues, such as digitisation standards. No thorough review of 
each digitisation programme is attempted, just some examples to give the flavour of 
what is going on.
5-4.2.1 D ig it is a t io n  b y  R u s s ia n  n a tio n a l  l ib r a r ie s
As mentioned at §5-4.1, pi 07, Russia's key national libraries have been digitising 
individually. The first attempt to centralise their activities was initiated in 2010 and is 
still in its early stages. The initiative is particularly interesting because it is the first 
solid attempt at digitising works still in copyright in compliance with copyright law. 
Thus, I deal with it separately in chapter 6.
One of the first Russian national libraries to digitise some of its collections was the 
Russian State Library (Russia’s equivalent of the British Library). One of its earliest 
projects was digitisation of PhD level theses defended in Russia and lodged with the 
library under the legal deposit law between 1996 and 2003"^ °^. The project began in 
2003 and appears to be ongoing. The Library then digitised over 7000 out-of­
copyright books on Russia’s history^^L
The digital collections of theses, - one of the Russian State Library’s most popular 
collections, warrants a few words. As explained by its general director, Alexandr 
Vislov, the bulk of the users of this collection are actually from outside Moscow (even 
though as mentioned earlier, libraries are allowed to provide digital copies on the 
premises only)"^ ^^ . These non-Moscow-based users access the collection through 
purpose-built digital reading rooms that have been set up (with the permission of the 
Russian State Library) in some key universities and regional libraries not only in
490 RSL, ‘About the project’ (RNL undated) <http://diss.rsi.ru/?menu=about&lang=ru> accessed 28 
April 2013.
RSL, ‘The digital library’ (RSL undated) <http://elibrary.rsl.ru/> accessed 28 August 2013. 
Rudicheva, n482.
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Russia, but also the countries of the Commonwealth of Independent States (which 
consists of the countries that used to be part of the USSR)^®^. It is reported that 
currently there are approximately 350 of such reading rooms"^ ®^ .
One of the questions is whether this sort of cooperation complies with Part 4. At 
first, providing access to a digital copy held by the Russian State Library from 
another library would seem to breach copyright^^^. However, in the opinion of the 
Russian State Library, this scheme is lawful because the specialist software 
DefView^^® installed in all the computers taking part in the project enables the remote 
reader of the collection to access only very limited information at any given time. As 
soon as the user has finished accessing a particular image, all the information about 
it is automatically deleted"^® .^ Thus, no digital copy of a thesis is actually transferred 
out of the Russian State Library. So far, it appears that this practice has not been 
reviewed by the courts or questioned by any third party.
According to Alexandr Vislov, the Russian State Library also cooperates with other 
national deposit libraries, for example, by transferring works from its digital 
collections to the Presidential Library of Boris Yeltsin, which was set up as a 
specialist library for material on the history of Russia"^ ®®.
Another key Russian library, the Russian National Library, also started digitising 
some of its collections at about the same time (early 2000s). So far, it has managed 
to digitise around 320,000 documents, the bulk of which are out of copyright, for 
example, its collection of pre-20th century laws, rare manuscripts and hand-painted 
maps"^ ^^ .
493 ibid.
494 fvj Avdeeva and O Nikulina, The digital library of dissertations of the Russian State Library: the
history of its creation and future development’ (2009) Informa ts ionniïe Resursy Rossiïi 5, 12.
495 §5-2, 97-98.
496 Developed by Shoft, noted by N Avdeeva and O Nikulina, n494, 12.
497 ibid.
498 Rudicheva, n482.
499 RNL, ‘Digitisation of materials at the Russian National Library’ <http://www.nlr.ru/e-res/action.html> 
accessed 3 July 2012.
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Bigger regional libraries have also made a start on digitising some of their materials, 
also focusing on out-of-copyright material such as historical material about their 
region (for example, the Karelian®°° National Library).
Given the difficulties involved in obtaining right-holders' permission to digitise in 
copyright works and the lack of any exceptions that could help libraries to do so 
solely to enable their customers to access digital copies, it is perhaps not surprising 
that by and large Russian libraries have chosen the path of least resistance by 
focusing on out-of-copyright works. Russian libraries are not unique in doing so. For 
example, so far the digitisation programme of the British Library has also focused on 
out-of-copyright works (its recent partnership with Google to digitise up to 40 million 
pages from 1700-1870 and its previous partnership with Microsoft to digitise 65,000 
19th century books^°'' springs to mind). As noted by the director of the Russian 
National Library, Anton Likhomanov, the problem with this approach is that while all 
of the publications digitised by the Russian National Library are very interesting to, 
and are in demand by the specialists, the average reader needs access to works 
published in the last decade^°^.
In terms of funding available to Russia’s bigger libraries, it would appear that national 
libraries tend not to have private sponsors of any significance®^^. Aleksandr Vislov, 
the head of the Russian State Library, says this is more of a cultural thing than a 
result of any legal constraint. He says that his library would be very happy to attract 
what he calls a “serious sponsor” if one was available®®" .^ That is not to say that 
there are no examples of privately funded projects at this level. For example, the 
“Russian Literary Heritage On-line” project that created a digital database of 
resources concerning one of Russia’s most famous writers, Leo Tolstoy,®°® has been
500 Russian area bordering Finland.
501 BL The British Library and Google to make 250,000 books available to all’ (BL 20 June 2011) 
<http://pressandpolicv.bl.uk/Press-ReleasesThe-British-Librarv-and-Gooqle-to-make-250-000-books- 
available-to-all-4fc.aspx> accessed 9 September 2011 ; also see BL ‘Digitisation Strategy 2008-2011 
(BL August 2008) <http://www.bl.uk/aboutus/stratpolprog/digi/digitisation/digistrategy/> accessed on 9 
September 2012.
592 Likhomanov, n456.
503 Rudicheva, n482.
504 ibid.
505 That previously could be accessed only at ‘ ^  asna Polyana’ and the Russian State Library, in 
Moscow.
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funded by the Andrew Mellon Foundation and managed by the British Council in 
Moscow®^®.
Even in the absence of a “serious sponsor", funding does not seem to be a major 
issue for Russia’s biggest libraries. For example, Aleksandr Vislov says that the 
Russian State Library is able to digitise at a really low cost of approximately 2-2.5 
roubles (approximately £0.05) per page®° .^ At this cost®°®, his library would be able 
to digitise all of the works of educational and scientific nature published in Russia 
annually (estimated at approximately 40,000). He has no doubt that the Ministry of 
Culture will provide his library with the required funds. The only stumbling block is 
the current legislation that requires the library to obtain the author’s permission prior 
to digitisation®®®.
5-4.2.2 V ir tu a l  l ib r a r ie s  a v a il a b l e  to  t h e  u s e r  f r e e  o f  c h a r g e  
It is reported that there are around 5,000 free virtual libraries in Russia. Such 
libraries contain anything between several hundred and several hundred thousand 
Russian-language texts each. By contrast with the national libraries, these ‘purpose- 
built’ virtual libraries focus on copyright material. This raises the issue of compliance 
with copyright law. According to a report prepared for Russia’s Federal Agency for 
Printing and Mass Communications, the vast majority of these 5,000 libraries provide 
access to their collections without the right-holders’ permission and therefore, in 
breach of Part 4®""®.
One of Russia’s oldest online libraries, the library of Maksim Moshkov, has been 
digitising and posting copyright works on its website since the mid-1990s, long
506 The portal for searching resources on Leo from the Museum-Estate of Leo Tolstoy " ^  asnay
pol na" and the Russian State Library <http://toistoy-nasiedie.rsi.ru/> accessed 12 October 2012.
507 By comparison, the study for the European Commission estimates the cost of digitising one page 
between 0.15 euros (low estimate) and 0.23 euros (high estimate), excluding preparation of the 
volume such as unbinding, more information is available in N Poole, The Cost of Digitising Europe’s 
Cultural Heritage: A Report for the Comité des Sages of the European Commission’ (Collections Trust 
2010) [7.9.3].
508 lyiy understanding is that the Russian National Library is able to digitise its collections cheaply 
because it has already acquired the necessary equipment. By contrast, regional libraries may well 
find funding more of a problem, especially where they have to organise the entire infrastructure for the 
first time.
509 Rudicheva, n482.
510 Voropaev and Leont’ev, n447, 25.
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before the key national libraries started creating their digital collections. Notably, the 
works have always been available to the user free of charge even though the library 
does not seem to generate revenues through advertising. In the past the library has 
tried a number of methods for overcoming legal difficulties, in particular, the need to 
obtain the right-holder's permission®"'"'. Some methods were found unlawful by the 
Russian courts, for example posting a copyright work without the author's consent 
with a note saying that if the author wished to have his work removed, he had to 
contact the library, thereby shifting the burden of protecting the work onto the author. 
It appears that currently most of the library’s new works are sent to it by the authors 
th em selves® "'^ , thereby giving implied (possibly express) consent for posting their 
work on the internet. In the recent years, there have been no reported breaches of 
copyright law by this library.
There are other versions of the same idea. For example, some owners of digital 
libraries rely on authors not just to send in their work but also to post it on the 
library’s website. By doing so, such libraries hope to exonerate themselves from any 
claims of copyright infringement. Providing online copies of works in a “read-only” 
mode is another, popular measure aimed at reducing the risk of copyright 
infringement. While licensing agreements are used, it is difficult to say how often. 
Ordinarily a licensing agreement will have a clause to the effect that the work can be 
made available in a digital format no earlier than a year after its first publication®"'®.
At the opposite end of the spectrum of Russia’s free digital libraries are “purpose- 
built” digital libraries which have been set up and maintained by the State. One such 
library is the Fundamental Digital Library “Russian literature and folklore”®"'^  - a full 
text information system that includes not just Russian classics, but also related 
works such as bibliographies and annotations. The library appears to be a joint 
venture of (among others) the specialist archive Informregister®"'® and the Russian 
Academy of Sciences. Again, no information is available on whether this library
511 DA Kozin, ‘Electronic Libraries: Legal Status and the Right to Exist’ (Rossiïskoe Pravo v Internete 
2007) <http://www.rpi.msal.ru/prints/200703lib1.html> accessed 7 September 2011.
512 ibid.
513 ibid.
514 Fundamental Digital Library “Russian literature and folklore” <http://www.feb-web.ru/> accessed 12 
October 2012.
515 §5-1.3, 95.
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complies with copyright (this issue may arise only in relation to copyright works such 
as bibliographies. As far as the works themselves are concerned, all of them seem 
to be in the public domain).
5 -4 .2 .3  D ig ita l  l ib r a r ie s  c r e a t e d  f o r  a n d  b y  u n iv e r s it y  l ib r a r ie s  
University libraries were in a sense forced to create or subscribe to digital libraries 
when the Government required them to provide their students with access to digital 
resources®"'® in around 2008. The requirement was backed up with a threat to 
consider a failure to do so when renewing that university’s accreditation/licence and 
as a result, was taken seriously.
It seems that at the time, not many suitable resources were available on the market. 
Thus, some libraries (especially those that did not have sufficient resources to set up 
and maintain a digital library on their own) are reported to have cooperated with 
other university libraries to create databases of a suitable quality and size®"'^ . (Due 
to the lack of verifiable information about such cooperation projects, no specific 
examples are given). The government requirement has also led to the creation of a 
number of brand new digital libraries, among which are Biblioteh (www.bibliotech.ru) 
and Knigafond (www.kniqafund.ru). both created in 2008. Access to such digital 
libraries is usually limited to fee-paying members.
Ironically, currently the most popular digital library among universities seems to be 
not one of those “purpose-built” digital libraries set up in 2008, but the Scientific 
Digital Library eLibrary (www.elibrarv.ru) (a library which does not even claim to 
comply with the government’s requirements on students’ access to digital 
resources®"'®). This library is reported to have the largest content of digitised 
information on science (around 12,000,000 articles and 16,000 digitised Russian- 
language journals). In a sense, this is not a stand-alone library but a set of 
resources collected through and updated in collaboration with a number of 
organisations. All of the library’s users (including universities, library consortia and
515 For example, the Federal State Educational Standard for pursuing studies 221400 Management of 
Quality (qualification (decree) “master”) approved by the Ministry of Education and Sciences of the RF 
of 8 December 2009 number 701 [7.18], although some instructions to this effect came in earlier.
517 For example, noted by NV Sokolova, ‘Electronic Libraries as a Fact of Modern Informational 
Landscape’ (2010) Universitetskaïa Kniga 2, 62.
518 Voropaev and Leont’ev, n447, 47.
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State and private organisations) have the opportunity to post on the library’s server 
their digital content to be shared with other subscribers.
Other examples of successful cooperation include ARBICON (the Association of 
Regional Library Consortia), set up in 2002 to allow libraries to share their resources 
of journals (I examine its legality at §8-11.4, 286). The project seems to be very 
popular with university libraries. For example, out of its 10 most active members in 
2011, 7 are university libraries®"'®. One of its projects is EDD (Electronic Delivery of 
Documents) which enables subscribers to obtain a digital copy of journals from 
another participating library. It is reported that 56% of all requests made in the first 
quarter of 2011 were met within 3 hours®^ ® -  a very good speed by anyone’s 
standards. Membership is available for a fee.
In terms of compliance with copyright law, it appears that university libraries breach 
copyright law just as much as private libraries. This applies equally to a number of 
digital collections of State-run libraries and other State organisations®^"'. Thus, it 
would appear that State funding is no guarantee of compliance with copyright law.
5-4.2A  S ta n d -a l o n e  PROJECTS
There are also several successful digitisation projects not linked to any library such 
as “Memorial” -  a full text database accessible by any internet users which contains 
detailed information about those killed during the Second World War, including 
casualty records, hospital certificates, passports and after-war neighbourhood-by- 
neighbourhood questionnaires (a database not dissimilar to the one created by the 
Commonwealth War Graves Commission which makes available details of places of 
burial or commemoration). The database was created at the request of the 
President and was sponsored by the Ministry of Defence of the Russian Federation.
519 N Dianova, ‘Corporate system of inter-library exchange of documents. A look at the past and a
glimpse of the future (Asso ts ja ts j la Regional’nyh bibliotechnyh konsortsiumov June 2011) slide 8 
<http://arbicon.rU/conference/arbicon2011/pages/s/materials/> accessed 12 October 2012.
520 ibid, slide 5.
521 Voropaev and Leont’ev, n447, 25.
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5-5 T e c h n o l o g y  u s e d  in  c r e a t in g  R u s s ia n  d ig it a l  l ib r a r ie s  a n d  t h e  is s u e  o f
STANDARDS
The next question to consider is the technology used by Russian libraries when 
digitising their collections -  an issue which has received only very limited attention by 
the commentators. According to a report prepared by Russia’s Centre for 
Informatisation in the Sphere of Culture in 2006, libraries often use non-contact 
scan ners® 22  for digitising text documents such as books®^®. Common text encoding 
standards are txt, rtf, doc, xls, html (for text) and tiff, jpeg, pdf, png, bmp (for 
images)®^'' -  the formats that are also in use in the rest of Europe®^®. Most recently, 
the libraries have been using digital cameras.
Apart from the choice of a scanner and/or the text encoding standard, most 
digitisation projects raise a whole array of difficult issues some of which are listed 
below (suggested by the commentators from the Ukrainian Institute for Scientific, 
Technical and Economic Information):
“the scope of digitisation; preservation requirements; requirements as to the images 
of the originai (page-by-page, two-page opening, the spine of the book...); the format 
of presentation of a digitised object; the criteria for the image of the digitised object; 
technoiogicai nuances, starting with the name of the fiie and ending on the creation 
of the identification of the digital object; the requirements as to compression of the 
image; requirements as to quality of the digitised copy and its integrity; requirements 
as to the accuracy of the copy; requirements as to the quality control; requirements 
as to the volume and quality of recognition, verification; requirements as to different 
standards of the presentation of the digitised object (visual, symbolic, 
representation...)”
522 Laser scanners that collect 3D measurements, noted by D Barber and J Mills, ‘3D Laser Scanning 
for Heritiage’ (second edition, English Heritage 2011), especially pp 3, 4.
523 Brakker N, Kuz’min E and L Kuïbishev, ‘Digitising cultural and scientific heritage and securing 
access to it’ (Minerva Plus 2006) [B] <www.minervaolus.ru/m in ru/b3o6-10.doc> accessed 2 
November 2012. That said, it appears that in Russia, laser scanners are used mainly for older fragile
copies, noted by V Osipova, ‘Laboratry of the XXI century’ (December 2012) Universkitetska 
Kniga, 84.
524 V Osipova, ibid.
525 For example, McKenna G and de Loof 0, Digitisation: Standards Landscape for European 
Museums, Archives, Libraries (Ministère per i beni e le attività culturali 2011).
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and yet, there are no standards or guidance in Russia concerning these issues®^®. 
Each library seems to decide for itself how to tackle a specific technical issue. For 
example, when using a digital camera to take an image of a document, the Karelian 
National Library does not currently convert the resulting image into a text format, 
although it hopes to be able to do so in the future®^ .^ In order to improve the quality 
of the image, this library just edits a digitised copy before making it available to the 
general public on its website®^®.
The Russian State Library also does not seem to convert routinely images created 
with the use of a digital camera into a text format. As explained by its director, 
Alexandr Vislov: “If the aim is to recognise the text, then it requires verification after 
digitisation, in essence an editorial task, which can be relatively difficult, for example, 
when working with specialist literature in the area of physics, mathematics and so 
on.” Therefore, “following digitisation, the reader is shown the image of the page, in 
essence a photograph”®^®. It would appear unlikely that these libraries stop at the 
image stage because of a lack of expertise of high-end digitisation work. After all, it 
was a Russian headquartered company that developed specialist software for 
recognising old European typefaces such as Schwabacher for an EU project 
METAe®®®. As pointed out by Aleksandr Vislov, some of the decisions may be taken 
purely because of costs.
526 For example, see O Barkova, R Sanchenko and A ^ a m c h u k  ‘Speech’ ‘Control of the quality 
when scanning paper documents’, town of Korolev, 19-29 April 2011 (Nauchno-issledovatel’skiï 
institute reprografii 2011) <http://www.reprograf.ru/itogi.html> accessed 16 March 2013. For 
standards in the EU, see Miverva Europe, ‘Technical Guidelines for Digital Cultural Content Creation 
Programmes’ (P Johnson ed, first edition, Minerva Europe 8 April 2004) 
<http://www.minervaeuroDe.ora/structure/workinaaroups/servprov/documents/techquid1 0.pdf> 
accessed 2 November 2012.
5271 Zai ts eva and E Konstantinova, ‘The technology of digitisation in the National Library of the 
Karelian Republic’ (Gosbook 2011) <http://www.aosbook.ru/node/20498> accessed 2 November 
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Whether the lack of standards is a positive or negative thing is debatable. On the 
one hand, it can be argued that those libraries that are interested in digitising their 
collections should be able to get on with this worthy pursuit anyhow they Can, 
especially where the funding is limited. On the hand, some commentators argue that 
having standards is essential in order to ensure quality - the view that I support.
One of the issues with the lack of standards is the potential for producing a poor 
quality digital copy. By producing such a copy, the library may infringe the author's 
moral rights®®^ . Another concern is the longevity of digital copies. Based on my 
limited review of several current digitisation projects in Russia, it seems that only a 
handful of libraries have considered this issue in any detail. Thus, it would seem 
important first, to find out what digitisation standards may work best in the context of 
Russia (it is possible that Russia could follow some already existing standards 
developed abroad, for example, those issued in the course of the Minerva project®®®) 
and second, alert the libraries and other organisations involved in digitisation about 
the complexity of the issues and educate them about relevant standards.
531 ibid.
532 §8-7.1, 244.
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Chapter 6
6 C u r r e n t  P l a n s  f o r  a  n a t io n a l  d ig it a l  d a t a b a s e : b e n e f it s  a n d
LIMITS
6-1 R u s s ia ’s Na t io n a l  L ib r a r y  R e s o u r c e  -  A im , S t r u c t u r e  A n d  M e a n s  o f  
Ex e c u t io n
6-1.1 T HE NATURE OF THE PROJECT
Andreï Loginov, a senior government official, admits that: “in the 2000s tens of 
millions [of roubles] in budget money were allocated for the purposes of digitising 
Russian library collections, but no agreements with rights-holders were made”®®"^. In 
his view this amounted to a criminal offence, although no library officials were 
prosecuted. Then in 2010, the Government announced a project aimed at digitising 
collections of key Russian libraries such as the Russian National Library, the 
Presidential Library of Boris Yeltsin and the libraries of State Academies in strict 
compliance with copyright law.
The project is currently up and running under the name of ‘the National Library 
Resource’ (“Russia’s National Library Resource”). It is administered by an 
‘autonomous non-commercial organisation’ of the same name®®® (“administrators’”). 
Given that the project is very new, there is little coverage of it in the Russian press, 
let alone abroad®®®. Thus, I believe it is important to examine the project using 
information provided by the project itself and its key players in Russian. The key aim 
is to decide whether the project is likely to meet Russian libraries’ demand for digital 
material. I then look at some potentially cost-efficient ways of expanding the project
534 s Arut nov, Interview with Andrey Loginov, a senior government official, currently representing 
the Government in the Duma, the lower house of Russia’s Parliament ‘Library is not an enemy of the 
author (Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Russian Federation 20 April 2012) <http://tpp- 
inform.ru/analvtic iournal/2241 .html> accessed 5 December 2012.
535 Autonomous Non-commersial organisation ‘National Library Resource’, ‘Books of Russian 
Libraries -  in one place!’ (National Library Resource undated) <http://www.natlib.ru/lm/about-oroiect- 
en> accessed 23 July 2012.
536 Currently, there does not appear much English language commentary about this project (apart 
from information provided by the project itself, ibid); information correct as of 2 September 2013.
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through cooperation with established foreign projects (both commercial and non­
commercial), focusing on Google's Library Project and Europeana.
Using Karen Coyle’s classification®® ,^ Russia’s National Library Resource project is 
more of a discrete project as opposed to a mass digitisation project (as are the rest 
of Russia’s larger digitisation programmes). Currently, there are no plans to digitise 
the entire collection of any of Russia’s libraries, let alone all of them. The project’s 
goals are much more modest, aiming to digitise some 20,000 works in the next few 
years®®®.
Moreover, by contrast with mass digitisation programmes which tend to produce 
poorer quality copies®®®, only high-quality output is envisaged. Andrei Loginov (a 
senior Government official) says that the project has “very stringent requirements as 
to the quality of digitised literature, especially with regards to educational and 
scientific literature”®''®. So far, the project seems to have met this requirement. For
example, the widow of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Natali la Svetlova, has praised it for 
the accuracy of the digital copies of her late husband’s works (one of them being the
famous ‘Gulag Archipelago’). Natali la Svetlova says that this is particularly 
important to her because of her late husband’s scrupulous attention to detail®""*.
The project is also keen to maintain its collection for the benefit of future users. To 
this end, it produces two copies of each digitised work as a matter of routine: one to 
be accessed by the library’s users (kept on the library’s server) and the other one a 
back-up copy (stored on the project’s own server)®"^. A number of commentators 
agree that a back-up copy stored on a different server is a better long-term solution
537 §5-4.2, 110.
538 E Beïlina, Interview with Oleg Mahno ‘NLR in the search of a reasonable compromise’ (2011) 
Universitetskaïa Kniga (8) 48.
539 Coyle, n486, 642.
540 A Grachev, Interview with A Loginov of 20 August 2010 ‘Aggregation on a national scale’ (2010) 
UniverstitetskaTa Kniga 7, 16.
541 National Library Resource News (March 2012) The National Library Resource 1, 2.
542 V Osipova, ‘The fortune of libraries in the world of digital information’ (2011) Universitetskaïa Kniga 
10, 58.
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than a back-up CD®"®. Thus, some UK (government) organisations store digital 
material in at least two places, for example, the Hampshire County Council®"".
6 -1 .2  W o r k s  t o  be d ig itised
All of the works that Russia's National Library Resource aims to digitise are textual 
works®"®. Currently, there are no plans to widen the scope of the project to include 
non-textual works. Moreover, the project is concerned only with works published in a 
traditional way, in other words, on paper. I am not aware of any plans to collect and 
preserve publications that exist exclusively in a digital form, for example, Russian 
language websites.
In terms of criteria for selecting its repertoire, Oleg Mahno (the executive director of 
the project) says that the project’s administrators are not concerned with the 
commercial success of any of the works it plans to digitise. Instead, they examine 
requests for material made by library users in order to select most popular works. To 
this end, only requests made by customers of Russia’s key national libraries are 
counted®"®.
By their nature, national libraries are mostly reference libraries which do not allow 
their customers to take home works from their collections. As noted by Anton 
Likhomanov (one of the directors of the Russian National Library), most readers 
come to his library to read scientific and educational literature and not novels®" .^ In 
the circumstances, it is not surprising that a large proportion of the project’s 
proposed repertoire is "translated works, different types of dictionaries, reference 
books and encyclopaedia”.®"®
543 For example, noted by M Waller and R Sharpe, 'Mind the gap; Assessing digital preservation 
needs in the UK’ (Digital Preservation Coalition 2006) 21.
544 Hampshire GO, ‘Digital Preservation Policy’ (Hampshire GO August 2010) [4]
<htto://www3.hants.oov.uk/archives/hro-Dolicies/hro-diaital-oreservation-Dolicv.htm> accessed 10 
December 2012.
545 National Library News, n541.
546 Such as the Russian State Library, the Russian National Library and to a lesser extent, the 
Presidential Library of Boris Yeltsin, noted by Beïlina, n538, 48.
547 Likhomanov, n456.
548 Beïlina, n538, 48.
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Thus, the project seems to pursue the government policy of bolstering research and 
technological development®"®. If, as Robert Darnton notes when commenting on 
Google’s Library Project (§6-4.2.1, p141), “Google can make the Enlightenment 
dream come true”, Russia’s National Library Resource sets to achieve a technical 
sort of enlightenment. Furthermore, in selecting the repertoire of the project, its 
organisers seem to be guided exclusively by the preference of customers of libraries 
situated in Moscow and St Petersburg. As a result, there may well be a bias towards 
the needs of the users located in the European part of Russia to the west of Ural 
Mountains®®®, for example, when it comes to information about regional industry 
initiatives. Unfortunately, it is not possible to verify this argument because currently 
libraries do not collect statistics on where their clients reside®®"*.
6 -1 .3  C o -o p e r a t io n  p l a n s
At the outset of Russia’s National Digital Resource project, its organisers did not rule 
out the possibility of co-operation with foreign digital projects®® .^ In line with this 
plan, the project entered into a cooperation agreement with the National Library of 
Finland on 3 December 2012®®®. Under the agreement, the Russian side undertook 
to research and contact potential right-holders of works in Finno-Ugrian languages 
based in Russia. While none of the contacted people claimed copyright, the Russian 
side considered its obligations fulfilled because it had ‘carried out all reasonable 
actions for the purposes of finding right-holders’®®".
As far as Russian language works are concerned, Russia’s National Digital 
Resource has yet to cooperate with a foreign partner®®®. It may be that the project is 
concerned with “contamination” of its repertoire with unlawfully digitised works. In 
any event, international co-operation between digitisation projects is not an easy task 
to achieve. One of the difficulties is the potential conflict between the projects’
549 §1-1.3, 6.
550 §2-1,20,21.
551 MKStat (Russia), Form 6-NK ‘Information about public libraries for the year 20 ', 3.
552 Grachev, n540,16.
553 RNL, ‘An agreement for digitising materials in Finno-Ugrian languages has been signed’ (RNL 3 
December 2012) <http://www.nlr.ru/cms_nlr/vid_news_str.php?id=1680> accessed 16 May 2013; also 
the National Library Resource ‘Programme of the Fund ‘Kone’ in Russia’ (National Library Resource 
29 April 2013) <http:natlib.ru/index.php/novosti/item/90-programma-fonda-kone-v-rossii> accessed 16 
May 2013.
554 National Library Resource, ibid.
555 L Haworth, Interview with Ludmila Koval’, chief executive officer of Russia’s National Digital 
Resource project (Moscow 16 May 2013), my methodology is outlined in Annex 3.
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individual priorities (I come back to this issue in more detail in sections 4 and 5 of 
this chapter).
6 -1 .4  R ig h t s  c l e a r a n c e  m e c h a n is m
As noted earlier, currently Russia's National Digital Resource project is digitising 
works in copyright only. All permissions from right-holders are obtained by the 
project itself. To this end, the project has developed two types of standard 
agreements: a licensing agreement and an agreement which the right-holder enters 
into by accepting a “public offer” made by the project.
When entering into an agreement with the right-holder, the project's administrators 
act as the agents for the library which hosts that right-holder’s work®®®. From this 
perspective, their role is not dissimilar to that of a collecting society - albeit a peculiar 
collecting society in that its primary customers are licensees as opposed to right­
holders and furthermore, licensees which happen to be some of Russia’s key 
national libraries. The similarity is further reinforced by the fact that the project’s 
administrators are responsible for channelling to the right-holder any payments due 
to him from the libraries participating in the project (right-holders’ entitlement to 
royalties is discussed in more detail at §6-1.4, pp127, 130)®®^ .
Surprisingly, there are no plans to use traditional collecting societies even in the 
future (collecting societies are examined in some detail in chapter 7 of this thesis). 
This may be because collective management of rights in the publishing sector has 
yet to gain popularity in Russia. That said, as discussed in more detail in chapter 7, 
Russia does have an established collecting society that focuses on the publishing 
sector (CopyRus, which has been up and running since 2003). If the project 
continues executing rights clearance itself, arguably this could undermine the role of 
collective management in the publishing sector. It could also make it more difficult to 
obtain permissions from foreign right-holders, especially those who are used to
556 ibid.
557 Standard Licensing Agreement, Clauses 4.2 and 4.3 <http://www.natlib.ru/lm/documents> 
accessed 27 August 2012.
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dealing with collecting societies (in the words of Daniel Gervais and Alana 
Maurushat, “fragmentation” of clearance processes)®®®.
6 -1 .4 .1  S t a n d a r d  l ic e n s in g  a g r e e m e n t
In this section, I outline rights and duties of both parties (the library and the right­
holder) under the standard licensing agreement developed by Russia's National 
Library project.
The place for making digitised works available to the public: the public is allowed to 
access the right-holder’s work free of charge, but only on the premises of libraries 
which participate in the project®®®. So far, there are no plans to provide remote 
access to the project’s collection (for example, from home) and, for the reasons set 
out below, it is unlikely that all Russian libraries will be able to participate in the 
project.
Under the licensing agreement, libraries providing access to the right-holder’s work 
are under a duty to protect that work from unlawful copying. In order to assist 
libraries in meeting this requirement, the project has undertaken to install special 
computers in their reading rooms. The computers will be equipped with software 
which will allow the user to see only one page at a time, with each page 
“disappearing” from the computer’s memory as soon as the customer has moved 
onto another®®®. The software, the name of which is not yet available, appears to be 
similar to that used for providing access to Russia’s State Library collections of 
theses (referred to at § 5 -4 .2 .1 , pi 12).
Thus, it appears that only libraries which have the technological capacity to connect 
to the project’s database will be allowed to take part in the project®®"*. In the 
circumstances, it is unlikely that the project will benefit readers of all Russia’s 
libraries, especially those in the provinces. At the time of writing, works digitised in
558 D Gervais and A Maurushat, ‘Fragmented Copyright, Fragmented Management:
Proposals to Defrag Copyright Management’ CJLT (2003) 2, 1, 21, although the authors use the term 
“fragmentation” to describe difficulties of obtaining permission to use copyright multimedia products in 
Canada, it is submitted that it applies equally to the situation in Russia.
559 Standard Licensing Agreement, n557, clause 1(2)(3).
550 Osipova, n542, 58.
551 This view is supported by Osipova, ibid.
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the course of the project are available in the Russian State Library in Moscow and 
the Russian National Library in Saint Petersburg only and it is not clear how many of 
them, if at all, are from the provinces®® .^
A user’s right to receive a copy of the right-holder’s work: all libraries participating in 
the project are allowed to provide their customers with copies of the right-holder’s 
work (either digital or paper)®®®. This is a very important clause because it 
introduces a mechanism for copying the right-holder’s work in compliance with 
copyright law. While I refer to it as a “print-on-demand” service in the discussion 
below, it is not yet clear whether libraries will be able to produce an exact copy of a 
work (in terms of size, paper quality, binding and so on). So far, there are no plans to 
provide libraries with digital publishing equipment. Thus, copies produced in the 
near future are more likely to consist of stapled photocopies of individual pages (as 
opposed to a bound volume that looks more like the original work).
A right-holder’s right to receive a royalty: the right-holder is entitled to 40% of the 
profit made by libraries from printing a copy of his work on demand®®". A Russian 
commentator, Varvara Osipova, says that this right is unprecedented in the context 
of Russian libraries®®®. Although Russian libraries have been providing their 
customers with photocopies and scanned images of works in their collections for a 
long time, by and large any profit made was retained by the libraries themselves 
(although, presumably, some money would have been paid to CopyRus, Russia’s 
collecting society administering rights in the publishing sector®®®).
While the percentage of the profit to which the right-holder is entitled is high (40%), 
in practice his actual gain will depend on how much libraries charge for their print-on- 
demand services. Surprisingly, the current plans are to cap such fees. Andrei 
Loginov says that libraries should not charge more than a rouble per page®®  ^ (that is 
less than a penny per page). Thus, in case of a 200-page book, the right-holder
562 n20.
563 Standard Licensing Agreement, n557, clause 1(2){4).
564 ibid, clause 4(2).
566 Osipova, n542, 61.
566 §7-6, 183.
567 Grachev, n540,16.
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would be entitled to approximately £1.60. That is even lower than the average cost 
of a book sold to the end user in Russia in 2011 which was approximately £3.50®®®.
From the right-holder’s perspective, providing the public with a copy of his work at a 
very low cost would seem disadvantageous. However, Andreï Loginov disagrees. 
He says that as far as the right-holder is concerned, the key benefit of the print-on- 
demand service is not commercial. In his view, the key value of the service is to 
enable the right-holder to gain statistical information about his work, for example, 
how often the public refers to his works and in which regions he is more popular®®®. I 
agree with Andrei Loginon on the value of feedback to the authors. For example, the 
UK Public Lending Right office that administers the Public Lending Scheme®^® states 
that the authors appreciate the feedback they receive from the office on how often 
their books are borrowed®^"*. It is submitted that the print-on-demand service may 
also help authors to market their works more efficiently.
As far as publishers are concerned, cheap “print-on-demand” may seem to undercut 
their services. Again, Andrei Loginov does not think this is an issue. He says that 
no competition with publishers is likely simply because a digital copy is not the same 
as a hardcopy. He says that “when it comes to serious research, many readers 
would find reading a book on the computer or book reader extremely uncomfortable 
and difficult. In this respect, paper books are much b e t t e r . ” ® ^ ^  However, if the 
customer is able to print off his copy, then arguably that copy will be not that 
dissimilar to a traditional book (even if it is printed on A4 size paper).
568 Bv LenskiT, AN Voropaev and AA Stol rov, The Book Market of Russia. Current state,
tendencies and predictions (Federai’noe Agentstvo Pechati i Massovym Kommunika ts | la rn 2011) 
48.
569 Grachev, n540,16.
570 Discussed in more detail at §8-7.1, 243.
571 PLR Office, Press Release ‘Bestselling author Tracy Chevalier visits Teesslde to mark Public 
Lending Right’s 30th anniversary’ (PLR June 2009)
<httD://www.plr.uk.com/medlacentre/medlareieases/lun2009.Ddf> accessed 7 January 2013.
572 ibid.
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In the light of the above, plans to set the costs of print-on-demand service too low 
may cause opposition from publishers. Given the early days of the project, in my 
view, this may slow down the project in the long term.
The duration: the project aims to secure rights over a work for the entire term of 
copyright. However, as noted by Elena Bun' (a deputy executive director of the 
project), often this is not possible simply because most right-holders (other than 
authors) do not have such rights themselves®^®. In order to minimise the costs, the 
project has developed a policy of not digitising a work if it cannot acquire rights over 
it for at least three years.
6 -1 .4 .2  A g r e e m e n t  ARISING f r o m  a c c e p t a n c e  o f  a  p u b l ic  o f f e r  
I now have a quick look at rights and obligations arising from the right-holder’s 
acceptance of a public offer made by Russia’s National Library project. While the 
words “public offer” suggest an offer made to the whole world (which, if accepted, 
would lead to a unilateral contract in terms of English contract law®^"), in fact the 
project’s administrators initiate the process by approaching a particular right-holder. 
They then offer to digitise that right-holder’s work either on terms contained in the 
standard licensing agreement or on terms contained in the standard “public offer”.
The place for making digitised works available to the public: by contrast with the 
licensing agreement, the standard public offer does not contain any restrictions on 
the place in which the project is allowed to make available the right-holder’s work to 
the public. Thus, it seems that the project can display the work anywhere it likes. If 
so, this could prove beneficial to provincial users. That said at the time of writing, it 
is not clear how many agreements have resulted from the right-holder’s acceptance 
of the standard public offer.
The right-holder’s right to a royalty: in their newsletter, the project’s administrators 
say that the public offer is geared towards right-holders who are more interested in
573 National Library Resource News, n541.
574 carliil V Carbolic Smoke Ball Co [1893] 1 QB 256 (CA).
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obtaining a wider audience for their work than a royalty, for example, scientists and 
public figures®^®.
Thus, the project is entitled to display up to 10% of the right-holder's work without 
having to pay him. A more extensive use requires the project to share some of its 
profit with the right-holder (albeit only 20% of the profit as opposed to 40% under the 
licensing agreement). What is not clear is whether the project is under a duty to 
charge the public for accessing his work. The agreement does not spell out such a 
duty. Coupled with a lack of restrictions on the place in which the right-holder's work 
can be displayed, it would seem open to the project to simply post the work on its 
website.
If so, then the agreement that arises from the right-holder’s acceptance of a public 
offer can be viewed as a sort of open access licence such as a Creative Commons 
licence, albeit under a different name. As explained in more detail in chapter 9, 
Creative Commons licences allow the pubic to use a copyright work free of charge. 
The key difference is that a Creative Commons licence can be issued directly by the 
right-holder, thus keeping administrative costs to a minimum.
The duration: it is a term of the agreement arising from acceptance of a public offer 
that it lasts for the entire term of the copyright.
6-1.5 F u n d in g
In 2010, Russia’s National Library Resource won a government contract to fund its 
activities. There are no available figures as to the amount of funding received. 
Although the project’s website states that the funding obtained is “sufficient”, its 
administrators have also expressed an interest in securing additional sources of 
income®^®. Thus, the funding may in fact be limited or available only for a short term. 
That said, equally the organisers may simply wish to make the project more 
independent of the State. So far, the project has managed to attract two sponsors.
575 National Library Resource News, n541.
576 Beïlina, n538, 48.
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one of which is a commercial entity®^ .^ There is no information about the extent of 
their actual support.
One of the potential problems facing any digitisation programme, including the 
Russian one, is a sudden drying up of funding. The key reason is the high cost of 
maintaining digitised works. Nick Poole of the Collections Trust says that “[m]ost 
estimates put the cost of preserving and providing access to a digital asset for a 
period of 10 years at 50-100% of the initial costs of creating it"®^ ®. Thus, the time 
and resources that the project has put into creating its collection may turn to waste if 
no money is set aside for future maintenance.
Problems with funding of digitisation programmes are common even in smaller and 
arguably, better-run jurisdictions. For example, a report commenting on the success 
of Finland’s National Library project notes “the lack of continuity in the funding of 
digitisation and recommends a more sustainable funding to be arranged”®^®. Thus, it 
can be argued that the future of Russia’s National Library Resource would be more 
secure if the project had a fund which it could use to generate profit to cover the 
initial costs of digitisation while retaining the lump sum for future expenses (a sort of 
trust-style arrangement, albeit in a loose sense because Russian law does not 
recognize the common law concept of trust as such).
In principle, the project could make better use of commercial opportunities such as 
advertising. The idea is not lost on the project’s administrators. For example, 
speaking in 2011 Oleg Mahno expressed an interest in supplementing the project’s 
income with revenue from advertising®®®. That said, it is not easy to envisage how 
this could work in practice. In relation to the works digitised on terms of the standard 
licensing agreement, the project has committed itself to providing them only on 
library premises, and even then, only with the use of special software. In the 
circumstances, it may be simply too difficult to employ pay-per-click (the key source
577 <http://www.natlib.ru/lm/sponsors> accessed 27 July 2012.
578 Poole, n507, 3.
579 Ministry of Education and Culture of Finland, International Evaluation of the National Library in 
Finland (Ministry of Education and Culture 2011) 9.
580 Beilina, n538, 48.
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of revenue for Google’s Library Project) or other forms of internet advertising without 
compromising the project’s contractual obligations.
6-2 O b s e r v a t io n s
6-2.1 W o r k  c a r r ie d  o u t  s o  f a r
Initially, administrators of Russia’s National Library Resource struggled to persuade 
right-holders to join the project. Given the State backing of the project, it is not 
surprising that its first right-holder was also its initiator, Andreï Loginov®®"*. Perhaps 
as an incentive to others, the administrators posted his photograph (as well as 
photographs of the other two pioneering right-holders) on the project’s website®® .^
Despite the initial struggle, in its first year (2011) the project managed to enter into 
160 licensing agreements which allowed it to digitise 6,000 works. It is reported that 
the bulk of these licensing agreements (105) were concluded with authors or their 
successors (including the estate of the acclaimed Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn), 18 with 
higher educational institutions and 37 with publishers®®®.
6-2.2 Ev a l u a t io n
6-2.2.1 S t r e n g t h s
One of the key novelties of Russia’s National Library Resource is that it aims to 
centralise the process of digitisation of the libraries’ collections. If successful, the 
project may help to avoid duplication, thus freeing money for digitisation of more 
publications®®". This could increase the overall number of works in the digital format 
available to the public in Russia.
Moreover, the project aims to digitise collections in compliance with copyright law. If 
successful, this could send a message that copyright matters. This by itself makes 
the project welcome and valuable.
581 National Library Resource News, n541.
582 ibid.
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584 Grachev, nS40,16.
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Overall, the project seems to be well-run. For example, its administrators have 
instituted a system of awards such as the prize the “Open book of Russia” (one
awardee being the widow of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, Natali Svetlova)®®®. 
Arguably, such awards are an effective way of publicising the project. The project's 
administrators have also put some time and effort into developing the project's 
website. Thus, unlike the website of CopyRus (Russia’s collecting society which 
focuses on the publishing sector), it gives a comprehensive explanation of how it 
works. Moreover, it contains information about each of the participating right­
holders, which is a valuable means of raising awareness about the project.
6-2.2.2 P o s s ib il it y  o f  e x t e n d in g  R u s s ia ’s  N a t io n a l  L ib r a r y  R e s o u r c e  p r o j e c t  
Even though beneficial, Russia’s National Library project is nevertheless a discrete 
project with fairly modest aims. There are also concerns over its funding and as a 
result, its long term sustainability. It is submitted that one of the ways of expanding 
it is through cooperation with other, already established, digitisation projects. Not 
only may this help to minimise the cost, it may also help to bolster the reputation of 
the project. Therefore, I now turn to examine some of ongoing digitisation 
programmes. No attempt is made at reviewing all such programmes. Instead, I look 
first at commercial digitisation programmes, focusing on Google’s Library Project. 
While Google’s project is one of many, arguably it is one of the earliest and also 
better-known of its kind (not least because of the ongoing litigation). I then look at 
some of the bigger non-commercial digitisation projects such as Europeana.
6 -3  G o o g l e ’s  L ib r a r y  P r o j e c t
6-3 .1  B r ie f  EXPLANATION
On 14 December 2004, Google Inc, one of the world’s largest media companies®®® 
and the proprietor of a popular internet search engine ‘Google’, formally launched its
585 Russian Association of Digital Libraries, ‘Open Book of Russia', Russian State Library, 11
^  O' o  ^  .
November 2011 (Rossiïska Asso ts ja ts j la Élektronnyh Bibliotek 2011)
<httD://www.aselibrarv.ru/conference/conference43/conference432925/> accessed 5 April 2013.
586 Incorporated in September 4,1998, noted by Reuters, ‘Google Inc (GOOG.O)’ (Reuters 31 
December 2011) <http://www.reuters.eom/finance/stocks/overview7symboNGOOG.0> accessed 5 
April 2013
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Library Project®® .^ In the press release devoted to this event, the corporation stated 
that it had already entered into agreements with four universities and one public 
library to digitally scan books from their collections. The idea was to enable users 
worldwide to search books in Google®®®.
Since then, Google's Library Project has gone on to digitise millions of books, both in 
Europe and in the US®®® (in May 2012, the number of books digitised was estimated 
at more than 12 million®®®). Harjinder Obhi (the Senior Counsel for Google in 
London) says that the interest of the founders of Google Inc in books was not 
sudden but, rather, it was a logical continuation of their PhD research, the purpose of 
which was to devise technology for searching not simply the titles of books, but also 
their contents®®"*.
Right at the beginning, Google Inc stated that it was going to make available “brief 
excerpts” of copyright works free of charge. At the same time, it assured the public 
that it was going to comply with copyright law®®^ , although without explaining how. 
To this end, it is worth noting that the project has two ways (or programmes) of 
obtaining books: the right-holders program and the library programme. Under its 
right-holders programme, Google obtains the permission to digitise a book directly 
from its right-holder. In other words, under this programme, Google is not allowed to 
digitise a work without its right-holder’s express permission, a model that has been 
referred to as ‘opt-in’. From a copyright point of view, this is a fairly straightforward 
option (bar any disputes over right-holders’ entitlement and the scope of their 
mandate).
587 The project is also known as Google Books, Google Print and the Google Book Search Project, 
Google Inc, ‘History of Google Books’ (Google 2012)
<http://www.google.com/googlebooks/history.html> accessed 12 December 2012.
588 Google Inc, ‘Google Checks Out Library Books’ (Google 14 December 2004) 
<http://aooaleDress.bloasDOt.co.uk/2004/12/qoogle-checks-out-librarv-books.html> accessed 16 
December 2012.
589 H Obhi, ‘Google Book Search’ in Bently, Suthersanen and Torremans (eds) n103, 275.
590 Authors Guild et al v Google Inc, Class Action, case 05 Civ 8136, Opinion of Circuit Judge Chin 
(SDNY31 May 2012).
591 Obhi, n589, 275.
592 Google Inc, ‘Google Checks Out Library Books’ (Google 14 December 2004) 
<htto://aooaleDress.bloasDot.co.uk/2004/12/aooale-checks-out-librarv-books.html> accessed 16 
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By contrast, under its library programme Google's Library Project digitises an entire 
library collection simply on the strength of the “go-ahead” of that library’s 
management. A right-holder of an individual book is able to ‘opt-out’ of the 
programme by notifying Google Inc accordingly®®®. It is this programme that has 
proved to be controversial. Within its first year, the project faced a class action 
brought by the US Authors Guild on behalf of three representative writers alleging 
mass-scale copyright infringement (those writers being Betty Miles, Joseph Goulden 
and Jim Bouton)®®".
Also in 2005, Google Inc faced an application for an injunction brought by a number 
of leading US publishers, the purpose of which was to prevent it from displaying 
these publishers’ works as part of its Library Project®®® (which was settled in 2012®®®; 
details of settlement are confidential). In 2010, Google Inc faced another class 
action. This time round, the claim was brought by photographers and illustrators 
whose works appeared in the books digitised by Google as part of its Library 
Project®® .^ In each of these actions, Google Inc relied primarily on the "fair use" 
defence under section 107 of the US Copyright Act 1976 (an issue which I discuss in 
more detail later).
Since 2006, the parties to the Authors’ Guild class action have been in the process 
of negotiating a settlement. By virtue of Rule 23(e) of the US Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure, an out-of-court settlement of a class action requires the approval of a US
593 stated by Google Inc in McGraw-Hill Companies Inc and others v Google, Answer, Jury Demand 
and Affirmative defenses of Defendant Google Inc, case 05 CV 8881 (SDNY 8 November 2005).
594 Authors Guild, Inc, et al v Google Inc, Class Action Complaint, case 05 CV 8136 (SDNY 20 
September 2005).
595 McGraw-Hill Companies Inc and others v Google Inc, Complaint, case 05 CV 8881 (SDNY 19 
October 2005).
596 Announced by Google Inc in its press release of 4 October 2012, ‘Publishers and Google Reach 
Settlement’ <http://aooalepress.bloqspot.co.uk/2012/10/publishers-and-qooale-reach- 
aareement.html> accessed 16 December 2012.
597 American Society of Media Photographers v Google Inc, Complaint, case 10 Civ 2977 (DC) (SDNY 
2010).
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court598 At the time of writing, the parties have managed to secure preliminary 
approval of their settlement only^^  ^ (I look at reasons why shortly).
Meanwhile, the Authors Guild action has been certified as a class action. As a 
result, it is now deemed to have been brought by:
"[a]ll persons residing in the United States who hold a United States copyright 
interest in one or more Books^^  ^ reproduced by Google as part of its Library 
Project, who are either
(a) natural persons who are authors of such Books or
(b) natural persons, family trusts or sole proprietorships who are heirs, 
successors in interest or assigns of such authors”^ L^
Thus, as and when the settlement receives the final approval of a US court, it will 
affect all of the putative claimants, - a great number of people indeed. Currently, the 
Amended Settlement is based on the opt-out model (whereby in order to exclude his 
work from the programme, the right-holder has to get in touch with Google Inc). I 
discuss this aspect of the Settlement in more detail at §6-4.2.1, p142.
6 -3 .2  G o o g l e ’s  L ib r a r y  P r o j e c t  in  R u s s ia
Google Inc is reported to have launched a Russian-language version of its Library 
Project at the end of 2009®°^. It contains both copyright and out-of-copyright works. 
As elsewhere, the amount of the text that the public can view free of charge depends 
on whether the book is subject to copyright, as well as the decision of its right-holder. 
Thus, the reader may be able to gain:
- Full Book View (the text of the entire book is available in Google);
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure as amended to 1 December 2012 (US Government Printing 
Office 2012); noted by Circuit Judge Chin in the case of Authors Guild et al v Google Inc, Class 
Action, case 05 Civ 8136 (SONY 22 March 2011).
The Court gave preliminary approval to the Original Settlement on 17 November 2008 and the 
amended version of the Original Settlement on 19 November 2009, noted by Circuit Judge Chin, 
n597, [B].
A “book” is defined as a book published in the US and registered within three months of 
publication.
Circuit Judge Chin, n597, 25.
ProBooks Ru ‘Project Google’s Books has become a resident in Ru net’ (Pro-Books 20 November 
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- Restricted Access (only some pages (Sample Pages View), or certain 
passages (Snippet View) are available); and
- No Display View (only some key information about the book is available, for 
example, its title and the name of the author)S03.
Even 4 years into the project, the Russian-language version of Google’s Library 
Project is still fairly limited. The key reason is that in Russia the project is digitising 
books only with their right-holders’ permissions. Even though the project is working 
with some of Russia’s bigger multi-disciplinary publishers (such as OLIVIA Media 
Group®°  ^ and Eksmo®°®), the extent to which this is going to help it to expand its 
Russian language collection is not clear. The key reason is that Russian publishers 
tend not to have extensive rights over works they publish®^®. Thus, they simply may 
not be able to grant digital rights to the project or even if they can, such rights may 
be valid for a limited period of time only (the problem already experienced by 
Russia’s National Library Project).
So far, none of Russian libraries have allowed Google’s Library Project to digitise 
their collections. Anna Eremenko of Google Russia says that the project has tried to 
negotiate with a number of Russian libraries but none of the negotiations have 
brought any positive results®° .^ Currently, the project is negotiating with the Russian 
State Library. According to Aleksandr Bergman of Google Russia, the negotiations 
are likely to continue for some time®°®.
Russian libraries’ distrust of Google’s Library Project seems to be supported (or 
possibly even influenced) by the State. Commenting on the project, Andrei Loginov 
starts by saying that Google Inc has already carried out a lot of work which the 
Russian National Library Resource project is yet to begin tackling. However, he 
stresses that the bulk of the works digitised by Google are English language 
publications. He then goes on to say that “no one has considered the situation from
603 ibid.
60^  <www.olmamedia.ru> accessed 28 August 2012.
605 <http://eksmo.ru/> accessed 28 August 2012.
606 §7-7.2, 187-88.
607 IfJ il'in, ‘Google will be dealing with e-books in Russia’ (Computerra 29 February 2012) 
<http://bloqs.computerra.ru/25634> accessed 28 August 2012.
606 ibid.
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the point of view of national security even though this is precisely the case.” 
Thus, he seems to be concerned with the potential of Google’s Library Project to 
bolster the spread of knowledge in the English speaking world to the detriment of the 
Russian speaking world.
By no means are such fears unique to Russia. For example, in his book “Google 
and the Myth of Knowledge: a View from Europe”, Jean-Noël Jeanneney, the former 
president of the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, argues that Google’s Library 
Project has the potential to extend the dominance of Anglo-Saxon (in particular 
American) culture outside the US, marginalising European culture and languages in 
the process®^®. Whether such concerns should be taken seriously is debatable.
Although the project started off by digitising collections of US and UK libraries, it then 
went on to digitise those in non-English speaking countries such as Spain, Germany 
and Japan®'*L That said, as far as its digitisation projects outside the US are 
concerned, by and large Google focuses on out-of-copyright books®"*^ . The same 
holds true for its most recent projects such as digitisation of the historic collections of 
the Austrian National Library. Thus, it may well be that the majority of copvright 
books digitised by the project are in English. Without knowing the exact number of 
copyright books digitised by the project in each language, it is difficult to evaluate the 
strength of the arguments made by Andrei Loginov and Jean-Noël Jeanneney.
To this end, the recent plans to create a national digital library in the US (discussed 
in more detail later) are of interest. If the majority of Google’s Library Project were 
English language books, then arguably there would be no need for such a project. 
That said, it may well be that the project was thought of as a way of bolstering the 
country’s national identity. Given that the project is in its early stages®'*®, its exact 
scope has yet to become clear (§6-5.3, 153).
669 Grachev, n540, 16.
610 J-N Jeanneney, Google and the Myth of Universal Knowledge: A view from Europe (The University 
of Chicago Press 2007) 12.
611 Google, ‘Library Partners’ (Google undated)
<http://books.google.co.uk/googlebooks/partners.html> accessed 5 April 2013.
612 Obhi, n589, 277.
613 In the project’s own words, it is making “first concrete steps toward the realization of a large-scale 
digital public library that will make the cultural and scientific record available to all”, Berkman Centre 
for Internet & Society, ‘Digital Public Library of America Announces New Director for Content’
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It is worth noting that in spite of Andrei Loginov’s concerns, Russian museums 
(which also rely on State funding as the main source of their income®”*^ ) seem to be 
more receptive to Google’s digitisation initiatives. Thus, in 2012 the Russian State 
Museum allowed Google Inc to digitise The Last Day of Pompeii’ by a Russian 
painter Karl Bryullov®'*®. Altogether, Google’s Art Project contains over 50 (out-of- 
copyright) paintings from the following six Russian museums: the International 
Centre of the Roerichs, the Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts, the State Hermitage 
Museum, the Russian State Museum and the State Tretyakov Gallery®'*®.
It may well be that the Russian government sees digitisation of non-textual works as 
a lesser threat to the Russian language and culture. It may even see Google’s Art 
Project as a way of advertising Russian museums. That said, equally one could 
argue that by making a digital copy of a painting available to the public, the project is 
potentially damaging the Russian economy. If the prospective visitor were to satisfy 
his art needs by viewing a copy of a painting hosted by a Russian museum online, 
then arguably he would be less inclined to come to Russia in person. Thus, the 
Russian economy may “lose out” on revenues from flights, accommodation, sigh- 
seeing and so on. In the circumstances, it appears that the Russian policy (in so far 
as it is a policy) against Google’s digitisation programmes is not well-thought 
through.
6-4 P r o s  a n d  c o n s  o f  c o o p e r a t io n  w ith  G o o g le ’s L ib r a r y  P r o j e c t  
6-4.1 B e n e fits  
6-4.1.1 C o s t s
Unfortunately, there is no information available about Google’s digitisation processes 
and its costs. However, given the scale of its Library Project, it is likely that it is able
(Harvard University 2 August 2012) <http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/node/7834> accessed 12 
December 2012.
61^* This may change in the future as a result of a recent federal law (‘Introducing changes in separate 
legislative acts of the Russian Federation in connection with improvement of legal status of state 
(municipal) organisations’ of 8 May 2010) which allows State-run organisations to become 
independent of the State.
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to keep its costs low. Perhaps because of this (as well as the potential revenue from 
advertising), Google Inc is happy to digitise collections of entire libraries free of 
charge '^ '^ .^ On that basis alone, there would appear to be significant benefits of 
cooperating with Google Inc.
A recent example of such cooperation is with the Austrian National Library, as a 
result of which Google's Library Project has undertaken to digitise 600,000 works out 
of the Library's historic collections. The aim is to allow users worldwide to view 
these works online free of charge®'*®. Notably, by contrast with Google's earlier 
projects, this time round the focus in on making available to the reader the entire 
work (as opposed to snippets or sample pages).
All of the initial costs of digitisation are borne entirely by Google Inc®'*®. Given the 
median estimated cost of digitising a book of 147.25 Euros®^®, the Austrian National 
Library is likely to save tens of millions of Euros (or to be more precise, 
approximately 88,350,000 Euros)®^L
6 -4 .1 .2  F l e x ib il it y
Arguably, private companies may be more proactive in developing markets than 
governments, not least because governments tend to have too many competing 
priorities. In other words, private companies may be more willing to take risks®^ .^ 
Thus, it may well be that Google's Library Project is more open to risky and 
innovative proposals than a State-run project would be. That said, the project’s risk 
taking is also likely to be influenced by a number of non-commercial factors such as 
the personalities of its management.
617 Obhi, n589, 277.
616 Austrian National Library, ‘Austrian Books Online -  Frequently Asked Questions’ (Austrian National 
Library 22 June 2011) <httD://www.onb.ac.at/ev/austrianbooksonline/faa.htm#a1> accessed 28 
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619 ibid [34].
620 The median average is calculated on the basis of the low estimate of 124 euros and high estimate 
of 170.50 euros per book given by Poole, n507 [7.8.2].
621 Austrian National Library, n618 [5].
622AS explained by Professor Paul Nutt in ‘Comparing Public and Private Sector Decision-Making 
Practices’ JPART (2005) 16, 298, the traditional theory holds that decision makers of public sector 
organisations tend to be “action averse, if not risk sensitive”. This is because they “must conduct their 
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6-4.2 P o te n t ia l  D is a d v a n ta g e s  
6 -4 .2 .1  M o n o p o l y
One of the concerns with allowing Google Inc (or indeed any other big media 
company) to digitise a large number of books is the fear that it may abuse its position 
of power. Professor Uma Suthersanen of Queen Mary College, University of 
London, asks whether it matters if a digitisation project “is carried out by the Library 
of Congress or the French national library or by private corporations such as 
Google”. She answers her own question by saying that, “[o]ne issue, obviously, is 
control. If a commercial corporation does have a de facto monopoly on out-of-print 
books, the pricing mechanism may be anti-competitive.”®^®
Professor Robert Darnton, a director of the Harvard University Library, voices similar 
concerns. At first he notes that “Google is not a guild, and it did not set out to create 
a monopoly. On the contrary, it has pursued a laudable goal: promoting access to 
information.”®^"* However, he is concerned with the market power that Google’s 
Library Project may obtain as a result of the settlement agreement currently 
negotiated by the parties. In his view:
“the class action character of the settlement makes Google invulnerable to 
competition. Most book authors and publishers who own US copyrights are 
automatically covered by the settlement. They can opt out of it; but whatever 
they do, no new digitizing enterprise can get off the ground without winning 
their assent one by one, a practical impossibility, or without becoming mired 
down in another class action suit.”
Thus, he concludes that “[a]s an unintended consequence, Google will enjoy what 
can only be called a monopoly— a monopoly of a new kind, not of railroads or steel 
but of access to information” (my italics).®^® I think that Professor Darnton’s use of 
the word ‘unintended’ is important. Firstly, Google Inc can be said to be creating a 
new market for digitised works which is a positive development. However, because
623 u Suthersanen, ‘Introduction to Part 2’ in Bently, Suthersanen and Torremans (eds) n103, 174.
624 R Darnton, ‘Google & the Future of Books’ New York Rev Books (26 March -  8 April 2009) LVI(5) 
49.
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of the scope and mode of its operations, it seems reasonable to suggest that Google 
Inc is capable of becoming a dominant player in that market®^®.
It was this concern (among others) that led Circuit Judge Denny Chin sitting in the 
New York District Court to refuse to approve the amended settlement agreement 
(“ASA”) in 2011 (the key criterion for approving a class settlement agreement being 
whether the agreement is “fair, adequate and reasonable and not a product of 
collusion”®^ )^. In the Judge's words, while “the benefits of Google's project are 
many”, “'the ASA would give Google a significant advantage over competitors”®^®.
Circuit Judge Denny Chin agreed with the US and other objectors that “many of the 
concerns raised in the objections would be ameliorated if the ASA were converted 
from an “opt-out” to an “opt-in" settlement”®^®. In other words, the Judge is saying 
that Google’s Library Project should be required to obtain right-holders’ express 
permissions (or opt-in) before digitising their works. At the time of writing (16 May 
2013), the parties have yet to put such proposals before the Judge®®®.
6-4.2.2 La c k  o f  a c c o u n t a b il it y
Google’s Library Project is a commercial project and as such, is inevitably concerned 
with maximising shareholders’ profit. Moreover, it is not under any duty to preserve 
any nation’s cultural heritage, let alone world heritage. Thus, in line with its key 
objective to digitise as much as possible, it seems to be digitising whatever it can get 
hold of. In the circumstances, prevalence of certain types of works (for example, 
books in English) is not an unlikely consequence. On that basis alone, there would 
seem to be a strong case against leaving digitisation of Russia’s (or indeed that of 
any other country) cultural heritage to the project’s sole discretion.
626 From the point of view of EU competition law (Treaty on the functioning of the European Union 
(consolidated version) of 30 March 2010, OJ C 83/47, article 102; former article 82 of the Treaty of 
Rome establishing the European Economic Community of 25 March 1957), a breach can be 
established only if Google Inc (or indeed any other potential dominant player) has been proved to 
abuse its dominant position.
627 Noted by Circuit Judge Chin on 22 March 2011, n598, 14.
628 ibid, 2,3.
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As Google Inc is under no responsibility to act as a custodian of world culture and 
heritage, it can easily bring any of its digitisation projects to an end simply because it 
is no longer commercially viable. For example, in 2011 Google Inc announced plans 
to delete the content of its Google Video archives®®'*. Simon Barton, a UK librarian, 
says that the decision was made in order to allow the corporation to “focus on its 
raison d'etre, search" ®®^. On that occasion, Google Inc changed its mind not least 
because of its customers' protest. However, as Simon Barron argues, “entrusting 
such vast cultural archives to a body that has no explicit responsibilities [for] 
protection, archiving and public cultural welfare is inherently dangerous: as the 
[Google’s Video Archives] situation made clear, private sector bodies have the ability 
to destroy archives at a whim’’®®®.
6 -4 .2 .3  Q u a l it y
The quality of the output of Google’s Library Project is another concern. At the 
beginning, it did not even aim to create “a reading environment”. Instead, initially the 
project perceived its role as creating “an index to books in libraries and 
bookstores”®®"*. Karen Coyle says that, as a result, digitisation was carried out in 
such a way as to reduce human intervention to a minimum (an aspiration common to 
mass digitisation projects anyway). Thus, the project deliberately left out page 
numbers, tables of contents and indices because they could not be detected 
automatically by the OCR software.
More generally, Karen Coyle argues that the quality of the output of mass digitisation 
projects tends to be of inferior quality compared to non mass digitisation ones®®®. 
Because of the high volume, such projects are likely to produce “photographic 
renditions of book pages backed up by searchable OCR”®®® as opposed to, for 
example, a Word copy of a work that the user can see in a database such as 
LexisNexis. Thus, commentators note that the books available through Google’s
631 Google Inc’s letter to the users of its Video Project, in N Sawant ‘Google Video to be axed, come 
April 29’ (ThinkDigit 16 April 2011) <httD://www.thinkdiqit.com/General/Gooqle-Video-to-be-axed- 
come-Aoril 6628.html> accessed 6 April 2013.
632 s Barron, ‘Google can’t be trusted with our books’ Guardian (London 26 April 2011) 
<http://www.quardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2011/apr/26/qooqle-books-videos> accessed 9 July 2012.
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Library Project show quality control issues such as missing page images and blurred 
or unreadable images”®®^.
Without reviewing a good selection of the copies digitised by Google’s Library 
Project or indeed by any other mass digitisation project, I am not able to verify her 
argument. However, while researching my thesis, I have come across an example 
of a poor quality scan of an out-of-copyright (as well as out-of-print) report on the 
Berne Convention digitised by Google Inc®®®. Not only is some of the text corrupted, 
it also appears in one narrow column (as opposed to taking the whole page). 
Moreover, the copy is difficult to search. Last but not least, it is difficult to glean the 
name of the author of the report which appears for the first time on the 13**^  page of 
the report in the same font as the remainder of the text. While the public is able to 
access a better quality copy of the report, it is not free®®®.
Perhaps, it was the concern over the quality of Google’s (or indeed any other mass 
digitisation project) that led the Austrian National Library to raise the issue when 
entering into the agreement with Google Inc to digitise its historic collections. As a 
result, the agreement contains jointly defined quality criteria. It also provides for a 
quality control mechanism to ensure that these standards have been met®"*®. Thus, it 
appears that Google Inc does have the capacity and know-how for improving the 
quality of its output.
637 ibid, by no means such problems are historic, for example, a seller on Amazon UK states that the 
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6 -4 .2 .4  PRESERVA TION
A related issue is the preservation of works digitised by Google’s Library Project. As 
noted already, Google Inc is not under a legal duty to preserve any of its digital 
collections. Thus, it has sole discretion to decide whether to maintain its collections 
and if so, to what extent. Generally speaking, mass digitisation projects tend not to 
make preservation one of their priorities. As Karen Coyle puts it, “the production of a 
preservation-quality copy is somewhat contrary to the desire to digitise whole 
libraries quickly and inexpensively with the least amount of human intervention”®"*'*.
Given the lack of information about Google’s Library Project’s digitisation processes, 
it is not clear whether it produces back-up copies as a matter of routine. That the 
Austrian National Library itself is going to maintain its online collection of historic 
works currently digitised for it by Google suggests that this is not something that 
Google does on a regular basis.
6 -4 .2 .5  C o p y r ig h t  c o m p l ia n c e  
6-4.2.5.1 United States
As mentioned already, Google’s Library Project’s compliance with copyright law is 
questionable. On the project’s website, Google Inc states that it “is probably the 
most common misconception about Google Books” that scanning a copyright book 
without the right-holder’s permission is illegal®"*^ . In its view, the project falls squarely 
within the “fair use” defence contained in section 107 of the US Copyright Act 1976. I 
set out my view on this at the end of this sub-section.
Google Inc’s interpretation of the “fair use” defence is that it allows “copying that 
doesn't harm people's incentive or ability to produce and sell creative work, including 
books”. In the view of the corporation, not only does the project fit in with the ethos 
of the fair use defence, “by creating new opportunities for readers to find and buy 
books” it actually helps authors and publishers sell more copies of their works. 
Presented in this way, the project is almost an altruistic effort to promote creativity®"*®!
641 Coyle, n486, 644.
642 Google, ‘Library Partners’ n611.
643 Although as discussed at §6-3.1,135, this opinion is not shared by the authors who brought the 
class action against Google Inc.
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But even prior to the first class action brought against Google Inc in 2005®"*"*, a 
number of commentators raised concerns over Google Inc's compliance with 
copyright law. For example, writing back in 2005, Elisabeth Hanratty (a US 
commentator) argued that Google’s digitisation of library collections constituted a 
prima facie case of copyright infringement and as a result, litigation was inevitable. 
In her opinion, the fair use defence was unlikely to help Google Inc to defend a future 
claim not least because of the project’s commercial motive, its scope and the fact 
that it was digitising books in their entirety without adding any “new expression”®"*®.
My understanding is that because of the parties’ ongoing settlement negotiations, the 
US courts have not yet ruled on the applicability of the fair use defence. That said, it 
seems that if the issue were to be tried, the court would not deliver one umbrella 
decision covering all instances of copying. Neither would it consider each incident of 
copying individually. Instead, it would make several decisions depending on the 
category of works. For example, commenting specifically on the Authors Guild class 
action. Circuit Judge Denny Chin says that “the Court could create subgroups for 
fiction, non-fiction, poetry, and cookbooks”®"*®. He says that this would enable the 
Court to “effectively assess the merits of the fair-use defense with respect to each of 
these categories without conducting an evaluation of each individual work”®"*^ . It is 
suggested that it is likely that the court would find that while some of Google’s 
activities were covered by the fair use defence, others were not.
6-4.2.5.2 Russia
The next issue is the potential compliance of Google’s Library Project with copyright 
law in Russia. As noted earlier, in Russia Google Inc is digitising only with the 
permission of right-holders. Barring any disputes with these right-holders (for 
example, over who the proper right-holders are), such activities comply with Russia’s 
copyright law.
644 Authors Guild, Inc, et al v Google Inc, Class Action Complaint, case 05 CV 8136 (SONY 20 
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The next question is whether Google’s Library Project would comply with Russia’s 
copyright law if it were to digitise an entire collection of any Russian library simply on 
the strength of that Library’s permission (in other words, without obtaining the 
permission of each individual right-holder). While a grey area, my view is that such 
activities are likely to breach Russia’s copyright law (unless of course that collection 
consisted entirely of out-of-copyright works).
As discussed in more detail at §8-4.1.1, p227, Russian law does not have the 
equivalent of a broad US-style fair use defence. Its nearest equivalent available to 
commercial (as well as non-commercial) entities is the quotation exception which 
Russian law is required to have by virtue of the Berne Convention®"*®. Even though 
the Russian quotation exception allows copying for certain specified purposes only, 
one of them (“informational purposes”) is so wide that it is almost a catch-all 
provision®"*® (which raises the question of its compliance with the TRIPS Agreement).
Moreover, the Russian quotation exception does not impose a specific limit on the 
amount that can be copied without breaching the law (although, as noted in chapter 
8 , some Russian courts have ruled in the past that the quotation exception was not 
broad enough to cover copying of an entire work®®®). Neither does it make it clear 
what “quoting” is. In the circumstances, it is not surprising that the public (as well as 
some courts) have occasionally treated this exception as if it allowed copying 
whenever it was convenient to the individual user.
Arguably the Russian quotation exception is wide enough to cover some of the 
activities carried out by Google’s Library Project, for example, making available short 
passages from a copyright work free of charge in Google. This particular activity 
would seem to fall within the quotation exception because it aims to educate or 
“inform” the public about that copyright work. That said, there would appear to be 
two potential difficulties with this argument.
648 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1274(1 )(1 ).
649 §8-6.2, 239.
660 §8-10.1.1, 273, although it is worth noting that a decision of one court is not binding on another 
court, discussed at §4-3.1, 78.
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First, Google’s Library Project does not make available any of the passages from a 
copyright work solely in order to “inform” the public. Given its commercial nature, its 
key goal is to make money through advertising. Thus, the “informational” purpose of 
its activities comes in second. Second, my understanding is that in order to display 
even a short passage from a copyright work, the project digitises that work in its 
entirety (or certainly a large part of it). Even if the project did not use the remaining 
parts but simply kept them on its server, the mere fact of copying a copyright work 
for a commercial purpose without its right-holder’s permission would seem to 
suggest a breach of copyright law.
Currently, there is no sufficient case law in Russia to predict the approach that the 
courts would take if they were to consider the legality of Google’s Library Project’s 
activities under Russian law. In any event, such a case is likely to have wide- 
reaching implications and as a result, any decision will be motivated not just by 
black-letter law but also policy considerations. Given some Russian government 
officials’ suspicions of the project (for example, Andrei Loginov’s), it is likely that the 
courts would want to hear such concerns in detail and as a result, may well be 
persuaded by them.
6-4.3 O p p o r t u n it ie s  f o r  c o o p e r a t io n
As the previous sections aim to show, in order to make any cooperation with Google 
Inc beneficial to both parties, it would require careful planning. As far as copyright 
material is concerned, there would appear to be quite a few obstacles (both of a 
legal and political nature) which are unlikely to be resolved instantly.
Some of the potential problems (such as copyright compliance) can be avoided by 
focusing on out-of-copyright works only. For example, if Russia’s National Library 
Resource decided to expand, it could link its database to digital copies of books in 
Russian already digitised by Google’s Library Project. Alternatively, it could consider 
the possibility of entering into a partnership agreement to digitise certain Russian 
language works for the first time.
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6-5 N a t io n a l  n o n - c o m m e r c ia l  d ig it a l  l ib r a r ie s  p r o j e c t s  
6-5.1 W h a t  is  a  n a t io n a l  d ig it a l  l ib r a r y
Whatever one’s opinion of Google’s Library Project, it is difficult to deny its 
inspirational value. As writer and editor Robert McCrum points out, “Google has 
simply demonstrated from a corporate and commercial point of view what should be 
possible for a national culture (my italics)®®'*. More than that. Professor Robert 
Darnton even urges the US to create a non-commercial alternative to Google’s 
Library Project®® .^
Whether as a result of Google’s Library Project or not, in the recent years a number 
of countries have launched national non-commercial digital projects. To this end, it 
is worth noting that while such projects are often called a “national digital library”, in 
fact they vary enormously. Some so-called “national digital libraries” are not even 
concerned with preservation of the national cultural heritage. The National Digital 
Library project in Pakistan (funded by its Higher Education Commission) illustrates 
this point. In spite of its name, the project is concerned solely with bolstering the role 
of its universities®®®. In order to achieve this goal, it subscribed to foreign, mainly 
English-language scientific resources, including e-books that use the McGraw-Hill 
platform, and Taylor and Francis journals. The project is now reported to have 
access to 75% of world reference journals®®"*.
Equally, some countries use the term ‘national digital library’ to refer to a repository 
of digital copies of works that have come from a single library, usually that country’s 
key national library. One of the examples is Gallica, an ongoing project which 
digitises works contained in the French National Library (Bibliothèque Nationale de 
France)®®®. Another example is the digital collection ‘American Memory’ run by the 
US Library of Congress. Even though at first it appears that the collection contains
661 R McCrum, ‘Google maps the way to a national digital library’ Guardian (London 1 November
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663 fvjF Warraich and M Tahira, ‘HEC National Digital Library: Challenges and Opportunities for LIS 
Professionals in Pakistan’ (3 December 2009) Library Philosophy and Practice, paper 248 
<http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/libphilprac/248 > accessed 6 April 2013.
654 ibid.
665 Gallica Digital Library, ‘Gallica Digital Library Charter: 1997-2007’ (National Library of France 10 
December 2009) <http://www.bnf.fr/documents/qallica charter.pdf> accessed 31 July 2012.
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material from all over the US, in practice it is not formally connected to any other 
American library®®®.
My view of a truly representative national digital library is a collection which contains 
works not only from the key national library, but also smaller provincial libraries and 
which is also available to the public free of charge. The reason for having works 
from libraries other than the key national library is to make sure that the library does 
not miss out on any culturally important works, for example, those relating to the 
history of a particular region. This view is consistent with the definition of a digital 
library given by the EU Commission®®^. Only a few countries have created a national 
digital library in the latter sense, with Finland being one of them.
Even though a small country, surprisingly Finland has the biggest Russian language 
collection outside Russia (“the Finnish Slavonic Library”). The reason for this is 
historical. Between 1809 and 1917, Finland was a grand duchy under the Russian 
rule. By virtue of the legal deposit law, its National Library (which is actually a part of 
the library of the University of Helsinki) was entitled to receive every single 
publication printed in Russia during that time®®®.
By no means is the Finnish Slavonic Library purely historic. During Soviet times, it 
acquired a significant number of émigré literary works®®®. Following the collapse of 
the USSR, the collection was updated with material that Russia sent to Finland by 
way of repaying its Soviet debt®®®. Although this arrangement has now come to an
666 Library of the United States Congress, 'National Digital Library Program' (Library of Congress 
undated) <http://memorv.loc.aov/ammem/dli2/html/lcndlp.html> accessed 31 July 2012; also noted 
by N Singer, ‘Playing Catch-Up in a Digital Library Race’ The New York Times (New York 9 January
2011) BU3.
667 Communication COM(2005) 229 final of 1 June 2005 by EU Commission to the Council, the 
European Parliament, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the 
Regions, ‘i2010 -  A European Information Society for growth and employment’-  OJ C/2005/236/10. 
666 T Haavisto, ‘Finland: libraries, museums and archives in Finland’ (Finnish Library Services 
September 2009) <http://www.kiriastot.fi/File/dc460d34-e17c-4d4a-a409-
cf13982718eO/finnishlibrarvsvstem.pdf> accessed 31 August 2012; also the National Library of 
Finland ‘History’ (National Library of Finland undated)
<http://www.nationallibrarv.fi/infoe/introduction/historia.html> accessed 31 August 2013.
669 Finnish Slavonic Library, ‘The Slavonic Library’ (Finish Slavonic Library undated) 
<http://www.nationallibrarv.fi/services/kokoelmat/slaavilainenkiriasto.html> accessed 5 April 2013.
660 Ministry of Education and Culture of Finland, n579 ,19. The RF is a formal successor of the USSR 
and as such, is responsible for her predecessor’s debts.
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end®®\ the collection was able to secure funds to purchase new material on a regular 
basis®®2. Thus, in 2009 alone it received around 120 periodic titles in Russian®®®. It 
is also able to buy books and other material on an ad hoc basis®®"*.
6-5.2 T h e  F in n is h  N a t io n a l  D ig it a l  L ib r a r y  P r o j e c t
6-5 .2 .1 W o r k  c a r r ie d  o u t  s o  f a r
Finland began digitising its library collections back in 1990s. To this end, it set up a 
specialist digitisation centre in Mikkeli in Eastern Finland (which is less than 160 
miles away from St Petersburg in Russia). Notably, Finnish cultural institutions 
began cooperating almost as soon as they started digitising their collections®®®. For 
example, a number of libraries, ranging from provincial to university ones, shared 
their resources for the purposes of creating the Electronic Library of Eastern Finland 
back in the early 2 0 0 0 s.®®®
More recently, Finland launched a National Digital Library project funded by the 
Ministry of Education and Culture®® .^ The project is considered to be the most 
extensive cooperation project to date®®®. It is currently digitizing “the key priority 
materials” contained in those institutions for the purposes of making them available 
to the public through a single point of reference®®®. But even prior to the National 
Digital Library project, Finland developed Doha, a digital repository containing full-
661 L Haworth, Interview with Mari Ivanova, a Purchasing Curator of the Slavonic Library in Finland 
(Helsinki 23 July 2012), my methodology is outlined in Annex 3.
662 ibid.
663 Finnish Slavonic Library, n659.
664 Haworth, Interview with Mari Ivanova, n661.
665 V Hongisto, Country report on Finland in ‘Progress report of the National Representatives Group: 
coordination mechanisms for digitisation policies and programmes 2004’ (Minerva 2004).
666 E Hiltunen, ‘The ELEF project of Eastern Finland’ (2005) Scandinavian Library Quarterly, 38(3), 
English language translation of which is available at < http://slq.nu/?article=the-elef-Droiect-of-eastern- 
finland> accessed 31 August 2012.
667 National Library of Finland, ‘Digitisation projects at the National Library of Finland’ (National Library 
of Finland undated) < http://www.kdk.fi/en> accessed 11 June 2013.
668 E Anttila, H Kautonen and T Sainio, ‘The National Digital Library of Finland -  experiences from 
collaboration and service development’ (CIDOC2012 Enriching Cultural Heritage, Helsinki, 10-14 
June 2012) <http://www.cidoc2012.fi/en/File/1604/anttila.pdf> accessed 31 August 2012.
669 Ministry of Education and Culture of Finland, ‘Digital Preservation Implementation Plan of the 
National Digital Library’ (Ministry of Education and Culture’s National Digital Library project number 
OKM052:00/2011, 1 June 2012).
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text copies of works from 13 Finnish institutions, ranging from the National Library of 
Finland to the library of the University of Lapland®^®.
6-5.2.2 P o s s ib il it y  o f  c o o p e r a  t io n
For the purposes of this thesis, one of the questions is whether Finland is likely to 
digitise its Slavonic Collection in the course of the National Digital Library Project. 
Currently, there are no such plans. The project's key priority is to digitise the Finnish 
cultural heritage first®^L Thus, at the moment there would appear few crossovers 
between the Finnish project and Russia’s National Digital Resource project. As a 
result, there would also appear to be limited opportunities for co-operation (that said, 
an example of recent cooperation is outlined at §6-1.3, p i24).
Whether Finland will ever want to digitise its Slavonic Collection is debatable. 
Finland’s National Library is clearly proud of the Collection not least because it 
brings in international visitors®^ .^ If the collection were to be made available online 
free of charge, arguably fewer visitors would wish to travel to Finland in order to 
access it. That said, this would depend on the quality of the database containing 
digital copies of the collection’s works, in particular the ease with which it can be 
searched. For example, even though the Collection’s catalogue is currently available 
online, it is quite difficult to navigate. Not only does the user need to know the name 
of the book or its author, he also needs to transcribe Russian words into the Latin 
alphabet in a particular way.
Neither is it likely that the Finns would wish to charge the user for accessing its 
collection online. This would be contrary to the whole ethos of Finnish libraries 
which pride themselves on providing open access to their resources. To illustrate 
this point, by contrast with a number of other national libraries, Finland’s National 
Library allows its users to take books home®^®.
670 <http://www.doria.fi/> accessed 27 July 2012.
671 Haworth, Interview with Mari Ivanova, n661.
672 National Library of Finland, ‘History’ n658.
673 Although this is possible only in relation to material published after 1960.
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6-5.3 E n g l is h  s p e a k in g  c o u n t r ie s
Some English speaking countries, notably the US, have also considered creating a 
National Digital Library. For example, in 2010 the Berkman Center for Internet & 
Society at Harvard University announced a plan to create a Digital Public Library of 
America®^"*. The idea for the project seems to be rooted in Professor Robert 
Darnton’s call to create a non-profit institutional alternative to Google Books®^®. On 
18 April 2013, the project launched what it described as “a beta of its discovery 
portal and open platform”®^®. The project makes available online digital copies of 
(copyright and out of copyright) documents held by US libraries, archives and 
universities as well as documents provided to it by members of the public.
As far as the UK is concerned, while arguments for a national digital library have 
been put forward®^ ,^ there has yet to be any action in that direction. Instead, as 
Robert McCrum points out, “[cjurrently, in Britain, there are a lot of disparate 
digitisation programmes going on, in publishing houses, discrete research libraries 
and archive collections.”®^® One of the most recent ones is the Space, a platform for 
digital arts launched by the BBC and the Arts Council on 1 May 2012®^®.
6 -6  In t e r n a t io n a l  n o n - c o m m e r c ia l  d ig it is a t io n  p r o g r a m m e s
6-6.1 G u t e n b e r g  p r o j e c t
There are a number of international digitisation programmes, with the oldest one 
being the Gutenberg project. The project is unique in that it actually preceded the 
worldwide web. However, it is a limited project not least because it relies mainly on 
volunteers to proofread new e-books. Writing in 2006, Karen Coyle reported that in 
the 35 years of its existence, the project had digitised only 18,000 or so books (its 
average output being approximately 500 books per year)®®®. However, now in 2012
674 Berkman Centre for Internet and Society, ‘Digital Public Library of America’ (Harvard University 19 
July 2012) <http://cvber.law.harvard.edu/research/dpla/> accessed 6 April 2013.
675 Darnton, n624, 49.
676 Berkman Centre for Internet and Society, ‘Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) Launches’ 
(Harvard University 18 April 2013) <http://cvber.law.harvard.edu/node/8282> accessed 1 June 2013.
677 For example, S Barron ‘Why we need a UK National Digital Library’ (2011) CILIP 34.
678 McCrum, n651.
679 J Berger, ‘Digital Public Space: In Space Everybody Can See You Stream’ (BBC 15 June 2012) 
<http://www.bbc.co.uk/bloqs/bbcinternet/2012/06/the space one month.html> accessed 27 July 
2012.
680 Coyle, 486, 642.
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it is reported to have access to 40,000 digitised books®®'*. Even so, so far the project 
has digitised only 18 Russian-language books, most of which are out-of-copyright®®^. 
Thus, it is unlikely that Russia’s National Library Project would be able to “borrow” 
digital copies of Russian language material from the project.
6-6.2 E u r o p e a n a
A much bigger project is Europeana. It is a non-commercial project sponsored by 
the ELI. It aims to collect and make available to the general public millions of digital 
objects (including books, newspapers, photographs, paintings, films, museum 
objects and archival records) from all over Europe®®®. In the words of the Council of 
the ELI, Europeana “provides an excellent opportunity to showcase the cultural 
heritage of the Member States and to provide access for everyone to that 
heritage”®®"*. In my view, the project is also important because it encourages 
cooperation between libraries not only on the international, but also, national level. 
This, in itself, has the potential to provide an inspiration to Russian libraries, local 
and national alike.
By contrast with Google’s Library Project, Europeana does not digitise works itself. 
Instead, it collects or as it puts it, “aggregates” already digitised copies from its 
partner institutions (the process handled by the European Library) and then inputs 
them into its own database®®®. For example, its Libraries Project alone is reported to 
be working with 19 leading European research libraries®®®. Non-partner institutions 
and individuals are also able to contribute to the project, but only if their contribution 
meets the project’s criteria (or ‘content strategy’ published on Europeana’s website 
as part of the FAQ section®® )^.
681 Project Gutenberg, ‘Welcome’ <http://www.qutenberq.orq/> accessed 20 July 2012.
682 Project Gutenberg, ‘Browse by language: Russian’ 
<http://www.gutenberg.org/browse/languages/ru> accessed 20 July 2012.
683 Europeana, ‘About us’
<http://pro.europeana.eu/about7utm source=portalmenu&utm medium=portal&utm campalqn=Portal 
%2Bmenu> accessed 29 July 2012.
684 Council conclusions. Council of the European Union 2008/C 319/07 of 18 December 2008 on the 
European digital library EUROPEANA, OJ C 319/18.
685 ‘The work of the Europeana Libraries Project’ (Europeana undated) <http://www.europeana- 
libraries.eu/web/quest/workplan:isessionid=35CFC37C518F48F6321EF944EC1BF70A> accessed 6 
April 2013; also Europeana ‘Ingestion Plan’ (Europeana undated) <http://www.europeana- 
libraries.eu/documents/868553/0ff7603d-e271 -43c1 -8b42-18b8278276> accessed 27 July 2012.
686 <http://www.europeana-libraries.eu/> accessed 9 July 2012.
687 Europeana, ‘FAQS’ <http://www.europeana.eu/portal/aboutus faos.html> accessed 29 July 2012.
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It appears that Russian libraries have yet to cooperate with Europeana. 
Europeana’s website does not list any Russian libraries as providers of its content®®® 
(currently the only Russian providers are Rybinsk State History, Architecture and Art 
Museum; Chouvashia State Art Museum; the State Tretyakov Gallery; and Saratov 
State Art Museum®®®, - all of the institutions being situated in the European part of 
Russia).
In my view, it is unlikely that libraries outside Russia will wish to send to Europeana 
Russian language material. It is true that Europeana’s partner institutions are able to 
decide for themselves what to send to the project®®®. However, given Europeana’s 
aim to collect “masterpieces of Europe’s cultural heritage”®®'*, arguably its partner 
institutions are more likely to focus on works which they perceive to be the best 
examples of their own cultural heritage. That said, it is worth noting that some 
private contributors have provided Europeana with Russian language material of 
their own volition. For example, Dizi Heritage Digitisation Services in Lithuania®®^ 
supplied the project with digital copies of Russian theatre posters from the 19**^  
century®®®. However, this is rather an exception. Moreover, the collection did not 
focus exclusively on Russian language posters. In the circumstances, it is unlikely 
that Russia’s National Library Resource project would be able to “borrow” digital 
copies of Russian language works from Europeana.
The next question is whether Russian’s National Library Resource may be able to 
link its catalogue or even the full text of works in its collection to Europeana’s website 
in order to obtain a wider audience. For example, the Austrian National Library is
688 Europeana, ‘Content Providers’ (Europeana undated)
<http://www.europeana.eu/portal/europeana-providers.html> accessed 26 July 2012.
689 Europeana, content behind “Athena” tag (Europeana undated)
<http://www.europeana.eu/portal/europeana-providers.html> accessed 26 July 2012; also Europeana 
Library ‘Supporting Institutions’ <http://www.europeana-libraries.eu/web/guest/project- 
partners;jsessionid=68BF3785585CBE0AF5233CC1426A3B32> accessed 29 July 2012.
696 Europeana, ‘FAQs’, n687.
691 Some of the criteria for which are explained by Europeana in ‘Call for content’ (Europeana 
undated)
<http://ec.europa.eu/information societv/activities/econtentolus/currentcall/faa/index en.htm> 
accessed 29 July 2012.
692 Dizi Heritage Digitisation Services (Dizi undated) <http://www.dizi.lt/heritaae/index en.php> 
accessed 27 July 2012.
693 Europeana, information about content provided by Dizi Heritage Digitisation Services (Europeana 
undated) <http://www.europeana.eu/portal/search.html?auerv=*:*&af=PROVIDER:DIZI> accessed 27 
July 2012.
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planning on making available works in its historic collection currently digitised for it 
by Google's Library Project (discussed earlier) through Europeana’s online catalogue 
(even though, as I understand it, the works themselves are not going to be part of 
Europeana’s content but rather the user will be re-directed to a copy kept on the 
server of the Austrian National Library)®®"*. In principle, Russia’s National Library 
Resource could implement something similar although its administrators would need 
to obtain the right-holders’ permission to display their works online for the benefit of 
the general public.
6-7 C o n c l u s io n
Currently, Russia’s National Library Resource project aims to create only a limited 
repertoire with a strong technical bias. In the circumstances, it is likely that Russian 
libraries will continue digitising their collections of their own volition. Individual rights 
clearance, in other words obtaining each right-holder’s permission by contacting him 
individually, can be expensive. As a result, libraries may be inclined to continue 
digitising in breach of copyright law. In order to make digitisation in compliance with 
copyright law a more feasible option, it is important to encourage libraries to explore 
more cost-efficient types of rights clearance. Therefore, in the remainder of this 
thesis I look at alternatives to individual rights clearance starting with collective 
management of rights over a copyright work (chapter 7), moving on to exceptions to 
exclusive rights (chapter 8 ) and finishing off by looking at open access to copyright 
works (chapter 8 ).
694 Austrian National Library, n618, 14.
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Chapter 7
7 S o l u t io n s : C o l l e c t iv e  m a n a g e m e n t
This chapter examines the legal and practical framework for collective management 
of copyright in Russia. The focus is on rights in printed works, including digital 
copies of such printed works (“reprographic rights”). I aim to show that, certainly in 
the area of reprographic rights, collective management has yet to acquire the same 
importance as it has in countries like the UK. The key task is to decide whether 
collective management is a workable and/or desirable solution for Russian right­
holders in the long term.
7-1 O v e r v ie w  o f  s o m e  k e y  b e n e f it s  o f  c o l l e c t iv e  m a n a g e m e n t
Traditionally, collective management organisations have specialised in a particular 
type of works, for example, music, but this is changing. In order to simplify rights 
clearance of so-called “multimedia” copyright works, some collective management 
organisations are keen to become (using the WlPO terminology®®®) a one-stop shop 
for producers of such works. For example, it appears that CEDAR, the service 
company for six collecting societies in the Netherlands, was established back in 
1996 for the purpose (among others) of facilitating rights clearance in multimedia 
products®®®.
The roles and authority of collective management organisations can vary 
significantly. For example, using the WlPO terminology, a “traditional” collective 
management organisation can have wide powers which it is able to exercise without 
having to consult the right-holder. Such an organisation is a bit like a “go-between” 
that collects money from users of copyright material, which it then distributes among
695 WlPO, Collective Management of Copyright and Related Rights (WlPO Publication number 
L450CM(E) 2008) 6.
696 WlPO, International Forum on the Exercise and Management of Copyright and Neighbouring 
Rights in the Face of the Challenges of Digital Technology (Seville, Spain, May 14-16 1997), WlPO  
publication number 756, 238.
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the relevant right-holders (while retaining an administration fee, usually in the region 
of 15%®® )^. By contrast, the role of rights clearance centres such as the United 
States Copyright Clearance Centre is akin to that of an agent: “[h]ere the center acts 
as an agent for the owner of the rights who remains directly involved in setting the 
terms of use of his works.”®®®
In the early days of copyright, there was no obvious need for collective management 
organisations. For example, Joseph Alen and Elizabeth Hall of the United States 
Copyright Clearance Centre argue that “a single author or publisher seeking to utilize 
the work of another in a new work could, with a minimum of effort, identify the 
rightholder and request permission to use the work”®®®. In those days there were 
fewer authors and publishers, producing fewer copyright works. Even relatively 
recently, in 1945, there were only 648 book-publishing firms in the US, compared to 
81,000 publishers in 2005.^®° As these commentators put it, this meant that 
everything was happening “within a time frame that allowed for an orderly review of 
copyright issues” ®^'*.
For a number of countries, it was the development of radio-broadcasting in the 20**^  
century that brought about a change^®  ^ (I examine some of the exceptions at §7-3.1, 
pi 78). Radio stations could play one-after-the-other pieces of music that were 
neither authored nor performed by the same right-holder and yet, required rights 
clearance. Instead of having to contact each composer every time his music piece 
was played, it was more convenient for the radio-station to obtain a licence from a 
collecting society that covered a number of music pieces. Similarly, following the 
development of automatic xerographic photocopiers in the late 1960s and the 1970s, 
large users such as libraries began to use collecting societies in order to obtain a
697 p Greenwood, ‘Benefits to Authors and Publishers of Management of Reprographic Rights by 
RROS’ in Legislation for the Book World: Proceedings of the International Conference and Workshop 
(Warsaw, 13-15 November 1996) (Council of Europe Publishing 1997) {"Legislation for the Book 
World’) 120, cf M Kretscher who says that the administrative fee can be as high as a quarter of 
revenues distributed, in M Kretscher ‘The Failure of Property Rules in Collective Administration: 
rethinking copyright societies as regulatory instruments' (2002) EIPR 134.
698 WlPO, Collective Management of Copyright and Related Rights, n688, 5.
699 j  Alen and E Hall, ‘Understanding the Purpose, Function and Role of RROS’, in Legislation for the 
Book World, n697,100.
769 Noted by Greco, Rodriguez and Wharton, n7, 3.
761 Alen and Hall, n699,100.
762 /6/d, 101.
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licence that would enable them to copy a whole range of material without having to 
contact each individual right-holder^®®.
Originally, the role of collecting societies specialising in managing rights in printed 
works (“reprographic collecting societies”) was quite limited. Writing in 1996, Paul 
Greenwood in his capacity as the Secretary General of the International Federation 
of Reprographic Rights Organisation (“IFRRO”) said that the sort of copying that 
reprographic collecting societies were concerned with at the beginning was “copying 
of parts of works for private use and/or non-commercial internal use by 
institutions”^ ®"*. As I aim to show later (for example, §8-11.7.1, pp289-300), the role 
of reprographic collecting societies, including those in Russia, is now potentially 
much wider than that, not least because of the impact of digital technology.
7-1.1  Lo w e r  c o s t s  o f  r ig h t s  c l e a r a n c e
The key argument in favour of having collective management organisations is 
economies of scale^®®. The more right-holders the collecting society has on its 
books, the smaller are its overall costs of tracing and dealing with each individual 
right-holder^®®. As commentators point out, the important point is that this saving 
benefits not only the collecting society, but also the user by making it cheaper for the 
user to obtain lawful access to the copyright materiaF®^ (some statistics by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers (“PwC”) and the British Library are provided shortly).
Overall, collective management is also beneficial to the right-holders. As argued by 
a number of commentators^®®, even in the UK, a country widely regarded as the 
pioneer of copyright, awareness of copyright issues is low. Thus, a right-holder may
703 One of the aims of setting up the ALCS in 1977 was ‘[t]o tackle the problem of reprography,
Minutes of the Meeting preceding incorporation of the ALCS in J Marlow ‘The ALCS Story: 1977- 
1997’ {ALCS lodged with the British Library in 2005) 6.
704 Greenwood, n697,119.
705 Noted by C Handke and R Towse, ‘Economics of Copyright Collecting Societies’ [2007] IIC 940.
706 PwC, ‘An economic analysis of copyright, secondary copyright and collective licensing’ (March 
2011 ) 5,40; see also R Towse, ‘Keynote Talk’ (CIPPM Symposium, Bournemouth 3 December 2007) 
2 <httD://www.ciDDm.ora.uk/svmposia/Bournemouth%20Kevnote%20talk%203%20December.Ddf> 
accessed 13 February 2012.
707 For example, noted by A Schierholz ‘Collective Rights Management in Europe -  Practice and 
Legal Framework’ in M Walter and S von Lewinski, European Copyright Law: a Commentary (Oxford 
University Press 2010) 1152; also noted by Handke and Towse, n705, 940; by Towse, n706; and 
WlPO, The Economics of Intellectual Property: Suggestions for Further Research in Developing 
Countries and Countries with Economies in Transition (WlPO publication number 1012(E) January 
2009).
708 For example, Gowers, n46.
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miss out on his payment just because the user is not aware of the rights or because 
he perceives the process of rights clearance to be too difficult (a problem currently 
common in Russia^®®). By reaching into these masses of users, collective 
management has the potential to strengthen copyright compliance -  the fundamental 
goal of any copyright regime.
Recent studies, one of which was carried out by the British Library in 2010 '^*® and the 
other one by PwC in 2011^'*\ support the economies of scale argument. The PwC 
report compares the costs of obtaining permission on an individual basis and through 
a reprographic collecting society in the higher education sector. The report 
concludes that “the transaction costs for higher education licensing under the 
collective system are around £6.7 million a year. With an atomised model, we 
estimate that the transaction costs would be between £145 million and £720 million 
per year depending on the proportion of authors assumed to transact with higher 
education institutions”^ ''^ . It argues that the figures for other sectors are likely to be 
similar. In other words, if a commercial academic ebook supplier such as Dawsons 
Books^^® decides to widen its repertoire with Intellectual Property Law authored by 
Lionel Bently and Brad Sherman '^'"*, contacting the authors directly would cost it 
between 21 and 107 times more than obtaining their permission through the 
ALCS715.
Looking at it from a slightly different angle, the British Library's experience is that it 
takes on average 4 hours for one of its researchers to obtain right-holders' 
permission for just one book. Thus, in the Library’s estimate, “it would take one 
researcher over 1,000 years to clear the rights in just 500,000 books -  a drop in the 
ocean when compared to the rich collections of Europe’s cultural institutions”^ ®^. Not
709 §5-2.1,98.
710 B Stratton, BL ‘Seeking New Landscapes: A rights clearance study in the context of mass 
digitisation of 140 books published between 1870 and 2010’ (British Library Board 2011).
711 PwC, n706.
712 ibid, 40.
713 <www.dawsonera.com> accessed 28 October 2012.
714 L Bently and B Sherman, Intellectual Property Law (Oxford University Press 2001), also the 2^  ^
edition of 2004, and the third edition of 2008.
715 The ALCS is authorised by the authors to collect royalties for this book on their behalf, in ALCS, 
‘Online Royalties Checker’ <http://www.alcs.co.uk/Search-for-royalties.aspx> accessed 29 October 
2012.
716 Stratton, BL, n710, 5.
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only does the report by the British Library advocate collective management, it 
focuses on the benefits of cooperation between collecting societies as well 
cooperation between collecting societies and institutions such as itself"*^ -  an 
approach which, in my view, can be described as collective management plus.
While not Russia-specific, these figures may provide useful guidance on how much 
time and money can be saved by a collective management approach in Russia. 
While the benefits of collective management appear to be understood in Russia in 
general terms^^ ,^ currently its Russian advocates do not seem to rely on any specific 
economic data to support their arguments^''®. This is not surprising given that a 
number of Russian lawyers are very sceptical about the law and economics 
approach. For example. Professor Aleksei Kurbatov of the Higher School of 
Economics in Moscow argues that the use of economic analysis is a short-hand for 
replacing judicial considerations by non-judicial ones. In his view, encouraging 
economic analyses is a way of making sure that Russian law no longer exists as 
"science" in its own right^ ^o
7 -1 .2  Lo w e r  c o s t s  o f  l it ig a t io n /A l t e r n a t iv e  D is p u t e  R e s o l u t io n  
Economies of scale also mean that a collecting society is able to pursue a claim on 
behalf of its members at a lower cost compared to a claim brought by an individual. 
An example of successful litigation by collecting societies is the claim by the UK 
Newspaper Licensing Agency (“the NLA”) against Meltwater Group and the 
PRCA^^L Meltwater Group, a media monitoring organisation, had a licence from the 
NLA that allowed it to use content published on newspaper websites commercially. 
One of the key issues was whether Meltwater Group’s customers required a
One of such cooperation projects being piloted at the moment is an EU-funded ARROW. It works 
by querying the databases of a number of partner organisations which are grouped into the following 
areas: European Libraries; Virtual International Authority File; Books in Print; and Reproduction Rights 
Organisations. By using ARROW, a researcher often spends “less than 5 minutes per title to upload 
the catalogue records and check the results”, in Stratton, BL, n710, 5.
For example, noted by lA Blizne ts |n The Law of Intellectual Property (Prospect 2011 ) Chapter 4. 
This conclusion is based on my analysis of the literature dealing with collective management 
including Sergeev, n102, copyright portal under the auspices of the Federal Agency for Print and 
Mass Communications at <www.copyright.ru> accessed 29 October 2012 as well as information 
provided by Russia’s collecting societies, CopyRus and RAO.
2^0 A Kurbatov, ‘Americanisation’ of Russian law. Economic analysis as a means of destroying its 
doctrine’(Zakon December 2012).
2^1 Newspaper Licensing Agency Ltd v Meltwater Holding BV [2010] EWHC 3099 (Oh), [2011] ECDR 
10 (Oh D), [2011] EWCA Civ 890, [2013] UKSC 18.
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separate licence from the NLA. The High Court and the Court of Appeal ruled that 
Meltwater Group’s customers were indeed required to have such a licence (the case 
then went to the Supreme Court which referred it to the ECJ for a preliminary ruling, 
discussed at §4-3.1, p78).
To this end, it is worth noting that in the UK, a collecting society is able to litigate on 
behalf of its member only if that member has assigned or at the very least, granted it 
the exclusive right to use his copyright. The position in Russia is less clear. On the 
one hand. Part 4 provides for a statutory right^^  ^ to sue on behalf of its members. 
This suggests that a collecting society is able to commence proceedings regardless 
of the type of contractual relationship between it and the member. On the other 
hand, in most cases where one party acts on behalf of another, Russian law expects 
the agent to have a power of attorney. Thus, it is unlikely that a collecting society in 
Russia will be able to pursue a claim on behalf of a member without that member’s 
specific permission.
Russia’s oldest collecting society (the RAO which stands for the Russian Authors’ 
Society) is often involved in litigation, the purpose of which is to recover fees for the 
use of works in the society’s repertoire^^^. The same holds true for its soviet 
predecessors (discussed at §7-3.2, pi 74). By contrast, CopyRus, Russia’s only 
reprographic collecting society, has yet to make a claim^ "^^ . Copyright cases that 
have received the most publicity, for example, those resulting from Russia’s 
withdrawal of reservation to the Berne Convention^^^, have all been brought by 
individual publishers.
Perhaps even more important than collecting societies’ ability to litigate on behalf of 
their members is their ability to set up a mechanism for alternative dispute resolution 
-  something that dispersed right-holders would find difficult to do. A successful 
example of such a service in the UK is the Copyright Infringement Portal - a service
2^2 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1242(5); this is also suggested by Russia’s Supreme Court and 
the Supreme Arbitration Court in their Joint Decision of 26 March 2009, number 5/29 [21].
2^3 Some information about RAO’s cases is available at the society’s website at <http://rao.ru/zakon/> 
accessed on 30 January 2012.
2^4 This conclusion is based on my perusal of the database of decisions of arbitration courts 
(http://kad.arbitr.ru/). CopyRus’s website as well as negative literature searches as of 16 May 2013.
725 §2-10, 51,52.
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available to the publishers who are members of the PLS in the UK. The PwC report 
explains how it works as follows;
“When rights owners identify a website which is infringing copyright, they are 
able to input the web page into the Portal which will then identify the Internet 
Service Provider (ISP) and issue a legal notice to the ISP asking it to remove 
the page”.
The availability of this service is reported to have increased the number of take-down 
notices from a mere 33 in August 2008 to 9,449 in January 2011.^^6  Moreover, by 
virtue of the Digital Economy Act 2010, the UK's OFCOM^^^ is now able to impose 
on the wrongdoing ISP a fine of up to £2 5 0 ,000^^8
In Russia, the first step towards introducing ISP providers' liability for posting 
material in breach of copyright was made in August 2013. As a result, the Moscow 
City Court is now allowed to make an order to block a website posting films in breach 
of copyright^29 |p niy view, it is unlikely that this will lead to the development of an 
alternative dispute resolution mechanism along the lines of the UK Copyright 
Infringement Portal. Firstly, in Russia, alternative dispute resolution has yet to 
become popular^^°. Secondly, such orders can be made in relation to unlawfully 
posted films only.
7 -1 .3  Lo b b y in g
Some Western collecting societies have managed to establish themselves as very 
powerful institutions in their area. Whether this is a good thing or not is debatable. 
For example, KEA European Affairs^^  ^ ("KEA") is against such a development. As it 
states in its report commissioned by the European Parliament:
726 PwC, n706, 47.
727 Independent regulator and competition authority for the UK’s communications industries.
728 2010, c 24, s 14.
729 About introducing amendments of separate legislative acts of the RF for protection of intellectual 
property rights in the informational-telecommunication networks, federal statute of 2 July 2013, 
number 187-03.
730 A Epifanova, "Interview with VB Adamova, the Deputy Head of the Federal Arbitration Court of the 
Moscow District’ (ConsultantPlus 23 October 2012).
731 Brussels-based consultancy firm specialising in culture, creativity, media and sports, 
<www.keanet.eu>.
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“[s]ome authors’ societies have developed into political machines whose 
power has created much tension in particular amongst corporations which 
would like the societies to act more as businesses than public 
administrations’"^ ^^ .
For example, France’s SACEM^^^ has been accused of being “more focused on 
inserting itself into pretty much every transaction - even ones that happen directly 
between the band and its fans - than in helping him [its member] make money”^ "^^ . 
Notwithstanding such criticism, for purposes of this thesis, the important point is the 
potential of an influential collecting society for political lobbying.
For example, the ALCS^^® says that their “varied lobbying and campaigning work 
encompasses everything from press campaigns to gain media coverage for issues of 
topical importance, to direct lobbying of government on vital matters of policy which 
directly affect writers”^ ®^.
Provided that such lobbying takes to heart the concerns of all of its members and not 
just the high-earners, it can be very advantageous to part-time and less successful 
authors, who otherwise may not be able to make their voices heard. As Silke von 
Lewinski of the Max Planck Institute for Intellectual Property and Competition Law 
argues:
“a modern view of the collecting societies’ work must take into account their 
crucial role in being the only strong supporters for authors’ rights and possibly
732 KEA European Affairs, The Collective Management of Rights in Europe: the Quest for Efficiency’ 
(KEA European Affairs July 2006) 16.
733 Société des Auteurs Compositeurs et Editeurs de Musique.
734 M Masnik, This Is What's Wrong With The Music Industry: Musicians Have To Pay Themselves’ 
(TechDirt 20 September 2012) <http://www.techdirt.com/blog/?tag=collection+societies> accessed 29 
October 2012.
735 The collecting society that collects on behalf of authors in the UK and which is a member of the 
Copyright Licensing Agency (set up by the ALCS itself in 1982), noted by Marlow, n703, 25; also 
noted by P Shepherd, Chief Executive of the CLA, in CLA Response on the EU Communication on 
the Management of Copyright and Related Rights in the Internal Market COM of 17 June 2004 (2004) 
261.
736 ALCS, ‘Lobbying’ (ALCS undated) <http://www.alcs.co.uk/Authors--riahts/Lobbvinq-and- 
submissions> accessed 20 December 2012.
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the only ones who have, unlike the individual authors themselves, a sufficient 
degree of bargaining power to obtain some benefit in favor of their authors”^ '^^ .
Although political lobbying in Russia is still unregulated, it is increasingly viewed as 
a legitimate (as opposed to semi-criminal) activity^^ .^ Thus, the RAO successfully 
lobbied a government agency in charge of monitoring compliance with legislation for 
mass-communications and culture to allow it to impose a copyright levy on cable 
providers^^®. As far as CopyRus is concerned, it does not seem to be engaged in 
lobbying^^°.
Regardless of Russia’s collecting societies’ willingness to lobby, changes to the legal 
framework for collecting societies do not seem to be high on the lawmakers’ agenda. 
Pavel Krasheninnikov, the head of the Parliamentary Committee for Civil, Criminal, 
Arbitration and Procedural Legislation, says that while changes to the most recent 
parts of the Civil Code (Part 4 which deals exclusively with IP laws and Part 3 which 
focuses on inheritance law) are on the cards, there will not be many of them and 
they will not “have a global character”. Instead, the lawmakers wish to concentrate 
on updating the first two parts of the Civil Code enacted back in the 1990s in order to 
bring them into line with the current economic reality '^ '^' (Part 1 and Part 2 which set 
out the principles of ownership and the law of obligations^"^ )^.
7 -1 .4  P o t e n t ia l  l im it a t io n s
Having outlined the key benefits of collective management, the next step is to 
consider its weaknesses. The fact that the collective management model was 
developed well before the digital era warrants attention. One of the questions is
737 s Von Lewinski, ‘Mandatory Collective Administration of Exclusive Rights -  a Case Study on its 
Compatibility with International and EC Copyright Law’ (2004) E-Copyright Bulletin 1, the ‘Doctrine 
and Opinions’ section.
738 Noted by CV Fomichëv, Deputy Head of the Minister for Economic Development at a seminar on 
lobbying (Moscow, 8 June 2012), discussed by T Shadrina ‘The hidden will be revealed. There may 
be another profession in Russia soon -  the lobbist’ Ross/7skaya Gazeta number 5804 (131) of 9 June 
2012.
739 This did not lead to a new law/amendment to an existing law; instead the permission was 
contained in a letter from the relevant government agency to the RAC, discussed by P Belavin, ‘RAC 
touches on the important’ Kommersant number 120 (4420) of 7 July 2010.
740 Based on my research of 29 Cctober 2012.
741 ConsultantPlus, Interview with Pavel Krasheninnikov (ConsultantPlus 27 Cctober 2007).
742 A bill proposing amendments to the Civil Code which was approved by the Lower House of 
Russia’s Parliament following its first reading on 7 April 2012 follows this plan: ‘Introducing changes to 
Part 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, and also separate legislative acts of the 
Russian Federation’ Bill number 47538-6.
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whether collective management is practical in this day and age. Another important 
question is whether collective management is in compliance with competition law. I 
deal with these questions in turn.
7-7.4.7 Te r r it o r ia l it y -  PRACTICALITY o f  c o l l e c t iv e  m a n a g e m e n t  
Barbara Stratton of the British Library states that:
“In the pre-Internet age this [collective management] model worked well as it 
was easy and logical to delimit the usage of copyright works by territory -  i.e. 
where reproduction took place, or where a licensee was economically or 
legally resident. In addition the number of potential licensees was limited to 
those who had the means to distribute or otherwise exploit copyright works on 
a wide basis.”
Quantifying the usage by territory is much more difficult in the internet age. Once a 
work has been posted on the internet, it is available to all internet users regardless of 
where they are, thus making territorial boundaries irrelevant. As the European 
Commission states in its decision concerning CISAG (discussed later in this section): 
“[t]he potential market is therefore much broader -  the geographic market for satellite 
broadcasting and cable retransmission could be considered to be the entire satellite 
footprint; for internet use, the geographic scope of the market is potentially 
worldwide, or at least regional in scope.
Moreover, given the relatively low costs of access to the internet, potentially there 
are a great deal more users of copyright material than in the pre-internet age. in the 
circumstances, one wonders whether collective management can adapt to meet the 
challenges of the digital era. In the event it cannot so adapt, then surely it does not 
make sense to promote it in Russia, or indeed any other country where it is still 
relatively new.
743 Stratton, BL, n710 [2.3].
744 Decision of the European Commission of 16 July 2008 relating to a proceedings under Article 81 of 
the EC Treaty and Article 53 of the EEA Agreement, CISAC, Case COMP/C2/38.698 of 16 July 2008, 
C(2008) 3435 final [64].
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The continuing success of a number of older collecting societies, for example, the 
UK’s CLA, France’s SACEM and Germany’s GEMA seems to suggest that these 
difficulties are not insurmountable. Collective management appears to be a fairly 
flexible mechanism that can be made to work across national boundaries (for 
example, by entering into a network of international agreements). One of the 
examples is a network of reciprocal agreements administered by the International 
Confederation of Societies of Authors and Composers (“CISAC”). The aim is to 
ensure that right-holders obtain royalties for the use of their works anywhere in the 
world^^ .^ Such reciprocal agreements are based on the model contract developed 
by CISAC "^^®. To an extent, Russia’s collecting societies are already part of the 
international scene. For example, Russia’s RAO is a member of CISAC and 
CopyRus is a member of the IFRRO.
7 -1 .4 .2  Te r r it o r ia l it y  -  c o m p e t it io n  l a w  c o n c e r n s
However, an important point is that collecting societies do not have unlimited 
freedom to decide how to deal with the increasingly global nature of copyright law. 
One of the potential obstacles is competition law. For example, in 2003 the 
European Commission '^^^ found an agreement developed by CISAC in 2000 to be 
anti-competitive. The aim of the so-called Santiago agreement was to enable the 
users to obtain a worldwide copyright licence covering repertoires of all collecting 
societies administering rights over music works^ "^ .^
In 2006 CISAC came under the scrutiny of the European Commissions^® once more. 
The Commission was particularly concerned with the clause of its Model 
Agreements^® that stated that “each collecting society will, in the territory in which it is
745 CISAC, ‘Co-ordination & Co-operation’ (CISAC undated) 
<http://www.Gisac.org/CisacPortal/page.do?id=18> accessed 3 November 2012.
746 Discussed by A Andries and B Julien-Maivy of the Directorate-General for Competition (the 
European Commission) in ‘The CISAC decision —  creating competition between collecting 
societies for music rights’ (2008) Comp Pol Newsletter 3, 53.
747 ippi "Simulcasting", Case number COMP/C2/38.014, 2003/300/EC; Commission Decision of 8 
October 2002 relating to a proceeding under Article 81 of the EC Treaty and Article 53 of the EEA 
Agreement,— ) OJ L 107, 0058.
748 European Commission, ‘Commission opens proceedings into collective licensing of music 
copyrights for online use’ (Europa: Press Releases Rapid 3 March 2004)
<http://europa‘.eu/rapid/press-release IP-04-586 en.htm> accessed 6 April 2013; also noted by T 
Desurmont, ‘Mutual Representation Agreements’ in C Arnaud (ed) Exploring the Sources of 
Copyright: ALAI Congress (September 18-21 2005 Paris) (CPI 2005) 752.
749 CISAC, n744.
750 Version of 30 August 2005.
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established, enjoy absolute territorial protection from other collecting societies in 
granting licences to commercial users (the “territorial restrictions”)”^ ®''. The 
Commission ruled that agreements that restrict a licence to a particular territory and 
which prevent other collecting societies from licensing in that territory may affect 
competition in the repertoire concerned^®^.
Currently, in Russia anti-competitive practices in the field of IP do not appear to be 
high on the agenda of anti-monopoly authorities (anti-competitive practices in Russia 
are prohibited by the Law about Protection of Competition, footnote 905). Currently, 
the Russian authorities appear to be much more interested in investigating anti­
competitive practices in more traditional industries such as construction and 
energy^®®. However, it is submitted that it is important for Russia’s collecting 
societies to operate and be seen to be operating in a way that complies with 
competition law. Arguably, this is an efficient way of boosting their reputation and 
ensuring survival in the long term.
It is submitted that one of the ways of achieving competition law compliance is to 
create an open-access central database containing information about right-holders. 
For example, the Featured Artists Coalition argues^®'' that in the long term, collective 
management would benefit from being organised in a centralised way with all the 
information about right-holders and their works being contained in an open Global 
Repertoire Database accessible to the general public as well as collecting societies. 
Collecting societies will then be able to use that database to collect and distribute 
income to their members. I share the view of the Coalition that not only would this 
ensure correct payments, it may also help to create competition between collecting 
societies^®®.
751 CISAC, n744, [63].
752 /W  [114] and [115].
753 FAS, The form for detailed search’ (Federal Antimonopoly Service of the RF undated) 
<http://fas.gov.ru/detaiIed-search/form/> accessed 17 November 2012.
754 Featured Artists Coalition and the Music Managers Forum, ‘Submission to the Hargreaves Review’ 
(IPO undated) [8] <http://www.iDo.aov.uk/iDreview-c4e-sub-featured.pdf> accessed 3 November 
2012 .
755 ibid.
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7 -1 .4 .3  F in a n c ia l  c o n s t r a in t s
Another important potential limitation of collective management is financial. Certainly 
as far as Russian libraries are concerned, if they were to pay royalties for digitising a 
copyright work, then they would have to make sure that they have a budget for this.
In the words of Vitalii Kal la tin “our libraries are not rich”. In his view, collective 
management will work only if the State provides them with additional funds. 
Otherwise, he says, copyright will be breached on a large scale^®®.
Persuading the government to increase libraries' budgets to enable them to meet all 
their legal obligations, including the duty to pay royalties, is certainly one option. 
Another option open to libraries is to earn some money themselves -  something they 
are allowed to do. While a number of bigger libraries provide additional services on 
a commercial basis (ie for a fee) such as research, with a few exceptions, such 
activities are not carried out on a large scale. In my experience, some libraries do 
not even bother sending out an invoice for their services, let alone chasing one.
It appears that the reason for this is historical. When libraries were allowed to 
charge fees for their services^® ,^ they often received rather a lot of attention from the 
tax authorities. As noted by Ekaterina Genieva, the Director of the Library for 
Foreign Literature, “it is obvious that to enrich the treasury, the taxation services will 
visit libraries rather than commercial structures which can stand up for themselves 
by all possible means, sometimes far from democratic ones”^ ®®. This was written 
back in 1995. It can only be hoped that the situation has improved since then and 
that the libraries are now able to benefit from their fee-paying services in the same 
way as a commercial enterprise would.
7 -1 .4 .4  T YPES OF WORKS
Supposing that the difficulties identified above are resolved and collective 
management of reprographic rights is up and running at full tilt, the next issue to
756 Y Kal tin, Speech’ (Panel discussion ‘Collective management of authors’ and related property 
rights, its effectiveness and possible alternatives 13 April 2010)
<http://www.labrate.ru/20100413/stenoaramma.htm> accessed 13 February 2012.
757 By virtue of Russia’s federal statute. About non-commercial organisations of 12 January 1996, 
number 7-03.
758 E Genieva, ‘Comparison between the development and use of library legislation in the USA and 
Western Europe and Russia’ in Legislation for the Book World, n697, 223.
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consider is what sort of textual works it is suitable for (some examples of different 
types of textual works are given at §1-1.1, pp2, 3).
One of drawbacks of collective management is that it seems to work best for 
commercial works. The experience of the British Library suggests that even a well- 
established and well-resourced collecting society (or indeed a network of collecting 
societies) may incur a large bill when trying to secure the permission of a right-holder 
of an unpublished work (such as a diary) without which it is not able to offer a licence 
to its users covering that work^ ®®. The same holds true for the so-called grey 
literature which covers a range of works distributed by non-commercial means and 
not by conventional publishers^®®.
Similarly, collective management is unlikely to be effective if the author or another 
right-holder is not known (such works are often referred to as “orphan” works). In 
Russia, this may well be a problem for works published during Soviet times, 
especially if the publishing house in question has long disappeared. While some 
soviet publications identified the author sufficiently well for him or her to be found, a 
large number did not. Moreover, despite a popular stereotype of orphan works as 
old works, the digital era seems to have created new opportunities for making a work 
orphan, for example, in the process of digital transmission, photographs and 
illustrations can become “stripped” of their metadata, thus making it difficult to 
identify their source^®'' - a problem that can happen anywhere in the world, including 
Russia.
Thus, while collective management may help Russian libraries with rights clearance 
of certain types of works, for example, books and periodicals, it may prove to be less 
useful when it comes to a broad range of other copyright works, such as non­
commercial or non-commercially distributed works. Thus, digitisation of the latter 
category of works would require another solution (an issue I deal with in chapters 8 
and 9).
759 Stratton, BL, n710, 74.
760 ibid.
761 PwC, n706, 56.
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7 -2  G e n e r a l  o b s e r v a t io n  a b o u t  t h e  c u r r e n t  t r e n d s  in  c o l l e c t iv e  m a n a g e m e n t  
7-2.1  WORLD-WIDE
Given the benefits of collective management, it is perhaps not surprising that in 
recent years a number of countries have made efforts to either promote it or even 
introduce it for the first time (although no attempt is made here at evaluating the 
exact figures). According to the estimate by the International Federation of 
Reproduction Rights Organisations (the “IFRRO”), in 1996 reprographic collecting 
societies were established in more than 20 countries^® .^ By 2011, reprographic 
collecting societies operated in at least 58 countries^®® (including Russia, with whose 
experience I deal below). An interesting example is the Philippines^®" .^ This country 
is now on its second attempt at introducing collective management. The first attempt 
failed because of a lack of interest among right-holders. A new collecting society set 
up in 2007 “with a larger representation of authors and publishers” is now reported to 
have 184 right-holders on its books^ ®®.
7 -2 .2  E U -s p e c if ic
As far as EU countries are concerned, certainly with regards to the older members of 
the Union, the concept of collective management seems to be well established. As 
far as new members are concerned, overall they seem to be enthusiastic about 
collective management. Out of 10 former Soviet bloc countries that joined the EU in 
the last accession waves (2004 and 2007), seven, namely Croatia, Czech Republic, 
Poland, Slovenia, Romania, Slovakia and Hungary^®® are reported to have 
functioning reprographic collecting societies. Even though the rules on collective 
management are not harmonised (by contrast with copyright rules themselves), as 
argued by Maureen Duffy, “European Union copyright harmonization directives have 
assisted in this process by recognising the practical necessity for collective solutions 
to secondary rights problems where the individual authors cannot exercise the right 
alone”^ ®^ .
762 AI en and Hall, n699,101.
763 IFRRO, ‘Members’ (IFRRO undated) <http://www.ifrro.ora/RRO> accessed 15 February 2012.
764 IFRRO, ‘Filipinas Copyright Licensing Society, Inc’ (IFRRO undated)
<http://www.ifrro.org/members/filipinas-copyright-licensing-society-inc> accessed 15 February 2012.
765 ibid.
766 iffR O , ‘Members’ n763.
767 M Duffy, ‘The Needs of European Writers: Legislation and Government Policy’ in Legislation for the 
Book Worid, n697, 45.
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Currently, the EU plans to create a legal framework for the efficient multi-territorial 
collective management of copyright, in particular in the online music sector. Related 
to this is the plan to harmonise the rules governing collecting societies. As stated in 
the Roadmap produced by the European Commission in November 2011, “[b]etter 
cooperation between collecting societies requires common standards on governance 
and transparency”^ ®®.
7-2.3 R u s s ia
While there is a legal framework for collective management over rights in printed 
works, users have yet to make the most of it. The reasons are complex and do not 
appear to be due to any obvious flaw with the current legal framework, but rather a 
combination of historical and political reasons.
Thus, I firstly have a quick look at the history of collective management in Russia. 
The purpose is to explore how Russia’s circumstances were different from the rest of 
Europe and the effect this has had on the development of collective management.
7-3 S o m e  m il e s t o n e s  in  t h e  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  c o l l e c t iv e  m a n a g e m e n t  in  R u s s ia  
7-3.1 T h e  19™ c e n t u r y
By contrast with a number of European countries, including the UK, collective 
management in Russia began in the area of dramatic, as opposed to music works. 
Moreover, it was not the invention of radio that started it off, but rather the specific 
difficulties experienced by playwrights in making sure they were paid whenever their 
works were staged outside the capital.
Given the size of the then Russian Empire (I set out some information about this at 
§5-1.2, p93), it was often very difficult for playwrights to know when their works were 
staged, let alone request the payment. It was in order to address this problem that a 
number of playwrights got together to set up a “Union of Russian Dramatic Authors” 
which acquired its charter on 21 October 1874 -  the starting date of Russia’s
768 d G Internal Market and Services/Unit D1, ‘Roadmap: Legislative initiative on collective rights 
management’ version 3 (European Commission November 2011).
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collective management^®®. Some analogy can be drawn with France's SACD, its first 
collecting society established in 1837 to manage playwrights’ rights (although it was 
not the size of France that necessitated this but the power of some of the actors of 
the Théâtre-Français which they used to exploit their colleagues^®.
The Union of Russian Dramatic Authors sold licences to stage their members’ plays 
to private theatres (as opposed to the Imperial Theatre). Soon after, it started 
admitting composers^^T At this point it became known as “the Society of Russian 
Dramatic Authors and Opera Composers”. Even though the society split in 1904, its 
successors (albeit in a changed form) managed to survive well into the 1930s^^^.
One of Russia’s most famous playwrights, Anton Chekhov, became a member of the 
Society of Russian Dramatic Authors and Opera Composers in 1887. He did so 
following the advice of a fellow playwright, NA Leikin^^® who advocated the benefits 
of joining the Society in the following terms: “Then, regardless of where in the 
province your play is staged, you would receive from everywhere sometimes 2 r. 
[presumably roubles, the local currency], sometimes 3, or even 5. Please note that 
this is from each individual performance.” The administration fee was, by modern 
standards, very high -  40% of the fee collected on behalf of the right-holder^^" ,^ going 
up to 55% in case of non-original works (which were defined as plays “borrowed” 
from a foreign dramatic work as well as plays based on someone else’s novel).^^®
769 Although there is evidence that the union functioned for some time prior to acquiring the charter, 
for example, noted by The Society of Russian Dramatic Authors, R e v ie w  o f  the activ ities o f  the  
S o cie ty  o f  R ussian  D ram atic  authors a n d  opera com posers o v e r its first 2 5  1 8 7 4 -1 8 9 9  (V Rikhter 
1899)8,17.
770 SACD, ‘History: 1777 until today’ (SACD undated) <http://www.sacd.fr/1777-until- 
today.2119.0.html> accessed 21 January 2013.
771 RAO, ‘History’ <http://rao.ru/index.php/ob-obshchestve/istoriya> accessed 4 November 2012.
772 ibid.
773 Who was a playwright and author, noted for his commercial acumen, see, for example, II 
^  asinkiT, The s to ry  o f  m y  life: m em o irs  (GIZ 1926) Chapter 39, 230.
774 Letter of 20 October 1887 in LD Opul’ska (ed) C h ek h o v  A P . C om plete  W orks a n d  Letters: 3 0  
Volum es. Letters: 12 V olum es, Volume 2 (Nauka 1977) 425.
775 Charter of the Society of Russian Dramatic Authors and Opera Composers of 7 March 1891, 
approved by Senator Pleve on behalf of the Minister of Internal Affairs, Deputy Minister, comments to 
Rule 19 in T h e  catalogue o f  p lays  b y  m em b ers  o f the S o cie ty  o f  R uss ian  D ram a tic  A uthors a n d  
O p e ra  Composers'(Borisenko i Breslin 1900) 274.
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7-3 .2  S o v ie t TIMES
7-3.2 .1 Th e  m o d e l  f o r  s o v ie t  c o l l e c t iv e  m a n a g e m e n t
Whether there were any collecting societies in Russia during Soviet times is 
debatable. Many contemporary commentators state boldly that Russia's first 
collecting societies were set up in 1993. In my view, the answer depends on what 
exactly one means by collective management. I consider this issue next.
7-3.2.1.1 State copyright agencies
By contrast with the pre-1917 position, during Soviet times authors' rights were no 
longer managed by private associations of writers. While writers’ associations 
continued to exist, they were now concerned exclusively with controlling “intellectuals 
and steering their activities in the direction chosen by the Communist Party”
Copyright rights were now managed by specialist State agencies, of which the 
longest-serving was the Pan-Union Administration for Authors Rights (“the 
VUOAP”)^ ^^ , set up in 1933. Following the USSR’s accession to the Geneva 
Conventions^® on 27 May 1973, the VU CAP was replaced with the Pan-Russian 
Agency for Copyright (“the VAAP”) S79^  which was also a State agency. It is 
submitted that due to their nature as organs of the State, both the VUOAP and the 
VAAP were very different from the classical Continental European authors’ societies 
which “were founded by the right-holders themselves”s®®.
Regardless of their nature, the USSR’s collecting societies performed functions 
similar to the functions of the classical Continental European authors’ societies. For 
example, the VUGAP’s duties included “computation of royalties for public
776 V Misharin, ‘Speech’ (Development of the infrastructure of the cultural life in the region, Saint- 
Petersburg, Dom Aktëra, 14-15 March 2008).
777 Whose original name was the Administration of Authors Rights of OrgCommittee of the Union of 
Writers.
778 In its original edition of 1952.
779 Russia’s State Archive of Literature and Art, General information about the VUOAP (Digital 
Archives undated) <http://www.roali.ru/obiect/10883477?lc=ru> accessed 12 January 2012.
780 Schierholz, n707,1152.
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performance of literary works, for records, for films [for music works] and payment of 
these sums to the authors”^ ®”'.
The USSR’s collecting societies also provided legal services to right-holders on their 
books. For example, between 1967 and 1970, the VUOAP is reported to have 
handled 1463 complaints and pursued 214 court cases on behalf of their right­
holders (securing a decision in favour of the right-holders in 204 court cases)^® .^
Below are some figures aimed to give a rough idea of the scope of collective 
management in those days. As it was reported to the 1972 Forum of Writers, the 
VUOAP’s then administered rights over 300,000 copyright items, including literal 
works, music works and films. For the period between 1967 and 1970, the VUOAP 
was said to have collected just below 46,240,8 thousand roubles^®® worth of authors’ 
remuneration (that is approximately 15,413,600 roubles per year). This money was 
collected from 11,063 organisations^®"' (no further information about these 
organisations is provided).
It is difficult to give the equivalent of this sum in foreign currency such as pounds 
sterling. The Soviet Union had two currencies -  one for internal use (“rouble”) and 
the other one for external use (“transferable rouble”). While there was the official 
exchange rate for the “transferable rouble”, that rate was not linked to the real value 
of the internal rouble.^®®
By way of a very loose comparison, the money collected by the VUOAP was enough 
to buy approximately 2,908 Moskvitch cars in Russia^®® (a popular passenger car
781 Speech of VUOAP directors, AD Salinskiï and DV Albanov in K Selikhov, I Vinokurov and A 
Lopusov (eds). Fifth Forum  o f  the writers o f  the U S S R : 2 9  Ju n e -  2  Ju ly  1971  (Sovetskiï Pisatel’ 
1972) 201.
782 ibid.
783 Ibid, 2 0 2 .
784 ibid.
785 s Chernysheva, D iscussions ab o ut soviet la w  (Khudozhestvennoe tvorchestvo i zakon; Moskovski 
ïRabochiï1980) 90.
786The average price of a Moskvitch in the 1960s was £3600 roubles and in the 1980s, 7000 roubles, 
anecdotal evidence referred to at Drive2 ‘Prices of new cars in the USSR: nostalgia’ (Drive2 undated) 
<http://www.drive2.ru/users/vano152ilich/blog/288230376151863597/> accessed 14 December 2012 
and P Cockburn ‘Volgograd in Front Line Once More/Focus on a Soviet City vital to Gorbachev’s 
economic reforms’ F in an c ia l T im es  (London 5 November 1986), respectively.
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that was also sold abroad, including the UK^® )^. By contrast, the UK’s ALCS 
received its first large cheque in the sum of £57,000 only in the early 1980s. 
According to Joyce Marlow (one of ALCS’s founders), this was ‘a sum that seemed 
wealth beyond the dreams of avarice”^ ®®. Using the Ford Escort as a comparator to 
Moskvich, this amount of money would have bought 86 Ford Escorts (the mean 
average of the cost of Ford Escort when the Ford Escort range was officially 
launched in 1968 being £659.5^®®). This suggests that collective management in the 
USSR was rather better developed than it at first appears.
7-3.2.1.2 Compulsory nature of soviet collective management 
While in theory at least, Russian authors had the choice over whether to hand over 
rights clearance to a collecting society or do it themselves (although in certain cases 
only the USSR’s collecting societies were allowed to perform certain functions, for 
example, when dealing with foreign publishers^®®), in practice it was almost always 
better to hand it over to the collecting society. The whole machinery of publishing 
operated in a way that ruled out independence.
The same applied across the board, from new to heavyweight writers. For example, 
the author of ‘Doctor Zhivago’, Boris Pasternak, is reported to have written to a 
soviet collecting society (the VUOAP) asking it to let him know whether he would be 
given work if he were to stay in Russia (at the time, when he was under a threat of 
removal from the USSR)^®L Thus, in my view soviet collective management was 
closer to compulsory (as well as highly politicised) collective management.
7-3.2.2 S o m e  e v a l u a t io n  o f  s o v ie t  c o l l e c t iv e  m a n a g e m e n t
The next question is how well soviet collecting societies served the interests of their
members and users. While an interesting issue from a historical point of view, it is
787 As Moskvitch 1500.
788 Marlow, n703, 15.
769 The price of the 1100 De Luxe was £635, the price of the 1100 Super was £666, the price of the 
1300GT was £647 and the price of the 1300 Super was £690 (while there was a fifth car in the range. 
Twin Cam, it was “a rare and desirable beast”) noted by D Foy, Ford Escort (Osprey Automotive 
1991)23.
790 Chernysheva, 785, 91.
791 11 of January 1959, noted by Afiani, TV Dormacheva and IN Shevchuk, ‘Boris Pasternak and.y— H..
the State: 1956-1960' (2012) in Archive of Aleksandr ^ a k o v le v  (Arkhiv Aleksandra ^  kovleva, 
digital project 2012) <htto://www.alexandervakovlev.org/almanah/inside/almanah-intro/15> accessed 
15 February 2012.
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also important in practice given that most contemporary heavyweight writers' 
experience of collective management would have been through the soviet 
institutions. Previous bad experience is likely to have had negative effect on the 
writers' attitude towards the principle of collective management.
The answer appears to be that by and large the soviet collecting societies were not 
driven by the interests of their members or users. A long-term dispute between a
Russian writer nJriy ILTrchenko (“KTrchenko”) and the RAO (a successor of the 
VAAP) illustrates this point (as described by a former employee of the VUOAP, Dr 
Alla Bolshakova^®^). In 1988, the Odessa Theatre of Musical Comedy commissioned
JTW
^rchenko to write libretto for one of its musicals, ^^rchenko successfully 
completed the task. He then was approached by the VAAP. Not only did the VAAP
promise to collect and subsequently distribute to nirchenko all the royalties in 
relation to any future use of his libretto, the society also promised to stop at the root 
any attempts at abusing his work.
Even though there was no dispute over lU^rchenko’s authorship of the libretto (with 
his name appearing on all the posters promoting the musical), the VAAP (and then 
its successor, the RAO) for some 18 years treated him as a translator of his work
and not its author. This meant that ^Jrchenko received only a quarter of the 
royalties due to him (authors’ rates being higher than those for translators).
More than that, throughout this period, the VAAP/RAG routinely invoiced the Odessa
Theatre of Musical Comedy for a fee allegedly due to the “authors” of ^Tfrchenko’s 
work, who according to the collecting societies’ invoices were some Slovak writers, P
Oravets and Y Shtrasser. nirchenko’s requests to the VAAP/RAO to prove that the 
libretto was indeed authored by the Slovaks were simply ignored. Notably, this was 
the case even though the Slovak writers never claimed to be the libretto’s authors. 
In fact, it appears that they were not even aware of this libretto or any royalties 
collected on their behalf by the Russian collecting societies.
792 A Bol’shakova, ‘Claim for a million euros‘ (Erfolg.ru 2007) 
<http://www.erfolg.ru/epicentre/Million.htm> accessed 15 February 2012.
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As far as the royalties collected on behalf of Slovak writers were concerned, 
needless to say, they stayed with the VAAP/RAO. According to Dr Alla Bolshakova 
who worked for the VUOAP/VAAP in the late 1970s and the 1980s, such “mistakes” 
were not unusuaP®®.
The VUOAP/VAAP's pay-outs to the authors for the use of their works outside the 
USSR also caused a lot of dissatisfaction. Anecdotal evidence suggests that on 
average these collecting societies retained around 80% of the fee due to the author. 
In the circumstances, it is not surprising that the general perception of the soviet 
collecting societies was poor. For example, in 1973 a VAAP member famously 
suggested that the VAAP should be renamed into the “Pan-Russian Agency for 
Misappropriation of Copyright” (my italics) (which, together with other criticisms, led 
to his expulsion from the organisation^®"'). However, that is not to say that everyone 
was unhappy with the VAAP. Occasionally some VAAP members received 
unexpectedly large royalties (albeit mainly composers)^®®,
7-3.3 T h e  p e r io d  b e t w e e n  1993 a n d  2008
As private associations of right-holders, collecting societies came back only in 
1993^®®. This new legal framework for collective management in Russia was very 
liberal, allowing for the following;
- An unlimited number of collecting societies; which
- Did not require any licence to carry out their activities; and which could
- Represent non-members even without their express permission (although in 
such cases the collecting society was under a duty to track these non­
members for the purpose of transferring to them money collected on their 
behalf) ®^^ .
Some would say that for a first experiment with collective management outside the 
soviet planned economy, this legal framework was too ambitious. That collecting
793 ibid.
794 V Voïnovich, Open Letters, to the Chief of the VAAP of 2 October 1973 in V VoTnovich, Minor 
collection of works in 5 volumes, Volume 1 (Fabula 1993) 694-95.
795 V Terle ts kiï, ‘Legal aspects of inter-librarian cooperation and protection of intellectual property, 
panel discussion’ (2008) Vestnik BAE 2 64 (“Inter-librarian cooperation”).
796 By virtue of Copyright and Related Rights 1993, n218, several sections of which were devoted to 
collective management.
797 ibid, s 47(2).
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societies were allowed to represent non-members is particularly interesting. By 
itself, this was not unique to Russia. The model under which collecting societies are 
allowed to represent right-holders of a particular class, even without their express 
consent, was developed in the Nordic countries back in the 1970s. This model is 
often referred to as extended collective licensing (which, using W IPO’s terminology, 
is a type of voluntary collecting licensing with legislative support^®®).
However, the choice of extended licensing in post-soviet Russia was controversial. 
As pointed out by WlPO, this model works best in countries where right-holders are 
well-organised: Russia, emerging out of the command economy, was not one. More 
than that, the Russian model was particularly wide. By contrast with a number of 
Nordic countries^®®, a Russian collecting society wishing to collect on behalf of all 
right-holders in a particular category was not required to reach a certain level of 
membership in that category. In the words of a leading Russian commentator. 
Professor Aleksandr Sergeev, in those days, any collecting society “even if it was 
established only a few days ago by three people, could act in the name of all authors 
and right-holders”®®®.
Perhaps it is not surprising that a number of unscrupulous individuals jumped at the 
opportunity. Thus, a great many collecting societies were set up, often for the sole 
purpose of covering their founding members' otherwise illegal copying of copyright 
material®®'' (a practice which, according to the office of the US Trade 
Representative’s 2010 report, is still plaguing the music industry in Russia®® )^.
While a detailed examination of the reasons behind the 1993 provisions on collecting 
societies is beyond the scope of this thesis, some commentators argue that this was 
one of those unfortunate occasions when Russian lawmakers “followed blindly the 
Western example” without giving too much thought to its suitability for the Russian
798 PwC. n706, 37.
799 ‘Extended Collective Licence’ (KopiNor undated) <httD://www.koDinor.no/en/copvriaht/extended- 
collective-license> accessed 15 February 2012; also see T Koskinen-Olsson, ‘Collective Management 
in Reprography’ (WlPO publication 924(E), April 2005) [4.3.1].
699 Sergeev, n102,188-189.
691 ibid.
692 Office of the US Trade Representative, 2010 Special 301 Report of the Office of the US Trade 
Representative (2009) J Eurasian L 2(3) 6 (“2010 Special 301 Report”).
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market®®®. While I agree with this, my view is that the legal framework was just part 
of the problem. The other key problem was the way in which the law was interpreted 
and applied. It almost appears that in these early days the concept of collective 
management was abused because a number of people thought that it was there to 
be abused in the same way as it had been abused by the soviet collecting societies.
My opinion is that the practices of these rogue societies in the 1990s could not have 
helped but to reinforce the already negative impression of collective management in 
the minds of Russian right-holders and users alike. This may have slowed down the 
overall development of collective management in Russia, although without a 
comprehensive survey of the attitude of Russian right-holders and users towards 
collective management it is difficult to quantify the damage.
7-4 T h e  c u r r e n t  l e g a l  f r a m e w o r k  (2008 o n w a r d s )
I now turn to look at the legal framework in which collecting societies operate 
currently. Prior to looking at the current position in relation to extended collective 
licensing, I would like to examine the founding principle of collective management 
under Russian copyright law.
7-4.1 In d iv id u a l  r ig h t s  c l e a r a n c e  a s  t h e  s t a r t in g  p o in t
The rule is that collective management is permitted only if individual item-by-item 
rights clearance is “difficult” or “impeded”®®"'. (This was also the position under the 
1993 law, even though the rule was often ignored in practice.) From a theoretical 
point of view, the question is why the law continues to insist on individual rights 
clearance as the starting point, even though it is very much a matter of the past (§7- 
1, pp158-159).
In my view. Part 4 continues to spell out the need for individual negotiation in order 
to reconcile the concept of collective management with the exclusive nature of right­
holders' right®®® (discussed §4-1.2, p79). Collecting societies in other jurisdictions
693 Sergeev, n102, 187.
694 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1242; as well as where it is permissible to use a copyrighted 
work without having to obtain right-holder’s permission.
695 /b/d,s 1229(1).
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also appear to be under some pressure to justify their activities. For example, the 
UK’s CLA states that the role of a collecting society is to manage copyright in 
situations where individual negotiation is impracticable, inefficient or uneconomic®®® 
(even though the UK copyright law does not even mention collecting societies, let 
alone impose any restrictions on their activities).
7-4.2 E x t e n d e d  l ic e n s in g
In spite of all the difficulties caused by extended licensing, Russian law-makers 
decided to keep it when they were reviewing the 1993 law (as well as the rest of 
Russia's IP law), albeit in a more controlled fashion. By contrast with the previous 
law, only accredited collecting societies are able to collect royalties on behalf of 
those who have not given their permission (or a mandate to be represented by the 
collecting society in question) (“non-members”). Given that the legislation envisages 
no more than 6 accredited collecting societies (each specialising in a particular type 
of rights), this is a significant tightening of the previous regime. (Table 1 sets out the 
names of such accredited collecting societies, together with the types of rights 
managed by each of them (as of December 2011®® ,^ Annex 2.)
For the purposes of this thesis, the key point is that reprographic collecting societies 
are no longer able to collect on behalf of non-members. The same holds true for 
collecting societies that manage rights in non-print publications such as e-journals 
that do not have a hard-copy equivalent.®®®
696 CLA, Letter to Directorate General for Internal Market of 17 June 2004 (European 
Commission/Management of Copyright and Related Rights, Closed Consultation) (“CLA, Letter”) 
[6.3.1] <http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/copyright/docs/management/consultation-rights- 
management/cla_en.pdf> accessed 6 April 2013.
697 The information about these collecting societies is available on their websites; see also ‘Report 
about collections of royalties in the name of all’ Copyright Ru (20 September 2011) 
Portal<httD://www.copvriqht.ru/news/main/2011/09/20/otchet RAO/> accessed 21 December 2012.
698 From this perspective, it is no longer accurate to describe the Russian model of collective 
management as “extended collective licensing”, see, for example, IFRRO’s information on Russia’s 
reprographic collecting society, CopyRus at <http://www.ifrro.org/members/russian- 
riqhtsholders%E2%80%99-societv-collective-manaqement-reproqraphic-reproduction-rights> 
accessed 22 December 2011.
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As explained by Vitalii Kal ia tin, who was involved in negotiations over Part 4, the 
current law was a compromise®®®. In the view of Russian lawmakers, extended 
licensing was essential for managing certain rights, such as rights over musical 
works, not least because of the potential difficulties of tracking down a large number 
of right-holders spread over the large territory of the Russian Federation®''®. At the 
same time, they were also alive to the potential for abuse that extended licensing 
presented, hence the restrictions.
My view is that the lawmakers' reasoning is somewhat weak. If the problem lies in 
Russia's size, then surely any collecting society will experience the same problem, 
regardless of the type of rights it administers and yet, there are different rules 
depending on what type of rights the collecting society in question administers.
Apart from that, I believe that taking away the power of reprographic collecting 
societies to collect on behalf of non-members is a positive development. As argued 
below, currently the key task is to develop trust in collective management in the 
publishing sector. For potential members and users, such restrictions may provide 
some assurance that their collecting society will act in an accountable and 
predictable way. Moreover, this regulation of collective management may provide 
right-holders with more opportunities to negotiate an individual agreement (as 
opposed to a collecting society collecting royalties on their behalf at pre-set rates 
whether they want it or not). This may be especially important for heavyweight 
writers -  a category of right-holders that CopyRus has yet to attract.
7 -5  T h e  c u r r e n t  r o l e  o f  r e p r o g r a p h ic  c o l l e c t in g  s o c ie t ie s  in  R u s s ia
I now turn to review activities of reprographic collecting societies in Russia, looking in 
particular at;
- Who they are
- Membership figures
699 V Kal tin, Panel discussion on collective management of authors’ and related rights, their 
effectiveness and its alternatives, Moscow 13 April 2010
<http://www.labrate.ru/20100413/stenoqramma.htm> accessed 13 February 2012.
619 ibid.
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- How they acquire their rights
- Their attitude towards digital licensing
- How they license their repertoire (for example, on a blanket or other basis)
- Financial information such as their turnover
- How they distribute their funds (for example, whether they use surveys)
- How they are managed
- State supervision and control over them
The aim is to identify the strengths and weakness of the current key players and the 
legal framework. I then set out some suggestions about how to improve the weaker 
aspects.
7-6 T h e  n u m b e r  o f  r e p r o g r a p h ic  c o l l e c t in g  s o c ie t ie s
Currently, Russia's only specialist reprographic collecting society is CopyRus, an 
organisation which represents both authors and publishers. CopyRus is 
internationally recognised through its membership of IFRRO -  an organisation that 
links together collecting societies administering rights in the publishing sector.
Russia's oldest collecting society, the RAO, also seems to manage some rights in 
printed works, certainly arising out of publishing agreements with foreign 
publishers®'’''. One of the questions is whether the RAO is a CopyRus' competitor in 
the publishing sector. It would appear that it is not, even though there is some 
overlap between these societies' activities. Moreover, the RAO is a member of 
CISAC -  a network of collecting societies that tend to manage music rights rather 
than rights in printed works. I am not aware of any attempts by the RAO to join 
IFRRO which seems to suggest that the RAO does not view rights in printed works 
as a major aspect of its work.
611 These services are provided by RAO’s Department for Import and Export of Rights over Scientific 
Works and Works of Literature and Arts; see for example information on this on RAO’s website 
<http://rao.ru/autor/ueip/> accessed on 25 January 2012.
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7-7  M em bership -  some f ig u re s
As mentioned earlier, CopyRus can collect on/y on behalf of its members. Even 
though the society was set up almost ten years ago (namely, in 2003), its struggle for 
members and users is very much a live issue.
7-7.1 A u t h o r s
As far as authors are concerned, by the end of 2007 (that is about 4 years after its 
inception) CopyRus still had fewer than 500 authors on its books®^ .^ By way of 
comparison, in 2007 the UK’s ALCS that administers authors’ rights®”'® had 61,414 
author-members on its books®"'"' (although it too struggled to attract members in its 
earlier days®^®). Spain’s Centro Espahol de Derechos Reprograficos (chosen for the 
purposes of comparison because of the country’s relatively large size and the fact 
that its collecting society’s literary repertoire is not in English) had 5,967 author- 
members even two years earlier, in 2005®''®.
Unfortunately, CopyRus does not specify how many authors have signed up with it 
since 2007 even though Part 4 states that each collecting society must display 
information about rights transferred to it on a generally accessible information 
system (of which the internet seems to be the prime candidate). Such information 
must include “the name of the object of copyright and related rights” as well as “the 
name of the author or other right-holder”®''^ . For example, the RAO provides detailed 
information about its new members®''®.
Having said that, it is possible to check on CopyRus’ website whether a particular 
author is its member (but only if one knows the exact spelling of the surname of the
612 V Terle ts kiT, Inter-librarian cooperation, n795, 63.
613 Techinically speaking, the ALCS is part of the CLA even though the ALCS is a co-founder of the 
CLA (the other co-founder being the PLS), in CLA, Letter, n806 [1.3].
614 ALCS Annual Report 2007-2008 (2008) Annual report/Authors' Licensing and Collecting Society 
10.
615 For example, even in the early 1980s, which was a few years after its inception, noted by Marlow, 
n703, 16.
616 Koskinen-Olsson, n799 [5.2].
617 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1243(5).
616 For example, RAO’s North Western branch states on its website that between July and September 
2011 the society acquired 30 new right-holders and that 25 existing members renewed their 
membership, ‘Statistics for July-September 2011 (RAO undated)
<http://raospb.ru/information/statistics/archive/july-september-2011/> accessed 12 January 2012.
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author). Thus, I have run against the database the names of some of Russia’s best 
modern writers such as Aleksandra Marinina (a retired senior officer of the Ministry
of the Interior in Russia who writes detective stories)®''® and Ludmila Uli ts ka 
(whose latest award-winning book is ‘Daniel Stein, interpreter’ based on the life of a 
Carmelite Monk in a Haifa monastery) -  neither of whom turned out to be CopyRus’ 
members. The same holds true for Viktor Pelevin®^® (a fantasy writer renowned for 
his insight into human phychology) and Boris Akunin® '^' (a prolific writer of detective 
stories as well as a translator from Japanese and English). I have carried out similar 
checks against surnames of new but promising authors, for example, those who 
have won awards for their books, such as German Sadulaev (an author of detective 
stories as well as books about the Chechen wars based partly on his own 
experience) and Aleksandr Snegirëv®^^ (a novelist, one of whose novels ‘How we 
bombed America’ is about adventures of two students who visit America over their 
summer holidays). They too turned out to be non-members.
Most surprisingly, CopyRus does not even seem to have any members with a 
surname “Ivanov”, one of Russia’s most popular surnames. For example, the 
telephone book of Moscow city alone contains over 1,000 entries for ‘Ivanov’®^®. 
Unfortunately, it is not possible to check how many people in the UK with a popular 
surname such as ‘Smith’ are members of the UK’s ALCS because the ALCS’s online 
database can be searched only against a particular title®^ "', for example ‘Harry Potter’ 
as opposed to JK Rowling. In the circumstances, it seems reasonable to assume 
that the increase from the 500 members in 2007 has been insignificant. By way of 
comparison, between 2007 and 2010 the membership of the UK’s ALCS had risen 
from 61,414 to 81,000 authors®^®.
7-7.2 P u b l is h e r s
As far as publishers are concerned, the situation seems to be better in some 
respects but not others. So far, around 500 publishers have given CopyRus their
619 This author was checked against her pseudonym as well as her real name.
620 One of his latest books is S.N.U.F.F (Exmo 2011).
621 ‘Akunin’ is a pseudonym which means ‘villain’ in Japanese.
622 A Snegirev, How we bombed America (Limbus Press, Izdatel’stvo K Tublina 2007).
623 Information service ‘Spravka Ru’, enquiry of 7 November 2012.
624 ALCS, ‘Search for Royalties’, n715.
625 PwC, n706, 38, also ALCS ‘ALCS Membership’ <http://www.societvofauthors.net/alcs- 
membership> accessed 22 December 2011.
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permission to represent them. While this figure is lower compared to countries with 
an older tradition of collective management, the difference is not as big as it is in the 
case of authors. For example, in 2010 the UK's PLS (that administers publishers’ 
rights) had approximately 2,938 publishers on its books®^ .^ Around the same time, 
Spain’s Centro Espahol de Derechos Reprograficos had 1,670 publisher-members®^^ 
- three times as many.
The next question is who these publisher-members are. The answer is that currently 
a large number of them are in the business of publishing just one periodical title 
(mostly jo u rn a ls )® 28. That said, it must be acknowledged that CopyRus has 
managed to attract some bigger publishers such as Veche (a specialist historical 
publishers, which publishes around 800 titles each year®^®), Kommersant (whose 
titles include a well-established newspaper ‘Kommersant’) and Burda®^° (which 
publishes 61 periodical journals and 76 special issues® '^’ on cookery, house, 
gardening, children and other household and personal interests)®^ .^ The society has 
achieved this by forming an alliance (often formalised by a partnership agreement) 
with some of Russia’s most influential associations of publishers such as the 
Russian Book Union and the Guild of Press Publishers, who then recommend their 
members to join CopyRus®^^.
CopyRus seems to have drawn inspiration for this idea from KopiNor -  the 
Norwegian reprographic collecting society, on which CopyRus appears to have been 
modelled in a number of respects (not only as far as the name is concerned, but also
Figures for March 2010 to March 2011, in PLS, ‘Annual Review 2011: April 2010 -  March 201T  
(2011) Annual report/Publishers Licensing Society 4.
IFRRO, ‘Centro Espahol de Derechos Reprograficos’ (IFRRO undated) 
<http://www.ifrro.org/node/686> accessed on 23 January 2012.
CopyRus, ‘Publishers’ (CopyRus undated)
<httD://copvrus.orq/index.php?option=com content&task=view&id=37&ltemid=183> accessed 22 
December 2012.
Veche, ‘About Us’ (Veche undated) <http://www.veche.ru/site/page/about/> accessed 7 November 
2012 .
Hubert Burda Media.
Burda Russia, <http://www.burda.ru/AboutCompany/Default.aspx> accessed 7 November 2012.
832 VN Lopatin, Report prepared by the RNIIIS ‘About Protection of Intellectual Property in the Russian 
Federation in 2007’ (Council of the Federation 2008) 57.
Statement by the head of CopyRus, V Terle ts kiT, ‘CopyRus is a copyright guardian’ (Photoart 
undated) <http://www.photoart.ru/photopanorama/2009/u kolleo/u kollea2.htm> accessed 19 
January 2012.
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the way it operates)®^^. Whether this strategy is a good choice is debatable. While it 
has brought some positive results with publishers, it has proved to be less effective 
with authors. Even though CopyRus has formed an alliance with a number of 
professional associations of authors (including writers', photographers’, architects’, 
journalists’, designers’ and translators’ associations), it does not seem to have 
helped it to attract a great many authors. It is not clear why this is the case. 
Provided that this strategy is sound, it may well be that professional writers’ 
associations are less influential than publishers’ associations. Equally, they may not 
yet have sufficient trust in collective management in order to recommend it to their 
members. It is also possible that authors are not aware of or just cannot see any 
benefits of collective management of their rights.
Finding out why the authors are not joining (for examples, by carrying out a survery) 
CopyRus is, in my view, important because publishers’ rights over their works may 
be narrower in scope than the authors’ rights (considered next starting with older 
agreements). During Soviet times, there were restrictions, both legal and practical, 
on rights that could be transferred to a publisher. For example, there was no point in 
an author transferring translation rights in his work to a publisher as no publisher 
could in practice benefit from such rights. As mentioned earlier, in those days only 
the State-run copyright agency, the VAAP, was allowed to deal with foreign parties in 
relation to any copyright matters.
Perhaps not deliberately, the outcome of this was to bring Russia closer to countries 
with the droit d’auteur tradition of copyright, such as Germany. The focus of this 
model is the creator rather than the creation, with (in the words of Andreas 
Rahmatian) the personal aspects being embodied in the creator’s moral rights^^®. As 
a result, in countries following this tradition, the law is “heavily weighted towards 
protection of the interests of the creator and may seek to restrict the ownership.
See, for example, V Terle ts kiT, ‘Collective management of reprographic copying in Norway’ 
(CopyRus undated)
<httD://coDvrus.oro/index.Dhp?oDtion=com content&task=view&id=32&ltemid=168> accessed 23 
January 2012.
A Rahmatian, Copyright and Creativity: The Making of Property Rights in Creative Works (Edward 
Elgar 2011)47.
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range and duration of the rights which can be passed to authorized users such as 
publishers”®^®.
Thus, rights acquired by a publisher during the soviet era or shortly after may be 
quite limited (provided the publishing agreement has not expired, an issue I come 
back to shortly). In any event, an older publishing agreement is unlikely to assist 
when it comes to digital copying. As pointed out by Silke von Lewinski, older 
contracts tend not to provide “explicitly for the assignment of the right of scanning or 
otherwise reproducing the work for the purpose of electronic publication on CD-ROM  
or even on-line” (“digital rights”), simply because they were concluded at the time 
when digital publication/reproduction was not yet known®® .^
In the circumstances, the publishers' mandate is unlikely to solve the problem of 
digital rights clearance or rights in older publications. Clearance of this type of rights 
will still require the author’s permission. If the author in question is not a CopyRus’ 
member, then this may have the effect of excluding from the CopyRus’ repertoire 
older works (unless of course CopyRus manages not only to track down the author, 
but also to negotiate an agreement with him).
Having talked about older agreements, it appears that publishers’ rights under recent 
agreements too can be quite limited. For example, according to a report prepared 
for the Federal Agency for Printing and Mass Communications, the majority of 
publishing contracts expire after 5 years®®® (with many right-holders not wanting an 
agreement lasting for longer than 3 years®®®)®^ ®. In the circumstances, there seems
8361_ Owen, ‘Publishers and copyright in Europe: a comparative survey’ in Legislation for the Book 
World, n697, 77; of A Rahmatian who argues that “the practical difference between copyright and 
author’s rights systems is much smaller than their theoretical foundations would suggest”, ibid, 48.
S von Lewinski, ‘The changing role of the book world legislation in the field of electronic publishing 
involving new means of protection of intellectual property’ in Legislation for the Book World, n697, 
131.
Voropaev and Leont’ev, n447, 51.
A Exier, ‘How to conclude publishing contracts -  a guide for beginners’ (Exier Ru 12 February 
2005) <http://www.exler.ru/expromt/15-02-2005.htm> accessed 24 January 2012.
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to be a strong argument for getting on board not just publishers, but also authors. 
Otherwise, CopyRus or any other reprographic collecting society will only be able to 
assist with rights clearance of newly published works and even then, only for a 
limited period of time.
7 -7 .3  U s e r s
It is reported that CopyRus's key users are libraries, higher education 
establishments, educational courses, copying centres and other organisations that 
focus on making limited number of copies for a fee®'^ '’. As with authors, there are no 
up-to-date figures on the number of users. It is however known that CopyRus's first 
licencee was the Russian State Library, the Russian equivalent of the British Library 
-  a fact that many saw (rightly or wrongly) as the beginning of collective 
management of reprographic rights in Russia.
7 -8  M e m b e r s h ip  -  s o m e  o b s e r v a t io n s  
7-8 .1  C o m p a r a t iv e  a n a l y s is
CopyRus’s struggle for recognition is not unique. Most collecting societies that were 
set up in the West in the 1960s and the 1970s also had to work very hard initially to 
persuade both the right-holders and the users that it was worth their while joining 
them. The complexity of the problem in the context of the UK is explained by Gill 
Davies and Richard Balkwill as follows:
“[m]any publishers were reluctant to sign on to the scheme as they feared a 
licence to photocopy would merely encourage teachers In schools, to do more
840 By way of comparison, in principle, it is open to a right-holder and his publisher in the UK to 
enter into a publishing agreement for the entire term of copyright. However, an excessively lengthy 
exclusive publishing contract can be found to be in ‘restraint of trade’ under the law of England and 
Wales (for example, this was the case in Zang Tumb Tuum Records Limited and Perfect Songs Ltd 
V Holly Johnson, [1989] EWCA Civ 15, Independent Law Reports of 2 August 1989). Moreover, 
when entering into a publishing agreement, it is common for the right-holders in the UK to reserve a 
right to reclaim their rights in specified circumstances, for example, once their work is no longer in 
print, in the case of a material breach of that contract or if the publisher goes into liquidation 
(litigated in the case of Crosstown Music Company 1, LLC v Rive Droite Music Limited, Mark 
Taylor, Paul Barry [2010], EWCA Civ 1222, [2011] 2 WLR 779). In the light of the above, in 
practice, the average length of a publishing contract in the UK may be similar to that in Russia.
VN Lopatin (ed) ‘About Protection of Intellectual Property in the Russian Federation in 2008’ report 
prepared for the RNIIIS (Council of the Federation 2009) 173.
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of what they were convinced was already happening -  Indiscriminate and 
excessive copying without permission or payment.”
Users too were reluctant, not least because, “[n]ot all the rights owner publishers had 
mandated PLS to offer their works to potential users. Besides, the institutions that 
had already been illegally copying extensively resented having to take out (and pay 
for) a licence to do it.”®^®
Danish experience seems to be very similar, especially when it comes to users’ 
resentment towards collective management. In the words of Grethe Erskov of 
CopyDan, “experience shows that initially there will usually be strong opposition from 
users to entering into any agreement with an RRO [collecting society] regarding 
photocopying which would require payment for something that had been ‘free’”.®"^"^
Thus, both UK and Danish commentators agree that it usually takes a while for each 
party to see the benefits involved in collective management and agree on a 
compromise. That is not to say that give it more time and CopyRus is definitely 
going to make it. As mentioned earlier, the Philippines’ first attempt at introducing 
collective management failed because of a lack of interest among right-holders.
Given the history of collective management in Soviet times and its potentially 
negative effect on the perception of collective management®"^®, it may well be that it is 
going to take even longer.
7 -8 .2  T h e  p r o b l e m  o f  d ig it a l  r ig h t s
That CopyRus is trying to establish itself in the midst of the digital era is another key 
difficulty. As explained by the head of CopyRus, while “publishers do not care how 
and who is going to copy their works on paper, it is very important for them to keep 
complete control over digital copying”®"^®. According to him even by the end of 2007,
G Davies and R Balkwill, The P ro fess io na ls ’ G uide to Publishing: A  P rac tica l Introduction to 
W orking  (Kogan Page Publishers 2011) 268.
843 ibid.
844 G Erskov, ‘All things to all persons: integrating rightholder & user needs’ in Legis lation fo r the B o o k  
W orld, n697,112.
845 §7-3.2.2, 180.
846 V Terle ts kiT, Inter-librarian cooperation, n795, 63.
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publishers were categorically against the sale and transfer of an entire book in a 
digital format, although they did not mind so much digital copying of part of a book. 
The fact that the agreements with the biggest publishers were drafted by those 
publishers' lawyers and not GopyRus®"^  ^ seems to suggest that currently it is the 
publishers who are in the driving seat.
At the same time, Russian libraries often request CopyRus to provide them with a 
licence to digitise works in their collections®"^ ®. In the circumstances, CopyRus has to 
walk a tight rope in order to please both the publishers and the users even where the 
interests conflict. As a result, CopyRus's licences do not allow the user to make a 
digital copy as of right. It appears that in order to obtain a licence that covers digital 
rights, the user has to enter into individual negotiations with CopyRus. Even then, it 
seems that the most the user would be able to get is the right to “digital delivery of 
documents” and/or “partial copying in a digital format”®"*®.
In the past. Western collecting societies have also had to grapple with the issue of 
digital rights. However, by contrast with Russia, this often happened after they had 
been up and running for a few years. As Lynette Owen describes, when in the mid- 
1990s western countries were faced with the threat of digital copying, publishers 
were very reluctant to give control of digital rights to their national collecting 
societies. This was the case despite the “increasing pressure from schools and 
colleges to make material available on screen via networks, often with a requirement 
for cut and paste facilities to manipulate or add material”®®®. It was around this time 
that some commentators started to argue for compulsory licensing as a way of 
protecting a copyright work from digital copying®®^
847 ibid.
848 V Terle ts kiT, ‘Digitisation of Books, It is not possible to hear the rustling of pages’ Pariam entskaTa  
G a ze ta , numbers 55-56 (2471-2472) of 15 October 2010.
849 CopyRus, ‘Obtaining a licence’ (CopyRus undated)
<httD://coDvrus.orq/index.Dhp?option=com content&task=view&id=29&ltemid=162> accessed 19 
January 2012.
880 Owen, n836, 83.
881 For example, noted by Professor Kitagawa of Kyoto University in ‘Copymart: a new concept -  an 
application of digital technology to the collective management of copyright’ in W lP O  W orldw ide  
S ym posium  on the Im pact o f  D ig ita l T echnology on Copyright a n d  N e ightbouring  R ights: H a rv a rd  
University, Cam bridge, M assachusetts , U n ited  S ta tes  o f  A m erica , M arch  31  to A p ril 2, 1 9 9 3  (WlPO  
publication number 723(E) 1993) 39; for a general review, see SJ Liebowitz, ‘Alternative Copyright 
Systems: The Problems with a Compulsory License’ (University of Texas at Dallas 31 August 2003) 
<http://www.utdallas.edu/Hiebowit/intprop/complpff.pdf> accessed 11 November 2012; for a specific
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However, that was back in the mid-1990s. The western right-holders have had time 
to reflect on the benefits of digital licensing. As a result, a number of collecting 
societies such as the UK's CLA have developed a digital copying licensing system to 
enable creators to be rewarded for the digital reproduction of their works®® .^ The 
CLA is currently designing a framework for new “digital exchange agreements” which 
will apply across a number of countries and will include scanning and digital copying 
licence fees. The PLS that looks after publishers' interests®®® is reported to actively 
encourage international publishers to opt-in to the international licensing 
agreements®®"*. In Norway, KopiNor amended its licences back in 2008 to include 
digital copying, for example, to allow the user to download and digitise protected 
material for further use in Learning Management Systems and intranets®®®.
By contrast, CopyRus is yet to reach the level of influence that would enable it to 
steer the course. The dialogue between the publishers and other right-holders may 
have begun more quickly if CopyRus had tackled the digital issue at the outset. 
However, under the original plan, digital licensing was supposed to be administered 
by the Russian Society for Multimedia and Digital Networks (ROMS)®®® (a Russian 
collecting society that has become famous for the wrong reasons, namely, its 
involvement with the allofmpS scandal)®®  ^and not CopyRus.
Thus, when on 12 January 2005 the Russian State Library became CopyRus' first 
licencee, the agreement between them had a third party, namely ROMS, whose role 
was to collect royalties for digital copying®®®. It was only when ROMS' activities were
argument relating to music, see NW Netanel, ‘Impose a Noncommercial Use Levy to Allow Free Peer- 
to-Peer File Sharing’ (2003) 17 Harv JL & Tech 1.
882 CLA, ‘Section D -  Digital Use’ (CLA 2012)
<http://www.cia.co.uk/iicences/licences_avaiiabie/he/section_d> accessed 18 June 2013.
883 Techinically speaking, the PLS is part of the CLA even though the PLS is a co-founder of the CLA 
(the other co-founder being the ALCS) n813.
884 PwC, n706, 46.
888 KopiNor, ‘Copyright in the Knowledge Economy’ Submission to the European Commission Green 
Paper Copyright in the Knowledge Economy (COM (2008) 466/3) of 28 November 2008 (KopiNor 
2008) <http://www.kopinor.no/om-kopinor/horingsuttalelser/copyright-in-the-knowledge-economy> 
accessed 25 January 2012.
888 Discussed by DE Shelepov, ‘The activities of digital libraries from the perspective of upholding 
copyright’ (2007) Problemy Upravleni 1(22) 114.
887 L Haworth and P Haworth, ‘The ‘Allofmp3.com’ case: analysis and developments’ (2007) E- 
commerceLaw&Policy (2007) 9, 9, 4.
888 d E Shelepov, ‘The activities of digital libraries from the perspective of upholding copyright’ (2007) 
Problemy Upravleni 1(22) 114.
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suspended that CopyRus stepped in to deal with digital rights. Even after that 
CopyRus' activities did not run smoothly, with a further delay occurring in 2008 when 
the society temporarily suspended its operations while developing a new strategy for 
dealing with legislative changes (the key difficulty seemed to relate to the ban on 
collecting on behalf of non-members referred to earlier)®®®.
7-8.3 C o n t r a s t  WITH c o l l e c t iv e  m a n a g e m e n t  o v e r  m u s ic  r ig h t s  
It is true that collective management of music rights appears to be more established. 
The RAO, the successor to the soviet collective management organisations referred 
to early, seems to be more popular with right-holders and users alike. According to 
its latest annual report, in 2010 the society had 26,276 right-holders on its books®®®. 
While a smaller membership than that of the Performing Rights Society for Music 
(the UK equivalent of the RAO) which in 2010 was 60,000, it is at least in the same 
region. RAO's success is especially remarkable given that it started off with only
4,000 right-holders back in 1993. The RAO is reported to have around 20,000 
licensed users.
It is worth noting that in 2010 approximately 65% of royalties collected by the RAO 
went into the pockets of Russian right-holders®®'*. Thus, it cannot be said that the 
society is collecting exclusively for the benefit of Western right-holders -  criticism 
which has been often levelled at less developed countries that adopted the concept 
of collective management, for example. South Africa®®  ^ (for a discussion of the 
suitability of collective management in the context of developing countries, see 
Richard Watt ‘An empirical analysis of the economics of copyright: how valid are the 
results of studies in developed countries for developing countries?'®®®).
This begs the question of why collective management of music rights has taken off 
more quickly than collective management in printed works. Unfortunately, the
859 vfvj Lopatin (ed), Report prepared by the RNIIIS ‘About Protection of Intellectual Property in the 
Russian Federation in 2008’ (Council of the Federation 2009).
880 RAO, ‘Annual Report for 2010’, 9 <http://rao.ru/images/2010.pdf> accessed 24 March 2013.
881 £31,000,940 out of £53,876,480, ibid.
882 A Story, ‘Study on Intellectual Property Rights, the Internet, and Copyright: Study Paper 5’ 
(Commission on Intellectual Property Rights undated)
<http://www.iprcommission.org/graphic/documents/study_papers.htm> accessed 20 February 2012.
883 R Watt, ‘An empirical analysis of the economics of copyright: how valid are the results of studies in 
developed countries for developing countries?’ in WlPO, 707, 89-92.
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answer is far from being straightforward. It is true that CopyRus is newer than the 
RAO, being established only in 2003. It did not begin collecting until 2005 and 
distributing until 2008®®"*. However, collective management has been possible in 
both areas since 1993. It could be that CopyRus was not set up earlier because 
there was simply no pressing demand for it.
As a number of commentators point out (whether expressly or impliedly), rights over 
music works are perceived to be very valuable, more so than rights over literary 
works®®®. Some support for this argument can be drawn from the fact that the 
majority of file sharing networks such as Pirate Bay®®® focus on music and film and 
not textual works. As a result, the music industry is reported to have suffered a 
greater loss than the publishing industry (approximately £236 million worth of loss in 
2 0 1 1®®7 compared to a lower figure of £150 million per year in the case of publishing 
industry®®®). Given that Russia is under international pressure to curb music 
piracy®®®, it is possible that nurturing collective management of music rights was 
perceived as a priority. The fact that the RAO was set up 10 years prior to CopyRus 
seems to support this argument.
As noted earlier, when CopyRus was finally set up, it experienced a number of 
setbacks which are likely to have slowed down its progress (n928). That said, 
RAO's success may well be due to the way it operates and the fact that unlike 
CopyRus, it did not start from scratch. One of the RAO's distinguishing features is
884 IFRRO, Information about CopyRus (IFRRO undated) <http://www.ifrro.orq/members/russian- 
riqhtsholders%E2%80%99-societv-collective-manaqement-reproqraphic-reproduction-riqhts> 
accessed 23 December 2012.
885 For example, this can be argued in relation to the 2010 Special 301 Report, n802, 6.
888 Stichting Bescherming Rechten Entertainment Industrie Nederland, Brein v Mininova BV, number 
250077/HA ZA 08-1124, initial proceedings taking place before the District Court of Utrecht, decision 
of 26 August 2009; also sued in the UK where Mr Justice Arnold ordered five of the six largest UK 
ISPs to block access to The Pirate Bay (Dramatico Entertainment Limited, EMI Records Limited, 
Mercury Records Limited, Polydor Limited, Rough Trade Records Limited, Sony Music Entertainment 
UK Limited, Virgin Records Limited, Warner Music UK Limited, 679 Recordings Limited v British Sky 
Broadcasting Limited, British Telecommunications pic. Everything Everywhere Limited, Talktalk 
Telecom Group pic, TelefÔNica UK Limited, Virgin Media Limited [2012] EWHC 1152 (Ch) [2012] 3 
CMLR 15).
887 Harris Interactive (market research agency), findings referred to by the British Recorded Music 
Industry in its Written evidence (UK Parliament, 20 October 2012)
<http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201213/cmselect/cmcumeds/writev/suppcrec/sce04.ht> 
accessed 21 January 2013.
888 PLS, <www.pls.org.uk/> accessed 21 January 2013.
889 See, for example, various US special 301 reports on copyright enforcement and protection.
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its regional presence. Unlike CopyRus, it has 11 regional branches, including two to 
the east of the Ural Mountains (which divide the European part of Russia from its 
Asian part)®^ ® - the structure it has inherited from its predecessors, the VAAP and the 
VUOAP, albeit in a modified form®^ "*. In my view, given the size of Russia, physical 
presence outside the capital is important, not least because of the publicity it 
generates.
7 -9  R ig h t - h o l d e r ’s  t r a n s f e r  o f  h is  r ig h t s  t o  C o p y R u s
7-9.1  P r o c e s s  o f  t r a n s f e r  o f  r ig h t s  t o  a  c o l l e c t in g  s o c ie t y  
Under Russian law, a right-holder’s mandate to CopyRus or any other collecting 
society to manage his rights must be evidenced in writing, although it does not have 
to be notarised. Moreover, the law prohibits CopyRus or any other collecting society 
from exploiting their members' works themselves®^^. Thus, a collecting society is not 
allowed to set up an in-house publishing department for the purposes of printing and 
distributing their members' works as a source of additional income (the prohibition 
would seem to apply even if the members consented to such an activity).
Only rights in existing works can be transferred to a collecting society. As pointed 
out by the Commentary to Part 4, an agreement to transfer rights in future works will 
be deemed too vague. The same holds true for an agreement to transfer “all 
exclusive rights” ®^® without specifying what these rights are. This does not seem to 
be helpful to the author. By contrast, the CDPA allows the right-holder to transfer to 
his collecting society rights in future works (section 91). For example, the UK's 
Performing Rights Society for Music says that this is particularly important to its 
members because it “ensures that they do not have to make a separate agreement 
to assign their rights to PRS each time they create a new work”®^"*.
870 RAO, <http://rao.ru/user/usf/filial.htm> accessed 23 December 2012.
871 North-Western Inter-District Department of the Pan-Soviet Agency for Authors’ Rights (1926-1993), 
contained in Archives of Russia, fond 367, number of documents 807,1926-1975, spravochnyï 
apparat 1-4.
872 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1424(4).
873 AL Makovskiï (ed). Commentary to the Civil Code of the Russian Federation: Part 4 (Statut 2008) 
354.
874 Performing Rights Society, ‘Copyright in Law -  an Introduction’ (PRS undated) 
<https://www.prsformusic.eom/SiteCollectionDocuments/Copyright/Copyright_Law_lntroduction.pdf> 
accessed 11 November 2012.
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7 -9 .2  E x c l u s iv it y
Even where a particular right-holder is a CopyRus’ member, he is still able to 
negotiate a licence directly with the potential user (the overall effect of Part 4 , in 
particular section 1 2 4 3 (2 )). CopyRus seems to follow this rule. For example, one of 
its standard contracts with publishers provides expressly that “the Current 
Agreement in no way limits the publisher’s opportunities to use its rights 
independently on an individual basis and does not in any way have any bearing on 
agreements concluded by the publisher directly with persons wishing to use the 
works’’®^®.
In my view, the use of non-exclusive agreements with right-holders is a good way to 
encourage authors to join, although it has the potential to defeat collecting societies’ 
economies of scale. Currently, it is not clear whether Russia’s best-selling authors 
know that they can retain the freedom to negotiate a licence directly with a potential 
right-holder even after they have become CopyRus’s members. It is argued that this 
is an important point to get across. Authors who know that they are not bound by 
pre-set tariffs may well be more inclined to join CopyRus. To this end, it is worth 
noting that the UK’s CLA also does not insist on exclusivity. As explained in its letter 
to the Directorate General for the Internal Market of the European Commission of 17  
June 2 0 0 4 , “CLA does not take an assignment of copyright from individual authors, 
artists and publishers and does not have exclusive rights so that rightsholders 
remain free to issue and manage their own copyright and issue licences If they so 
w/s/?”®^® (my italics, although, as noted in § 7 -1 .2 , pi 62 , this means that the CLA is 
not able to sue on behalf of its members without a further mandate).
7 -1 0  F in a n c ia l  r e p o r t in g
A prospective member may well wish to check the society’s annual report before 
joining. Surprisingly, CopyRus’s website has more information about the turnover of 
the Norwegian KopiNor than its own. In fact, there appears to be no meaningful
8^ 8 Contract, clause 2.5 (CopyRus undated) <www.aiPD.ru/zlp/17709 contract copvrus.doo  
accessed 20 February 2012.
876 CLA, Letter, n806 [1.3]
<http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/copyright/docs/management/consultation-rights- 
management/cla_en.pdf> accessed 6 April 2013.
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current financial information about its activities, apart from the fact that it collected
3,300,000 roubles back in 2006 (approximately £66,000) and even then, the 
information is provided by a government think-tank in one of its general reports about 
protection of IP in Russia and not CopyRus itself®^ .^
As a non-accredited collecting society, CopyRus is not under a duty to produce an 
annual report and therefore, cannot be penalised for failing to do so. Moreover, it is 
not clear whether it is under a general duty to make available information about its 
finances. CopyRus states that it is a “national pan-Russian organisation"®^®. In 
Russia, all organisation (including non-commercial ones) are required to account to 
their members/key players®^® unless they have opted for a simplified system of 
taxation®®®. However, there is no requirement to make the relevant information 
public.
In addition, certain juridical persons such as joint stock companies are required to be 
audited by an independent auditor. However, not all organisations are subject to this 
requirement. In the case of CopyRus, no audit (either compulsory or initiated by 
CopyRus itself) seems to have been carried out. In my view, even though CopyRus 
may not be under a legal duty to make its accounts public, its failure to provide at 
least some meaningful figures about its activities may discourage potential members 
from joining.
7-11 A d m in is t r a t iv e  f e e
Following on from the earlier observations, a business-minded prospective member 
is likely to wish to know how much the collecting society is going to charge him for its 
services. A high administrative fee may put off a prospective member from joining a 
collecting society. Thus, the next step is to examine the CopyRus's administrative
877 VN Lopatin, ‘About Protection of Intellectual Property in the Russian Federation in 2007’ report 
prepared for the RNIIIS (Council of the Federation 2008) 57.
878 CopyRus, ‘About CopyRus’ (CopyRus undated)
<http://copyrus.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=blogs&id=5&ltemid=88> accessed 14 
November 2012.
879 ‘Accounting records’, federal statute of 21 November 1996, number 129-03.
880 Taxation Code of the RF, Part 2 of 5 July 2000, number 117-03, Chapter 26.2. In this case, the 
organisation is exempt from the requirement to produce accounts.
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fee (having called it a “fee”, this charge is not ordinarily charged separately, but 
rather deducted from royalties due to right-holders).
It appears that initially (in 2005), CopyRus’s administrative fee was around 25% of its 
collections®®*', a fairly high percentage. By comparison, in 1996 the average 
administrative costs of collecting societies who were members of IFRRO (the 
International Federation of Reproduction Rights) were 15%®® .^ At the beginning of 
2006, CopyRus took a decision to reduce its administrative fee from 25% to 20%®®®.
What is not clear is whether this 20% is the only fee that a right-holder will incur. 
CopyRus’s website seems to suggest two lots of administrative fees:
- one due to CopyRus for its work (no rate is given); and
- the other one due to publishers’ and writers’ associations to compensate for 
their time and effort spent “creating the system of distribution of royalties 
among authors and publishers” (set at 15% of CopyRus’ total collections)®®"*.
While it is possible that CopyRus’s own administrative fee is only 5% of its total 
collections, one would expect it to address this issue with more clarity.
7 -1 2  T h e  c o s t  o f  l ic e n c e / h o w  is  it  c a l c u l a t e d ?
Similarly, a potential user is likely to wish to know in advance the costs of a licence. 
Where such costs are high (or considered to be high), then this may put off the 
potential user from joining. Thus, it is crucial that any information about CopyRus’ 
fees is presented in a clear way that does not raise too many questions and is quick 
to glance through. I now turn to see whether CopyRus meets these criteria.
881 Noted by CopyRus, ‘Information about Meeting of CopyRus’s Council/Board of Directors of 31 
January 2006’ (Guild of Publishers of Periodical publications 2006).
882 Greenwood, n697,120.
883 CopyRus, ‘Information about Meeting of CopyRus’s Council/Board of Directors of 31 January 2006’ 
(Guild of Publishers of Periodical publications 2006).
884 CopyRus, ‘Distribution of Royalties’ (CopyRus undated)
<http://copvrus.orq/index.php?option=com content&task=view&id=24&ltemid=146> accessed 2 
February 2012.
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According to CopyRus’ website, currently its fee is linked to a user’s profit. On 
average, the rates vary between 10 and 20 per cent of the profit with the minimum 
payment being 0.5 roubles (approximately £0.01) per copied page. This begs the 
question of how this “profit” is calculated. A quick glance at the web section headed 
“Fees/tariffs” suggests that the profit in question is the annual profit of the user 
which, at the rate of 10 to 20% would be extortionate! It is only by looking at another 
section of the website (headed ‘Payments’) that one realises that, in this context, 
“profit” is limited to money made by copying. Thus, the user is under a contractual 
duty to let CopyRus know how much he earned through copying CopyRus’s 
repertoire®®®. However, there is no obligation to notify CopyRus about the name of 
the author and/or title of the copied work.
As pointed out by WlPO, collecting societies use different systems for calculating 
their users’ fees. However, it does not seem to be usual to calculate licence fees by 
reference to the user’s profit. For example, as WlPO explains, certainly in the 
education sector, typical tariff structures are price per page and price per 
student/employee^^^. For example, KopiNor which inspired CopyRus in so many 
ways, used to employ the page rate when setting out schools’ fees®® ,^ although 
nowadays it also uses the price per student rate®®®.
In the circumstances, one would expect some information about how this profit- 
linked fee structure is working in practice, especially in the context of education 
where the majority of end users are likely to be students. It would also be interesting 
to see how the reporting obligation fares with the users. For example, in the early 
days of reprographic collective management in the UK, teachers objected to keeping 
full records. It was because of this that the UK’s CLA devised a system where only a 
sample of schools kept full records and even then, only for a limited period of time®®®.
885 CopyRus, ‘Payments’ (CopyRus undated)
<http://coDvrus.ora/index.phD?option=com content&task=view&id=30&ltemid=162> accessed 2 
February 2012.
886 Koskinen-Olsson, n799, 40.
887 In 2004, ibid, 40, 56.
886 For example, the Norwegian School of Economics states that “every year NHH has to pay a fee of 
376,42 kroner per student to an association called Kopinor”, in ‘Kopinor fee’ (NSE undated) 
<http://www.nhh.no/en/student-paaes/reaistration/kopinor-fee.aspx> accessed on 25 January 2012. 
889 Davies and Balkwill, n842, 269.
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Moreover, it is not clear how, if at all, the users' reports are verified. As pointed out 
by Sergei Grishaev of the Moscow State Law Academy, even in the context of 
accredited collecting societies (which are more tightly regulated by the State, an 
issue I come back to shortly), “it is known that the real repertoire of performed works 
does not always match the users’ reports” and yet there is no right to check what is 
being used (apart from any contractual right to make checks if, of course, such rights 
have been secured). Moreover, it is not clear what sanctions, if any, could be used 
to penalise inaccurate reporting®®®.
Neither is it clear whether the user can appeal CopyRus’s decision to set his licence 
fee at a certain level. Unlike the UK, Russia does not have a copyright tribunal (an 
issue I come back to when looking at control over collective societies in Russia).
To give CopyRus credit, it does explain in a clear way what users are allowed to do 
in exchange for their money. For example, it makes it clear that users are not 
allowed to copy a work in its entirety. However, unlike a number of Western 
collecting societies such as the UK’s CLA that makes it clear that its licences allow 
the user to copy “a chapter, entire article or 5% of the publication, whichever is the 
greater”®®^, CopyRus does not specify how many pages or which percentage of the 
total number of pages the user is allowed to copy®®^ .
7-13 D is t r ib u t io n  o f  r o y a l t ie s
As mentioned earlier, CopyRus does not provide information about its annual 
collections and/or distributions (unlike, for example, the RAO). While it gives some 
information about its method for distributing royalties, my view is that this information 
raises more questions than it answers. Moreover, some information appears to have
886 S Grishaev, ‘Organisations that carry out collective management of authors' and related rights’ 
(ConsultantPlus 2008).
881 CLA, ‘What can be copied? (CLA undated) <http://www.cla.co.uk/licences/excluded_works> 
accessed 14 November 2012.
882 CopyRus, ‘Obtaining a licence’ n849.
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been written back in 2007 and it is not clear whether it has been updated since 
then®®®.
CopyRus’s website states that the society has developed its own version of 
calculating each right-holder’s share which, it says, has been influenced by 
KopiNor’s experience as well as that of the IFRRO. The reference to IFRRO’s 
experience is surprising given that it does not make any distributions itself as it is not 
a collecting society but rather an association of collecting societies®®"*.
CopyRus goes on to explain that in its view, it is not possible to record each case of 
copying and therefore, the only way to obtain reliable information for the purposes of 
distributing collected royalties is by carrying out “large-scale statistical analysis”®®®. 
By itself, this approach is not unique to Russia. As WlPO points out, while 
remuneration based on actual photocopying is ideal, it can be difficult to achieve. As 
a result, a number of collecting societies rely on statistical surveys to collect the 
relevant data®®®. For example, each year the UK’s CLA selects a number of licensed 
organisations to participate in a data collection exercise to help it to find out what is 
being copied or is available for copying®® .^
However, there is virtually no information about how this mechanism works in 
practice. That licencees are not required to provide CopyRus with the information 
about the author and/or the title of the copied work in their reports suggests that its 
method is similar to a non-title specific distribution of remuneration as used by 
KopiNor®®®, for example. As W IPO’s report®®® explains;
883 For example, CopyRus, ‘Distribution of Royalties’ (CopyRus undated) 
<http://copvrus.orq/index.php?ODtion=com content&task=view&id=24&ltemid=146> accessed 2 
February 2012.
884 IFRRO, ‘What is IFRRO?’ (IFRRO undated) <http://www.ifrro.org/content/what-ifrro> accessed 14 
November 2012.
885 CopyRus, ‘Distribution of Royalties’ n893.
886 Koskinen-Olsson, n799 [6.4.3].
887 CLA, ‘FAQ’s about surveys’ (CLA undated) <http://www.cla.co.uk/about/surveyfaqs> accessed 14 
November 2012.
888 IFRRO, ‘IFRRO Detailed Papers: Distribution of Remuneration’ (O Stokkmo ed, IFRRO 1998) 
[3.4.1].
889 Koskinen-Olsson, n799.
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“[ujnder this distribution method, remuneration is channelled to authors and 
publishers in an indirect way. The RROs [collecting societies] distribute 
remuneration to their member organizations representing authors and 
publishers”
who then distribute the money using their own criteria. Given that CopyRus’s 
members also include individual right-holders (as opposed to right-holders’ 
associations), it is not clear how this model is working in practice.
Neither is it clear what sort of statistical analysis CopyRus is using or who carries it 
out. The only available information goes back to 2006 when the society approved a 
temporary procedure for distributing royalties due to foreign right-holders. On this 
occasion, the surveys were carried out by a government think-tank on intellectual 
property (the National Scientific Research Institute of Intellectual Property, 
abbreviated in Russia as the ‘RNIIIS’)®®*'. Unfortunately, there is no information 
explaining the basis on which the RNIIIS carried out the survey. I have not been 
able to find any information about any analysis or surveys carried out for the 
purposes of distributing royalties to Russian right-holders.
By contrast, the RAO is much clearer about how it distributes collected royalties 
among its right-holders. Its Rules on Distribution and Payment of Royalties of 
2o io ®®2 do not just explain the mechanism for calculating sums due (including the 
frequency of payments and whether payments should be calculated with reference to 
the usage data or statistical information), but also explain what happens to 
undistributed money (which can be redistributed no sooner than three years after the 
initial attempt). Having said all of that, RAO’s information about its use of surveys is 
also insufficient. While the Rules permit the use of statistical surveys, they are silent 
about the frequency with which such surveys are supposed to be used and the 
method for carrying them out.
900 ibid, [6.4.3].
901 CopyRus, Temporary procedure for distributing royalties among different categories of right­
holders and their heirs’ (CopyRus January 2006) < httD://www.aiDP.ru/viewer.php?id=11362> 
accessed 26 January 2012.
902 RAO, Rules on Distribution and Payment of Royalties of 28 October 2010, s 2, available in English 
at <http://rao.ru/autor/uop/drq/> accessed 26 January 2012.
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7 -1 4  M a n a g e m e n t
While, according to CopyRus, individual right-holders are encouraged to join, they do 
not seem to play a major part in managing the society. According to its website®®®, 
CopyRus is controlled by its Board, which consists of representatives of publishers’ 
and writers’ associations, and State bodies. It appears that individual members are 
not eligible to take part in board meetings. By comparison, even Russia’s first 
collecting society, the Society of Russian Dramatic Authors and Opera Composers 
set up in the 19**^  century, allowed authors to sit on the management committee 
(albeit mainly high-earners)®®"*.
7 -1 5  C o n t r o l  
7-15 .1  S t a t e  c o n t r o l
There is very little State control over non-accredited collecting societies. While their 
activities can, in theory at least, be challenged under competition law®®®, it appears 
that Russia’s Federal Anti-Monopoly Service has yet to deal with any allegations of 
this nature®®®. Given the current lack of any information on the government’s policy 
on this, it is impossible to say how the courts are likely to approach them in the future 
(that said, such a policy may not yet exist).
State accreditation is a form of control, not least because an accredited collecting 
society is under a statutory duty to account for its activities. From this perspective, 
accreditation may also inspire confidence on the part of potential members and 
users alike. However, as mentioned earlier, currently accreditation is not an option 
for CopyRus because it is not available to collecting societies administering rights in 
printed works.
903 Confirmed by the VN Lopatin (ed), Report prepared by the RNIIIS ‘About Protection of Intellectual 
Property in the Russian Federation in 201T (Council of the Federation 2012) 231.
904 Charter of the Society of Russian Dramatic Authors and Opera Composers of 7 March 1891, n775. 
Rule 14 in The cata logue o f  p lays  b y  m em b ers  o f  the S o c ie ty  o f  R uss ian  D ram a tic  A uthors a n d  O p era  
C o m posers  (Borisenko i Breslin 1900) 270-272.
905 Protection of Competition, federal statute of 26 July 2006, number 135-03.
906 Based on my research of the published decisions, guidance and press releases of the FAS 
<http://fas.gov.ru> accessed 16 May 2013; moreover, the Service’s website does not even list 
intellectual property (let alone collecting societies) as a sector raising competition law concerns, FAS 
‘The form for detailed search’ (FAS undated) <http://fas.gov.ru/detailed-search/form/> accessed 16 
May 2013.
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In terms of strictness of State control over collecting societies, my view is that Russia 
is somewhere near the UK, certainly when it comes to non-accredited collecting 
societies such as CopyRus. As argued by Lucie Guibault and Stef van Gompe, 
unlike other EU countries such as Germany, the UK takes a very hands-off approach 
towards collective management®®^. That said, unlike the UK, untill the end of August 
2013®®®, Russia did not even have a specialist IP Tribunal; neither were there any 
specialist IP divisions of ordinary or commercial courts (although it was open to a 
disgruntled right-holder or user to bring a claim for breach of his exclusive®®® and/or 
moral rights®*'® either before ordinary or commercial courts).
7 -1 5 .2  P r iv a t e  c o n t r o l
The extent to which CopyRus can be controlled privately is not clear. By private 
control I mean pressure that can be put on a collecting society by some of its most 
influential licencees, such as the NHS in the UK®*'*'. To this end, it is important that 
the Russian State Library (the Russian equivalent of the British Library) is a 
CopyRus's licencee. Given its size and reputation, it is possible that the Library has 
sufficient bargaining and economic power to exercise control, for example, over 
excessive fees. That said, the current law allows a collecting society to charge its 
licencees different rates. Thus, in theory at least, CopyRus could set a lower rate for 
those licencees that demand it.
7 -1 6  S u g g e s t io n s
My view is that in order to make the concept of collective management of 
reprographic rights more appealing to right-holders and users alike, the following 
three areas need to be looked into:
- marketing;
- education; and
- transparency.
9°7 Germany being the strictest and the Netherlands falling somewhere in the middle: L Guibault and 
S van Gompe, ‘Collective Management in the European Union’ in D Gervais (ed) Collective 
Management of Copyright and Related Rights (Kluwer Law International 2006) [2.2].
908 Although a specialist intellectual property court was set up at the beginning of 2013, it did not start 
hearing cases until the end of August 2013, discussed at §7-16.4, 212.
909 §4-1.2, 71.
910 §4-1.1, 69.
911 PwC, n706, 45.
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I now turn to deal with each of those in turn.
7-16 .1  M a rk e t in g  
7 -1 6 .1 .1  D i r e c t  A D V E R T IS IN G
Placing advertisements in newspapers, printing brochures, posting banners on the 
internet and other similar activities are some of the more obvious methods of 
promoting CopyRus or indeed any other collecting society. However, these methods 
may be expensive. Therefore, when looking at different ways of promoting CopyRus 
(§7-16.1.2, pp206-212), I focus on those that have the potential to be cheaper than 
direct advertising (although I list my suggestions in order of their potential 
effectiveness and not the costs).
Currently, CopyRus is the only collecting society in Russia focusing on rights in 
textual works®^ .^ Therefore, it is not yet under pressure to distinguish itself from its 
rivals. However, as and when CopyRus faces competition, it may need to devise a 
strategy for competitive®*'® advertising with care. Experience of other collecting 
societies suggests that such advertising on a large scale may lead to management 
inefficiency. For example, KEA argues that:
“right holders consider that competition amongst the two largest societies in 
the USA (BMI and ASCAP) to recruit members for their performance income 
leads to management inefficiency with resources spent on 
advertising/marketing services instead of managing and monitoring rights”. ®*'"*
As a result, these societies are reported to “collect far less income on behalf of their 
constituents than their sister organisations in Europe”®*'®. In my view, such a 
situation is likely to result in unhappy members and internal tension - a situation not 
conducive to the successful day-to-day functioning of any collecting society.
912 §7-6, 183.
913 By which I mean advertising aimed at diverting sales from the advertiser’s rivals to the advertiser.
914 KEA European Affairs, n732, 21.
915 ibid.
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7 -1 6 .1 .2  R e g io n a l  p r e s e n c e
As mentioned earlier, currently CopyRus does not have regional presence. Given the 
size of Russia and a relatively low coverage of the internet outside the bigger urban 
areas, CopyRus may well benefit from having some local branches or even agents. 
By way of historical analysis, Russia's first collecting society set up in the 19**’ 
century had individual agents throughout Russia.
While not necessarily the cheapest way of advertising, local presence may prove to 
be very effective. By no means am I advocating lush offices. In my view, modest, 
even part-time physical presence, for example, in a local library or an authors' 
society, coupled with good internet coverage of the branch's/agent's activities may 
achieve the same effect. For example, the UK's ALCS started off at one of its 
founder's apartments, with no staff whatsoever®^®.
In a sense, this is what CopyRus is doing already, albeit not directly, but as a result 
of its strategy of alliance with associations of writers' and publishers'. Some of such 
professional associations already have good regional presence. For example, 
Russia's Union of Writers alone is reported to have 58 branches. It is difficult to say 
whether this presence by proxy is going to be sufficient to promote CopyRus. My 
view is that CopyRus's own regional presence is still needed, not least for the 
purposes of fostering its relationship with regional branches of writers' and 
publishers' associations!
7 -1 6 .1 .3  P r o d u c t  ENDORSEMENT
Securing a few government users before targeting the private sector may also help 
to promote CopyRus. As Grethe Erskov of Copy-Dan (a Danish collecting society) 
points out, “it is usually easier to focus initial licensing efforts on the public sector. 
Once a few licences with schools or governments are in place, it should then be 
easier to conclude agreements in other fields”®**^ . KopiNor too focused its initial 
efforts on schools back in 1980, then moving to universities in 1986 and only then, 
other types of users®*'®. Unfortunately, there is no information about CopyRus's 
strategy in terms of attracting users (the same holds true for the UK's CLA). My
916 Noted by Marlow, n703, 9.
917 Erskov, n844, 117, 118.
916 KopiNor, ‘About’ (KopyNor 2012) <www.koDinor.no> accessed on 27 January 2012.
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impression is that currently, the society is not focusing on government users or 
schools, although it seems to have entered into licensing agreements with some 
State-funded organisation such as the Russian State Library (which was in fact its 
first licencee) and universities.
Tracing its origins may also help CopyRus to establish its credentials. For example, 
the RAO makes it very clear on its website that the society can trace its history all 
the way back to Russia's first collecting society set up in the 19**^  century. In addition 
to its historical value, this sort of information may inspire confidence on the part of 
potential members and users because of the natural tendency to view new things 
with suspicion (a type of uncertainty associated with new products long understood 
by economists®^®).
Not only could CopyRus explore its 19**^  century roots, it could also make better use 
of its soviet heritage. Instead of ignoring soviet collective management, CopyRus 
and any other future reprographic society could stress its positive aspects, for 
example, the fact that Russia, along with France, was a pioneer of collective 
management of rights in printed works -  a fact which is likely to be dear to the hearts 
of a few Russians (or indeed any other national when it comes to his fellow 
countrymen's achievements). By no means am I suggesting that CopyRus will be 
able to win business solely on this basis. However, as the saying (which was 
successfully used in a marketing campaign of one of the UK's largest chain of 
supermarkets®^®) goes - “every little helps”!
7-16.1.4 The image factor
In my view, the image projected by CopyRus's management is also important. The 
head of CopyRus, VasiliT Terle kiT, is an active participator of a number of 
conferences on IP law. He also runs a specialist website on copyright® '^' which 
seems to be one of the best ones currently available. However, his public 
statements are not always consistent. Moreover, they seem to suggest that
919 S Liebowitz, ‘Durability, Market Structure And New-used Goods Models’ (1982) AmEconRev 72-4, 
816.
920 Tesco PLC.
921 <www.coDvriqht.ru> accessed 29 October 2012.
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CopyRus is yet to formulate its policy on digital rights -  as argued earlier, an issue 
crucial to the survival of a modern collective society.
Only a few years ago, at a “round table” on legal aspects of inter-library cooperation, 
VasiliT Terle t?kiT made a number of remarks which one would not expect to hear 
from the head of a modern collecting society. For example, when arguing against 
free access to digital copies of copyright works, he was saying that if a digital copy 
was available online, then people would not go to the library and would not need that 
library’s exclusive rights over the digital copy. He also feared that free access to 
digital copies would render publishing and all the advantages that go with it (such as 
the opportunity to promote the author and the opportunity to receive royalties) 
redundant®^^.
This seems to suggest that Mr Terle kiT sees libraries as something made of bricks 
and mortar. Similarly, he seems to view publishing in terms of old-fashioned printing 
even though digital publishing is now a well established phenomenon. Not all right­
holders would agree with his arguments. As argued in chapter 8, authors (especially 
lesser known ones) may actually benefit from their work being posted online free of 
charge because it gives the consumer the opportunity to learn about their work®^®. 
Therefore, it would be inaccurate to suggest that there were no benefits in free 
access. In my view, such arguments may leave a negative impression on some 
potential members and users alike.
7 -1 6 .2  E d u c a t io n
Educating right-holders and users about copyright can also help them to learn more 
about the idea of collective management and by extension, CopyRus’s activities. In 
my opinion, the use of figures, such as contained in the PwC and the British Library 
reports that show how cost-efficient collective management is, can be a powerful 
tool, especially in a country that prides itself on its scientific achievements.
Developing an educational programme aimed at different sectors, including libraries, 
is also important. In the past libraries have been key culprits of copyright
922 V Terle ts kiT, Inter-librarian cooperation, n795, 61.
923 §8-11.7.2, 293.
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infringement in Russia. As explained by Irina Linden of the Russian National Library, 
when in 1997 the American centre and the Institute of Goethe hosted a conference 
in Moscow on copyright in the digital era, the Russian librarians were very surprised 
to hear about licensing agreements. As she says, “in our country, the librarians used 
to copy without any fuss everything that their users wished to be copied"® "^*. In the 
circumstances, it is not surprising that Russian users continue to expect to be able to 
obtain cultural goods such as books cheaply. (The position with music may have 
been different. While there were music libraries, it is likely that their librarians were 
less helpful not least because of the technological difficulties of copying an audio­
cassette.) Thus, it appears particularly important to educate librarians about the 
value of copyright. Moreover, a librarian versed in the basics of copyright may well 
be able to direct his library’s corporate and government users in the direction of a 
collecting society.
To this end, it is worth noting a proposal suggested by the Russian Chamber of 
Commerce®^®. In its opinion, in the immediate term law-makers should focus on 
developing a mechanism for informing the public about the term of copyright. The 
Chamber’s recommendation is to develop a database containing information about 
expiry dates of copyright in a number of specific titles (as opposed to general 
information about the term of copyright)®^®. It is possible that librarians and other 
users may find such a database handy as a quick reference tool.
The costs of compiling and maintaining such a database may however be an issue. 
A cheaper but potentially just as effective solution may be the use of a copyright 
logo, similar to the one being developed by the UK’s CLA. As explained by PwC, the 
CLA’s latest idea is to develop a “logo” that the participating publishers and content 
creators could display on their websites. This “logo” will explain in a very easy-to- 
grasp way what the user can and cannot do with the material, for example, whether 
he can use extracts of the material in another work®^ .^
9241 Linden, Inter-librarian cooperation, n795, 60.
925 V Vasil’ev and others, ‘Principles aimed at improving legislation of the Russian Federation in the 
period until 2012’ (Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the RF 2010)21.
926 ibid.
927 PwC, n706, 65.
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The “logo” could also include the date of expiry of copyright, as suggested by 
Russia's Chamber of Commerce. In addition to saving the costs of developing a 
new database from scratch, it may also prove more beneficial to the user who may 
wish to learn not just about the duration of copyright, but also about what he can do 
with a particular work while it is protected by copyright.
7 -1 6 .3  T RANSPARENCY
Making CopyRus's activities more transparent is another way of boosting its 
reputation and as a result, its membership.
7 -16 .3 .1  F in a n c ia l a n d  o t h e r  in fo r m a t io n
Insufficient, inaccurate or patchy information about CopyRus may deter a potential 
member or user from joining. This holds particularly true in relation to financial 
information such as turnover. I appreciate that given a number of setbacks 
experienced by CopyRus®^®, it is likely that its turnover is not as high as it could have 
been had the circumstances been more benevolent. However, this situation is not 
unique to CopyRus. Managers of many businesses going through hard times still 
have to find ways of presenting otherwise unattractive financial data in a positive way 
to keep the business afloat. By no means am I advocating false accounting but 
rather a more open approach. By omitting such information, CopyRus may in fact 
make its position look even worse than it is.
Moreover, a potential member or user is likely to wish to see more information about 
CopyRus’s policy, membership and future plans. My view is that the information 
available about CopyRus at the moment is not sufficiently detailed to inspire 
confidence in it. That is not to say that CopyRus must provide detailed disclosure 
about its past, present and future activities. A reader presented with an excessive 
amount of information is unlikely to read it and therefore, unlikely to be influenced by 
it. However, any information provided must be up-to-date and coherent.
7 -1 6 .3 .2  S t r u c t u r e
As noted earlier, like the UK’s CLA, CopyRus represents both authors and 
publishers. Arguably, this can create problems. VasiliT T e r l e  t? kiT’s comments 
discussed above may well be a result of trying to please parties with conflicting
928 §7-3.2,176-77; §7-3.3, 179; §7-8.2, 192.
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interests, namely authors wishing to expose their work to as wide an audience as 
possible and publishers who are very keen to keep control over digital copies of their 
publications. From this perspective, one wonders whether CopyRus or any other 
reprographic collecting society would benefit from having two separate parts, one 
representing the authors and the other one representing the publishers. For 
example, the UK’s CLA has two members, one administering authors’ and the other 
one, publishers’ rights. While this solution will not remove the underlying tension, it 
will at least offer each party the sense of feeling that their concerns are understood 
better.
7 -1 6 .3 .3  M a n a g e m e n t
A more representative board may help to attract more individual rights-holders, 
including established authors. By no means am I arguing in favour of direct 
representation. It would be unrealistic to expect all the author-members to be board 
directors. For example, the UK’s ALCS has only 11 directors although all, bar one of 
them, are right-holders themselves (including a software creator and an author of 
books)^ ^^ .
However, given that CopyRus does wish to attract more individual members®^®, it 
would appear imperative to allow this category of members to have their 
representatives on the board. This can help to reassure right-holders that their voice 
is being heard. In order to make the board more inclusive, it may be possible to 
have some form of rotating board membership. It is true that a number of individual 
right-holders may be members of writers’ and publishers’ associations which already 
have their representatives on the board. However, authors and publishers are not 
under a duty to join any professional association and no doubt, a few will not have 
done so.
7 -1 6 .3 .4  A c c r e d it a t io n / l ic e n c e / o t h e r  le g a l  c h a n g e s
A licence or other form of State accreditation may help to inspire confidence in a 
collecting society. An alternative way of increasing public confidence may be by
2^9 ALCS, ‘Board Members’ (ALCS undated) <http://www.alcs.co.uk/About-us/Board-Members> 
accessed 2 February 2012.
930 CopyRus, ‘To Authors' <http://copyrus.org/pravoobladatelyam/avtoram.html> accessed 12 
February 2013.
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requiring all collecting societies to publish annual reports that contain information 
about their turnover, membership figures and key achievements.
At the same time it is important to avoid heavy regulation. As Western collecting 
societies' experience shows, users want flexible deals that “evolve with the market 
situation and not...set in stone”^ T^ Indeed, many Western collecting societies:
"are already regulated by governments in terms of their constitution, articles, 
membership rules and so on and, more significantly, in most countries 
(including the USA), rates for the tariff of licence fees are set or closely 
monitored by a court or ministry. In other words, many CCS [collecting 
societies] have little room for manoeuvre.
In addition, or alternatively, it may be useful to exclude the provision of Part 4 that 
states that collective management is only available if individual rights clearance is 
“impeded”. In practice, I am not aware of any cases in which the courts have ruled 
that collective management of certain rights was not necessary. However, it is 
possible that a number of potential members and users who are not IP specialists 
may misinterpret this provision to require some specific (as opposed to general) 
difficulty.
7-16.4 D is p u t e  r e s o l u t io n
Having a specialist Copyright Tribunal or a branch of specialist IP court to hear 
claims against a collecting society may all help to inspire more confidence in 
collective management. Russia's Court for Intellectual Property Rights^^  ^ heard its 
first claim at the end of August 2013^^^ The very fact that Russia does now have a 
specialist intellectual property court is significant. However, there is an issue of the
931 KEA European Affairs, n732,16.
932 Towse, n706.
933 Amending Federal Constitutional Statute “About court structure of the Russian Federation” and 
Federal Constitutional Statute “About arbitration courts in the Russian Federation” in connection with 
setting up, within the system of arbitration courts, the Court for intellectual rights, federal 
Constitutional statute of 6 December 2011 number 4-OK3.
934 ‘First cases in the Court for Intellectual Property Rights were decided in “peace making” 
circumstances’ (Court for Intellectual Property Rights 3 September 2013) 
<http://ipc.arbitr.ru/node/13341> accessed 8 September 2013.
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competence of this court to hear claims against collecting societies (considered 
next).
My understanding is that Russia’s Court for Intellectual Property Rights does not 
have the power to hear copyright disputes in the first instance. While it does have 
some capacity to hear copyright claims, it is either by way of appeal from a 
commercial court or by way of judicial review. As a first instance court, the court 
hears disputes involving patents, utility models, results of selective breeding, 
trademarks and the appellation of origin. This is different from the UK’s Patents 
County Court which has the jurisdiction to hear as a court of first instance not only 
disputes concerning patents, designs and trademarks, but also copyright and other 
rights conferred by the CDPA 1988®^ .^
At this stage, it is not clear how specialised the judges of Russia’s IP Court are going 
to be, for example, whether they will specialise only in certain types of IP disputes. 
In the UK, it is not unheard of to have the same judge specialising in patents as well 
as copyright law disputes. For example, the judge of the UK’s Patents County 
Court, HH Judge Michael Fysh, and HH Judge Colin Briss after him, served as the 
Chairman of the UK Copyright TribunaP^®.
935 UK Patents County Court Guide of 12 May 2011 (Ministry of Justice 2012) 
<http://www.justice.gov.uk/downloads/courts/patents-court/patents-court-guide.pdf> accessed 17 
November 2012.
936 IPO, The Patent Office says new Copyright Tribunal Chair will benefit intellectual property legal 
system’ Press Release (IPO 8 March 2006) <http://www.ipo.aov.uk/about/press/press-release/press- 
release-2006/press-release-20060308.htm> accessed 19 November 2012.
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Chapter 8
8  S o l u t io n s : E x c e p t io n s
This chapter looks at the extent to which a user in Russia can obtain any part of a 
digital copy of a copyright work by relying upon exceptions to right-holder’s exclusive 
rights. As in the rest of this thesis, the focus is on works that use words as the main 
medium of communication (“textual works”), as opposed to images or sound.
No attempt is made at reviewing all the exceptions, but only those that are likely to 
be relevant in the context of textual works. Thus, in Part 2, I look at exceptions that 
have the potential to help libraries to digitise works in their collections directly.
In Part 3, I review in some detail exceptions available to individuals. In my view, 
these exceptions are important because they aim to benefit lay users directly -  
arguably an ultimate goal of any exception, even the one that, on the face of it, is 
available to libraries only. Thus, it is possible that where exceptions designed for 
libraries are narrow, at least some resulting disadvantages to the user may be 
minimised by a generous exception on which he can rely upon directly.
In Part 4, I examine the exception that allows libraries and archives to copy at the 
user’s request (in a sense acting as that user’s agent). Even though narrowly 
defined, it has proved important in practice.
I finish Parts 2, 3 and 4 by setting out my thoughts on how the current exceptions 
can be improved in a way that would make it easier for the user to obtain a digital 
copy while at the same time, upholding right-holder’s expectations. To this end, one 
of the important issues is whether, as a matter of principle, the user’s needs may be 
met by a licensing scheme administered by a collecting society, either instead of or 
in addition to existing exceptions.
2 14
Par t  1
General observations
8-1 T y p e s  o f  e x c e p t io n s
Broadly, an exception is a relaxation of some general rule. In the context of 
copyright law, the general rule is that the right-holder has the exclusive right over his 
work. The extent to which each of the exceptions dilutes this exclusive right varies. 
Some exceptions allow the public to use a copyright work not only without having to 
obtain the right-holder’s permission, but also without having to pay. An example of 
such an exception is the fair dealing exception contained in section 29 of the CDPA  
which allows the user to copy for the purposes of non-commercial research and 
private study (how much the user is allowed to copy in reliance on this exception 
depends on all of the circumstances of each individual case, discussed in more 
detail at §8-4, p224, §8-10.1.2.1, p277).
Others allow the public to use someone’s copyright work without permission but 
require some compensation (which I refer to as a "qualified exception” in the 
remainder of this thesis). For example, the InfoSoc Directive (which is not binding on 
Russia, but is referred to for purely illustrative purposes) permits EU member states to 
introduce a private copying exception that would allow the user to copy a copyright work 
without having to obtain the right-holder’s permission, provided that “the rightholders 
receive fair c o m p e n s a t i o n ” ^^? |p Russia, qualified exceptions have been known for a 
long time. For example, the Civil Code of the RSFSR of 1964 had four exceptions'^® 
that allowed the public to use someone’s copyright work without the right-holder’s 
permission provided that the right-holder was compensated for the use.
937 Directive 2001/29/EC of 22 May 2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the 
harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society [2001] OJ L 
167/0010 (“InfoSoc Directive”), article 5(2)(b).
938 For performing a copyright work before a fee-paying audience; recording a copyright work for the 
purposes of disseminating or reproducing that work publicly; composing a musical work with text 
borrowed from a copyright work and using such a work; and utilising a work of art or a photograph in a 
utility model (not a verbatim translation). Civil Code of the RSFSR 1964, n203, s 495.
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8-2  Ra t io n a le
8-2.1 R u s s ia n  p e r s p e c t iv e
Russia’s Censorship Decree 1828 and the Decree about the rights of the author 
(also introduced in 1828) not only upheld the authors’ exclusive right for the first 
time, they also introduced exceptions to it®®^ . For example, under these laws, the 
user was expressly allowed to copy as much as a third of a copyright book®^°, - a 
rather generous amount according to any modern standards.
The 19^  ^and the early 20^  ^century 
Commenting on Russia’s law on copyright introduced in 1911, a Russian
commentator. Semen Abramovich Bel la ts kin, stated that it contained more 
exceptions than its German counterpart (an issue I discuss in more detail at §2-5, 
pSG)^ "^ "". This curtailment of the right-holder’s exclusive right seems to be rooted in a 
belief in the social function of copyright "^^ .^
The Soviet period
Soviet copyright laws also contained extensive exceptions (an issue discussed in 
some detail in chapter 2 of this thesis). One of the most controversial exceptions 
allowed the user to reproduce an entire published work of literature “in newspapers, 
the cinema, on the radio and television”®^®. Thus, the exception was broad enough 
to enable a newspaper to print a whole novel (over a period of time) not only without 
having to obtain the author’s permission, but also without having to pay to him. Not 
surprisingly, the exception was popular with newspaper publishers®"^ "^ .
939 Censorship decree with royal approval of 22 April 1828, n136, and Decree about the rights of the 
author, with royal approval of 22 April 1828, n137 [11], [13].
940 Provided that certain requirements were met; the Decree about the rights of the author of 22 April 
1828, n137 [11].
941 Bel ia t?kin, 68-69.
942 ibid, 67, also §2-5, 35.
943 Foundations of Civil Legislation of the Union of SSR and Unions' Republics, n208, s 103(4).
944 ÉP Gavrilov, S o viet C opyright L aw : K e y  provisions. Ten denc ies  o f  d eve io p m en t  (Nauka 1984) 
{“S o vie t Copyright Law”) 170.
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Commenting on the exception generally, a Russian commentator writing back in 
1978, stated that “[o]ne of the key principles of the soviet copyright is the continuous 
combination of the interests of the author with the interests of the soviet society”®^®. 
In this context, the interests of society boiled down to free circulation of political 
propaganda. In the view of Efim Lazarevich Vakman and Isidor Abramovich 
G ringo l't? writing in 1969, “ultimately, any publication in the Soviet Union pursues 
the purposes of political enlightenment and education”®^®. In practice, as the 
exception referred to in the preceding paragraph shows, this often meant that the 
interests of society outweighed those of the right-holder®^ .^
Post-Soviet period
I have not been able to find evidence of any recent discussions in Russia about 
justification for exceptions to exclusive rights. Onp possible explanation for this 
silence is that, over the last few decades, it has been by and large accepted that 
Russian exceptions were too wide to comply with international copyright law®^ ®. This 
concern goes back to the time when the USSR joined the Geneva Universal 
Copyright Convention in 1973®"^ ®, which resulted in a surge of interest in international 
copyright treaties. For example, Eduard Petrovich Gavrilov®®®, writing in 1984, 
argued in favour of amending the exception that allowed reproduction of an entire 
published work of literature “in newspapers, the cinema, on the radio and television" 
to bring it into line with the Berne Convention (even though at that point the 
Convention was not binding on Russia)®®''.
More recently, some of the exceptions contained in Part 4 of Russia's Civil Code®®  ^
were tightened up again, this time with the aim of making them compliant with the
945 lU  Matveev, In te rn ation al Conventions on Copyright L a w  (second edition, Mezhdunarodnye 
Otnosheniïa 1978) 156.
946 EL Vakman and lA Gringol’ ts , Authors rights o f  artists  (Sovetskiï Khudozhnik 1962) 58.
947 An issue discussed in more detail at §2-6 to 2-8.
948 Gavrilov, S o viet C opyright Law , n944, 44-45.
®^ ® On 25 May 1973. Russia does not appear to have joined as a ‘developing country’ because the 
USSR was not a member of the then recent ‘Joint declaration of the seventy-seven developing 
countries made at the conclusion of the United Nations conference on trade and development’ of 15 
June 1964.
990 Gavrilov, S o viet C opyright Law , n944, 44-45.
951 §2-8, 45.
952 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, number 230-03.
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TRIPS Agreement®®® (in anticipation of Russia’s accession to the WTO)®® .^ Thus, 
most commentators have been more interested in finding ways of narrowing the 
existing exceptions down rather than justifying them, hence the lack of academic 
debate about the reason for having them in the first place.
8-2.2 C o m p a r is o n
By contrast, the justification for exceptions to exclusive rights in copyright is the 
subject of ongoing debate in Europe®®® (I use the term “exceptions” to include both 
exceptions and limitations on the right-holders’ exclusive rights). The impact of 
digital technology has breathed a new life into the debate®®®. For example, the 
WlPO states that “[d]ue to the development of new technologies and the ever- 
increasing worldwide use of the Internet, it has been considered that the above 
balance between various stakeholders’ interests needs to be recalibrated.”®®^
Since its enactment back in 1886®®®, the Berne Convention has contained some 
examples of exceptions permissible for member states. That said, like other 
international copyright treaties, the Berne Convention does not give an exact 
justification for each of them. Thus, lawmakers, courts and commentators have 
sought to justify them by reference to various public interests. In terms of key 
tendencies, there appear to be two general trends for justifying exceptions, one 
focusing on non-economic interests and the other on the economic. I deal with each 
in turn, starting with non-economic justifications.
In examining the exceptions contained in the Berne Convention, Professor Sam 
Ricketson states that all of them are;
953 TRIPS Agreement, n44.
954 Conception of Improvements to Part 4 of the Civil Code of the RF ‘Rights in relation to the results 
of intellectual activity and means of individualisation’ developed further to the President’s Decree of 
18 July 2008 number 108 ‘About improving the Civil Code of the Russian Federation’ (May 2009); 
also VI Eremenko, ‘About changes to the Russian legislative acts concerning intellectual property’ 
(2011) Advokat 1,4.
955 For example, discussed by L Guibault, ‘The nature and scope of limitations and exceptions to 
copyright and neighbouring rights with regard to general interest missions for the transmission of 
knowledge: prospects for their adaptation to the digital environment’ e-Copyright Bulletin October- 
December 2003 and Burrell and Coleman, n40.
956 Council of Europe, Committee on Culture, Science and Education, Report ‘Rethinking creative 
rights for the Internet age’ (Council of Europe, publication number 12101, 7 January 2010).
957 WlPO, ‘Limitations and Exceptions’ (WlPO undated)
<http://www.wipo.int/copyright/en/limitations/index.html> accessed 19 November 2012.
958 Concerning the Creation of an International Union for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, 
Convention of September 1886.
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“underpinned by some kind of non-author centered and non-economic 
normative consideration, such as freedom of information and “participatory 
democracy” (Articles 2(4) and Article 2bis(1)), criticism and review (Article 
10(1)), educational purposes (Article 10(2)), and news reporting (Article 
10bis(1)and(2))”959.
This view is also supported by Richard Burrell and Allison Coleman®®®. Noting that 
there is a whole variety of justifications for having exceptions, they conclude that 
“generally speaking, advocates of these alternative justifications or explanations 
would recognise that many of the exceptions are a reflection of some overriding non- 
monetisable interest” (my italics)®®''. From this perspective, exceptions can be said 
to be a way of mitigating the potential monopoly of the right-holder over the use of 
his work, thus serving the public by enabling it to access creative expression.
At the same time, commentators have long justified certain activities by reference to 
market failure, which is an example of an economic consideration. For example, 
writing in 2003, Raymond Shih Ray Ku states that “the concept of market failure has 
defined the boundaries of fair use under copyright law” for over twenty years®® .^ 
While there are different views of what “market failure” is in the context of 
copyright®®®, broadly speaking this refers to a situation in which the right-holder is not 
able to insist on his strict legal rights simply because he has no means of policing 
compliance with his rights.
For example, this would be the case where there is a large number of potential users 
who are only likely to copy on an occasional basis. In such a situation, collective 
licensing is unlikely to offer a solution because of the difficulties of finding out about
959 WlPO, ‘WlPO study on Limitations and Exceptions of Copyrights in Related Rights in the Digital 
Environment’ prepared by 8 Ricketson (WlPO document code SCCR/9/7, 5 April 2003) (“Ricketson’s 
Study on Limitations and Exceptions”).
950 Burrell and Coleman, n40.
961 ibid, 173.
962 RSR Ku, ‘Consumer and Creative Destruction: fair use beyond market failure’ (2003) Berkeley 
TechLJ 18, 539.
963 For a review of some of which see PA Geroski, ‘Intellectual Property Rights, Competition Policy 
and Innovation: Is There a Problem?’ (2005) SCRIPTed 2(4) 422 
<http://www.law.ed.ac.uk/ahrc/script-ed/vol2-4/geroski.asp> accessed 19 November 2012.
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each act of copying and developing a cost-effective mechanism for collecting 
royalties from a large number of occasional users. In the circumstances, users are 
likely to breach someone's exclusive rights without any significant chance of being 
caught and penalised.
Instead of accepting this as an unfortunate “fact of life", many jurisdictions have 
chosen to introduce an exception that allows private copying. The purpose of such 
an exception is to maintain respect for copyright law and copyright works. For 
example, commenting on the US fair use exception, Wendy Gordon argues that: 
“[tjreating these uses as non-infringing, fair use prevented the underutilization of 
these works that would otherwise have occurred” (my italics)®®''. To take this 
argument further, if users knew they could get away with one type of breach, they 
would be more inclined to try others. From this perspective, an exception for private 
copying can be said to protect right-holders and as a result, can be seen as an 
incentive to create more copyright works.
More recently, the market failure justification has been questioned, for example, by 
Raymond Shih Ray Ku®®®. Although not expressly, Raymond Shih Ray Ku seems to 
identify two broad categories of cases in which the market failure justification may no 
longer work:
a) cases that involve digital rights management technology (“DRM”), and
b) cases where it is possible to organise the copying in a way that would benefit the 
right-holder economically.
Even though he focuses on the US fair use exception, arguably the arguments hold 
true for the Russian personal use exception.
Turning to DRM, I agree with Raymond Shih Ray Ku that it may weaken the 
justification for the fair use/personal copying exception because it can be used to 
prevent copying or even make a user’s copy “expire” after a certain period of time. 
With regard to organisational measures that may make the market failure justification 
less convincing, Raymond Shih Kay KU gives an example of document delivery
964 WJ Gordon, ‘Fair Use as Market Failure: A Structural and Economic Analysis of the Betamax Case 
and Its Predecessors’ (1982) Colum L Rev 82,1630.
965 Ku, n962, 539.
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services that pay royalties to publishers®®®. It is submitted that as far as the UK is 
concerned, in a sense this reasoning is already apparent in the CDPA 1988 
provision®®  ^ that specifies that the user can copy 1% of any work (in any given 
quarter of a year) unless there is a more generous collective licensing scheme in 
place. In other words, the exception can be suspended where a collective licensing 
scheme is in place.
However, given that economic considerations are closely interwoven with non­
economic considerations considered earlier, it is doubtful that there will ever come a 
time when technology will make exceptions completely redundant. That said, the 
availability of technology or alternative developments is an important factor when 
considering how wide each particular exception should be. I come back to this point 
in my proposals.
8 -3  A n  a l t e r n a t iv e
As noted earlier, the concept of statutory exceptions (both in Russia and abroad) 
was developed in the 19'^  ^ century. Since then, there have been a number of 
developments including organisational developments such as collective licensing in 
the publishing sector. Thus, one of the important issues is whether an exception is 
needed at all if it is open to the user to take out a licence from a collecting society 
that would cover the same type of activity as the exception. As explained in chapter 
7, currently the leading Russian collecting society administering rights in textual 
works is CopyRus.
8-3 .1  Ex c e p t io n s  v  c o l l e c t iv e  m a n a g e m e n t
From the user’s point of view, the key difference between exceptions and collective 
licensing is their respective cost. While exceptions can be (and often are) drafted in 
a way that allows the user to copy for free, a collective licensing scheme by its very 
nature implies a fee (although, as discussed in chapter 9, this is not the case for 
open access licences such as Creative Commons. It is also possible to think of free-
966 ibid, 539 [B].
967 CDPA, s  36(3), §8-11.3, 285.
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of-charge quality-control forms of copyright licensing®®®). Thus, from the user’s point 
of view, exceptions are likely to be more beneficial. Exceptions can also benefit the 
economy as a whole. There is a whole range of businesses that rely heavily on 
exceptions and limitations to copyright. For example, the research carried out for the 
Computer and Communications Industry Association suggests that in 2009 in the EU 
alone such industries amounted to 1,1 trillion Euros, employing nearly 9 million 
people®®®. There are no equivalent figures for Russia.
However, from the right-holder’s perspective, extensive use of his work without any 
compensation is a direct encroachment upon his property. Thus, a collective 
licensing scheme is likely to benefit him even where the licensing fee is low. From 
this perspective, some commentators would argue against a wide use of exceptions 
(I set out my view on this shortly). For example, the PwC report seems to imply that 
new exceptions should be created only if:
- consumer’s demands cannot be met by a collective licensing scheme; or
- the transaction costs of licensing exceed the value of the use to the 
consumers®^®.
By contrast, others would argue that exceptions are essential as a matter of 
principle. In the opinion of Raquel Xalabarder, advocates of a wide collective 
licensing scheme miss a fundamental point that “exclusive rights granted to authors 
should not be unlimited”®^ ''. From her perspective, the prime candidate for 
exceptions is copying by schools, universities, libraries and other institutions 
concerned with preserving cultural heritage. As she puts it, “education and culture 
deserve to act as a limitation to these exclusive rights” of authors®^ .^
My personal view is that the best approach lies somewhere in the middle. As far as 
the PwC’s argument is concerned, it can be said to be too technical in that it 
overlooks the public’s expectations (I come back to this issue shortly). In relation to
968 For example, the licensing by the Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office of Crown copyright. 
9691 Akker, R van der Noll, J Poort and F Tewes, ‘Economic contribution of ELI industries relying on 
exceptions and limitations to copyright’ (CEO Economic Research 2010) 15.
970 PwC, n706, 50.
971 R Xalabarder, ‘Digital Libraries in the current legal and educational environment; towards a 
remunerated compulsory license or limitation?’ in Bently, Suthersanen and Torremans, n103, 244.
972 ibid, 244.
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Raquel Xalabarder’s argument, I can see its strength, although with some 
reservations. In my opinion, introducing exceptions as a matter of principle can be 
counter-productive. Firstly, this may weaken the right-holder’s incentive to create. 
Secondly, this may in practice prevent the user from benefiting from exceptions. 
Where exceptions are introduced solely to prevent right-holders’ monopoly, 
lawmakers may be inclined to limit key rights just to make a point. This, in turn, may 
lead to a large number of narrowly defined exceptions that the user is simply not 
able to navigate without requiring specialist legal assistance. As a result, he may 
simply overlook an exception that is designed to help him.
Therefore, when making my proposals, I consider first (in so far as relevant) the 
extent to which each of the key exceptions can be replaced by a collective licensing 
scheme without causing significant inconvenience to the user. But even where 
collective licensing is in principle a workable solution, it would be unrealistic to 
expect it to take over the role of exceptions in the near future. The key reason is that 
collective licensing of rights in textual works in Russia is still in its early days (an 
issue I discuss in Chapter 7). Therefore, I suggest amending the existing exceptions 
in a way that would not only assist the user in the short term, but would also 
encourage collective licensing as a long term solution.
8 -4  K e y  t e n d e n c ie s  in  d r a f t in g  e x c e p t io n s
By and large, exceptions seem to be drafted in one of two ways. One provides for 
a small number of general exceptions, and the other, for a larger number of more 
specific exceptions®^®. The benefit of the first approach is flexibility, while the second 
one can be said to provide certainty® '^'.
As noted by commentators®^®, while no jurisdiction adheres to either of these 
approaches completely, generally speaking the United States’ broad “fair use” 
doctrine seems to reduce the need for a larger number of specific exceptions. By
973 For more detail on this see, Burrell and Coleman, n40, 4-5.
974 A detailed review of advantages and disadvantages of each of those are provided by Hugenholtz 
and Senftleben, n974, 8-9.
975 Burrell and Coleman, n40, 4.
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contrast, the UK (which has not adopted a broad “fair use” doctrine) has 
approximately 60 fairly specific exceptions (contained in the CDPA 1988).
In very general terms, the difference between these systems is as follows. In the 
UK, a use of copyright work without the relevant right-holder's permission will not 
infringe copyright only if that particular use falls within one or other exception set out 
by the CDPA 1988. Some exceptions allow a particular use only if that use is “fair” 
(fair dealing exceptions). In the case of the Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery 
Office, Ordnance Survey v Green Amps Limited, Nicholas Strauss 0 0  sitting as a 
deputy judge stated that:
“[w]hat constitutes fair dealing is to be judged by an objective standard, 
namely whether a fair-minded and honest person would have dealt with the 
copyright work in the manner in which the defendant did... Amongst the main 
factors to be taken into account are the degree to which the infringement 
involves competition with the exploitation of the copyright work by the owner, 
and the extent and importance of the copying.
The US federal copyright law, the Copyright Act 1976, too contains a number of 
specific exceptions (referred to by the Act as “limitations on exclusive rights”, for 
example, sections 108-112). However, unlike the CDPA 1988 and other European 
statutes such as the Dutch Copyright Act 1912, it also provides for a general “fair 
use” exception which is contained in section 107.
As explained by R Burrell and A Coleman, while section 107 of the US Copyright Act 
“provides a list of examples of the types of use that may constitute fair use 
(including, for example, criticism, comment and research), this list is merely 
illustrative”. Therefore, a user may be able to avoid a claim of infringement, even 
where his use of a copyright work does not fall within the statutory list of exceptions, 
if the court considers that use “fair”®^ .^ This is illustrated by an example of a parody 
that reproduces a substantial part of a copyright work. Given the current lack of an
976 The Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office, Ordnance Survey v Green Amps Limited [2007] 
EWHC 2755 (Oh) [24].
977 Burrell and Coleman, n40, 249.
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exception for parodies in the UK (as well as the current judicial approach towards 
such cases®^®), a parody will amount to an infringement unless the parodist manages 
to bring himself within the criticism or review exception. By contrast, in the US, the 
the right to paroday is recognised under the section 107 “fair use" exception (for 
example, Campbell v Acuff-Rose Music 510 US 569 (1994)) even though the section 
does not refer to parodies at all.
Thus, the US “fair use” exception is flexible enough to help courts to achieve a just 
outcome even where they are not able to rely on a specific legal provision or a case 
to back up their decision. The need for this flexibility is especially apparent in the 
digital era. For example, P Bernt Hugenholtz and Martin Senftleben of Amsterdam 
University argue that “Maintaining a closed list of copyright exceptions is 
increasingly difficult in a world of rapid and unpredictable technological development, 
and hard to reconcile with a generally recognized need to create technologically 
neutral copyright norms”®^® (although they do not go as far as recommending a US- 
style fair use exception).
The use of a US-style “fair use” exception in the UK has been advocated by Ian 
Hargreaves in his 2011 Review of Intellectual Property®®®. In his view, such an 
exception could help to prevent “a growing mismatch between what is allowed under 
copyright exceptions, and the reasonable expectations and behaviour of most 
people”®®''. He is particularly concerned about the current lack of exceptions for new 
activities such as sharing music tracks with immediate family members or 
transferring a track from a CD onto a different medium to play in the car -  activities 
that he has found the majority of the UK population to consider perfectly legal. And 
yet, currently such activities are automatically unlawful because they do not fall 
within any of the existing exceptions. In the words of Ian Hargreaves, this situation
978 D Mendis and M Kretschmer, The T rea tm en t o f  P arod ies  u n d er C opyright L a w  in S ev en  
Jurisdictions, A  C o m p arative  R e v ie w  o f  the U nderiying P rinciples  (IPO 2013 ) [2.1.2].
979 Hugenholtz and Senftleben, n974, 4.
9801 Hargreaves, ‘An Independent Report, Digital Opportunity; the Review of Intellectual Property and 
Growth’ (UK May 2011 ).
981 ibid, [5.10].
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puts the law into “confusion and d i s r e p a i r ” ®®^ ( g  view that echoes that of Andrew 
Gowers in his 2006 Review of Intellectual Property®®®).
While it is difficult to deny the appeal of the US “fair use” exception, it is important to 
see it in its context. As pointed out by Richard Burrell and Allison Coleman, it can be 
tempting to adopt a rather simplistic view of this exception. Not only does its scope 
depend on the judiciary, but also a “complex web of understandings, agreements 
and policy agreements”®®". That the fair use exception should not be viewed in 
isolation is also supported by Ian Hargreaves. For example, a number of his US 
interviewees thought that in addition to the “fair use” exception, another important 
feature of the US copyright regime which encouraged risk taking and innovation 
were the “safe harbour” provisions of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act®®® (in the 
EU, these are provided in part by the Directive on Electronic Commerce®®® and the 
InfoSoc Directive®® )^.
It is perhaps not surprising that Ian Hargreaves concludes his report by 
acknowledging that “significant difficulties would arise in any attempt to transpose a 
US style Fair Use into European law”®®®. As a result, he recommends a limited 
private copying exception which corresponds to what consumers are already doing 
(and therefore, which is likely to have been already priced into the purchase); making 
copies for their own and immediate family’s use on different media. Arguably, this is 
already contemplated by the InfoSoc directive. Article 5(2)(b) of which permits 
member states to require users to pay compensation when copying in reliance on a 
private copying exception®®®.
982/^ /Qf [5.10], [5.12].
983 Gowers, n46 [3.27], [3.28].
984 Burrell and Coleman, n40, 268.
985 Hargreaves, n980 [5.16].
986 Directive 2000/31/EC of 8 June 2000 of the European Parliament and of the Council on certain 
legal aspects of information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market 
O JL 178/1, Article 14.
987 InfoSoc Directive, n937, article 3.
988 Hargreaves, n980 [5.19], for arguments against see GR Barker who argues “that the development 
of the digital economy in fact reduces the benefits of copyright exceptions” in GR Barker, ‘Agreed Use 
and Fair Use: The Economic Effects of Fair Use and Other Copyright Exceptions’ (Serci 2013) 4.
989 InfoSoc Directive, n937, article 5(2)(b).
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8-4.1 C o m p a r is o n
For the reasons set out below, from a user’s point of view, Russia’s exceptions seem 
to have the disadvantages of both the US approach and that adopted in the UK and 
a number of other EU countries without any corresponding gain.
8 -4 .1 .1  La c k  OF A b r o a d  f a ir  u s e  e x c e p t io n
Although Russian exceptions are called “free use”, this does not refer to the concept 
of “fair use” discussed earlier. Like the UK (and also the Netherlands and Germany), 
Russian copyright law provides for an exhaustive list of exceptions. Currently, there 
are no plans to introduce a concept even remotely resembling a broad US-style fair 
use exception. To the contrary, in 2010 Part 4 was amended specifically to “refine 
the list of exceptions to the exclusive rights for the purposes of establishing a precise 
list of situations and conditions of free use of copyright works in the informational and 
telecommunication networks” (my italics)®®®.
In the view of the deputy head of the Russian National Library (one of the key legal 
deposit libraries), Vladimir Firsov, the recent changes to Part 4 are a result of 
Russia’s pre-occupation with the copyright owner’s (as opposed to user’s) 
interests®®'’. This is not a new trend. As he points out, in the course of discussions 
of the then draft of Part 4 “the expressed comments were [also] concerned, by and 
large, not with the availability of the results of intellectual activities, but with 
strengthening of authors’ rights”®®^.
8 -4 .1 .2  L a c k  o f  c e r t a in t y  o f  e x is t in g  e x c e p t io n s
As noted earlier, one of the commonly cited advantages of having specific 
exceptions is certainty. (That is not to say that this certainty is absolute. For 
example, P Bernt Hugenholtz and Martin Senftleben review a number of cases 
decided by Dutch courts in which the courts have gone out of their way to create 
what they refer to as “ad hoc legroom in the law of copyright”®®®.) As argued 
throughout this chapter, one of the biggest problems with Russian exceptions is that
990 Conception of Improvements to Part 4 of the Civil Code of the RF ‘Rights in relation to the results 
of intellectual activity and means of individualisation’, n954.
991 Firsov, n91, 68.
992 ibid.
993 Hugenholtz and Senftleben, n974, 10. One of the examples is the decision of the Dutch Supreme 
Court in Dior v Evora in which the Court created a new exception by analogy with then existing ones 
(20 October 1995, [1996] Nederlandse Jurisprudence 682).
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they are drafted in a way that does not provide the user or indeed the courts, with 
sufficient guidance.
In a sense, the vagueness of Russian exceptions can be explained by the fact that 
Russia is a civil law country. As pointed out by P Bernt Hugenholtz and Martin 
Senftleben, in civil law:
“[the] compromise between legal security and fairness is achieved by 
codifying relatively abstract and open legal provisions that spell out the 
general rules without impeding civil courts to apply general normative 
principles, such as ‘reasonableness and fairness’...to arrive at fair 
judgments"^^^.
However, this implies that the courts are well informed about what is fair in the 
context of copyright. Given that Russia has to re-learn copyright law in the context of 
market economy after a long break (an issue dealt with in chapter 2 of this thesis), 
my view is that “relatively abstract and open legal provisions” are not the most 
suitable option. That there is a relatively small number of decided Russian cases 
also does not help the situation. For example, P Bernt Hugenholtz seems to suggest 
that in the Netherlands, Dutch courts are well equipped for the task of interpreting 
statutory provisions of the Dutch Copyright Act 1912 not least because there is a 
large body of case law dealing with copyright. In fact, he goes on to say that, in his 
view, the case law is a most important source of Dutch copyright law (my italics)®®®. 
Although not binding (because the Netherlands is a common civil law country®®®), 
these precedents are clearly important in interpreting law.
One of the issues is whether it is open to Russian courts to adopt the 
reasoning/precedent of a foreign court®®^ . In principle at least, it is open to Russian 
courts to look at analyses from commentators in another jurisdiction. However, it is
994 Hugenholtz and Senftleben, n974, 6.
995 pB Hugenholtz ‘Chronicle of The Netherlands. Dutch copyright law, 1990-1995’ (IViR 1999) [5].
996 Warendorf, Thomas and Curry-Sumner (trs), n248, xxiii.
997 For example, by consulting analysis of cases in the Revue International du Droit d'Auteur 
(particularly, the section called ‘Doctrine’) - a trilingual publication “devoted to copyright law in France 
and around the world” <http://la-rida.pelargo.com/en/> accessed 3 March 2013.
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not apparent from the decisions I have examined in the course of this thesis that they 
do take notice of such analyses®®®.
8-5 R e l e v a n t  in t e r n a t io n a l  c o p y r ig h t  in s t r u m e n t s
Before examining Russia's copyright exceptions in more detail, I first have a brief 
look at the relevant international instruments. As noted elsewhere in this work, 
Russia is a signatory to a number of international IP instruments and therefore, is 
under a duty to introduce a minimum floor of protection for the user. Having talked 
about the minimum floor of protection, it is worth noting recent calls for a maximum 
floor of protection. For example. Professor Graeme Dinwoodie argues that it is 
important not to overprotect the user’s interests. This is because “the substantive 
pressures created by minimum standards ... need to be countered by ceilings that 
constrain in the other direction”®®®. While an interesting conceptual development, as 
it will become clear shortly, in Russia currently user rights are not high on the 
agenda and as a result, these sorts of argument have yet to become relevant.
8-5.1 T h e  B e r n e  C o n v e n t io n
The key international copyright instrument which forms the basis for the exceptions 
in Russia in copyright law is the Berne Convention. As mentioned earlier, this 
Convention (in its 1971 revision) came into force for Russia for the first time on 13 
March 1995, with the reservation that it did not apply to works that had already 
passed into the public domain''®®®.
The Berne Convention has never had a specific exception for libraries. However, at 
the Stockholm conference which resulted in the 1971 revision ratified by Russia, it 
was expressly accepted that article 9(2) allowed reproduction by libraries for 
preservation purposes'"®®''. However, where the Berne Convention does not mention
998 §2-10, 51,52.
999 G Dinwoodie, ‘Horizontal issues in intellectual property law, uncovering the matrix’ in A Kur and V  
Mizaras (eds), Structure of Intellectual Property Law: Can One Size Fit All? (Edward Elgar 2011) 13.
1000 Rp’s accession to the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works in its 
1971 revision, the Universal Copyright Convention in its 1971 revision, and additional protocols 1 and 
2 of the Convention for the Protection of Producers of Phonograms Against Unauthorized Duplication 
of Their Phonograms, decree of the Government of the RF of 3 November 1994, number 1224, SU 
RF (1994) number 29, article 3046.
■'°9^  Xalabarder, n971, 238.
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a specific exception (as is the case with libraries), a member state can introduce 
such an exception provided that it meets certain criteria. These criteria are set out in 
article 9(2) which states that:
It shall be a matter for legislation in the countries of the Union to permit the 
reproduction of such works in certain special cases, provided that such 
reproduction does not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and does 
not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author.
The above criteria are commonly referred to as a three-step test for introducing 
exceptions, namely that the exception (discussed in more detail at §8-11.7.2, pp 
291-92): 1) should be limited to certain special cases only; 2) should not conflict with 
normal exploitation of the work; and 3) should not unreasonably prejudice the 
author's interests.
The research carried out by Kenneth Crews (commissioned by WlPO) shows that 
out of 149 counties (in relation to which he was able to find out the information), 128 
have taken the opportunity to introduce a library exception (with nearly all of the 21 
countries without a specific library exception being clustered in Africa, the Middle 
East, and South and Central America)''®® .^ Russia too has introduced some 
exceptions for libraries (albeit very limited). However, whether they actually comply 
with the three-step test would ultimately be a question of fact to be decided by the 
relevant tribunal (given that the TRIPS Agreement that provides for an enforcement 
mechanism is now binding on Russia).
In addition to these exceptions. Part 4 has also set out the three-step test itself (the 
key elements of which now read pretty much verbatim”'®®®). One of the questions is 
to whom is this provision addressed. One Russian commentator, Eduard Petrovich 
Gavrilov, argues that even though the test is addressed primarily to law makers 
when improving on the existing exceptions and introducing new ones, the courts also 
should refer to it if they decide that existing exceptions no longer comply with the
1002 WlPO, Report prepared by K Crews ‘Study on Copyright Limitations and Exceptions for Libraries 
and Archives’ (WlPO document code SCCR/17/2, 26 August 2008) 29.
1003 Following the amendments introduced on 4 October 2010 by virtue of Introducing changes to Part 
4 of the Civil Code of the RF, federal statute number 259-03.
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three-step test because of “new opportunities, means of free use, new equipment 
and technology and so on”''®®".
Whether the test is indeed addressed primarily to law makers is highly debatable. 
For example, Christophe Geigy states that “there is no question that this text 
[contained in article 9 of the Berne Convention] only applies to the national 
legislator”, although he goes on to say that a number of courts have relied on it 
directly''®®®. Because the three-step has been incorporated into a number of ELI 
Directives, the more topical issue in Europe is whether the EU law permits national 
courts to apply the test themselves. The answer is not clear with a number of 
scholars having conflicting views''®®®.
In theory, there is nothing to stop the courts from relying on the three-step itself as it 
is written into Part 4 but even if it was not, it would be difficult to prevent the courts 
from doing so. Generally, Russian law allows the courts in some circumstances to 
refer to a provision of an international treaty directly''®® ,^ although as noted earlier in 
practice they seem to prefer to rely on domestic law provisions incorporating 
international law. However, my opinion is that in practice, the courts may take the 
view that the role of the test is purely declaratory -  after all, it was set out in full 
solely because important international treaties such as the TRIPS Agreement and 
the EU InfoSoc Directive do so''®®®. Moreover, during the first reading of the then 
draft law, the official representative of the Government, Maxim Medvedkov made it 
clear that the three-step test was aimed at the State and not the courts''®®®. If this is 
so, the courts may well wish to limit themselves to the wording of the exceptions set 
out by Part 4.
1004 ÊP Gavrilov, ‘Changes made to Part 4 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation by the Federal
Law of 4 October 2010 number 259-03' (2010) Patenty i Li ts enzii (2010) 113.
1005 Q Geigy, ‘The role of the three-step test in the adaptation of copyright law to the information 
society’ (January -  March 2007) e-Copyright Bulletin ‘Doctrine and Opinion’ 15.
1906 ibid, 1 5 .
1007 Which is possible only if the international treaty has been published in the relevant official 
publication and if it does not require a change to domestic law: International Agreements concluded 
by the Russian Federation, federal statute of 15 July 1995, number 101-03, s 5(3).
1008 Noted by the Committee for Culture of Duma in its recommendations to Russia’s Parliament, in 
‘Letter of 08.09.2006’ (2006) number 3.26-13.1/565.
1999 Introducing changes to Part 4 of the Civil Code of the RF, first reading of the then bill of the
federal statute of 4 October 2010, number 259-03 ‘Speech’ M Medvedkov, the official 
representative of the Government (Moscow 29 October 2008).
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8-5.2 WlPO C o p y r ig h t  T r e a t y
The WlPO Copyright Treaty 1996 came into force for Russia on 5 February 2009. 
As well as incorporating the three-step test (with some modifications)''®''®, the 
Treaty''®'''' also introduces a requirement for member states to protect technological 
protection measures often used by manufacturers to safeguard copyright goods such 
as CD ROMs from unauthorised copying, transmission and other uses''®''  ^ (a similar 
requirement is found in the InfoSoc Directive''®''®). While not providing specifically for 
any exceptions to this obligation, the Treaty seems to allow member states to 
introduce such an exception provided it complies with the three-step test contained 
in article 10''®''".
Thus, 26 out of 79 countries that adopted anti circumvention rules have also adopted 
exceptions for libraries which allow libraries to bypass technological protection 
measures under specified conditions''®''®. While the UK has not introduced such an 
exception, it nevertheless enables the user to appeal to the Secretary of State if a 
particular technological protection measure prevents them from making use of an 
exception to copyright law''®''®. This is in compliance with article 6(4) of the InfoSoc 
Directive which allows member states to take a measure to protect the users' 
rights''®'' .^
Russia incorporated the provision against the circumvention of technological 
protection measures into her domestic law in 2008''®''®, a year before the WlPO  
Copyright Treaty 1996''®''® became binding on her. Like the UK, Russia did not
1010 Copyright (WOT), World Intellectual Property Organisation Copyright Treaty of 20 December 
1996, WO033EN, article 10.
1911 ibid, s 11; also WlPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty of 20 December 1996, WO034EN s 
18.
1912 IFPI, The WlPO Treaties: Technological Measures’ (IFPI 2003)
<http://www.ifpi.ora/content/librarv/wiDO-treaties-technical-measures.pdf> accessed 3 July 2012.
1913 InfoSoc Directive, n937, article 6.
1914 For example, Kenneth Crews argues that the language of the WlPO Copyright Treaty opens up 
an opportunity for the member-states to create exceptions to the anti-circumvention provision in 
WlPO, Report prepared by Crews, n1002, 23; see also DS Marks and BH Turnbull, Technical 
Protection Measures: the Inters of Technology, Law and Licenses’ WlPO Workshop on 
Implementation Issues of the WlPO Copyright Treaty (WlPO WCT-WPPT/IMP/3, 3 December 1999).
1915 K Crews commenting on Article 11 of the WlPO Copyright Treaty in Crews, n1002, 23.
1916 CDPA 1988, S296ZE.
1917 InfoSoc Directive, n937.
1918 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1299.
1919 y\g well as the WlPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty of 20 December 1996, WO034EN.
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introduce an exception to allow libraries to circumvent a technological protection 
measure. However, the original Part 4 (as enacted on 1 January 2008) contained a 
rider the effect of which was to excuse a wrongdoing library from liability in certain 
circumstances:
“In case of a breach of provisions contained in subsection 2 of this section, 
the author or other right-holder can at his choice request the wrongdoer to pay 
damages or compensation in accordance with section 1301 of the current 
Code, with the exception of cases where this Code permits the use of a work 
without the permission of the author or other riaht-holder” (mv underlining).
Thus, the original law permitted libraries to circumvent a technological protection 
measure where the use in question was covered by an exception to copyright. 
However, in 2010 the proviso was excluded''®^®. As a result, a library which has 
removed an electronic block on a publication in order to make a preservation copy 
may now be liable to compensate the right-holder unless it can rely on an existing 
exception. It seems that the law was amended solely to strengthen authors' rights. 
During the first reading of the then draft law, a parliamentary committee for civil, 
criminal, arbitration and procedural legislation argued that this amendment was 
necessary in order to “protect right-holders' copyright betted (my italics)'"®^T While 
there are no criminal sanctions for breaching technological protection measures, 
making a copy of a work protected by such measures will amount to an offence 
under Russia's Criminal Code''®^ .^
1020 On 4 October 2010, by virtue of ‘Introducing changes to Part 4 of the Civil Code of the Russian 
Federation’, n1003.
1921 Introducing changes to Part 4 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, first reading of the then 
bill of the federal statute of 4 October 2010, number 259-03 ‘Speech’ PV Krasheninnikov, the Head 
of the Committee for Civil, Criminal, Arbitration and Procedural Legislation (Moscow 29 October 2008) 
see also, PV Krasheninnikov (ed), Copyright and Related Rights: section-by-section commentary to 
Chapters 70 and 71 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation (Statut 2010) 87.
1922 Which prohibits unlawful use of works in copyright as well as acquisition, storage, transportation 
of copies of works or phonograms for the purposes of supply if their production, dissemination or 
other use, and equally, their import, breach Russian copyright law (Criminal Code of the RF, n396, s 
146, as explained by the Plenum of the Supreme Court in ‘About practice of criminal courts with 
regards to criminal cases about breaches of copyright, related rights, patent rights, and also, about 
unlawful use of a trade mark’, guidance of 26 April 2007, number 14 (published on 5 May 2007 in the
Rossnska Gazeta) of 26 April 2007), - a definition not dissimilar to that of pirated goods contained 
in the TRIPS Agreement, n44, article 51, footnote 14.
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8 -5 .3  O t h e r  in t e r n a t io n a l  in s t r u m e n t s
As noted earlier, Russia often refers to EL) law such as the InfoSoc Directive 
even though such law is not binding on her. She is, however, a signatory to a 
partnership agreement with the ED which is aimed at harmonising certain aspects of 
law, including copyright law""®^ ". Therefore, the Community acquis is relevant but 
only with respect to issues agreed upon specifically in Russia's partnership 
agreement with the ED.
P a r t  2
Exceptions on which a library can rely directly
In this part, I consider exceptions that allow libraries to copy of their own volition. 
While the first group of exceptions considered here (preservation exceptions) are 
available only to libraries, the second (exceptions for informational, scientific, 
educational or cultural purposes) can be relied upon by any user, including a library. 
As a result, I consider some of the exceptions from the second group not only here, 
but also in Part 3 when looking at exceptions available to individuals.
8 -6  P r e s e r v a t io n  e x c e p t io n s  -  j u s t if ic a t io n  a n d  s c o p e
As in the UK, the standard practice of any library wishing to make a preservation 
copy of a work in its collection is to rely on one of the exceptions to copyright. There 
is a number of reasons as to why a library may need a new copy of a particular work. 
For example, the original copy may have been stolen, used to an extent that it is no 
longer readable or (as is often the case in Russia) simply degraded because of its 
age and/or poor storage conditions. If the original copy is no longer available, then 
the library simply would not be able to provide its user with that particular work. As 
far as the user is concerned, this can mean that he is simply not able to access that 
work (for example, because the work is not readily available elsewhere or the user is 
not able to afford a commercially available copy).
1933 InfoSoc Directive, n937.
1924 Agreement on partnership and cooperation establishing a partnership between the European 
Communities and their Member States, of one part, and the RF, of the other part, n227.
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From the libraries’ point of view, inability to preserve their collections for their future 
users would seem to undermine their status as custodians of culture and heritage. It 
is not only the bigger national libraries that see themselves as having this role. My 
understanding is that a number of provincial libraries too view themselves not simply 
as a free source of information, but also as an important hub of culture^®^®. Some 
support for this perception comes from the federal statute regulating libraries^®^®. In 
its preamble, the law states that the principles enshrined in it guarantee “free access 
to information, free intellectual development and free exposure to the values of 
national and world culture."^®^  ^ In my view, in order to help their users to take full 
advantage of these rights, libraries should be in a position to be able to offer their 
works on an indefinite basis. As far as the legal deposit libraries are concerned (as 
discussed in chapter 5, these are libraries which are entitled to receive a free copy of 
publications), they are expressly required by the law to keep each work sent to them 
on a permanent bas/s^ ®^ ®. In the latter case, preservation is not an option but a legal 
duty.
I now turn to consider the existing preservation exceptions, of which there are two: 
one for making non-digital copies (available to libraries and archives alike) and the 
other one for making digital copies (available to three national libraries only). The 
aim is to see whether the exceptions allow libraries to achieve their goals.
8-6.1 E x c e p t io n  f o r  m a k in g  a  n o n - d ig it a l  c o p y  (P a r t  4, s e c t io n  1275(1 )(1 ))
The effect of the exception contained in section 1275(1 )(1) of Part 4 is to allow 
libraries and archives to reproduce a lawfully published copy without the consent of 
the author or other right-holder and without the payment of remuneration provided 
that:
- the copy made indicates the name of the author and the source of copying; 
and
1025 Mikhailov, ‘Our libraries should remain the role as centres for education and custodians of 
culture’ (official site of the Mayor of the District of Kursk 11 January 2012) 
<http://qub.rkursk.ru/special/news/10/395.htm> accessed 1 June 2012; also L Sam leva writing on
behalf of the libraries of the city of Neftekamsk, ‘Custodians of cultural heritage’ Krasnoîe Znam , 
Neftekamsk (Neftekamsk undated) <http://kzoazeta.ru/article arh id575.html> accessed 1 June 
2012.
1026 Librarianship Business, federal statute of 29 December 1994, number 78-03.
1927 Compulsory Copy of Document, n427.
1928 /W , s 16.
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- it is made
o  to restore the original or
o  to replace lost or spoiled copies of the work (the exception refers to 
“copies” in plural) or 
o  for another library, but only if that library has lost its copy of the work in 
question (for whatever reason)^
The provision is not dissimilar to the UK’s exception which allows libraries and 
archives to make a copy to replace an item in another library, as well as making 
replacement copies for their own use (the CDPA 1988, section 42). As in the UK, 
the preservation exception is not available to museums and galleries. Under 
Russian law, while a library does not have to be a separate establishment, only 
organisations that lend their material to individuals and juridical persons on a 
temporary basis will be classified as a library^°^° - activities that museums and 
galleries tend not to engage in. It would also seem to exclude reference-only 
libraries. Surprisingly, unlike the UK, there are no calls for extending the 
preservation exceptions to a wider range of institutions'’®^ ''. It is possible that 
institutions that are not covered by the current exceptions preserve their material in 
breach of copyright law without wishing to draw too much attention to it.
The biggest difference with the UK is that the Russian preservation exception 
expressly prohibits libraries and archives from making a digital copy^ ®^ .^ As a result 
of the prohibition, libraries are not able to make digital back-up copies of works 
contained in their collections lawfully. Thus, the user may not be able to benefit from 
a digital work that has deteriorated. But even where the work is in a good condition, 
the user may still not be able to benefit from it where the software or equipment 
needed to play it back is no longer available.
1029 The effect of Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1275(1 )(1 ).
1030 Librarianship Business, n1026, s1.
1031 por the position in the UK, see the UK IPO Consultation on proposals to change the UK's 
copyright system (IPO December 2011 number 2011-004) [7.66]; see noted by M Muir, ‘Country 
Report for the United Kingdom’ in the Library of Congress, The Joint Information Systems Committee, 
The Open Access to Knowledge Law Project, The SURFfoundation, n421 [4.5.4].
1032 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1275(2).
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Similarly, libraries are not able to utilise digital technology in order to preserve works 
in a printed form. The problem is far from being theoretical. Galina Evstigneeva of 
the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology notes that in her 
library more than 70% of all works are stored in poor conditions. The bulk of the 
collections are kept in basements of residential properties that suffer from systematic 
leakages of water and sewage.
As a result, a significant number of works are written off. This, coupled with a drop in 
funding (for example, the budget for acquiring foreign publications plummeted from 
approximately 2 million US dollars in 1992 to a mere 145,000 US dollars in 2009) 
has led to a “significant lacuna in the library fund as well as its dwindling”''®®®. In the 
words of Galina Evstigneeva, in such cases digitisation is the only solution that could 
save many collections''®®''.
This ban is surprising given that Russia’s copyright law (as well as the rest of her IP 
law) was redrafted only in 2006, at a time when digital copying was already a well 
established phenomenon (unlike, for example, the UK where the exceptions were 
enacted back in 1988 -  the very early days of the digital era, which seems to explain 
why they were not drafted with regard to digital copying). As discussed in more 
detail in chapter 1, it appears that the reason is Russia’s deep concerns about the 
proliferation of copying, a problem that she undertook to have tackled by the end of 
2012 and in any case, by the time she is permitted to join the W TO (which she did in 
2012^®®®).
This begs the question of whether it is possible that libraries and archives make 
digital preservation copies in breach of copyright law. Given the finding of the 
Agency for Printing and Mass Communications discussed earlier''®®®, one would not 
be surprised by this (although I have no means of verifying it).
1033 Q Evstigneeva, Paper (Electronic Information Sources in the Structure of Library and Information 
Stocks of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, St Petersburg, June 2011 ) 
<http://arbicon.ru/conference/arbicon2011/pages/s/materials/> accessed 31 October 2011.
1034 ibid.
1035 §1-4, 18.
1036 Importance of preservation is noted at §6-1.5, 131.
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other problems with the current preservation exception include the requirement to 
wait until the work has been damaged. Libraries are not allowed to copy works while 
they are still in reasonably good condition. While the requirement of damage is not 
unique to Russia, for example, section 42 of the CDPA 1988 allows copying for 
another library only where that other library’s copy has been lost, destroyed or 
damaged, it seems to prevent earlier preservation efforts. As the UK Libraries and 
Archives Copyright Alliance argues in relation to section 42 of the CDPA, “[t]he 
preservation process for items must start on receipt by the library or archive rather 
than when deterioration has set iii."^ ®®? Otherwise, failures such as BBC’s 
Domesday Project are likely to repeat themselves. The project was halted for 25 
years because the laser videodiscs used in 1986 could no longer be read""®®®.
This exception is also limited in that it applies only to copies of published works. 
There is no provision that would allow copying of unpublished works (unlike for 
example, section 43 of the CDPA 1988). Neither does it allow the making of a 
preservation copy of an “orphan work” (a work whose author is unknown) as it 
requires the libraries to indicate the author of the work on each copy made''®®®. The 
situation can be contrasted with the CDPA 1988 (section 57) which contains a 
specific exception that allows libraries to copy works if it is not possible by 
reasonable inquiry to ascertain the identity of the author (although not where the 
copyright holder is known but cannot easily be traced)''®''®.
8-6.2 E x c e p t io n  f o r  m a k in g  a  d ig it a l  p r e s e r v a t io n  c o p y  (t h e  F e d e r a l  S t a t u t e  o n  
L ib r a r ie s , SECTION 18)
A further exception that enables a handful of Russian libraries to make digital copies 
of documents from their collections was introduced in 2009. Unlike the exception
1037 Written evidence submitted by the Libraries and Archives Copyright Alliance to Business, 
Innovation and Skills Committee (House of Commons Publications online, 19 September 2011) [24] 
<http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/commons/> accessed 21 November 2012.
10381 Mackenzie, ‘Domesday Project reborn online after 25 years’ (BBC 12 May 2011) 
<http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-13367398> accessed 21 November 2012.
1039 In other words, Russian law requires the user to obtain permission to use his or her work prior to 
the use (as opposed to after the use). The position is similar in Canada, India and Japan, discussed 
by M Favale, F Homberg, M Kretschmer, D Mendis, D Secchi, Copyright and the Regulation of 
Orphan Works, A comparative review of seven jurisdictions and a rights ciearance simulation (IPO 
2013)1 ,2 .
1040 Although the provision is often associated with orphan works, it was enacted long before the 
interest in “orphan works” became widespread.
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discussed earlier, it is contained not in Part of Russia’s Civil Code but in a law 
regulating libraries (the federal statute ‘About Librarian Services’ 1994 (section 18)). 
This is notable. As discussed in earlier chapters. Part 4 is meant to be an 
exhaustive source of Russia’s copyright law (and indeed, other IP laws). Thus, one 
cannot help wondering whether the exception has been introduced as a sort of back­
door solution to the problems caused by the deficiencies of the preservation 
exception contained in section 1275(1 )(1) of Part 4. The location of the exception 
also raises the issue of hierarchy of Russian law, - an issue I examine at the end of 
this sub-section.
Its effect is to allow three key national libraries to make digital copies of specified 
categories of documents from their collections; those copies are allowed for 
preservation purposes, although the law also states that they can be made available 
to the public. Unlike the preservation exception contained in section 1275(1 )(1) of 
Part 4, this exception does not require the libraries to wait until the original has 
deteriorated. Thus, it would appear open to the libraries covered by the exception to 
make a back-up copy for the future use.
The following can be copied under this exception:
- worn out, damaged and defective documents
- documents available in a single copy, rare documents and manuscripts which
can be lost or damaged if handed out to the public
- documents recorded on a machine readable carrier which cannot be read
without the use of technical means
- documents which have scientific or educational value^®"^
As is clear from the list, this exception allows copying of non-published as well as 
published works.
The list of works which libraries can copy under this exception is rather curious. 
While it starts off with specific conditions, it ends with a general category of 
documents that have scientific and educational value, which would seem to be a 
catch-all provision. In this case, it is not clear why the specific conditions are listed
Librarianship Business, n1026, s 18 (introduced on 27 October 2008). 
1042 ibid.
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at all. It can be only assumed that the lawmakers wished to make sure that the 
exception was not used to make digital copies of blockbusters.
One of the questions is whether the exception applies to an already digital work (for 
example, a work that originated digitally, often referred to as a “born-digital” work). 
There is no definition of the term “document” in the federal statute ‘About 
Librarianship Business' 1994 and as a result, the answer is not clear cut. Based on 
the wording of the exception, my view is that the exception applies to both digital as 
well as printed works. First, the Statute contains no specific restriction on copying 
digital documents. Second, as stated by the exception itself, its purpose is to 
“secure preservation and provide users with access to documents from collections of 
the national libraries of the Russian Federation” (my italics), with the term 
“collections” being defined as “the aggregate of documents of different uses and 
statuses”''®"®. Thus, it appears that the exception applies to a wide range of works, 
including digital ones.
That the exception allows libraries to make more than one copy also seems to 
suggest that it was designed with regard to copying digital documents. But even if I 
am wrong, being able to make multiple copies of the same publication would assist 
with the preservation of digital material. As noted by the International Study on the 
Impact of Copyright Law on Digital Preservation"'®"", digital preservation requires the 
creation of multiple copies through the practice of “normalising” content for inputting 
it onto a server, format shifting to address future obsolescence and the creation of 
backup copies on mirror servers.
Given that the exception is new, it is not yet clear what use the libraries are making 
of it. The general view seems to be that the exception is limited to copying of worn- 
out material, although as argued earlier, its wording appears capable of supporting a 
more liberal interpretation. If so, then the next question is whether the exception can 
be used in a way that is inconsistent with Part 4. At first, it would appear that Part 4,
1043 Librarianship Business, n1026, s 1 (introduced by ‘Introducing changes to ‘Statute about 
Librarianship Business', federal law of 3 June 2009 number 119-03).
1044 Library of Congress, The Joint Information Systems Committee, The Open Access to Knowledge 
Law Project, The SURFfoundation, n421 [1.4.4]; see also BL, Submission, n66, 14.
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which is an integral component of Russia’s Civil Code, is more important than a 
mere law regulating libraries.
However, from a legal point of view, both the Civil Code and the law regulating 
libraries are federal laws (as opposed to, for example, a federal constitutional law or 
a regional law) and as such, are equal""®"®. As pointed out by Russia’s Constitutional 
Court"*®"®, where two equal federal laws contradict each other, then the later law 
prevails (to which the Court referred to as the lex posterior derogat priori rule). 
Given that the exception contained in the law regulating libraries (section 18 of the 
Federal Statute ‘Librarianship Business’ 1994) was introduced later than Part 4""®"^ , 
in principle at least, it overrides any limitations contained in Part 4""®"®. Whether the 
exception has the potential to help libraries across Russia to obtain a lawfully 
digitised copy of a work in copyright is debatable (discussed below).
My initial view is that it does not. The key point is that the exception is available to 
only three of Russia’s 35,000 libraries. It is true that a number of Russian libraries 
subscribe to a digital delivery service (EDD, discussed at §5-4.2.3, pi 17) which 
enables them to exchange works in copyright. One of the problems is that currently, 
the service is limited to journals. Moreover, it is not clear whether the service 
complies with copyright law, discussed next.
Where a library covered by the exception makes a digital copy of a work in copyright 
and keeps it for its own use, copyright compliance is not an issue. By contrast, by 
sending that copy to a library not covered by the exception, the library in question 
may well be breaching copyright law""®"®. The problem is widely acknowledged. For 
example, the US Copyright Clearance Centre has produced fairly detailed guidelines
1945 Constitution of the RF of 12 December 1993, article 76 and its interpretation by Russia’s 
Constitutional Court in the matter of application by a group of MPs of Russia’s Parliament, decision of 
29 June 2004, number 13-n/2004 [2.1], [2.2].
1946 ibid.
1947 The exception was introduced on 27 October 2008. By contrast. Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, 
n39, became a law on 18 December 2006 and came into force on 1 January 2008.
1948 That said, there are occasions where a code can be accorded a special status by courts. For 
example, Russia’s Constitutional Court decided that because of the special nature of the relationship 
regulated by the Criminal Procedural Code, the Code has a higher status than other federal laws, 
decision of Russia’s Constitutional Court in the matter of application by a group of MPs of Russia’s 
Parliament, n1045 [2.3].
1949 Firsov, n91, 49-50.
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for libraries that exchange works in copyright clearly defining what can and what 
cannot be sent from one library to another without the right-holder’s permission'"®®®. 
Similarly, the CDPA 1988 contains limitations on what one library can send to 
another (s 41). My understanding is that currently in Russia there are no similar 
guidelines.
8-6.3 D e f ic ie n c ie s  o f  t h e  c u r r e n t  p r e s e r v a t io n  e x c e p t io n s  
The current preservation exceptions are insufficient to allow libraries to embrace 
digital technology lawfully. Apart from the three national libraries, a library that 
wishes to make a digital copy of a digital work (as opposed to simply printing it off) 
requires the right-holder’s permission. The same holds true for a library that wishes 
to make a digital copy of a work in a printed form. As a result, libraries are unable to 
adopt an efficient long-term preservation strategy that would prevent failures such as 
that of the BBC’s Domesday project'"®®'".
Moreover, the current exceptions do very little to help libraries to discharge their 
duties to preserve their collections and make them available to the general public in 
the future. This is especially problematic for legal deposit libraries which, as I 
mentioned earlier, are required to keep each work sent to them on a permanent 
basis ®^®® as well as use it'"®®®. The task is made even more difficult by the amount of 
material required to be deposited (the issue touched upon in chapter 5).
8 -7  P r e s e r v a t io n  e x c e p t io n s  (P a r t  4 , s e c t io n  1 2 7 5 (1  )(1 )  a n d  F e d e r a l  S t a t u t e  
ON L ib r a r ie s , s e c t io n  1 8 ) - p r o p o s a l s
8-7 .1  C o l le c t iv e  m anagem ent
In principle, collective licensing would not only seem to be a workable solution to this 
problem, it would also appear to be more suitable in this context than exceptions. In 
my view, the key reason is the availability of print-on-demand publishing. By 
contrast with earlier days when it was not economically viable to print a single copy
1930 Copyright Rights Clearance, ‘Interlibrary Loan: Copyright Guidelines and Best Practices’ 
(Copyright Rights Clearance 2007).
1951 §8-6.1,238.
1952 Compulsory Copy of Document, n427, s 16.
1953 ibid, s 17.
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of a work, modern publishers are able to make profit even when printing one copy at 
a time. Therefore, from the right-holders' point of view, it is arguably unfair to allow 
libraries to get away without paying anything for a new copy, particularly where 
libraries can acquire that copy quickly and at a low cost.
This is especially so as Russian right-holders do not get paid for allowing libraries to 
lend their works to the public for free. Having used the word “allowing”, this is not 
the sort of permission that can be withdrawn. Part 4 simply states that libraries are 
allowed to lend works from their collections “without author’s consent and without 
payment”'"®®". The user’s rights to borrow works from state-run libraries free of 
charge are also guaranteed by the law regulating libraries'"®®®. By contrast, UK law 
recognises authors’ rights to receive compensation for their works being lent by 
libraries, the so-called public lending right. The right was introduced as a result of an 
EU Directive'"®®® and is regulated by the long-standing Public Lending Right Act 
1979'"®®T
Having said all of that, one of the key limitations of the collective licensing solution is 
that it is unlikely to help libraries to preserve all of the works in their collections. This 
is simply because not all the authors (or their successors) are members of Russia’s 
CopyRus. Even if collective licensing became more popular in the future (meaning 
that more authors were becoming members of CopyRus or another collecting society 
administering rights in textual works), it may still not help libraries to preserve works 
acquired in the past. Therefore, this solution may need to be supplemented with 
another mechanism that would allow libraries to preserve their collections without 
having to obtain the right-holder’s permission'"®®®.
1054 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1274(2). Currently, Russia does not have a public rental right, 
PLR International ‘How many countries recognise PLR?’ (PLR undated) 
<httD://www.Dlrinternational.com/faas/faas.htm#recoanise> accessed 20 March 2012.
1055 Librarianship Business, n1026, ss 5 and 7(4).
1056 Eu Renting and Lending Directive, n312.
1957 In October 2010 the UK government announced its intention to abolish the PLR organisation and 
transfer responsibility for the PLR operation to another existing public body, noted in PLR, Report on 
the Public Lending Scheme and Central Fund Account 2011-2012 (The Stationary Office 4 July 
2012).
1958 vvhile extending collective licensing may, at first sight, appear to be an obvious candidate, as 
argued at §7-3.3,179, currently it is not a suitable solution for Russia.
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Moreover, if a library were to make (or commission) a digital preservation copy itself, 
in principle, at least, it could open itself up to a claim for breach of the author’s moral 
rights. As pointed out by Catherine Ayre and Adrienne Muir, “if the "look and feel" or 
functionality of a publication changes as a result of preservation copying, authors 
and creators may feel that their moral rights have been infringed”'"®®®. Given the lack 
of any decisions on this point, it is still too early to predict whether Russian courts are 
likely to take such claims seriously (the same holds true for the UK where claims for 
breach of moral rights are not common""®®®). Cases about alleged breaches of 
copyright by politicians in the course of their electoral campaigns (discussed at §4- 
3.1, pp77-78) suggest that a lot may turn on the context of the potential claim, in 
particular, whether the claimant is trying to limit the respondent’s right to the freedom 
of speech.
8-7.2 C o m p a r is o n
Currently, there does not appear to be an example of a functioning licensing scheme 
that allows libraries to make a digital preservation copy. However, research carried 
out in the UK by Catherine Ayre and Adrienne Muir'"®®'" suggests that, as a matter of 
principle, libraries and publishers are in favour of a collective licensing solution. In 
their findings, this category of users and publishers generally believe “that collective 
licences would be more flexible than legal solutions” although they also think that it 
may “be difficult to develop an agreement acceptable to all stakeholders”'"®®^. It may 
well be that Russian libraries and publishers take a similar view.
In Russia, two key problems would need to be overcome in order to make collective 
licensing work in this context. Firstly, libraries would need to find the money to 
purchase such a licence (although as noted in chapter 7, some libraries are already 
CopyRus licensees. Thus, they may be able to “upgrade” their existing licence as 
opposed to taking out a new one). Another key task is to persuade right-holders to 
allow CopyRus to develop a licence that covers digital copying. As discussed 
earlier, currently Russian right-holders are not keen to allow their works to be
1059 Q Ayre and A Muir, The Right to Preserve: The Rights Issues of Digital Preservation’ (2004) D-Lib 
Magazine 10, 3 <http://www.dlib.org/dlib/march04/ayre/03ayre.html> accessed 1 May 2012.
1060 §4_4  ^ 80 .
1961 ibid.
1962 ibid.
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converted into a digital format. As pointed out in chapter 7, solving these problems 
is not an easy task and will, inevitably, require time.
8-7.3 A DIGITAL PRESERVATION COPY AS PART OF THE PACKAGE
As an alternative to collective licensing, it may be possible for libraries to overcome 
the deficiencies of the preservation exceptions by acquiring a digital preservation 
copy of each work at the point of purchase (although as the law stands now, this will 
not help libraries to obtain a digital copy of a work lodged with them by virtue of the 
legal deposit provisions). As pointed out by Abby Smith, the Director of Programs for 
the Centre for Research Libraries (a consortium of US and Canadian universities, 
colleges and independent research libraries), it is quite common nowadays to 
purchase text in several formats simultaneously.'"®®® The proliferation in the Russian 
market of various devices for reading electronic books seems to suggest that 
Russian publishers too have the technology to publish works in several formats'"®®".
Although acquiring a digital copy at the point of purchase may minimise the risk of a 
claim for breach of the author’s moral rights, it is unlikely to rule it out completely. As 
noted earlier, long-term digital preservation requires libraries to copy repeatedly over 
time in different formats. Thus, even where the first copy is copyright-compliant, 
subsequent copies may still inadvertently alter the work in such a way as to impugn 
the author’s moral rights. Moreover, this solution will not help libraries to preserve 
works acquired in the past. Thus, certainly in relation to older works, there would still 
seem to be a strong case for widening the scope of the preservation exceptions, - an 
issue to which I turn next.
8-7.4 W id en in g  e x is tin g  p re s e rv a t io n  e x c e p tio n s  
8-7.4.1 T h e  s c o p e  o f  a m e n d e d  p r e s e r v a t i o n  e x c e p t i o n s
As discussed earlier'"®®®, in order to facilitate long-term preservation of works, it 
would appear essential for the preservation exceptions to allow libraries to copy 
repeatedly over time.
1063 A Smith, Foreword to BF Reilly, Developing Print Repositories: Models for Shared Preservation  
and Access (Council on Library and Information Resources, Washington DC, 2003) p v.
1064 For example, a wide range of devices for reading digital books is offered by a digital shop "Digi- 
shop’ at <http://www.diqi-store.ru/cateaorv/elektronnve-kniai/> accessed 12 May 2012.
1065 §5-1.3, 96.
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The next issue is how much libraries should be allowed to copy under the 
preservation exceptions. In this context, very often only an entire copy is likely to 
meet the libraries' needs. However, allowing libraries to make a copy of an entire 
work for free may slow down the development of collective licensing in this area. In 
other words, if by virtue of an exception libraries can copy an entire work without 
having to pay a penny, then it would make no sense for them to pay for the same 
use by joining a collective licensing scheme.
One of the possible solutions would be to introduce a qualified exception to allow 
libraries to make a preservation copy without having to obtain the right-holder's 
permission but charge them for the use at a set rate. In such a case, libraries would 
have an incentive to switch to a collective licensing scheme if it was cheaper than 
relying on the exception or if it provided them with a more flexible solution. As noted 
at the beginning, this would not be a unique move because there are already 
historical precedents for having qualified exceptions to the right-holder’s exclusive 
right.
Having said all of that, given the libraries’ role as custodians of culture and heritage, 
such a solution is likely to be met with resentment not just by libraries, but also their 
supporters. Thus, the State may need to help libraries to meet this additional 
financial burden. After all, the law regulating libraries states expressly that “the State 
supports the development of libraries through financing them”'"®®®. If the State’s 
financial help was to decrease slowly, then this could provide a further incentive for 
libraries to investigate an alternative mechanism such as collective licensing.
An alternative way would be to introduce a qualified exception to allow libraries to 
make a preservation copy without having to obtain the right-holder’s permission and 
without having to pay but only in relation to works acquired before a date specified 
by law, for example, the 1®' of January 2015. If libraries, publishers and other 
interested parties received advance notice of such a provision coming into force (for 
example, two years’ notice), then they would have enough time in which to 
investigate the options discussed earlier such as collective licensing or obtaining a
1066 Librarianship Business, n1026.
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digital copy at the time of purchase (as well as any other solution they may wish to 
develop for themselves).
8 - 7 . 4 . 2  E x c e p t i o n s ’ c o m p l i a n c e  w it h  t h e  t h r e e - s t e p  t e s t  
As discussed earlier in this chapter, Part 4 sets out the key elements of the three- 
step test found in article 9(1) of the Berne Convention pretty much verbatim'"®® ,^ 
namely that the exception:
- should be limited to certain special cases only
- should not conflict with normal exploitation of the work
- should not unreasonably prejudice the author's interests.
As far as the first requirement is concerned, my view is that the Russian current 
preservation exceptions do meet it because they can only be relied on in very narrow 
circumstances. Thus the key issues are whether the preservation exceptions 
amended in the way suggested above would:
- conflict with normal exploitation of the work; or
- unreasonably prejudice the author’s interests.
As far as the ‘conflict with normal exploitation of the work’ is concerned, given the 
statistics of the Russian National Public Library for Science and Technology, there is 
a strong argument that digitisation will actually help to ensure “normal exploitation” of 
some works by saving them from rotting away and eventually being written off. The 
same holds true for situations where the print run of the work in question is small 
(which tends to be the case for non-fiction such as scientific works), in such cases, it 
is also difficult to see how digitisation could ‘unreasonably prejudice the author’s or 
any other right-holder’s interests, especially if the right-holders were paid each time 
libraries made a preservation copy of their work.
1067 Following the amendments introduced on 4 October 2010 by virtue of ‘Introducing amendments to 
Part 4 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation’, federal statute number 259-03.
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8-8 E x c e p t io n s  f o r  in f o r m a t io n a l , s c ie n t if ic , e d u c a t io n a l  o r  c u l t u r a l
PURPOSES
8-8 .1  O v e r v ie w  o f  e x c e p t io n s  f o r  in f o r m a t io n a l , s c ie n t if ic , e d u c a t io n a l  o r  
CULTURAL p u r p o s e s
The rest of exceptions on which a library can rely to copy of its own volition are 
contained in section 1274 of Part 4, headed “free use for informational, scientific, 
educational or cultural purposes". They are available to any user, including libraries. 
The majority of these exceptions are based on the “free use” provisions of the Berne 
Convention'"®®®, - provisions which permit (and in the case of the quotation exception 
contained in article 10(1), require'"®®®) member states to lift copyright protection in 
certain specified circumstances. In Table 2 (annex 2), I list these exceptions, 
referring to the relevant provision of international copyright law.
Without even considering the exceptions for “informational, scientific, educational or 
cultural purposes” in more detail, it is striking that all eight of them are contained in 
just one section of Part 4 (section 1274). In my view, having so many diverse 
exceptions under “one roof is not desirable because it “overloads” the provision.
This is also inconsistent with the way in which other exceptions are drafted and 
grouped. For example, the personal use exception contained in section 1273 of Part 
4 (which I discuss later) has a section to itself (the same holds true for the exception 
that allows public performance of a copyright music work in the course of an official 
or religious ceremony, as well as a funeral'"®^ ® and the exception that allows the use 
of a copyright work for the purposes of administration of justice'"® '^". I set out the 
original text of these exceptions and their English translation in Annex 1). I make 
this observation not simply as a matter of principle. In my view, where there are 
several groups of exceptions each arranged according to different criteria, this by 
itself may make it difficult for the user to understand his entitlement. In this respect, 
the exceptions contained in the CDPA 1988 are clearer because each exception is
1068 Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Work, amended on September 28, 
1979 (revised at Paris 24 July 1971), articles 10 and 10b/s.
1069 For example, Ricketson’s Study on Limitations and Exceptions, n959, 11.
1070 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1278.
1071 ibid, s 1278.
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kept separate (although they too are not a masterpiece of clarity not least because of 
a large number of provisos built into each exception).
8-8.2 T h e  q u o t a t io n  e x c e p t io n  (P a r t  4, s e c t io n  1274(1 )(2))
Ol’ga Boikova (an in-house lawyer for the Russian State Library) says that as far as 
libraries are concerned, the most important exception out of the mixed bag of 
exceptions contained in section 1274 is the quotation e x c e p t i o n T h e  exception 
allows the library (or indeed, any other user) to quote from a copyright work for 
certain specified purposes (provided he acknowledges the author as well as the 
source of the work)""®^ ®. As noted earlier, the exception has been introduced to 
comply with article 10(1) of the Berne Convention which states that “[i]t shall be 
permissible to make quotations from a work" (my italics). Therefore, I refer to it as a 
“quotation” exception even though the draftsmen used a term which equally can be 
translated as “citation”.
8 - 8 . 2 .1  J u s t i f ic a t i o n
Professor Ricketson states that the quotation exception contained in article 10(1) of 
the Berne Convention was an acknowledgement of the need to promote criticism 
and review”"®^ ". A similar explanation is offered by Professor Hugenholtz and 
Professor Okediji in their report for the Open Society Institute in which they state that 
the exception aims to promote freedom of expression. Looking at the exception from 
the authors' point of view, they add that the right to make a quotation may be 
considered as an essential prerogative for the authors who, as they put it, 
“traditionally occupy center stage in the Berne Convention”'"®^®.
So important was this need in the eyes of the makers of the Convention, that they 
made the quotation exception ‘mandatory’ for all its member states'"®^ ®. Thus, 
Russia would have been obliged to implement the exception into her domestic
1072 o  Boïkova, The use of works in libraries; copying, scanning and digitising’ (2008) Spravochnik
rukovoditel uchrezhdeni Kui’tury 11, 42.
1073 ibid.
1074 Ricketson’s Study on Limitations and Exceptions, n959, 25; and 8  Ricketson and J Ginsburg, 
n320, 783 who note that “[q]uotation is an integral part of many kinds of intellectual activity, ranging 
from the writing of historical treaties and critical commentaries to the composition of polemical tracts”
1075 pB Hugenholtz and RL Okediji, ‘Conceiving an international instrument on limitations and 
exceptions to copyright’ Amsterdam Law School Research Paper number 2012-43 of 6 March 2008, 
Institute for Information Law Research Paper number 2012-37, 16-17
<http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2017629##> accessed 25 November 2012.
1076 s Ricketson and JO Ginsburg, n320, 783.
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copyright law even if there was a perfectly well functioning licensing scheme in 
place. That said, member states have discretion as to how to implement article 
10(1). For example, the UK has implemented the quotation exception as part of its 
fair dealing provisions'"®^ .^ Thus, Russia too is allowed to implement the exception in 
a way that would suit her particular circumstances as much as possible.
One of the unsettled issues is the definition of a “quotation”. While the Paris edition 
of the Berne Convention”"®^® does not define it, the Commentaries to the Tunis Model 
Law on Copyright for Developing Countries seem to imply that a quotation is a 
“word-by-word” reproduction of passages from a copyright work'"®^ ®. Cne of the 
examples of where a user may need to borrow a passage from someone else’s work 
verbatim is writing a biography. As pointed out by William Landes and Richard 
Posner, “because the way in which a person expresses himself is an important clue 
to his personality, a biography that contained nothing in the language of the subject 
would be incomplete as if the biographer had been forbidden to disclose facts about 
the subject that illuminated his character”'"®®®.
The same point is made by Professor Melville Nimmer. In examining photographs of 
the My Lai massacre during the Vietnam War, he notes their emotional impact. He 
states that “[hjere is an instance where the visual impact of a graphic work made a 
unique contribution to an enlightened democratic dialogue.” In his view: “[n]o 
amount of words describing the 'idea' of the massacre could substitute for the public 
insight gained through the photographs”'"®®'".
So far the issue is clear. But what if the user wishes to paraphrase someone else’s 
work? For example, the user may find it more convenient to modify the wording if he 
wishes to convey more factual content rather than someone else’s unique way of
1977 CDPA 1988, ss 29-31.
1078 Paris Act of 24 July 1971 revising the text of the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary 
and Artistic Works of 9 September 1886.
1079 UNESCO, Tunis Model Law on Copyright for Developing Countries (UNESCO 1976) [45].
1080 Landes and Posner, n61, 134,135.
1081 M Nimmer, ‘Does Copyright Abridge the First Amendment Guarantees of Free Speech and 
Press?’ (1970) 17 UCLA L Rev 1180,1197. A UK example of such a similar case is Hyde Park 
Residence Ltd v David Yeliand, News Group Newspapers Ltd, News international Ltd, Reuben 
Murrell [2000] EWCA Civ 37 where the Court of Appeal prohibited dealing in unpublished 
photographs of Princess Diana of Wales and her male companion.
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expressing it. As far as heavy paraphrasing is concerned, the user may be outside 
the law of copyright altogether, for example, where he has managed to crystallise the 
right-holder's idea without copying any of the words used by that right-holder 
(because copyright does not protect ideas'"®®^ ). However, the position in relation to 
less heavy paraphrasing is less clear.
One of the difficulties is that the word “quotation” means different things in different 
languages. For example, as defined by the New Oxford English Dictionary^®®® (as 
well as the Collins English Dictionary), the English word “quotation” is not limited to 
verbatim copying; the same is true for its synonym “citation”'"®®". By contrast, the 
ordinary meaning of the Russian word “quotation” is the ‘'precise word-by-word 
extract from any text or oral wfterance”'"®®®. From this perspective, it can be argued 
that the aim of the Russian quotation exception is to allow quoting only in situations 
referred to by Melville Nimmer, and William Landes and Richard Posner.
That said, given the aim of article 10(1) as identified by Professor Sam Ricketson, 
namely the need to promote criticism and review, my view is that the Russian 
quotation exception should be interpreted to cover not simply instances of word-by- 
word quoting, but also situations in which the user makes some amendments to the 
exact wording of the borrowed passage without running the risk of breaching the law. 
However, in order to minimise the potential harm to the right-holder, the law should 
contain clear guidance as to the amount that the user can borrow in reliance on the 
exception.
8 - 8 . 2 . 2  C o m p a r i s o n
By way of comparison, as noted earlier, the UK law does not contain a direct 
counterpart of the quotation exception (unlike, for example, German copyright 
law'"®®®). In fact, the CDPA 1988 does not mention the word “quotation" even once.
1082 §2-2, 27.
1083 Pearsall and Hanks (eds), n1, 1523, which defines ‘quotation’ as a “group of words taken from a 
text or speech and repeated by someone other than the original author or speaker”.
1084 Which is defined as “quoting”, ibid, 334 and D Treffry (ed), Coliins Engiish Dictionary  (fifth edition, 
HarperCollins Publishers 1998) 295.
1085 SI Ozhegov and N Shvedov, The Explanatory Dictionary o f the Russian language  (fourth 
edition, ITI Technologies 2008) 876.
1086 German Law on Copyright and Neighbouring Rights of 9 September 1965 (as amended 17 
December 2008), s 51, WlPO translation, WlPO Lex number DE148.
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The provisions that aim to implement article 10(1) of the Berne Convention are 
contained in several sections, namely the fair dealing provisions'"®®  ^ and to some 
extent, the provision that allows educational establishments to copy a work in the 
course of instruction or preparation for instruction (although the latter exception does 
not permit the user to make photocopies)'"®®®. The exception that allows a library to 
include a “short passage” from a published literary or dramatic work in a collection 
intended for use in educational establishments'"®®® is also relevant although it 
contains so many provisos that it is almost unusable in practice'"®®®.
8 - 8 .2 .3  S c o p e
In this Part, I focus on the scope of the Russian quotation exception from the 
perspective of libraries. I am particularly interested to examine the ways in which the 
exception can help libraries to meet their internal needs (as opposed to their users' 
needs).
Russian law imposes no restrictions on how the user can “quote” something. Thus, 
it would appear open to libraries to quote in any way they like. For example, some 
libraries have interpreted this provision to mean that they can display a photograph 
from a copyright work on a book exhibition stand'"®®'". Others have relied upon the 
exception when preparing written reviews of new books'"®®^ , drafting bulletins on 
issues of interest to their local users (for example, a review of the ecological situation 
in the region) and even more to the point, compiling a collection of quotations'"®®®.
Very important in practice, the quotation exception is silent on digitisation. Thus, it 
would seem open to the libraries to digitise a quotation (even where the quotation in 
question comes from a work that exists only in a printed form). While Russian law 
specifically prohibits libraries from providing digital works outside their premises 
without right-holders' permission, the prohibition applies only to works lent out to the
1967 CDPA 1988, ss 29, 30.
1988 ibid, s 32.
1989 ibid, s 33.
1990 Noted by Burrell and Coleman, n 40 ,124.
1991 Boïkova, ni 072,42.
1992 ibid.
19931 Mikhnova, A Library as an informational centre for the population: problem s and solutions to 
f/7em (Libere ia 2000)42.
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user.'"®®" In relation to a review of new books prepared by a library in order to inform 
its users, it would defy all common sense to say that such a review is being “lent” to 
the user. In my view, from a legal point of view, it is closer to an advertisement of an 
item out of a library’s collection rather than the item itself. Some analogy can be 
drawn with Google thumbnail cases such as Perfect 10 v Google. In that case, a US 
appeal court refused to grant an injunction against Google for (among other things) 
displaying Perfect 10's photographs as thumbnails'"®®®. In any event, where the
review is prepared by the library itself, then the library is the author and therefore,
\
can do with the work as it pleases.
Like the UK's fair dealing provisions, the quotation exception is available for certain 
specified purposes only. However, by contrast with the UK's purposes, namely “non­
commercial research and private study”'"®®®, “criticism or review”'"®®^ and “reporting 
current events”'"®®®, those under Russian law are much wider. The user is allowed to 
quote for “scholarly, polemical, critical or informational purposes”, with the 
“informational” purpose being almost a catch-all provision (although there seems to 
be a consensus among Russian commentators that the exception is not wide 
enough to allow the user simply to enhance the artistic impact of work, for example, 
by including a passage from a copyright work as an epigraph to his own work'"®®®).
Like the UK's fair dealing provisions, the quotation exception does not impose a 
specific limit on the amount that can be copied without breaching the law. Currently, 
the only statutory guidance is that the length of a quotation should be justified by its 
purpose. Neither is there any authoritative guidance on this point from Russia's 
highest courts (such as the Supreme Arbitration and the Supreme Court)'"'"®®. A
1094 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1274(2).
1095 Perfect 10, Inc v Google, Inc, 416 FSupp 2d 828 (D Gal 2006); 508 F3d 1146 (9th Cir 2007); 
Perfect 10, Inc v Google, Inc, 653 F3d 976 (9th Cir. 2011 and 132 S Ct 1713 (2012).
1096 CDPA s 29.
1007/W ,s  30(1).
1098 ibid, s 39(2).
1099 For example noted by P Zemskova, ‘Legal Aspects of Citation’ (Chto Delat’ Consul’t 5 April 2010) 
<http://www.4dk.ru/process/consultations/2010/4/1925/> accessed 15 June 2012; the idea seems to 
be based on the argument made by ÉP Gavrilov commenting on the quotation exception contained in 
s 492(2) of the Civil Code of the RSFSR 1964, n203, in Gavrilov, Soviet Copyright Law, n944, 169, 
170. Like the current quotation exception, the 1964 exception was available for specified purposes 
only.
1100 That it is uncommon for Russian courts to look at analyses from commentators in other 
jurisdictions is noted at §8-4.1.2, 228-29.
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Russian commentator, Rodion Nagorniï, says that this means that every time the 
user tries to rely on the exception, he faces the danger of being sued'"'"®'".
For the less scrupulous user, the lack of specific limits is an opportunity to abuse the 
quotation exception. This is especially so as the exception contains no requirement 
to identify the quoted passage with quotation marks. I come back to this issue in 
Part 3 when looking at the way in which this exception has been interpreted and 
used by individual (as opposed to institutional) users.
8 -8 .3  D e f ic ie n c ie s  o f  t h e  q u o t a t io n  e x c e p t io n  f r o m  t h e  p e r s p e c t iv e  o f  
l ib r a r ie s / p r o p o s a l s
8 - 8 . 3 .1  D e f i c i e n c i e s  O F THE Q U O TA TIO N  E X C E P T IO N
From the perspective of libraries, the quotation exception is quite useful. While 
obviously not a replacement for a wider preservation exception, it helps libraries to 
meet some of their internal needs. For example, it allows libraries to market not just 
their new works but also their wider educational activities. Given that libraries face a 
real threat of losing their customers to more user-friendly resources (an issue I 
discuss in more detail at §5-2.3, p102), this is important.
8 -8 .3 .2  P r o p o s a l s
Following on from the above, I am less critical of the quotation exception as it applies 
to libraries (compared, for example, to the preservation exceptions considered 
earlier). One of the ways of making the exception even more beneficial to libraries is 
to widen its scope to include non-published works. I deal with this issue separately 
later.
That said, in principle, the quotation exception is not necessary when a library is 
using a work covered by a licence issued by a collecting society. As noted in 
chapter 4, a number of bigger Russian libraries have already obtained such licences. 
However, due to its mandatory nature, the quotation exception cannot not give way 
to collective licensing.
1101 R Nagornyï, ‘Lawfulness and the permissible amount of borrowing when making a quotation is 
determined by courts with regard to the facts of each case’ (2009) Kommentariï sudebno-arbitrazhnoï 
praktiki (16) 196.
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8-8.4. P o t e n t ia l  u s e f u l n e s s  o f  o t h e r  e x c e p t io n s  f o r  “in f o r m a t io n a l , s c ie n t if ic ,
EDUCATIONAL OR CULTURAL PURPOSES”
In my view, the rest of the exceptions for “informational, scientific, educational or 
cultural purposes” will assist libraries only in rare circumstances. Therefore, I 
consider them only very briefly.
8 - 8 . 4 .1  T h e  ILLUSTRATION EXCEPTION (P A R T 4 , SECTION 1 2 7 4 ( 1 ) ( 2 )  BASED ON 
ARTICLE 1 0 ( 2 )  OF THE BERNE CONVENTION)
The illustration exception (based on article 10(2) of the Berne Convention) allows a 
user to use a copyright work as an illustration. The exception seems to be broad 
enough to allow the user to make a digital copy of the illustration. Its key limitation is 
that it can be relied upon only for educational purposes. Thus, a library may struggle 
to bring itself within the exception. In practice, it would appear easier for a library to 
copy a part of a picture (as opposed to an entire picture) in order to take advantage 
of the quotation exception'''"® .^
8 - 8 . 4 . 2  C u r r e n t  A FFA IR S  e x c e p t io n s  ( P a r t  4 , s e c t io n  1 2 7 4 ( 1 ) ( 3 ) ,  b a s e d  o n  
A R TIC LE  I O B I S ( I )  OF THE B E R N E  C O N V E N T IO N ; A N D  S E C TIO N  1 2 7 4 ( 1 ) ( 4 ) ,  B ASED O N  
A R TIC LE  2 B IS (1 )  O F THE B E R N E  C O N V E N T IO N )
In principle, it is open to libraries to rely upon the exception that allows copying of an 
article or broadcast on current economical, political, social and religious issues 
(based on article 10b/s(1) of the Berne Convention) when preparing a bulletin on 
current affairs. However, the exception does not seem to be essential to a library. 
Unless the library wishes to copy an entire article (which is unlikely), it may find it 
more convenient to rely on the quotation exception. The same seems to hold true 
for the exception that allows users to copy a political speech (the exception based on 
article 2 bis(1) of the Berne Convention).
In relation to the exception that allows incidental copying of a copyright work in a 
photograph or broadcast (the exception based on article 10 bis(2) of the Berne 
Convention) it is unlikely to be useful to libraries given the nature of their work.
1162 See for example advice given by users of a web portal for individuals interested in 
cinematographic production by S Kornilov in The use of other people’s illustrations’ (Portal
dl professionalov i lubiteleï neigrovogo kino 29 July 2012)
<http://www.miradox.ru/forum/topic/ispolzovanie-chuzhikh-illvustratsii> accessed 9 May 2012.
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8-8.4.3 Th e  EXCEPTION FOR t h e  b l in d  (P a r t  4, s e c t io n  1274(1)(5))
As far as the exception that allows users to copy a work in special characters for the 
blind is concerned, my view is that it is too narrow to help libraries in any significant 
way. One of the key points is that a library is unlikely to be converting works itself 
unless it takes on the role of an agent for the right-holder akin to publishers on 
demand (considered in more detail later). However, in this case the library would 
only be able to provide a digital copy on its premises. In order to provide remote 
access to that copy, the library would require the right-holder’s permission.
P a r t  3
Exceptions on which an individual can rely directly
8-9 E x c e p t io n s  f o r  t h e  b e n e f it  o f  a n  in d iv id u a l  
8-9.1 T h e  p e r s o n a l  u s e  e x c e p t io n  (P a r t  4, s e c t io n  1273)
The widest exception available to individuals is the “personal use” exception 
contained in section 1273 of Part 4. In my view, it is also the exception that most 
Russian users are likely to be familiar with, not necessarily in detail but at least in 
principle.
8-9.1.1 J u s t if ic a t io n
For example, Natali Helberger and P Bernt Hugenholtz identify a whole range of both 
non-economic and economic justifications for private copying exceptions in Europe, 
such as privacy, justice, promotion of creativity and free speech, market failure and 
even consumer p r o t e c t i o n A s  far as consumer protection is concerned, the 
authors are not simply concerned about the strict legal position of a consumer as set 
out in the relevant provisions of EU law, but also the consumer’s broader reasonable 
expectations of being able to copy products; such justification being closely 
interwoven with social justice and fairness.
1193 N Helberger and PB Hugenholtz, ‘No place like home for making a copy: private copying in 
European copyright law and consumer law’ (2007) Berkeley TechLJ 22 1068-1073.
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Even though not identified as the reason for having the personal use exception in 
Russia, in my view, users' reasonable expectations are highly relevant. In my 
opinion, most members of the public would regard the law of copyright as unfair if it 
did not have some sort of personal use exception. The key reason is that a personal 
use exception (in one form or another) has been available for the benefit of the 
Russian user since the very first laws upholding the author’s exclusive right through 
to the modern days. While it was the 1925 law on copyright that stated expressly for 
the first time that the user was entitled to make a copy of a copyright work for his 
personal purposes'"'‘®", previous copyright statutes'"^®® too allowed the user to copy 
for personal purposes, albeit not under the heading of exceptions. "^"®®
8 -9 .1 .2  C o m p a r is o n
By no means is the personal use exception unique to Russia. Professor Sam 
Ricketson says that a large number of jurisdictions have long had some form of 
personal use exception'"'"® .^ One of the examples is article 16b of the Dutch 
Copyright Act 1912 which allows copying of a literary, scientific or artistic work if it is 
“restricted to a few specimens intended exclusively for personal exercise, study or 
use by the natural person” provided that the copying is carried out exclusively for that 
person’s benefit”'"'"®®.
That said, ELI copyright legislation does not require its member states to adopt a 
personal use exception. Although the InfoSoc Directive contains a rule on private 
copying, it is not mandatory'"'"®®. Thus, the UK (as well as Ireland) does not have a 
personal use exception although it has the already mentioned exception for fair 
dealing for non-commercial research and private study purposes'"'"'"® and the 
exception that permits use of a photograph of a broadcast for private or domestic 
purposes, - a rather narrow exception contained in section 71 of the CDPA 1988. As
1164 Foundations of Copyright of 30 January 1925, n194, s 4(o).
1105 Censorship decree with royal approval of 22 April 1828, n136, s 11; Annex to s 420 of the 
Compilations of Laws of the Russian Empire, volume X, part 1, s 13; Author’s Rights 1911, n 150 s 39.
1106 A historical review of exceptions is provided by Nagorniï, n i77.
1107 The WlPO Study Group noted in its work for the 1967 program that “private use” exception are 
some of the “exceptions most frequently recognized in domestic laws”, explained in Ricketson’s Study 
on Limitations and Exceptions, 959, 20.
1108 Act of 23 September 1912 Containing New Regulation for Copyright (Copyright Act 1912, as last 
amended in 2008) WlPO Lex number NL097.
1109 Noted by Helberger and Hugenholtz, n1064, n1103.
1110 CDPA 1988, s 29.
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argued below, compared to the personal use exception, these UK exceptions are 
much more limited.
8 -9 .1 .3  Th e  SCOPE
Actions allowed: The Russian personal use exception allows the user to “reproduce” 
a work. In this context, “reproducing” means copying “in any material form” (my 
italics), including “recording on an electronic carrier”' " T h u s ,  it would appear open 
to the user to make a digital copy. As far as the UK’s research and private study 
exception is concerned, it too allows a range of uses, subject to the test of fairness. 
In addition to the case discussed at §8-4, p224, some guidance on what type of use 
is likely to be considered fair is found in the decision of the Court of Appeal in 
Hubbard v Vosper'"'"'"^, and a more recent decision of the same court in Ashdown v 
Telegraph Group Limited'"'"'"® which was concerned with the impact of the Human 
Rights Act 1998 on the scope of defences available in proceedings for copyright 
infringement (by no means is this an exhaustive list'"'"'"").
The amount that can be copied: With the exception of books, there are no limits on 
how much the user can copy. This raises the question of whether Russian courts 
are likely to refer to the Berne Convention. There are occasions where Russian 
courts have referred to articles of the Berne Convention'" '^"®. However, they tend to 
move on swiftly to consider the provisions of Russia’s domestic law incorporating the 
relevant article. Neither do they appear to take notice of the interpretation of the 
Berne Convention by courts from other jurisdictions'" '^"®. In the circumstances, it 
would appear open to the user to copy an entire work. From this perspective, the 
exception is different from the UK’s research and private study exception. Although
1111 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1270(2)(1).
1112 Hubbard v Vosper, n128.
1113 Ashdown V Telegraph Group Limited [2001] EWHC Ch 28, [2001] 2 WLR 967 , discussed by J 
Griffiths in ‘Copyright Law after Ashdown - Time to Deal Fairly with the Public’ (2002) IPQ 3, 240.
1114 Other relevant decisions include the decision of the High Court in Forensic Communications 
Services Limited v the Chief Constable of West Yorkshire Police [2011] EWHC 2892 (Ch) (“Forensic 
Communications Services”) [111]; for a general discussion of fair dealing, see De Zwart, n119, 60.
1115 Akt ‘Moscow” (publisher) v N TS Enas (publisher), case number A40-14096/07-133-112, decision 
of the federal arbitration court of Moscow region of 21 January 2008 and also, cases discussed at §2- 
10,51,52.
1115 §8-4.1.2, 228-29.
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the wording of the UK’s exception does not contain any specific limits, the courts will 
consider the amount copied when deciding whether the use is “fair”'"'"''^ .
That said, the Russian position may change in the future. As a result of changes to 
Part 4 introduced in 2010, the exception now reads as follows:
“It is allowed, without the permission of the author or another right-holder and 
without payment of compensation, for an individual to copy a work which has 
been made available to the public, exclusively for personal purposes and only 
if it is necessary’ (my italics).
No guidance is given as to when copying will be regarded as “necessary”. In 
principle, the amended provision can be interpreted to mean that the user is allowed 
to copy only as much as he needs to achieve his purpose, although it is not clear 
what criteria the courts would use in deciding this question. The key problem is that 
the personal use exception is very subjective. It allows the user to copy for any 
personal purpose, however trivial it may seem in the court room. Presumably, the 
courts will have to step into the respondent’s shoes when assessing his thought 
processes, - a task fraught with difficulties.
Types of works covered: The personal use exception is broader than its UK’s 
counterpart in that it applies to almost all types of works (with some limitations for 
buildings, databases, computer programmes and sheet m u s i c ) ' " B y  contrast, the 
UK’s research and private study exception applies only to literary, dramatic, musical 
or artistic work and “the typographical arrangements of published editions”. 
However, there are currently plans to widen the scope of the UK’s exception “to 
cover all forms of content”'"'"^ ®. The Russian exception is also broader in that (as 
already mentioned), it can be used to copy for any personal purpose. Thus, it is
1117 Hubbard v Vosper, n128; Forensic Communications Services, n1114[111].
1116 As amended by Introducing changes to Part 4 of the Civil Code of the Russian Federation, federal 
statute of 4 October 2010, number 259-03.
1119 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, nS9, s 1273(1 )-(4).
1120 IPO, Taking Forward the Gowers’ Review of Intellectual Property’ (the Intellectual Property Office 
November 2007), more recently, the IPO published its first drafts of exceptions for private copying, 
parody, quotation and public administration (open to comments until 17 July 2013) (IPO June 2013) 
<http://www.ipo.gov.uk/types/hargreaves/hargreaves-copyright/hargreaves-copyright-techreview.htm> 
accessed 15 June 2013.
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broad enough to allow the user to take a photograph of a broadcast, - a use which is 
covered by a specific exception in the UK (section 71 of the CDPA 1988).
Last but not the least, unlike the UK research and private study exceptions, the 
Russian personal use exception is limited to works which have been made available 
to the public. Potentially, this is an important limitation because it can prevent the 
user from relying on the exception when dealing with archival documents. 
Therefore, I consider this point in more detail in Part 5.
8 -9 .2  T h e  c o u r t s ’ in t e r p r e t a t io n  o f  t h e  p e r s o n a l  u s e  e x c e p t io n
8 -9 .2 .1  L o w e r  COURTS
Not only has the personal use exception been drafted widely, it has also been 
interpreted widely by the courts. For example, in a claim by M Maleina v A Vlasov, 
Hamovnicheskii District Court of Moscow held that the respondent’s verbatim 
copying of 46 pages of the claimant’s work'"'"^ '' in his textbook was covered by the 
personal use exception. Not only did the respondent fail to obtain the claimant’s 
permission, he did not mention her name even once (although in his “Recommended 
Literature” section he referred to the book in which the claimant’s work had been 
published originally'"'‘2^ ). Needless to say, neither did he identify her contribution 
through the use of quotation marks. Surprisingly, the court allowed the respondent 
to rely on the personal use exception even though the print-run of the textbook was 
500 copies'"'"2®.
Ironically, both parties were lecturers and the infringing textbook was on civil law, of 
which IP law is part. Thus, in addition to the workings of the exception in practice, 
the case highlights the problem of unlawful copying at Russian universities, -  a 
sector plagued with plagiarism and even passing off an entire work authored by a 
colleague as one’s own. (Given the background of the parties, from now on I refer to
1121 Originally published as two chapters of a textbook AG Kalpin and AI MasI ev (eds), Civil Law.
Part 1: Textbook (second edition, urist 2000).
1122 ibid.
1123 Maleina M v Vlasov A, case number 5-B11-32, decision of Hamovnicheskii District Court of the 
city of Moscow of 6 April 2010 (unreported), as noted by Russia’s Supreme Court on 24 May 2011, 
case number 5-B11-32. The court appears to have been swayed by the respondent’s argument that 
he was going to use the book primarily (if not solely) as an aid in the course of his lecturing.
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this case as “the civil law lecturers' case”). By no means is this problem unique to 
Russia. For example, John Casey of the University of the Arts, London, argues that: 
“[i]n UK academia there are currently very low levels of legal awareness amongst 
academics and plenty of potentially dangerous misconceptions -  such as ‘we can do 
what we like because we are in education’'''■24.
8-9.2.2 H ig h e r  c o u r t s
By contrast, the higher courts in Russia seem to be more aware of the need to keep 
the personal use exception within its boundaries. Thus, Russia’s Supreme Court 
has issued authoritative guidance which states that the exception can be relied upon 
only for the purposes of meeting personal needs or the needs of the usual circle of 
the family of the [copying] individual”''''^ ® (by authoritative guidance I mean guidance 
issued on a specific issue and which is binding on lower c o u r t s ' ' G i v e n  that the 
exception does not require the user to acknowledge the author, this interpretation is 
important. If the exception is used to pass on a copy to a wider audience without 
making it clear who the author is, this may cause significant harm to the right-holder, 
as demonstrated by the civil law lecturers’ case.
The guidance issued by Russia’s Supreme Court is also helpful in that it clarifies the 
circumstances in which the user can re-use material copied in reliance on the 
personal use exception. Given that it only allows copying for “subsequent non­
commercial use”, it is not open to the user to utilise a copy that he made to enhance 
his knowledge subsequently in a PowerPoint presentation before a fee-paying 
audience, in an advice to a client or in a book. By contrast, the position on the re­
use of already copied material in the UK is less clear^i^?.
1124 j  Casey, ‘Creative Commons licences: are they right for you?’ (2012) ALJ 37, 2, 32 commenting 
on the general lack of awareness among academics in the UK, whether in relation to potential 
plagiarism on behalf of their own or simply copying on behalf of students.
1125 About some questions arising as a result of the enactment of Part 4 of the Civil Code of the 
Russian Federation, joint guidance of the Supreme Court and the Supreme Arbitration Court of 26
March 2009, number 5/29, point 34 (published on 22 May 2009 in the Rossiyska Gazeta).
1126 Which is the effect of ‘Judiciary of the RSFSR’, statute of RSFSR of 8 July 1981 (repealed 1 
January 2013) Gazette of the Supreme Soviet RSFSR, number 28, article 976 of 8 July 1981 (as 
amended on 7 February 2011), s 56.
1127 Discussed by C Kelly in ‘Current events and fair dealing with photographs: time for a revised 
approach’ (2012) IRQ 4 243-244 in which he refers to the debate on s 30 of the CORA 1988 in the 
House of Lords; also noted by the British Academy and the Publishers Association in ‘Joint Guidance 
on Copyright and Academic Research’ (published Jointly by the British Academy and the Publishers 
Association April 2008) [14.6(c)(h)j.
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Whether the lower courts are aware of the guidance is of course another question. 
For example, in the civil law lecturers' case, Hamovnicheskii District Court of 
Moscow seems to have made its decision without considering if ' ’ ®^. To this end, it is 
worth noting that even though civil proceedings are adversarial, Russian courts are 
not limited to the material presented to them by the p a r t i e s ' " Thus, one would 
expect the Court to refer to this guidance, even if it was not put it before it.
That said, the higher courts have not always been consistent in their interpretation of 
the scope of the personal use exception. One of the examples is the appeal from 
the decision of Hamovnicheskii District Court of Moscow in the civil law lecturers’ 
case to the Supreme Court. In its ruling, the Supreme Court stated categorically that 
the lower court had misunderstood and misapplied the personal use exception 
The respondent’s actions of using the claimant’s work in the course of his day-to-day 
lecturing fell outside the personal use exception not least because he used the work 
to serve not his own or his family’s needs, but those of his students. This part of the 
decision is uncontroversial.
However, the Supreme Court suggested that the exception can be relied upon in the 
course of one’s work or employment. My view is that without further clarification, 
such a remark may lead to an unduly wide interpretation of the exception. Even 
though decisions made by the Supreme Court by way of appeal do not have the 
same binding force as its authoritative guidance on a particular issue, in practice 
they are often studied closely by prospective litigants and their legal advisors when 
assessing the strengths and weaknesses of their cases.
8 -9 .3  L ib r a r ie s ’ in t e r p r e t a t io n
Even though the exception is not available to libraries, it seems to be available to 
their visitors who wish to make a copy while on library premises. The same would 
seem to hold true for the UK’s research and private study e x c e p t i o n H o w e v e r ,
1128 Maleina M v Vlasov A, n1123.
1129 Russia’s Civil Procedural Code, n341 (as amended on 23 April 2012) s 12; also see L 
Shamshurin, ‘About adversarial nature of court proceedings and the role of courts: issues of theory
and practice’ (2008) ArbitrazhnyT i grazhdanskii pro ts ess 11,2.
1130 n1123.
1131 As suggested by Burrell and Coleman, n40, 145.
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the biggest difference between UK and Russian libraries is that in Russia most 
libraries do not allow their customers to use a photocopier.
To illustrate this point, a user wishing to obtain a photocopy of a work held by the 
Russian State Library (Russia's equivalent of the British Library) has to place an 
order with the Library’s reprographic department whose staff then photocopy the 
requested material'’' ' I n  relation to smaller libraries, it is even less likely that the 
users will be able to use the photocopier themselves. Firstly, not all libraries will 
have one'’"'®®. But even if they did, there is still no guarantee that the user would be 
trusted with such valuable property.'"''®''
It is possible that the practice of not allowing self-photocopying goes back to the 
Soviet times when the photocopier was seen as a potential tool for unauthorised 
publishing (or “samizdat”)'"'"®®. Whatever the reason, this means that the user is at 
the mercy of the library’s interpretation of the relevant copyright law provisions. The 
point is important because unlike courts, libraries seem to take a very narrow view of 
the personal use exception.
As mentioned earlier, the law does not impose restrictions on how much the user 
can copy in reliance on the personal use exception. It only states that the user is not 
allowed to copy an entire book. Thus, it would seem open to the user to copy as 
much as 99% of a book and even an entire work in case of other publications (for 
example, a brochure or a journal). However, most libraries routinely limit the amount 
that the user can copy on their premises. For example, the Russian State Library 
allows its users to copy only 15% of a book (which is actually less than some
1132 r s L, ‘Copying at the library’ (RSL undated) <http://www.rsl.ru/ru/s4/s46423/> accessed 9 May 
2012.
1133 Even though it is the government’s intention to supply even village libraries with a photocopier; 
see for example, the Model Government Standard for Activities in a Village Library developed by the 
local authority of the Leningrad District (Russia’s Institute of Economics and Social Policy 2008) 
<http://www.inesp.ru/library/> accessed 9 May 2012.
1134 Besides this, the library may wish to retain control over photocopying to comply with any relevant 
health and safety regulations (some of which are so strict that they even prohibit pregnant and 
breastfeeding women from operating a photocopier!), an example of such a model regulation is 
available at the informational portal Ohranatruda, Standard health and safety instructions for separate 
types of works’ (Ohranatruda undated)
<http://www.ohranatruda.ru/ot_biblio/instructions/katalog1/2657/> accessed 6 March 2012.
1135 Owen, n836, 83.
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newspapers allow their users to copy under the quotation exception)"'''®®. It is not 
clear how the Library has arrived at this figure. In the absence of any authoritative 
guidance by higher courts, it seems to be rather arbitrary. That said, it is not that 
different from the old UK library guidance that allows one to copy ‘one article from a 
journal issue, one chapter from a book, or 10% of other works’'"'"®^.
A number of other libraries specify limitations in terms of number of pages (as 
opposed to a percentage of a work). For example, the Amur District Library allows 
its users to copy no more than 30 pages of any scholarly work, including books'"''®®. 
Not only can this different method of calculation confuse the user, it can also lead to 
a very different result. For example, in the case of a 60-page book, this Library 
would allow copying of 50% of the work, much more than allowed by the Russian 
State Library.
Notably, libraries often impose limitations on copying works even though the law 
does not specify any^ ""®®. For example, the Russian State Library allows its uses to 
obtain only the following;
- Photocopies of published articles and short works; and
- Photocopies of fragments no longer than 15% of the entire length of the work 
in case of all other types of works.
Thus, the rules prevent an individual user from photocopying an entire journal, even 
though he is allowed to do so by law. It is true of course that in practice the library 
user may be able to obtain a copy of the whole work by copying a bit each day. 
However, as a matter of principle, such practices can override the user's statutory 
rights.
1136 'The rules for providing photocopying services (including microcoping) and scanning in the 
Russian State Library’ approved by W  Fedorov (RSL 2008) [2.1], [4]
<http://www.rsl.ru/datadocs/doc 4825tu.pdf> accessed 11 May 2012.
1137 Referred to and confirmed (albeit with a proviso) by the Joint Information Systems Committee and 
Publishers Association in ‘Guidelines for Fair Dealing in an Electronic Environment’ (Ukoln) 
Terminology Section <http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/services/elib/papers/pa/fair/intro.html> accessed 22 
November 2012.
1138 Amur District Library named after NN Murav’ ëv-Amurskiï, ‘The Rules on Coping of and Scanning
Documents of the Amur District Library’ (Amurska oblastna nauchna biblioteka imeni NN 
Murav’ ëva-Amurskogo undated) [3.2] <http://www.libamur.ru/paae/35.html> accessed on 7 March 
2012.
1139 RSL, ‘The rules for providing photocopying services (including microcoping) and scanning in the 
RSL’, n1136 [2.1], [4].
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With some exceptions, neither do libraries allow users to photocopy using their own 
equipment. For example, the rules of the Russian State Library state that users are 
prohibited from carrying out any amateur p h o t o g r a p h y ^ The Library’s rule was 
upheld by the Moscow City Court in a case brought by This is likely to come 
as a disappointment to Russian users, a number of whom are proud owners of the 
latest technological devices, including digital cameras and telephones with in-built 
digital cameras.
K was a private individual who, in spite of the rules of the Russian State Library, 
wished to use his own camera to take a picture of a copyright work on the Library's 
premises. In court, he argued that the Library's ban on the use of personal copying 
equipment was unlawful because it prevented him from exercising his rights under 
the personal use exception. He also referred to the constitutional provisions that 
guarantee freedom of information. He argued that any issues over the width of the 
exception should be resolved in the light of these constitutional guarantees.
The case seems to have been decided largely on the ground that the ban on the use 
of personal cameras was justified in order to protect the Library's collections. This 
part of the decision is unproblematic. Most libraries are concerned with preservation 
of their collections, and many have a similar restriction (see, for example, the British 
Library's policy on this '^'42y vvhat is surprising is the Moscow City Court's analysis of 
the relevant copyright provisions.
Having made the point about the need to protect the Russian State Library's 
collections, the Moscow State Court went on to say that K was entitled to receive 
“Xerox copies of the necessary documents, which are made by the library staff in 
accordance with the provisions of section 1274”. My reading of the decision is that
1140 RSL, ‘Rules regulating the use of reading rooms of the Russian State Library, changes and 
amendments to the Rules about the use of reading rooms of the RSL', approved by the order of the 
General Director number 165 of 1 June 2006 (RSL 2006) [3.3.8],
<http://www.rsl.ru/ru/root3444/root34443451/root344434513452/> accessed 11 May 2012.
1141 K V Russian State Library, case number 33-35911, decision of the Moscow City Court of 8 
November 2011.
11^ 12 b l, ‘Help for researchers’ (BL undated)
<http://www.bl.uk/reshelp/atvourdesk/imaainq/faas/faq.html#photo> accessed 30 March 2013.
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the Court was trying to say that any inconvenience caused to K as a result of the 
Library’s rujes was insignificant.
One of the key problems with the Moscow City Court’s choice of section 1274  
(discussed in Part 2 of this chapter) is that this section does not deal with non­
commercial personal use at all. Thus, unless K was going to use the copied material 
as a quotation in his book or as an illustration to support a point made during the 
course of a lecture, section 1274  was irrelevant. If however I am wrong and it was 
open to K to rely on section 1274 , then it is not clear why the Court focused on the 
personal use exception in the first place.
It may well be that the Moscow City Court’s analysis of copyright law was slack 
because it was not crucial to the decision. That said, even though not the highest 
court in Russia, the Moscow City Court is nevertheless centrally located and in my 
view, is expected to lead the way. Therefore, it is unfortunate that the decision 
shows insufficient grasp of the relevant copyright provisions.
8 -9 .4  U s e f u l n e s s  o f  t h e  p e r s o n a l  u s e  e x c e p t io n / o b s e r v a t io n s  
Overall, the personal use exception is drafted widely. Provided that copying is 
carried out for personal (as opposed to commercial) use, the exception can be relied 
upon to copy a wide range of works. The user is even able to make his own digital 
copy of an entire work in reliance on the exception. Thus, from a user’s point of 
view, the personal use exception has the potential to minimise some of the 
difficulties of obtaining a digital copy from a library, albeit it in a sort of “help yourself 
way.
That said, the user is unlikely to be in a position to utilise the personal use exception 
fully when visiting a library. As far as the libraries’ reluctance towards allowing the 
user to do so, not only is it unhelpful to the user, it is also not supported by the 
wording of the exception. That said, the libraries’ stance can be explained by the 
fact that currently there are two different regimes for exceptions, one for libraries and 
one for individuals. In the absence of any guidance, it would seem logical for 
libraries to take a view that these regimes are mutually exclusive. In other words, if 
one applies, then the other does not.
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In my view, one of the ways of clarifying the scope of libraries’ and users’ authority 
would be to have exceptions that can be relied upon by both the individual and 
libraries. For example, Robert Burrell and Allison Coleman make this argument in 
relation to the UK library e x c e p t i o n s ' ' I n  their view, “in appropriate circumstances 
the division between librarian copying and copying by readers ought to be abolished, 
and that libraries ought to be able to rely directly on an expanded research and 
private study provision”. If however this is not achievable at the moment, then at the 
very least all the exceptions should contain the same limits on the amount that the 
user can copy without breaching them.
Apart from any confusion that may be caused as a result of having two separate 
regimes, it is possible that Russian librarians are concerned with being held liable for 
copying at the customer’s request and/or allowing their customers to copy in breach 
of copyright law. Whether libraries and/or their staff can indeed be held liable for 
indirect infringement of right-holders’ rights is not clear. Part 4 does not deal with the 
possibility of indirect liability for a breach of copyright l a w ' ' ' " '4 .  |n the absence of any 
specific provision on this in Part 4, the general principles of tort law in Russia 
discussed below would seem to apply.
It is true that Russia’s tort law (contained in Part 2 of her Civil Code) recognises that, 
in principle, one party “A” (in the example above, the library and/or its staff) can be 
made liable for actions of another party “B” (the library user) which causes harm to a 
third party “C” (the right-holder)^^"® (“indirect liability”). However, indirect liability can 
be imposed in cases specified by the legislation only'"'""®. It is submitted that none of 
these cases is directly relevant to the situation where the library and/or its staff 
copies at the customer’s request or allows their customers to copy in breach of 
copyright law.
Burrell and Coleman, n40, 138.
As does the US Copyright and Related Rights Law, n366, discussed by D Lichtman and W  
Landes, ‘Indirect liability for copyright infringement; an economic perspective’ (2003) HarvJL & Tech 1 
16(2)396.
11^*3 Civil Code of the RF, Part 2 of 26 January 1996, number 14-03, s 1064(1).
1146 ss 1068-1079.
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Regardless of the strict legal position, an important issue is whether librarians and/or 
their employers should be made liable for breaching copyright indirectly. The issue 
is debatable. For example, in its Position on Copyright in the Digital 
Env i r onme nt ^ t he  International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions 
(“the I FLA") argues against making librarians liable. It states that “[ajithough, 
libraries as intermediaries have an important role to play in ensuring compliance with 
copyright law, liability should ultimately rest with the infringer”’'''"®. This reasoning 
appears to be behind the US copyright law provision that states that a library or 
archives or its employees are not liable “for the unsupervised use of reproducing 
equipment located on its premises” (albeit there is a requirement to display a notice 
that the making of a copy may be subject to the copyright law) '^'" .^
By contrast, the CDPA 1988''''®® expressly provides for liability of a party who 
infringes copyright indirectly. As pointed out by Professor Lichtman and Professor 
Landes, such a liability can increase compliance with the law''''®''. It is submitted that 
given the low level of copyright compliance in Russia, this approach is likely to be 
more beneficial to Russia than the one advocated by the I FLA. Even more 
important, it has the potential to teach Russian libraries about copyright, which in 
turn can help them to spread the word among their customers. Having said all of 
that, in order to protect the users' rights, the law must make it clear what exactly the 
user is allowed to copy on libraries' premises.
With regards to the position of a library user in Russia, one of the issues is whether 
he can enforce his statutory rights to rely on an exception. The answer to this 
question is not clear and there are no commentaries on the issue. One of the 
options that come to mind is the consumer protection legislation''''®^. However, 
based on the reading of the law as well as the relevant guidance issued by Russia's
1147IFLA, The I FLA Position on Copyright in the Digital Environment (2000)’ (IFLA August 2000) 
<httD://www.ifla.orq/Dublications/the-ifla-position-on-copvriaht-in-the-diqital-environment-2000> 
accessed 25 January 2013.
1148 ibid.
1149 US Copyright and Related Rights Law, n366, §108 (f).
1150 CDPA 1988, s 16(3), ss 22-27 and ss 95, 96.
1161 Lichtman and Landes, n1144, 396.
1152 Protecting Consumers, federal statute of 7 February 1992, number 2300-1.
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Supreme Courf''®®, such legislation appears to be concerned solely with situations 
where at least one of the parties is paying to the other. By contrast, public libraries 
do not charge their customers for accessing the material (although they may charge 
for photocopying it). In the circumstances, the user is unlikely to be able to rely on 
the consumer protection legislation''^®".
8-9.5 D e f ic ie n c ie s  o f  t h e  p e r s o n a l  u s e  e x c e p t io n s
From the right-holder’s perspective, a wide personal use exception is less welcome 
because it purports to deprive him or her of an exclusive right to his or her 
remuneration or property. This is especially unfortunate as the law does not require 
the user to acknowledge the author, even when passing on a copy of an entire work 
to a family member (thus potentially depriving the author of the “free” publicity as well 
as remuneration). Moreover, as the civil law lecturers’ case shows, there is a danger 
that the law may be developed in a way that would widen the “personal” sphere to 
include work situations.
In the circumstances, one would expect Russian lawmakers to justify the current 
width of the personal use exception. One of the ways of doing this is by finding out 
what type of copying the public is likely to consider “fair” or “normal” (using the 
terminology of the Berne Convention’s “three-step” test). In a sense, the answer to 
this question is beyond the scope of this thesis because it is not a legal but a factual 
issue best decided by a factual survey of users’ expectations. If the restrictions on 
copying under the personal use exception were set at the level acceptable to the 
average user, then arguably the user would be more likely to comply with them.
Setting the exception at a level acceptable to the public may also help to legitimate 
copyright law. Drafting the exception too narrowly could send (or, arguably, re­
enforce) the message that copyright is arbitrary and should simply be ignored. This 
is precisely the reasoning behind Ian Hargreaves’ argument in favour of widening the
1163 About civil courts’ practice in relation to consumer protection disputes, guidance of the Plenum of 
Russia’s Supreme Court of 28 June 2012, number 17 [3.2] (published 11 July 2012 in the 
R ossiyskaya G aze ta ).
1164 One of the ways of addressing this problem would be to couch the entitlement to rely on a 
statutory exception as a positive right. That said, this could affect the overall scope of copyright 
protection, discussed by RM Hilty, ‘Speech’ in Proceedings zur Tagung Interessenausgleich im 
Urheberrecht - Teil 2 - des Max Planck Institute for Intellectual Property and Competition Law in 
Berlin, 4-6 November 2004.
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current fair dealing provisions to allow UK users to format-shift music for personal 
purposes. In his view, the current ban on such activities means that “[p]eople are 
confused about what is allowed and what is not, with the risk that the law falls into 
disrepute”'*''®®. It is arguable that this applies equally to textual works.
By the same token, an unduly wide exception can also taint the public perception of 
copyright. If the lawmakers dilute the right-holder's exclusive right to an extent that 
makes that exclusive right meaningless or where the exception is routinely 
interpreted in an overly wide way, then the public may take it as permission to 
breach copyright.
8-9.5.1 R e s t r ic t io n s  o n  t h e  a m o u n t  t h a t  c a n  b e  c o p ie d
My initial view is that most members of the public would not necessarily consider the 
copying of an entire work as “fair”, “normal” or “necessary”. One of the reasons for 
this is that Russia has now had market economy for over 20 years, - a period long 
enough for people to realise that “free” things are a matter of the past. If I am right, 
then there is a strong case for keeping the personal use exception but imposing a 
specific limitation on the amount that the user is allowed to copy in reliance on it 
(discussed in more detail at §8-10.4.2, pp281-282).
This would not be a unique move. For example, the 1911 copyright law permitted 
the user to copy an entire work only if that work was “insignificant in volume”; by and 
large, the user was allowed to copy only short passages (the exception covered 
copying for all purposes, including personal)'*''®®. It was only in 1925 that the 
personal use exception allowed the user to copy an entire work'*^® .^ (Not only that, 
the relevant provision stated that the user did not even have to note the name of the 
author on his copy.) Given the ultimate aim of exceptions to copyright law (as 
discussed at the beginning of this chapter), my understanding is that the exception 
was introduced solely for the purpose of spreading the word of the then ruling 
Communist Party.
1165 Hargreaves, n980, 5.
1166 Author’s Rights 1911, n50, s 39.
1167 Foundations of Copyright of 30 January 1925, n194, s 4(o).
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As noted earlier, certainly in the West, one of the traditional objections to even a 
narrow personal use exception is the right-holder’s inability to find out how much is 
actually being copied behind closed doors. Thus, lawmakers have been wary of 
introducing laws that are likely to be ignored. However, as argued earlier, if 
limitations were set at the right level, they could encourage the user to comply with 
copyright law.
That modern technology has some potential to assist with copyright compliance is 
also important. For example, the right-holder of a digital work could use software 
such as Copy Protect”' t o  protect against copying or tampering with the work. 
Some digital libraries already use technology that makes the borrowed work expire 
within a certain period of time''”'®®. That said, while such technology can help to 
protect digital works, it is submitted that by and large it is still toothless when it 
comes to works in printed form. Currently, there does not appear to be any 
technology generally available that is specifically designed to recognise an unlawful 
copy or prevent a photocopier from making one.
8 - 9 . 5 . 2  R e q u ir in g  th e  u s e r  to  co m p en sate  th e  r ig h t -h o ld e r  
Similarly, my initial view is that most members of the public would not necessarily 
expect to obtain material for their hobbies for free. (This is different from the 
quotation exception, especially where the user is expected or even required to refer 
to the author, for example, when writing an essay or a thesis.) Thus, as an 
alternative or in addition to a limitation on the amount that the user can copy, the 
existing personal use exception could be amended to require the user to pay (the 
qualified exception solution discussed earlier).
To this end, collective licensing is relevant. The traditional objection to extending 
collective licensing to personal uses is economic, namely, the high costs of collecting 
royalties from a large number of occasional users. However, modern technology has 
some potential to address this problem. For example, the purchaser could be 
required to make an extra payment if he wished to obtain a copy which he could then 
allow others to copy for personal use. In terms of compliance, this is more likely to
1158 NewSoftwares.net <http://www.newsoftwares.net/coDv-Drotect/> accessed 28 May 2012.
1169 For example, Amazon Kindle Owners’ Lending Library allows the reader to access the borrowed 
work for 14 days after which the user’s copy disappears off his device.
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work for digital works which can be protected from copying unless this extra payment 
has been made.
8-9.5.3 T h e  r e q u ir e m e n t  t o  a c k n o w l e d g e  t h e  a u t h o r
The lack of a requirement to acknowledge the author when relying on the personal 
use exceptions has implications on two levels. First, it can result in economic loss to 
the author if fewer members of the public learn about his work. Second and 
arguably more important, it weakens the author's moral rights to be known as the 
author of his work. While this may not be a problem where the copy in question is 
made at home purely for the personal use of the individual who makes it, it is 
important where the copy is passed on to a family member or where the copying is 
carried out by library staff. From my personal experience, Russian libraries do not 
routinely copy the front page of the work or write down the name of the author on the 
copy. Once the copy has left the library, it may be in some cases practically 
impossible to establish its authorship.
Not only would a requirement to acknowledge the author provide some protection to 
the right-holder, it may also help to educate the user about the importance of 
attribution. While it is unlikely to change this practice overnight, the requirement 
would be a move in the right direction. As far as the UK fair dealing provisions are 
concerned, they do not require “sufficient acknowledgement” as a rule of thumb. 
While the non-commercial research and private study exceptions require such 
acknowledgement”'''®®, it can be dispensed with if it would be impossible for reasons 
of practicality or otherwise””'''®''.
8 -1 0  T h e  q u o t a t io n  e x c e p t io n
In principle, an individual can rely directly upon any exception contained in section 
1274, a mixed bag of exceptions which allow copying for “informational, scientific, 
educational or cultural purposes” (as pointed out earlier, these exceptions are largely 
required by the Berne Convention). In practice, like libraries, the individual user is 
likely to find the quotation exception the most useful.
1160 CDPA 1988, s 29(1).
1161 /W , s 29(1 B).
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8-10.1 T h e  SCOPE
The quotation exception is complementary to the personal use exception because it 
has the potential to apply in a wider set of circumstances. For example, unlike the 
personal use exception, it can be relied upon even for commercial purposes. 
Whether the exception can be used to copy a work in its entirety (as is permitted by 
the quotation exception) is debatable.
8 -1 0 .1 .1  C o p y in g  a n  e n t ir e  w o r k
The exception itself does not contain any limits on the amount that can be quoted. 
Neither is there any authoritative guidance from Russia’s highest courts. That is not 
to say that Russia’s highest courts have never commented on the quotation 
exception.
For example, in the case which concerned a request to de-register If^rii Rybakov as 
a Parliamentary candidate because of his alleged breach of copyright law, the 
Supreme Court of Russia (which heard the case by way of appeal) defined quoting 
as “inclusion of one or several fragments (or passages) from a work of one author 
into a work of another author” (my i t a l i c s ) ^ T h u s ,  the concept of quotation, as it is 
understood in Russia, implies some limits. This is not dissimilar to the way in which 
the concept has been interpreted outside Russia. Professor Sam Ricketson says 
that “[a]lthough Article 10(1) [of the Berne Convention] does not define “quotation,” 
this usually means the taking of some part of a greater whole” (my italics)"'''®®.
Some of Russia’s lower courts have gone even further and stated expressly that 
copying of an entire work can never be covered by the quotation exception. For 
example, the 13^  ^ Arbitration Appeal Court held that the quotation exception could 
not possibly have applied in a case where the respondent had copied the claimant’s 
article on tax evasion in its entirety''''®". By contrast, the UK’s approach seems to
1162 A, application to cancel registration of a candidate R, decision of Russia’s Supreme Court of 5 
December 2003 number 78-F03-77.
1163 Ricketson and Ginsburg, n320, 788.
1164 Consultancy Group "Ekon-Profif v ‘Lawfulnes and Order’, decision of the 13i*^  Arbitration Court of 
28 March 2011, case number A56-46791/2010.
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accept that the user may be able to copy a whole work albeit in exceptional 
circumstances only, for example, where the work is as short poem'*''®®.
8-10.1.2 C r it e r ia  f o r  d e c id in g  t h e  a m o u n t  t h a t  c a n  b e  c o p ie d  w it h o u t
BREACHING THE LAW
Apart from the indication that the quotation exception cannot be used to copy an 
entire work, in Russia there does not seem to be any commonly accepted measure 
for determining whether the user has exceeded the limits of the exception. The 
decisions arising out of the claim brought by “Rosfilm” (“the Claimant”) against the 
television channel “Russia” (“the Respondent”) illustrate this point (“the Rosfilm 
case”).''''®®
In the Rosfilm case, the Respondent copied several clips amounting in total to 4 
minutes out of the Claimant's 88-minute long film. The Respondent then included 
the clips in its own film which was a 44-minute long documentary about a famous 
Russian actor, Leonid Filatov. The Claimant argued that not only this was a breach 
of its exclusive rights in the film, but also that the clips were used in such a way as to 
tarnish its business reputation. It is not clear from the decision what exactly the 
Respondent argued in his defence. However, all the courts involved approached the 
case on the basis that it was open to the Respondent to rely on the quotation 
exception to justify its copying. Therefore, I examine each of the court's comments 
on this exception in some detail below.
The decision of the Arbitration Court of the city of Moscow^ ^ ®^ (“the first instance 
court”): In its analysis of the applicability of the quotation exception, the first instance 
court first referred to article 10 of the Berne Convention and then, the relevant 
provision of Russian copyright law. (Given that the dispute arose prior to January 
2008, the Court referred not to Part 4''''®® but the Law on Copyright and Neighbouring
1165 This is supported by Megaw LJ in [1972] 1 All ER 1035 (CA, Civ D).
1168 ‘Rosfilm V Television Channel ‘Russia’, decision of the Arbitration Court of the city of Moscow of 
27 February 2008, number A40-6886/07-5-73; decision of the 9th Arbitration Court of 4 May 2008, 
number 09AFI-4310/2008-FK, and decision of the Federal Arbitration Court of the Moscow District of 
27 October 2008, number 005-5351/2008.
1167 Rosfilm V Television Chanel ‘Russia’, decision of the Arbitration Court of the city of Moscow of 27 
February 2008, number A40-6886/07-5-73.
1168 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1274(1 )(1).
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Rights (“Russia’s 1993 copyright law”). For the purposes of this discussion,
this is not significant as the relevant provisions are similar.) Having quoted almost 
verbatim the contents of these provisions, the first instance court went on to say that 
“in the light of the stated circumstances” it felt necessary to reject “the Claimant’s 
arguments about unlawful borrowing of the fragments of the film”""^ ®^. Not even a 
slightest attempt was made at explaining why. In fact, the court did not even 
mention the duration of the Claimant’s film (the film from which the Respondent 
borrowed the clips).
The decision of the 9^  ^ Arbitration Court^^^  ^ (“the first appeal court”): Hearing the 
decision by way of appeal, the first appeal court agreed with the first instance court. 
Like the lower court, the first appeal court referred to article 10 of the Berne 
Convention as well as the quotation exception contained in Russia’s 1993 copyright 
law. Also like the lower court, the first appeal court did not explain clearly why the 
first instance court was right to decide that the Respondent’s actions were covered 
by the quotation exception. It only noted that the use of older works was normal in 
documentary films. In my opinion, this was a way of explaining that the copying was 
“compatible with fair practice”, - a requirement of article 10 of the Berne Convention 
(even though it had not been incorporated into Russian law). My interpretation of the 
decision is that the Court took the view that the amount that the user was allowed to 
quote in reliance on the quotation exception was a question of fact to be decided by 
the first instance court. Thus, in the absence of any major procedural mishaps, the 
lower court’s finding was unchallengeable.
The decision of the Fédérai Arbitration Court of the Moscow District^ '^ '^  ^ (“the second 
appeal court”): Still convinced about the strength of its case, the Claimant appealed 
once more (I use the term “appeal” loosely here as the Claimant used a procedure 
called “cassation” the aim of which is to annul the original decision). My 
understanding is that the second appeal court agreed with the first appeal court’s 
view that the length of a quotation was a matter of fact to be decided by the first
1169 Copyright and Related Rights 1993, n218, s 19(1)(1).
1170 Rosfilm V Television Chanel ‘Russia’, n1167, 5.
1171 Rosfilm V Television Chanel ‘Russia’, decision of the 9th Arbitration Court of 4 May 2008, number 
09An-4310/2008-rK.
1172 Rosfilm V Television Channel ‘Russia’, n1167.
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instance courf''^®. Again, no pointers were given for lower courts as to how they 
were supposed to exercise their discretion.
Surprisingly, in its decision, the second appeal court referred not to the relevant 
provision of Russia’s 1993 copyright law (as did the lower courts), but section 1274 
of Part 4. Even though the provisions are similar, one would expect an appeal court 
to be more accurate, especially as the case had already been appealed once. It is 
not clear why the Court referred to Part 4 because the action had been brought 
under Russia’s 1993 Copyright Law. It is arguable that the Court wished to provide 
guidance on the quotation exception as it currently stands under Part 4, although I 
have no means of proving this.
Even more important, the second appeal court totally disregarded the information 
about the length of the Claimant’s film (this was also the approach of the first 
instance court). My reading of the decision is that the court thought that the key 
issue was the ratio of the length of the copied clips (4 minutes) to the length of the 
work in which they were included (44 minutes). Thus, the focus was on the new 
work. In my view, the approach adopted was wrong. The starting point of the 
enquiry should have been the ratio of the copied clips (4 minutes) to the length of the 
film from which they were taken (88 minutes). Thus, at least initially, the focus 
should have been on the original and not new work.
One of the key dangers of focusing on the new work (the work that incorporates a 
borrowed passage) it that the court may be inclined to find in favour of the user once 
it has satisfied itself that the user’s work is an independent or original work from a 
copyright law perspective. For example, all three courts in the Rosfilm case thought 
that it was important that the Respondent’s documentary was not an exact copy of 
the Claimant’s film. This in turn can encourage the user to treat the quotation 
exception as a general copying exception that allows copying large passages (a sort 
of provision that was found in Russia’s first copyright law of 1828""^ "^ and which 
survived until the Soviet times'"^^®).
1173
1174 Decree about the rights of the author, with royal approval of 22 April 1828, n13 [11].
1175 Author’s Rights 1911, n50 [39].
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Having criticised the courts involved in the Rosfilm case, it is important to note that 
none of their decisions are binding on other courts (as a civil law country, Russia 
does not have a doctrine of precedent. Having said that, there are times when 
Supreme Courts examine a particular issue and then hand down authoritative 
guidance on how a particular point should be dealt with.) That said, the mere fact 
that two out of three courts did not even mention the information about the length of 
the original film suggests some fundamental misunderstanding of the aim and the 
scope of the quotation exception among Russian courts.
8-10.1.2.1 Comparison
In the UK, fair dealing is ‘a question of fact and of i mpr ess i on ' ' * Thus ,  in the “A 
Clockwork Orange” case, the Court of Appeal disapproved of the industry practice of 
releasing “clips of films for review which are rarely more than one minute in length 
per clip and four minutes in length in the aggregate”' * I n  the Court's view, such a 
practice was too rigid. Instead, the user and/or the court had “to consider whether 
the allegedly infringing material may amount to an illegitimate exploitation of the 
copyright holders' work”. Thus, by contrast with the approach of the Russian courts 
in the Rosfilm case, the focus is on the original work (the work from which the user 
borrows) and not new work (the work which incorporates the borrowed passage).
In that case, the Claimant argued that the Respondent breached its rights in the “A 
Clockwork Orange” film by including clips from the film in its television programme 
(which criticised the decision to withdraw the film from circulation in the UK). Having 
studied the programme (as well as its transcript), the Court of Appeal held that the 
respondent’s use amounted to fair dealing even though the copied clips amounted to 
over 8 per cent of the film as a whole and comprised 40% of the programme'*'*^®.
1176 Nora Beloff V Pressdram Ltd [1973] 1 All ER 241 (High Court, Civ D); as confirmed by the Court of 
Appeal in Time Warner Entertainments Company LP v Channel Four Television Corporation Pic and 
Another [1994] EMLR 1 (CA) [3].
1177 Time Warner Entertainments Company LP v Channel Four Television Corporation Pic and 
Another, ibid.
1178 Ibid.
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8-10.2 P e r c e p t io n  o f  t h e  q u o t a t io n  e x c e p t io n
As noted in Part 2, the lack of clear limits on how much the user can copy in reliance 
on the quotation exception is problematic. It almost appears that a number of users 
view the exception as a general copying exception. It is true that the UK's fair 
dealing exceptions also do not set out any specific limits on the amount that can be 
used (and as a result, have been criticised for failing to provide the user with clear 
guidance'*'*^®). However, the situation in the UK seems to be more settled not least 
because of industry practices. A review of a number of websites of educational 
institutions as well as publishers shows that it is generally accepted that copying of 
around 400 words is permissible. This brings to mind a now obsolete provision of 
the Civil Code of the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic of 1964 which 
prohibited writers from non-verbatim quoting of more than a page'*'*®®.
The problem is made worse by a lack of requirement to identify a quoted passage 
with quotation marks as it may make it difficult to understand what exactly is being 
quoted and what is written by the user himself. While the UK’s fair dealing 
exceptions also do not contain such a requirement, the leading case on this point, 
Hubbard v Vosper, states that a failure to do so is a factor pointing towards 
unfairness of the use'*'*®'*.
I now give some examples to illustrate the points made earlier. My first example 
concerns the already mentioned civil law lecturers’ case'*'*® .^ Given their 
background, one would have expected the parties to be aware of at least the basic 
principles of copyright law. Yet, the respondent copied verbatim the claimant’s 
contribution to a textbook, some 46 pages, without identifying it with quotation marks 
as well as without even asking for her permission. Moreover, he did not mention the 
claimant’s name even once'*'*®®.
Before Hamovnicheskii District Court of Moscow, the respondent sought to justify his 
actions by relying on the personal use exception or alternatively, the quotation
1179 Burrell and Coleman, n40, 59.
1180 |\/iy interpretation of s 492 of the Civil Code of the RSFSR 1964, n203, which is also consistent 
with an opinion of ÉP Gavrilov expressed in Gavrilov, Soviet Copyright Law, n944 ,168.
1161 Hubbard v Vosper, n128.
1162 Maleina M v Vlasov A, n1123.
1163 §8-9.2.1,260.
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exception. Because he succeeded in his first argument (before the trial court but not 
before the Supreme Court -  an issue I discuss earlier), the court did not have to 
decide whether his actions were also covered by the quotation exception. However, 
my reading of the decision is that in spite of the flagrant breach of copyright law, the 
court did not rule out the possibility of a successful defence based on the quotation 
exception.
My other example involves a book, on library exceptions in copyright law, notably, 
authored by a senior official of the Russian National Library. Controversially, the 
author has managed to utilise the bulk of a report prepared by a Western academic 
by making only some very general references to that academic's work.'*'*®" It is true 
that, by contrast with the previous example, this was not a matter of a simple “lifting” 
of a couple of chapters. However, in my view this sort of “quoting” can make it 
difficult to understand what part is the author’s original writing and what is a re-write 
of someone else’s work. This matter has not been litigated in court. However, if it 
did go to court, then it is likely that the outcome would have turned on the 
applicability and/or parameters of the quotation exception.
In addition to harming the right-holder, abuses of the quotation exception may have 
the effect of distorting information. Where authors feel free to use other writers’ 
material, often verbatim and without acknowledging the source, a number of 
commentators can be easily swayed into adopting a particular point of view or even 
making the same mistake. An analogy can be drawn with the issue of “whether 
knowledge or absence of knowledge does not affect the right to damages” that came 
to a head in the case of Gillette v Edenwest heard by the High Court in London'*^®®. 
As argued by Roshana Kelbrick'*'*®®, a mistake in the initial examination of the earlier 
decisions continued to “self-perpetuate” for almost a hundred years.
1184 VR Firsov, The work of libraries in the conditions of current copyright: Russian and international
practice, recommendations (Rossnskat Na ts lonai' na Biblioteka 2009) and WlPO, Report 
prepared by K Crews ‘Study on Copyright Limitations and Exceptions for Libraries and Archives’ 
(WlPO document code SCCR/17/2,26 August 2008).
1165 Gillette UK Ltd and Anr v Edenwest Ltd Times [1994] RPC 279 (CH).
1166 R Kelbrick, ‘Damages against the innocent infringer’ (1996) EIPR 18(4) 204-212.
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It is interesting that the quotation exception has become so popular even though it 
can be used only for certain specified purposes, namely, “scholarly, polemical, 
critical or informational purposes”. As is mentioned earlier, in practice, the specified 
purposes are quite broad. For example, in both examples just given, it would appear 
possible for the respondents to argue that the copied passages were required to 
enhance the scholarly and/or informational merits of their respective works.
8-10.3 D e f ic ie n c ie s  o f  t h e  q u o t a t io n  e x c e p t io n
As argued earlier, it seems that the quotation exception can be treated as if it allows 
copying whenever it is convenient to the individual user. Interpreted in this way, the 
exception is even broader than a US-style fair use exception not least because it 
does not require uses to be “fair”. Thus, it can harm the right-holder. Moreover, it 
can completely distort the exception's meaning in the long term. If the courts were to 
encourage an over-generous interpretation of the exception, then this would send (or 
reinforce, as the case may be) the message that breaching copyright law is 
acceptable.
Paradoxically, such an interpretation also has the potential to harm law-abiding 
users. Where the quotation exception is used to re-write or even copy an entire 
work, courts may interpret it very narrowly precisely to combat such abuses. There 
is already some evidence of courts moving in that direction. For example, the 13'*^  
Arbitration Appeal Court has been keen to examine whether it was necessary for the 
user to make a quotation, even though the exception is not limited in this way'*'*® .^
In order to change this attitude, it is important to understand what is causing it. In 
terms of legal reasons (as opposed to wider historical reasons discussed in Chapter 
1 and also, the economic climate), some of the problems seem to lie with the 
quotation exception itself. In my view, the key problems are the lack of a 
requirement to use quotation marks and the lack of clear guidance as to the length of 
a quotation. In addition, it is possible that the public has interpreted the exception
1167 The Court was particularly interested to find out whether it was impossible for the respondent to 
publish his work without making a quotation or whether a lack of the quotation would significantly 
lower the informational quality of his work, The Tsarskoye Selo State Museum-Preserve v ZAO 
‘Russian antiques’, case number A56-21055/2005, decision of the 13*^  Arbitration Appeal Court of 9 
January 2008.
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broadly to make up for perceived deficiencies of other exceptions or the way in which 
such exceptions are applied.
8 -1 0 .4  P r o p o s a l s
8 - 10.4.1 C o l l e c t iv e  l ic e n s in g
Given the aim of the quotation exception (namely, an incentive to criticise and review) as 
well as the fact that it is mandatory for Russia, I am not advocating collective licensing 
as its replacement. That is not to say that in its current form, the exception is suitable 
for Russia, - an issue to which I turn next.
8-10.4.2 D e l in e a t in g  t h e  e x c e p t io n ’s  b o u n d a r ie s  w it h  m o r e  c l a r it y  
In my view, there is a strong case for delineating the boundaries of the quotation 
exception with much more clarity. First, the user should be required to use quotation 
marks in situations of verbatim copying. It is true that he could avoid the requirement 
by simply making slight changes to the copied passage. However, I believe that the 
very presence of this requirement may help to educate the user about the 
importance of clear attribution. This, in itself, would be a significant achievement, 
especially as most modern authors have a tendency not to use quotation marks 
when referring to other authors' writings.
For example, in his textbook on intellectual property. Professor Aleksandr Sergeev 
does not use quotation marks for this purpose even once (it is of course possible that 
the book contains no verbatim quotations, although I have no means of confirming 
this)'*'*®®. The practice does not seem to have a cultural or linguistic explanation. For 
example, pre-1917 authors routinely identified passages copied verbatim with 
quotation marks'*^ ®®. The same holds true for soviet authors^ "*®®. Moreover, the Civil 
Code of the RSFSR 1964 expressly required the user to use quotation marks when 
quoting verbatim^
Second, the user should know from the outset how much he is entitled to quote in 
reliance on the quotation exception without breaching the law. Currently, in line with
1188 Sergeev, n102.
1169 For example, A Pilenko, International copyright conventions ((Tipografi Morskogo Ministerstva 
1894).
1160 For example, Gavrilov, Soviet Copyright Law, n944.
1161 Civil Code of the RSFSR 1964, n203, s 492 (my interpretation of the original wording).
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article 10(1) of the Berne Convention, the exception states that quoting is permitted 
only to the extent justified by the purpose of the quotation. However, unlike the 
Berne Convention, it does not require quoting to be “compatible with fair practice". 
My view is that by itself, this guidance is insufficient.
One of the issues is whether Russian law should be amended to require quoting to 
be “compatible with fair practice”. In my view, the courts would benefit from such a 
requirement. Some support for this comes from the already mentioned decision of 
the Arbitration Court in the Rosfilm case^^® .^ As noted earlier, the Court sought to 
justify the Respondent's actions by noting that they were “normal” in that particular 
sector (namely, making documentary films). By requiring all the courts to consider 
what is “normal” or “fair” in the industry in question, the lawmakers could help to 
improve consistency between court decisions. This would be especially important 
given that by and large the decisions of Russian courts are not binding.
An alternative way would be to allow the user to copy a specified percentage of a 
work. Not only would such a limit help the right-holder to understand his entitlement 
under the quotation exception, it would also be easier to remember. However, one of 
the key difficulties of adopting this approach is the potential disagreement among the 
lawmakers as to the exact limit. As Professor Sam Ricketson puts it, “[qjuantitative 
restrictions...are notoriously difficult to formulate and apply”iiG3 it is also true that the 
courts may prefer limitations couched in broader terms of “fairness” or “reasonableness” 
because they are more conducive to tailor-made justice. Thus, while this solution has a 
certain appeal, it is unlikely to be workable in practice.
1162 Rosfilm V Television Channel ‘Russia’, n1171.
1163 Ricketson’s Study on Limitations and Exceptions, n959, 12.
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Part  4
Exception for copying on request
(Part 4, section 1275(1)(2))
8-11 T h e  e x c e p t io n  t h a t  a l l o w s  l ib r a r ie s  a n d  a r c h iv e s  t o  c o p y  a t  t h e  u s e r ’s
REQUEST
I now turn to consider the exception that allows libraries and archives to copy at the 
user's request, in a sense acting as that user's agent. While it is tempting to 
describe this exception as an “agency” exception, for the reasons that become clear 
later, I deliberately avoid doing so. Therefore, I refer to it as “copying on request” 
exception. Educational establishments can also rely upon the exception but only for 
the purposes of class work.
8-11.1 J u s t if ic a t io n
As noted earlier, until recently, it was customary for Russian libraries and archives to 
copy “without fuss everything that their users wished copying”'*''®". In part, this could 
have been because there was simply no mechanism which these institutions could 
use to provide their users with a copy of a work from their collections lawfully. It was 
not until 1991 that an exception allowing libraries to photocopy at the request of their 
user was introduced for the first time'*'*®®. The exception was then transposed into 
the 1993 law on copyright'*'*®® and is now contained in section 1275(1 )(2) of Part 4.
At first, the copying on request exception seems important because most Russian 
libraries do not allow their users to photocopy themselves (an issue I discuss in more 
detail later). That said, it does not seem to have been introduced in order to facilitate 
copying for customers on library premises. The key reason is that it only allows 
copying for educational and scholarly purposes. As a result, it cannot be relied on to 
photocopy at the request of a user who wishes to obtain a copy purely for his
1194 §7-16.2, 209, also noted by Sergeev, n102, 249.
1195 Foundations of Civil Legislation of the Union of SSR and Republics of 31 May 1991, number 
2211-1 Gazette of the Soviet of People’s Deputies of the USSR and the Supreme Soviet of the USSR 
(1991 ) number 26, item 733, s 138(4).
1166 Copyright and Related Rights 1993, n218.
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personal use. Thus, in practice, the exception is most useful to a user who is not in 
the library (“the remote user”).
8 -1 1 .2  C o m p a r is o n
Kenneth Crews says that “[sjtatutory provisions addressing the right of a library to 
make limited copies for private research or study by a library user are common 
around the world.”' * I n  the EU, the InfoSoc Directive expressly allows member 
states to introduce such an exception, provided that it is “not for direct or indirect 
economic or commercial advantage”'*'*®®. Most (if not all) EU states have an 
exception for libraries, although the exact content of such exceptions varies 
significantly from country to country'*'*®®.
For example, the CDPA 1988 contains several provisions which allow libraries to 
copy works, namely:
- the exception that allows educational establishments as well as libraries 
acting on their behalf to make “reprographic copies of passages from 
published literary, dramatic or musical works” (“the section 36 exception”);
- the exception that allows librarians to copy an article in a periodical (“the 
section 38 exception”); and
- the exception that allows librarians to copy parts of published works (“the 
section 39 exception”).
As argued below, it is not easy to decide whether the copying on request exception 
is wider than its UK counterparts. While some of its elements are wider, others are 
not. The key point in relation to the Russian exception is its overly wide 
interpretation by libraries, - an issue I deal with under the heading of “application of 
the copying on request exception”.
8 -1 1 .3  T h e  s c o p e  o f  t h e  c o p y in g  o n  r e q u e s t  e x c e p t io n
“Permitted use”: For the purposes of the exception, copying means “facsimile 
copying” which is defined as copying with the aid of any technical means, but 
exciuding copying in “electronic (including digital) optical or any other machine
1167 Crews, n1002, 42.
1168 InfoSoc Directive, article 5(2)(c).
1169 Crews, n1002, 42-48.
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readable form"'*^ ®®. Thus, the user is not allowed to make a digital copy. From this 
perspective, the exception is similar to the UK's section 36 exception which also 
does not allow libraries to make a digital copy of a non-digital work (although it 
expressly permits making an “electronic” copy of a work held in “electronic form”, 
section 178 of the CDPA 1988). By contrast, it is narrower than exceptions 
contained in sections 38 and 39 of the CDPA 1988, both of which seem to allow 
libraries to make a digital copy"*^ ®^  (there appears to be no UK case law on this 
point).
“What can be copied”: The copying on request exception can be relied upon to copy 
the following:
- short works;
- individual articles (a use covered by the section 38 exception); and
- short excerpts (a use covered by section 36 and section 39 exceptions).
There is no statutory definition of any of these categories of works. In the 
circumstances, a number of libraries have interpreted a “short work” to mean a work 
no longer than 50 pages^^® .^ (My understanding is that in the UK, copying a work of 
this length would ordinarily require the right-holder's permission.) By contrast, the 
UK law provides more guidance on what can be copied under sections 36, 38 and 
39. For example, the section 36 exception specifies that the user can copy 1 % of 
any work (in any given quarter of a year) unless there is a more generous collective 
licensing scheme in place'*^ ®®. In my view, this is a very efficient way of encouraging 
collective licensing. I come back to this point in my proposals.
Apart from the highlighted issues, the UK and Russian exceptions are similar in that 
they allow copying of published works only. Therefore, even though (in theory at 
least), the copying on request exception is available to archives, in practice, it is
1200 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1275(2).
1201 As a result of s 17(2) of the CDPA 1988 which states that “[c]opying in relation to a literary, 
dramatic, musical or artistic work means reproducing the work in any material form”. This specifically 
“includes storing the work in any medium by electronic means”.
1202 For example, the Russian National Library has interpreted the term in this way in ‘Use of 
documents from the collections of the Russian National Library by way of replicating (copying,
reproducing), bye-law approved by VN ZaT ts ev. General Director of the Russian National Library, on 
10 January 2008.
1203 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 36(3).
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unlikely to be useful to them. As is the case in the UK, Russian archives are likely to 
focus on unpublished works. For UK users, this is less problematic because of a 
specific exception that allows archives (as well as libraries) to copy unpublished 
works albeit in limited circumstances (section 43 of the CDPA 1988). There is no 
similar provision in Russian copyright law.
“Purposes of copying”: Similar to its UK counterparts, the copying on request 
exception can be relied upon for certain specified purposes such as class work, and 
study or scholarly purposes (although unlike the UK law, there is no limitation on 
commercial research).
The biggest difference with the UK law is that the copying on request exception does 
not contain any rules or guidance on how libraries and archives are supposed to find 
out about the user’s purpose. In fact, Russian law does not even seem to require 
them to make such an enquiry. By contrast, not only does the UK law require UK 
libraries and archives to make such enquires, it also sets out a mechanism for doing
So1204_
8-11.4 A p p l ic a t io n  o f  t h e  c o p y in g  o n  r e q u e s t  e x c e p t io n
Even though the copying on request exception expressly prohibits libraries from 
making a digital copy, in practice, a number of them use it precisely for this purpose. 
Bigger libraries now routinely provide a service that allows the user to order a copy 
of a work in their collection (usually, an article or a book chapter) to be delivered to 
him by emaiM^°^. Although such a service is usually aimed at remote users, it would 
appear to be available to any user who is able to pay by non-cash means (for 
example, with a bank card or by making a bank transfer). Moreover, a number of 
libraries have relied on the exception to subscribe to a service which allows them to 
circulate digital copies among themselves (a use which in the UK is covered by an 
exception contained in section 41 of the CDPA 1988).
1204 CDPA 1988, ss 37(2), 37(3).
1205 Examples of national libraries include the Russian National Library (information about the service 
is provided by the RNL at ‘Copying and delivering copies of documents’ (RNL undated) 
<www.nlr.ru/shop/paqes/srv/srv.php?p=4> accessed 12 May 2012). Examples of regional libraries 
include the Central City Library of Komsomolsk-on-Amur (information about the service is available at
‘Digital Delivery of Documents’ ( TSentral’na gorodska biblioteka imeni N Ostrovskogo, 
Komsomol’sk-na-Amur undated) <http://www.kmslib.ru/edd> accessed 12 May 2012).
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Thus, as currently interpreted, the exception allows libraries to do more than the 
exceptions available to individuals. As noted earlier, without the right-holder’s 
permission, the individual user is not able to make a digital copy of a work while in 
the library. Moreover, even where the work exists in a digital form, the library is not 
allowed to let the user access it from home or make a digital copy for the purposes of 
reading it at home. It is because of this that I refrain from calling the exception an 
“agency” exception.
In my view, referring to an agency relationship may create a misleading impression 
that the principal (a library’s customer) is himself allowed to do an act which he 
entrusts the agent to do (the library). Arguably, some parallel can be drawn with a 
situation in which a UK home owner requests a Gas Safe qualified plumber to fit a 
boiler. In this situation, the home owner himself is not allowed to do the requested 
action because UK law prohibits non-Gas Safe registered individuals from doing any 
work on gas appliances
Interestingly, libraries have been keen to use the copying on request exception to 
supply users with a digital copy even though the exception expressly prohibits them 
from charging more than the economic cost of making a copy (some parallel can be 
drawn with the requirement of the InfoSoc Directive which does not allow member 
states to introduce an exception that would allow libraries to “reproduce” a copyright 
work “for direct or indirect economic or commercial advantage”^ °^^ ).
From a library’s point of view, the limitation seems to make photocopying under this 
exception economically unviable. This raises the question of why libraries bother 
with providing this service at all. It is of course possible that they are happy to make 
a loss in order to please their customers. However, my analysis of libraries’ prices 
(set out below) suggests that libraries do not always limit their fees to the economic 
costs of scanning a work.
1206 Information available on the Gas Safe Register’s website ‘Don’t let this happen to you. Always use 
a Gas Safe registered engineer. Check the card.’ (Gas Safe Register undated) 
<httD://www.qassafereaister.co.uk/learn/illeaal gas workers.aspx> accessed 14 May 2012.
1207 InfoSoc Directive, article 5(2)(c).
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As a rule, libraries charge more for scanning and emailing a document to their 
customer than for photocopying In the circumstances, it would appear logical
to assume that if photocopying fees are set at a level that allows libraries to make at 
least some profit, then a higher fee for scanning and emailing a document is likely to 
generate an even higher profit. Looking at photocopying fees, there is no limitation 
on how much libraries can charge their customers. The guidance issued by a 
research department of the District Library of the city of Vladimir^^°^ recommends 
other municipal libraries to set out their photocopying fees at a level that would allow 
them to make around 20% profit. Even taking into account the costs of maintaining a 
scanner as well as a computer, it is possible that at least some libraries are making a 
similar (if not higher) profit on copies made under the copying on request exception.
8-11.5 T h e  u s e f u l n e s s  o f  t h e  c o p y in g  o n  r e q u e s t  e x c e p t io n /O b s e r v a t io n s  
From the point of view of libraries, the copying on request exception seems to be an 
important way of generating some independent income (in addition to any State 
funding), especially as their income from providing photocopying, scanning and 
similar services is not currently liable to the Russian equivalent of Value Added 
Tax^^^°. As far as their remote customers are concerned, the exception is very 
valuable because it enables them to obtain a wide range of works without having to 
travel to the library. Given the size of Russia (an issue touched upon at §2-1, 23 and 
§5-1.2, p93) as well as poor transport links in some areas, for some individuals this 
may be the only economically viable way of obtaining library material.
For example, the Russian National Library’s basic charges are 12 roubles for photocopying or 
scanning one page. By contrast, the Library will charge at least 15 roubles to scan one page for the 
purposes of emailing it to a remote user; the Library will also charge a fee for emailing the document 
out, in NLR, ‘Price List of 1 March 2013’ (RNL 2013) 
<http://www.nlr.ru/nlr/div/ovo/price.htm#1 < http://www.nlr.rU/nlr/div/ovo/price.htm#1 > accessed 30 
March 2013.
1209 NG Stupina (ed). R e v ie w  o f  C o m m erc ia l S erv ices  in M un ic ip a l L ibraries: g u id an ce  to the  
p ractitioner {G ossuàarstvennoe  uchrezhdenie kul’tury Vladimirskoï oblasti ‘Vladimirska
oblastna universal’na nauchna biblioteka imeni M Gor’kogo’ 2008).
1210 By virtue of s 149(2)(20) of the Taxation Code of the RF (Part 2 of 5 July 2000, number 117-03) 
which exempts services provided by cultural institutions, including libraries. That said, this is not a 
settled issue. Given that the section does not specifically refer to a d ig ital copy of a work, some tax 
authorities may take a view that income generated by providing digital copies is taxable, noted by PS
Dolgopolov of law firm ‘ ^Junovo’, Answer to the question about s 149(2)(20)’ (Consultant plus 25 
October 2011).
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All of these benefits are a result of a generous interpretation of the copying on 
request exception rather than the lawmakers’ intention. It almost appears that the 
users (both institutional and individual) have managed to create an exception that 
more-or-less suits them, a solution similar to the one contained in section 36 of the 
CDPA 1988.
8-11.6 D e f ic ie n c ie s
As pointed out earlier, libraries have relied upon the copying on request exception to 
provide their customers with digital copies of book chapters and journal articles 
outside their premises even though such activities require the right-holder’s 
permission. In addition to a low state of copyright compliance, this suggests a strong 
demand for digital copies. In the absence of a mechanism that would allow libraries 
to make such copies, they are riding a coach and horses through the law in order to 
meet their customers’ needs.
In my view, creating an exception that would allow libraries to make a digital copy for 
free would be unfair if they are then able to charge their customer for such a copy. 
In such situations, the right-holder would have a reasonable expectation to receive at 
least a share of any profit made. From this perspective, collective licensing is a 
better solution. That said, as noted in chapter 7, currently CopyRus does not 
routinely issue licences that would allow the user to make digital copies. As 
explained in more detail earlier, the society’s key problem in developing such a 
licence is right-holders’ fear of a digital copy “walking” away.
8 -1 1 .7  P r o p o s a l s
8-11.7.1 L ib r a r ie s  a s  a  g e n t s  o r  p u b l is h e r s  f o r  t h e  r ig h t -h o l d e r  
One of the most radical solutions would be to put what libraries are doing already on 
a statutory footing. For example, the law could be amended to allow libraries to 
make a digital copy at the request of their user for a fee, - a sort of “digital print-on- 
demand” service with a library acting as an agent or even a publisher for the right- 
holder'' '^'''. In such a case, libraries should be allowed to make a profit, provided 
they share it with the right-holders and where applicable, with the publisher. In terms
1211 That said, this solution is not without its problems, some of which are touched upon at §8-7.1, 
244.
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of the mechanism for transferring payments, libraries could rely on collecting 
societies.
It is reported that the Russian State Library has already run a trial in which it 
compensated the authors of theses in its collection for the use of their work every 
time they were printed off^ "^"^ . The authors were entitled to 10% of the fee received 
by the Library. The Library decided to bring the trial to an end when it realised that 
the cost of processing royalties was higher than the sum of money paid to the 
authors. While there is no information about how exactly the Library was running 
this trial, it appears that it administered all the payments itself. It is submitted that 
the Library may have been able to reduce its administrative costs by using CopyRus 
(Russia's collecting society focusing on textual works)''^"' .^
If Russian libraries could find an efficient way of compensating the right-holders of 
works in their collections for the use of their works, then not only would this generate 
some income for right-holders, it would also provide a mechanism for disseminating 
a copyright work more widely. This is because databases maintained by a library (in 
particular, a larger one) will include far more titles than, for example, a database 
maintained by a single publisher. From the libraries' point of view, the solution could 
help them to become independent (at least, to a degree) from any State funding they 
are relying on currently. In the long term, this independence could help libraries to 
embrace collective licensing on a larger scale (as noted in chapter 7, currently many 
libraries simply do not have enough funding to pay right-holders for allowing their 
customers to copy their works).
It is true that this solution is more likely to work for bigger libraries with better and 
more up-to-date technology. As far as smaller libraries are concerned, the 
lawmakers may wish to introduce a limited exception that would allow them to
1212 Y  Avdeev, O Chemodanova and V Osipova ‘Section ‘Digital Library’ (July-August 2011) 
Universkitetska Kniga, 52.
1213 This is a common problem. For example, Anke Schierholz argues that when distributing money, 
collecting societies “have to seek a balance between reasonable administrative effort (cost efficiency) 
and individual justice. The ideal is that every allocation mirrors the actual use and value of the works 
of an individual author, but this aim often can only be reached with an immense administrative effort 
that might consume all of the collected remuneration" in Schierholz, n707, 1153.
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digitise a work for the purposes of meeting demands of their remote users, details of 
which I set out below.
8-11.7.2 E x c e p t io n  f o r  m a k in g  a  d ig it a l  c o p y
In order to meet the needs of smaller libraries, the law can be amended to introduce 
an exception that would allow them to make a digital copy at the request of a 
customer. For the purposes of minimising the potential damage to the right-holders, 
the exception could apply only to scholarly publications. For example, as argued by 
a number of senior officials of bigger Russian libraries, most users come to their 
library in order to access precisely this type of literature (as opposed to 
blockbusters)''^''^. As a further measure aimed at protecting the interests of right­
holders, the exception could be limited to periodicals only. As noted by a number of 
commentators, the majority of such publications are not written for profit anyway but 
in order to establish the author’s reputation in the field'' '^' .^ Thus, the right-holder 
may benefit from a wider circulation of his work, even where this does not lead to a 
commercial gain in the short term.
In my view the suggested exception would comply with the three-step test^ '^'®, 
namely that that the exception:
- should be limited to certain special cases only
- should not conflict with normal exploitation of the work
- should not unreasonably prejudice the author's interests.
While structured as a series of questions, the three-step test has been interpreted to 
require “a comprehensive overall assessmenf’^^ iz^  as opposed to an evaluation of 
every limb in isolation. Thus, it appears that no step is more important than another. 
Moreover, it seems that the three-step test is not concerned solely with the right-
1214 For example, noted by Likhomanov, n456.
1215 For example, noted by S Shavell, ‘Should Copyright of Academic Works be Abolished?’ Harvard 
Law School, Public Law & Legal Theory Working Paper Series, Paper number 10-10, January 2010 
<http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/DaDers.cfm7abstract id=1525667> accessed 15 June 2012.
1216 Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, amended on 28 September 
1979 (revised at Paris on 24 July 1971) article 9(1); as incorporated by s 1229(5) of Civil Code of the 
RF, Part 4, n39.
1217 c  Geiger, J Griffiths and RM Hilty, ‘Declaration on a Balanced Interpretation of the “Three-Step 
Test" in Copyright Law’ (2008) IIC 39, 707; also Declaration: Balanced Interpretation of The Three- 
Step Test' In Copyright Law, 2, open for signature at the Max Planck Institute for Intellectual Property 
and Competition Law <http://www.ip.mpg.de/de/pub/aktuelles/declaration-threesteptest.cfm> 
accessed 30 March 2013.
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holders’ interests. The guidance contained in the TRIPS agreement on the 
application of the three-step test in the context of industrial property such as 
trademarks, industrial designs and p a t e n t s r e q u i r e s  law-makers to draft 
exceptions in a way that accommodates not only right-holders’ interests, but also 
those of the public. No similar guidance is provided in relation to the application of 
the tree-step test to copyright. This raises the question of whether law-makers are 
required to accommodate the rights of the public when drafting exceptions to 
copyright.
It is argued that law-makers are indeed required to do so. In their Declaration on 
Balanced Interpretation of the Three-Step Test' In Copyright Law'"^ "'^ , key copyright 
scholars in Europe state that: “[t]he Three-Step Test should be interpreted in a 
manner that respects the legitimate interests of third parties, including... public 
interests, notably in scientific progress ... or economic development.’^^ °^ As pointed 
out by the Max Planck Institute''22'', free exchange of information is a key factor in 
scientific progress. In the light of the above, there would appear to be a strong 
argument in favour of creating an exception that would promote exchange of 
scientific information in Russia.
The current ban on digitising works to allow the user to access them online seems to 
be driven by fear of unauthorised copying: that once a digital copy is made, it will 
“walk” away, thus potentially reducing the right-holder’s revenue from selling 
legitimate copies of his work. However, there are measures in place to prevent this 
happening. Under Russian law digital copies can be provided for access only if 
there is no possibility of copying them^^^ .^ Thus, the law seems to require the use of 
technological protection measures, circumvention of which is prohibited by Russian 
law. The same applies in cases where libraries share their resources.
1218 t r ip s  Agreement, n44, article 17 (on trademarks), article 26(2) (on industrial design) and article 
30 (on patents).
1219 Declaration: Balanced Interpretation of The Three-Step Test' In Copyright Law, article 6, 
discussed by Geiger, Griffiths and Hilty, n1217, 707.
1229 Declaration: Balanced Interpretation of The 'Three-Step Test' In Copyright Law.
1221 Security and Defence (Research Working Group), ‘Max Planck Society Guidelines and Rules on a 
Responsible Approach to Freedom of Research and Research Risks’, approved by the Society on 19 
March 2010 (Max Planck Society 2010) <http://www.mpi.nl/research/publications-and- 
presentations/researchFreedomRisks.pdf> accessed 23 November 2012.
1222 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1274(2).
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But even without such measures, there is research which shows that, in some 
circumstances, posting a work on the internet free of charge may actually work out to 
the author's advantage. For example, empirical research conducted by D Blackburn 
suggests that file sharing can benefit previously unknown artists by educating the 
consumer about their work""^ ^^ . While the study focuses on the effects of copying on 
music, it would appear that posting a textual work of an unknown author on the 
internet may achieve the same outcome. More generally, it has been long accepted 
by economists that the opportunity to try a new product before buying can encourage 
sales as it removes some of the uncertainty associated with new products (the so- 
called exposure effect)''
Last but not least, there is research suggesting that readers may wish to read a hard 
copy (as opposed to a digital copy) because it is often easier and can also be more
efficienf225.
P a r t s
The use of unpublished works
8-12 E x c e p t io n s  a n d  u n p u b l is h e d  w o r k s
8-12.1 O n l y  p u b l is h e d  w o r k s  a r e  c o v e r e d ?
As noted earlier, all of the exceptions considered above apply either to published 
works (the preservation and the copy on demand exceptions) or works which “have 
been made available to the public” (the quotation and the personal use exceptions). 
Works made available to the public are defined as works which have been made 
“accessible or available for public information” in any way (including publication, 
public display, public performance and b r o a d c a s t i n g ) ^ ^ ^ ^  Thus, the category of 
works “made available to the public” is wider than that of “published” works.
1223 □ Blackburn, ‘Online Piracy and Recorded Music Sales’ (2004) Job Market Paper 9, 
<http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/summarv?doi=10.1.1.117.2922> accessed on 1 September 
2012. By contrast, file sharing of works by well-known artists can lead to a decline in their sales as a 
result of file-sharers fulfilling their needs by downloading and not purchasing the record in question.
1224 Liebowitz, n919, 816.
1225 JM Noyes and KJ Garland, ‘Computer- vs. Paper-based tasks: Are they equivalent?’ (2008) 
Ergonomics 51(9) 1352, in particular, 1361.
1226 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1268 (1).
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However, for the reasons set out below, in practice, most of the exceptions are likely 
to be interpreted to apply to “published” works only.
One of the key reasons is that publishing (including digital publishing) is still the 
dominant way of disseminating a textual work. Another reason is that the Russian 
term for works “made available to the public” (onybjiMKOBaHHbie) and the term for 
“published” works (obHapofloeaHHbie) are visually and phonetically similar, - both 
being single words, starting with “o” and being approximately the same length. 
Moreover, I agree with Eduard Petrovich Gavrilov in that they are also close 
semantically and etymologically, one referring to an act that delivers the work to “the 
public” and the other one to an act that delivers the work to “people” ''227. Thus, it 
would appear reasonable to assume that most lay users are likely to be guided by 
whether the work has been “published” as it is a more familiar concept. Therefore, 
for the purpose of the following discussion, I refer to works “made available to the 
public” and “published” works interchangeably^^^^.
By way of comparison, in this respect Russian law is similar to that of the UK. When 
deciding whether a particular activity is “fair” under the fair dealing provisions, the UK 
courts are more likely to find that activity fair if it involves published w o r k s The 
same seems to hold true for the US courts. Professor William Landes and Professor 
Richard Posner say that US judges have traditionally tended “to give unpublished 
works stronger copyright protection than published or widely disseminated works by 
defining fair use more narrowly” In other words, copying of a published work is 
more likely to be found “fair” under the US fair use exception.
8-12.2 T h e  p o t e n t ia l  e f f e c t  o f  l im it in g  e x c e p t io n s  t o  p u b l is h e d  w o r k s  o n l y  
This begs the question of whether it is desirable to limit exceptions to published 
works. One of the problems is that the limitation complicates the law. From the
1227 ÉP Gavrilov, The right to a work which has been made available to the public’ (2010) Khoz 
Tstvo i pravo 4 31.
1228 Such works can be described as works “made available electronically”, for example, s 175(1) of 
the CDPA 1988 defines ‘publication’ of some types of work as an ‘issue of copies to the public’ which 
includes making such copies available to the public ‘by means of an electronic retrieval system’.
1229 For example. Forensic Communications Services, n1114 [111]; as far as the criticism, review and 
news reporting exception is concerned, s30(1A) of the CDPA 1988 allows the user to start criticising, 
reviewing and reporting on a work as soon as it has been made available to the public (in other 
words, there is no need to wait until the work has been published).
1230 Landes and Posner, n 61 ,124.
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user’s point of view, it may be easier to understand his entitlement if exceptions 
applied to all types works, and not just published works.
Moreover, the limitation can prevent the individual from making use of valuable 
material even where such a use is not detrimental to the right-holder’s interests. To 
this end, it would appear important to distinguish between works that are likely to be 
published in the future and those that are nof^^T As far as likely-to-be-published 
works are concerned, copying even a small part of such works can jeopardise right­
holders’ interests. By contrast, copying a not-likely-to-be-published work is less 
likely to damage a right-holder’s economic interest simply because these types of 
works are less likely to be intended for commercial exploitation by the right-holder. 
In the latter case, copying can actually be beneficial to the right-holder because it 
may be the only way of educating the public about his work.
That said, it is also possible that copying a personal document could lead to non­
economic damage to the right-holder such as loss of privacy or reputational 
damage^^^^. However, Russian law already has safeguards against this problem 
such as data protection law^ ^^  ^which was introduced in Russia in 2006 and the law 
of c o n f i d e n c e A s  far as archives are concerned, the law prohibits them from 
granting access to certain personal documents within 75 years of them being 
c r e a t e d n a m e l y  documents which “contain information about personal and family 
secrets of the citizen, his private life, and also information which creates a danger to 
his security”. The limitation is important in practice given that such depositories tend 
to focus on unpublished works, some of which may be personal documents.
8 -1 2 .3  Ex t e n s io n  o f  e x c e p t io n s  t o  n o n - p u b l is h e d  w o r k s  -  a  q u e s t io n  f o r  t h e
FUTURE
Having looked at the potential effect of the limitation, I must admit that in the context 
of Russia, the issue is still rather theoretical. I am not aware of any calls to extend 
exceptions to non-published works. Even one of the most critical commentators of
1231 Classification made by Landes and Posner, ibid, 130.
1232 /6/d, 131.
1233 Personal data, federal statute of 27 July 2006, number 152-03.
1234 Russian law protects a wide range of information as confidential, including secrets of production 
(also known as know-how) (Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1465).
1235 Business of archives, federal statute of 22 October 2004 number 125-03, s 25(3).
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Russia’s contemporary copyright, Eduard Petrovich Gavrilov, states that, as a matter 
of fact, one of the consequences of making a work available to the public is that it 
can then be copied under one or the other exception to copyright.
Moreover, in practice most archives tend not to be concerned with copyright issues. 
Even though the law regulating archives states specifically that archives should 
provide access to their works in compliance with copyright^^^ ,^ such a requirement is 
usually not enshrined in the archives’ rules""^ ^^ . Therefore, it would be unrealistic to 
expect individual archivists to pay too much attention to it. By contrast, archives 
seem to be more aware of the rule that prevents them from granting access to recent 
personal documents outlined earlier''^^®.
By the same token, some right-holders themselves seem not to be concerned with 
legal limitations on unpublished works. One of the recent examples is the 2009 
publication of Vladimir Nabokov’s work “The real Laura” by two Russian publishing 
h o u s e s ' " A c c o r d i n g  to a newspaper article discussed by Eduard Petrovich 
Gavrilov, prior to the death of Vladimir Nabokov, this novel existed only as a draft 
(written down on several index cards). In his will, the author specified that the novel 
was to be destroyed on his death.
In spite of this, one of Vladimir Nabokov’s successors published “The real Laura”, 
with the foreword to one of the editions stating that the work was being published by 
Vladimir Nabokov’s son “expressly against his father’s wiH”'"24o_ He did so even 
though Russian law states expressly that a work which has not been made available 
during the author’s life, cannot be made available to the public after his death if it is 
against the author’s will, for example, as recorded in his will or diary
1236 ibid, s 26(6).
1237 One of the examples is the Procedure for Accessing and Using Archival Documents of 7 February 
2011, adopted by the Head of Administration of the Mari-Tureksky area of Mari El, number 58.
1238 jh e  rule that prevents archives from granting access to a personal document created less than 75 
years ago, contained in ‘Business of archives’, n1235, s 25(3).
1239 One of which is “Azbuka Classic” as noted by Gavrilov, ‘The right to a work which has been made 
available to the public’ n1127, 31.
1240 Gavrilov, ibid, 31.
1241 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1268(3).
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However, in my view, as the public learns more about copyright, the scope of 
exceptions is likely to be of more interest to both academic commentators and 
lawmakers. Economic considerations too can help to provoke a debate of the issue. 
One of the situations where wide exceptions can help to attract revenue is ancestral 
tourism, a type of “cultural tourism” where tourists travel to the country of their 
ancestors in order to learn more about their heritage (sometimes referred to as 
“roots” or “ethnicity” tourism).
Ancestral tourism is not a new phenomenon in Russia. For example, when it 
became easier to visit Russia following the break-down of the USSR, a number of 
Finnish tour operators started to offers tours to Russia aimed specifically at Finns 
who used to live in Karelskii Peresheek, a territory which became part of the USSR 
following the Russian-Finish war in 1939^^^ .^ Given that a large number of Russians 
went abroad in the early 1990s, it is possible that ancestral tourism will become an 
even a bigger phenomenon in the years ahead. To give some idea as to the potential 
importance of such tourism to Russia's economy, ‘ancestral tourism' is said to 
account for the majority of all American visitors to Ireland, generating approximately 
22% of Ireland's tourism revenue.''243
Given that some tourists will be coming to Russia specifically for the purpose of 
searching archival documents^244  ^ they may want to have more assurance that they 
will be able to access such documents. This by itself may encourage the Russian 
law-makers as well as academic commentators to examine the issue in more detail.
1242 For example, Matka Maailma OY.
1243 AS Wright, ‘Destination Ireland: an ancestral and emotional connection for the American tourism’ 
(2009) Journal of Tourism and Cultural Change 7(1) 22, 26.
1244 Types of documents that such a tourist may wish to see is noted by Mironov, Writing 
genealogical tree (Vsemirnoe slovo 2002).
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Chapter 9
9 S o l u t io n s : O p e n  a c c e s s  a s  a  p o t e n t ia l  s o l u t io n
This chapter looks at open access to copyright works. I examine the reason why 
open access could benefit Russian right-holders and users at §9-7, pp331-32.
By “open access” I mean a relatively recent development of standard form licences 
that allow the right-holder to set copyright protection of his work at a level lower than 
that guaranteed by copyright law. They are also known as “free”, “libre” and “open 
source”''^ ^^  and the exact difference between them is not crucial for the purposes of 
this thesis. What is crucial is that all of them rely o n  c o p y r ig h f^ ^ e .
Such licences are also sometimes described as “copyleff^"^^. Josh Lerner of 
Harvard University and Jean Tirole of the University of Social Sciences in Toulouse 
explain the difference between copyright and “copyleft” in the following terms: “if 
copyright seeks to keep intellectual property private, copyleft seeks to keep 
intellectual property free and available”^ "^^ .^ While novel on the face of it, by no 
means is open access a brand new idea. It has always been open to the right-holder 
to define his copyright through individual contracts and licences, and of course, the 
right-holder has always been able to simply waive his right to sue for infringement of 
his copyright'’ '^'®.
The key novelty of open access standard form licences is that they are much 
cheaper than individual negotiations. As a result, they can be used by a wider range 
of right-holders. In other words, the process of defining or as some commentators
1245 By no means is the list exhaustive.
1246 □ Berry, Copy, Rip, Burn: The Politics of Copyleft and Open Source (Pluto Press 2008) 82.
1247 ibid^  cf the view expressed by J Coates, ‘Creative Commons -  The Next Generation: Creative 
Commons licence use five years on’ (2007) SCRIPT-ed 4 (1) 73 <http://www.law.ed.ac.uk/ahrc/script- 
ed/vol4-1/coates.asp> accessed 20 February 2013.
1248 L Lerner and J Tirole, ‘The Economics of Technology Sharing: Open Source and Beyond’ (2005) 
JEP (2005) 19(2), 104.
1249 Difficulties of doing this are discussed at §9-7.2.1, 331.
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put it, “building”''25o one's exclusive rights, is no longer the domain of a few privileged 
right-holders but is something realistically available to any right-holder, including 
those who are unlikely to receive a commercial return on their work (such as an 
amateur author who contributes to a web 'blog' simply by way of a hobby). From the 
user's point of view, open access licences provide a speedy and free mechanism for 
obtaining the right-holder's permission.
The aim of this chapter is to examine whether open access could help Russia to 
solve some of the problems caused by the current legal framework, namely the 
difficulties of obtaining the right-holder's permission to digitise his work. I also look at 
some of the wider consequences of using open access licences, in particular 
whether they have the potential to educate the public about and moreover, 
encourage compliance with copyright law.
P a r t  1
9-1 O p e n  a c c e s s  t o  s o f t w a r e  
9-1.1 P h il o s o p h y
As explained by Jae Yun Moon and Lee Sproull, in the 1960s there were very few 
computers. That meant that “people would start a program and leave it available for 
others using the machine after them to admire and improve upon”.''25i However, by 
the mid 1970's “it was usual to find proprietary software" that is software that could 
not be redistributed, let alone modified, without the right-holder's p e r m i s s i o n ' ' ^ ® ^
It was dissatisfaction with this commercialisation of software (not least because it 
was open for commercial software developers to exploit the free software""^^ )^ that 
led to the pioneering open access projects such as the Free Software Movement
1250 For example, AK Goss, ‘Codifying a commons: copyright, copyleft, and the creative commons 
project’ (2007) Chi-Kent L Rev 82, 977.
1251 JY Moon and L Sproull, ‘Essence of Distributed Work: The Case of the Linux Kernel’ in 
P Hinds and S Kiesler (eds) Distributed Work (MIT Press 2002) 384.
1252 Working Group on Libre Software, ‘Free Software/Open Source: Information Society 
Opportunities for Europe?’ (Working Group on Libre Software April 2000) 5.
1253 n7, 385.
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(which developed a computer operating system called GNU/Linux, “the GNU 
Project'y^^'" and the project run by the Computer Science Research Group of the 
University of California at Berkeley (which focused on improving a computer 
operating system called UNIX). Even though these (as well as others that followed) 
open access software projects were set up in response to the same problem, their 
aims and philosophy were not exactly the same. For the purposes of this thesis, it is 
the philosophy behind the GNU Project that is of the most interest, not least because 
it inspired Creative Commons (a project that has developed open access licences 
suitable for textual works, considered in more detail shortly).
The GNU Project uses copyright in order to ensure that access to software in 
copyright remains free. The reason is an ethical one""^ ^^ . In the words of its 
organiser, Richard Stallman of the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, “the golden 
rule requires that if I like a program I must share it with other people who like it. I 
cannot in good conscience sign a nondisclosure agreement or a software license 
agreement”.''256 jo  this end, the GNU Project developed a licence that allowed 
users to use, modify and redistribute its software free of charge, but on condition that 
any enhancements to the software code were to be licensed on the same terms. 
Thus, the GNU Project can be seen as a principled movement with a clearly 
articulated philosophy which can explain, at least in part, why its ideas can be 
applied to IP other than software.
9 -1 .2  P o p u l a r it y
According to the Working Group on Libre Software, “during the 1990s, many open 
source projects have produced a good quantity of useful (and usually high-quality) 
Software””'2^ .^ This includes open access systems based on GNU/Linux which is 
increasingly becoming a real alternative to proprietary systems, “competing head to 
head with the market leaders (like Windows NT in servers)”^^ ^^ . The success of such
1254 R stallman, ‘Initial Announcement’ (GNU Operating System 27 September 1983) 
<http://www.qnu.orq/anu/initial-announcement.html> accessed 20 September 2012.
1255 R Stallman, ‘Why open sources misses the point of Free Software?’ (GNU Operating System 
undated) <http://www.qnu.orq/philosophv/open-source-misses-the-point.html> accessed 20 
September 2012.
1256 stallman, ‘Initial Announcement’, n1254.
1257 Working Group on Libre Software, n1252, 6.
1258 ibid] also noted by F Heylighen, ‘Why is Open Access Development so Successful? Stigmergic 
organization and the economics of information’ in B Lutterbeck, M Barwolff & RA Gehring (eds). Open 
Source Jahrbuch 2007 (Lehmanns Media 2007) 178.
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projects has not gone unnoticed. Giants such Apple, Corel and IBM have also 
begun experimenting with open access s o f t w a r e w i t h  IBM supporting Linux for 
over 10 years”'260. Even the European Commission has followed the lead by 
developing and approving in several languages a Free/Open Source Licence for the 
release of its software
That is not to say that everyone is happy to embrace free access software. One of 
the key concerns is security. For example, the Taxation Office of Australia has 
decided against the use of open source software precisely because of such 
concerns. Jeff Waugh of open source advocacy group Waugh Partners argues that 
this concern is unwarranted. In his view: “[sjecurity through obscurity, of which 
hiding your source code from the world is one form, only makes you 'feel' safe - but it 
also slows down the process of finding and rectifying issues".
9 -2  O p e n  a c c e s s  t o  w o r k s  o t h e r  t h a n  s o f t w a r e
It was not until the late 1990s and the early 2000s that standard open access 
licences became available for copyright works other than software. Currently, there 
are a number of such licences with some being developed to meet specific needs of 
a particular country, for example, the German Digital Peer Publishing Licences^^^^. 
In terms of truly international licences, Lucie Guibault of Amsterdam University says 
that “the most successful application so far is the Creative Commons initiative 
(creativecommons.org), which was set up initially in the US, but is now rapidly 
spreading across the globe"^^ '^'.
1259 Q Hertel, S Niedner, S Herrmann, ‘Motivation of software developers in Open Source projects: an 
internet-based survey of contributors to the Linux kernel’ (2003) Research Policy 32(7) 1160.
1260 Wireless News, ‘IBM Introduces New Products and Initiatives to enable Next-Generation Linux’ 
(Wireless News 13 August 2008).
1261 Information about the ELI Public Licences is provided by the Interoperability Solutions for 
European Public Administrations programme (European Commission), ‘Open-Source Software: 
Develop, share, and reuse open source software for public administrations’ (EC undated) 
< h ttp : / / io in u p .e c .e u ro D a .e u /s o ftw a re /p a a e /e u p l/h o w -u s e -e u D l# s -2 >  accessed 20 September 2012.
1262 B winterford, ‘Open source efforts derailed by 'loud minority' (ZD Net 24 March 2008) 
<http://www.zdnet.com/open-source-efforts-derailed-bv-loud-minoritv-2062039213/> accessed 23 
August 2012.
1263 Discussed by W Mossink ‘Intellectual Property Rights’ in K Weenink, LJM Waaijers and K van 
Godtsenhoven (eds), A DRIVER'S guide to European repositories (Amsterdam University Press 
2008).
1264 H Schiller, Information Inequality (Routledge 1996).
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Like the projects promoting open access to software, the Creative Commons 
initiative started off as a protest against commercialisation or, as Herbert Schiller 
puts if265^  “commodification” of information, particularly in the digital world. To use 
the example given by Gerald Spindler and Philipp Zimbehl of the University of 
Gottingen, ordinarily it is open to the user to take a book from a shelf for the 
purposes of reading or even making a copy because most jurisdictions allow free 
use for private study'’^ ®®. By contrast, the user of the same work in a digital form 
may not be able to access, let alone copy it, if it is protected by a password or 
technological protection measures (commonly referred to as DRM). I can see the 
strength of the argument above, although I would like to add that “commodification” 
of copyright works is not always a negative thing. In the example above, the user 
would not be able to take a book from a shelf if that book was not published and 
made available in the library in the first place, in other words, distributed 
commercially!
9-3 C r e a t iv e  C o m m o n s  a s  a  t y p e  o f  o p e n  a c c e s s  l ic e n c e  
9-3.1 A im s
Creative Commons was founded in 2001 with the support of the Center for the Public 
Domain and the John D and Catherine T MacArthur F o u n d a t i o n | t  is commonly 
believed to have been founded by an American academic. Professor Lawrence 
Lessig, although the organization’s website does not it put it in those terms''^®®.
Like the GNU Project which inspired Creative Commons aims to make
copyright socially useful by providing “global infrastructure for sharing” of copyright 
content. This philosophy of sharing is even reflected in the project's name. The 
concept of “common” r i g h t s i s  well known in the law of England and Wales, for
1265 L Guibault, ‘Open Content Licensing: From Theory to Practice -  An Introduction’ in L Guilbault 
and C Angelopoulos (eds) Open Content Licensing: From Theory to Practice (Amsterdam University 
Press 2011) 8.
1266 ibid.
1267 Creative Commons Organisation, ‘History’ <http://creativecommons.org/about/history> accessed 
20 September 2012.
1268 The organization’s website states that Creative Commons was founded in 2001 with “the 
generous support of the Center for the Public Domain”, ibid.
1269 ibid.
1270 Also referred to as “commons”, “common-wealth”, “public domain”, “public sphere”, “commonality”, 
and so on, noted by Berry, n1246, 79.
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example, the common law right to graze animals on another’s land^^^L Statutory 
examples of such rights include the right of the public to enjoy Hampstead Heath 
created by the Hampstead Heath Act 1871  ”'272 (under which the Heath was 
transferred into the protective custody of the City of London Corporation for the 
benefit of the public).
While some commentators take it for granted that the concept of “common” rights in 
the UK is rooted in Roman law”"^ ^^ , it is worth noting that the courts of England and 
Wales have never recognised Roman law as legally binding”'274. Professor Hadley 
argues that ”as trade became more developed, and business relations more 
complicated, cases were continually arising for which the English law had no rule or 
principle adapted to their nature””"^ ^^ . Thus, instead of re-thinking the old principles 
or devising new ones, the English judges chose to employ some civil law concepts 
rooted in Roman law which they found in the writings of civil jurists’'276.
The concept has also been recognized in the US. For example. Judge Taney of the 
US Supreme Court decided a dispute over land covered with water in the State of 
New Jersey by reference to the English concept of the “public common of 
piscary”^ 277 However, a US commentator, Lynda Butler argues that in the US the 
concept of “common” rights “never was as clearly defined nor as strongly rooted as 
in England”''278.
1271 While the right to graze animals on another’s land can belong to a particular individual exclusively 
(a several profit or a profit sole), it can also be enjoyed by “one person in common with others” (a right 
or a profit in common), noted by C Harpum, S Bridge and M Dixon, Meggary & Wade, the Law of Real 
Property (seventh edition. Sweet & Maxwell 2008) 1230 [27-043]. The latter one must be registered 
for its protection under the Commons Act 2006, s 15(8) (whereas the former one arises by virtue of a 
private agreement).
1272 Hampstead Heath Act 1871, article 5 (repealed in part by the Local Law (Greater London Council 
and Inner London Boroughs) Order 1965, SI 1965/540) which was passed in order to protect the land 
from destruction through sand excavation, the original custodian was the Metropolitan Board of 
Works, discussed by Berry, n1246, 89.
1273 For example, by Berry, Ibid, 89.
1274 J Hadley, Introduction to Roman Law: in twelve academical lectures (Ram Narain Lai: publishers 
and booksellers, 1924) 44.
1275 ibid, 47.
1276 ibid.
1277 Martin V Waddell 41 US (16 Pet) 412 (1842).
1278 L Butler, The Commons Concept: An Historical Concept With Modern Relevance’ (1982) Wm & 
Mary L Rev 23 (4) 867.
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9-3.2 How THEY WORK
Creative Commons is an umbrella term for a series of standard form licences all of 
which can be utilised by the right-holder free of charge. As a number of 
commentators point out, they are easy to use^ '^ s^. All the right-holder needs to do is 
to visit the Creative Commons website at <http://creativecommons.orq/>''^ °^ and 
complete a questionnaire designed to help him to chose the most appropriate 
licence. Having generated a copy of his licence online, the right-holder then receives 
a short and long versions of that licence (the legal significance of which is 
considered later) together with the html code for attaching the licence to his work 
online. As far as the html code is concerned, not only does it make the licence 
visible to the potential users, it also enables users to find works badged with Creative 
Commons licences^^^”" (which could be useful to users wishing to be sure that their 
actions are in full compliance with copyright law).
Creative Commons licences are flexible in that they allow the right-holder to choose 
the level of protection that suits him best. In other words, it is open to the right­
holder to decide what exactly the user can do with his work. For example, the 
‘Attribution Only' licence requires the user to attribute the right-holder, otherwise he 
is allowed to use the work in any way he wishes. In legal terms, by licensing his work 
under the ‘Attribution Only’ licence, the right-holder is effectively waiving his right to 
remuneration as well as his moral right to the integrity of his work. Arguably, this is 
one of the most liberal licences (the other one being “COO, No Rights Reserved” 
which is arguably not a copyright licence at all but rather, is a waiver of all of the 
right-holder's rights^^^ )^.
At the other end of the spectrum is the ‘Attribution, Non-Commercial, No Dérivâtes' 
licence which prohibits the user not only from modifying the right-holder's work, but 
also using it in a commercial context. In between, there are four key l i c e n c e s t h a t
1279 For example, noted by Coates, n1247, 75.
1280 Last accessed 26 August 2012.
1281 More information about this is available at Creative Commons Organisation, ‘Search’ 
<httD://search.creativecommons.orq/> accessed 14 September 2012.
1282 Which some countries may not recognise as legal, for example, as noted at §4-1.1, 70, courts in 
countries such as Germany and Russia would not uphold a waiver of moral rights.
1283 Some of the key ones being ‘Attribution-NonCommercial’, ‘Attribution-ShareAlike’, ‘Attribution- 
NonCommercial-ShareAlike’ and ‘Attribution-NoDerivs’, in Creative Commons Organisation, 
‘Licences’ <http://creativecommons.orq/licenses/> accessed 14 September 2012.
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are more liberal than “Attribution, Non-Commercial, No Dérivâtes’ but are stricter 
than the ‘Attribution Only’ one. Some (albeit obviously limited) comparison can be 
made with the user of a lift in a 6-floor building who is able to choose the floor at 
which he wishes to stop.
Finally, all of the licences are suitable for any copyright work including textual, 
musical and audiovisual ones’'^ ®^ . Moreover, it appears that they can also be used 
for non-digital works even though they tend to be associated with works on the
internef^ss.
9-3.3 P o p u l a r it y
Given their affordability, the ease of use and flexibility, it is not surprising that in 2011 
over 580 million of works were distributed under Creative Commons licences'"^®®, 
which is 450 million works more compared to 2008^^® .^ However, Lucie Guilbault 
argues that “open source and open content licenses account only for a fraction of all 
copyright licenses currently in force in the copyright world””"^ ®®. It is difficult to verify 
such an argument scientifically simply because of a lack of information about the 
overall number of copyright licences.
However, as Lucie Guibault points out, it is not the numbers that matter, but “the shift 
in mentality” of the right-holders''^®^. Copyright over a textual work has been 
available for centuries, thus it is reasonable to suggest that this expectation of 
exclusive rights is firmly rooted in the mind of at least some authors (arguably, more 
so compared to the developers of software because exclusive rights over software is 
a relatively new phenomenon). The author Cory Doctorow says he was fearful of 
releasing his first novel under a Creative Commons licence because:
1284 Guibault, ‘Open Content Licensing: From Theory to Practice -  An Introduction’, n1265, 8.
1285 p Le More, M Ganilsy, R Wachtel and E Jurss, ‘Technology and the law - contributions to the 
detection of emerging laws’ (2012) IBLJ 121.
1286 I T  Hokhlov (ed). The use of Creative Commons Licences in the Russian Federation (Institut 
razviti informa ts ionnogo obshchestva 2011) 7.
1287 Creative Commons estimates that in 2008 there were around 130 million works licensed under its 
licences, in Creative Commons Organisation ‘History’, n1267.
1288 Guibault, ‘Open Content Licensing: From Theory to Practice -  An Introduction’, n1265, 8.
1289 ibid, 9.
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7 wanted to see if the sky would fall: you see writers are routinely schooled by 
their peers that maximal copyright is the only thing that stands between us 
and penury, and so ingrained was this lesson in me that even though I had 
the intellectual intuition that a "some rights reserved" regime would serve me 
well, I still couldn't shake the atavistic fear that I was about to do something 
very foolish indeed”^ ^^ .^
Not only do Creative Commons licences attract new users every year, they also 
attract new types of users. Looking at right-holders who chose to distribute their 
works under Creative Commons licences in 2005, Minjeong Kim of the Hawaii 
Pacific University found that 90% of them were individual right-holders. Moreover, 
Jessica Coates (currently of Creative Commons Australia) argues that “many of the 
‘first generation' adopters of the Creative Commons licences were web-savvy 
“hobbyists and idealists” motivated by the principle that “information wants to be 
free”''29i_ Seven years down the line. Creative Commons is no longer (almost) the 
exclusive domain of individuals; their licences are now widely used by universities, 
governments and even commercial organisations.
9 -3 .3 .1  U n iv e r s it ie s  AND C r e a t iv e  C o m m o n s
Certainly in the UK, academics are often able to retain exclusive rights in their 
work''292 and as a result, are able to decide where to publish their work. Publishing 
in an open access journal and/or placing their work in an open access repository is 
becoming an increasingly popular option with academic authors. Not only can this 
help the author to reach out to as many readers as possible, it can also help him to 
increase the number of citations of his work. For example, Francis Heylighen of Vrije 
Universiteit Brussel argues that “[rjesearch has shown that making a publication 
open access increases the number of citations it gets” which he believes “is the most
1290 c  Doctorow, ‘Down and Out in the Magic Kingdom -  a note about this book’ (Craphound 2003) 
<http://www.craphound.com/down/Cory_Doctorow_-
Down and Out in the Magic Kingdom.htm#about> accessed 14 September 2012.
1291 Coates, n1247, 80.
1292 Stevenson Jordan & Harrison v McDonnell & Evans (1951) 68 RPC 190 (High Court), reversed in 
part by Stevenson Jordan & Harrison v McDonnell & Evans, [1952] 1 TLR 101, (1952) 69 RPC 10 
(CA), discussed by L Guibault, ‘Owning the Right to Open Up Access to Scientific Publications’ in L 
Guilbault and C Angelopoulos (eds) Open Content Licensing: From Theory to Practice (Amsterdam 
University Press 2011) 155.
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direct measure of the visibility and reputation of its author.”^ ®^® It is also an important 
tool for academics who wish to know how often their work has been viewed
Universities too are increasingly happy to post their material for the benefit of the 
general public. For example, the Open University in the UK makes available 
materials from over 600 of its courses on its OpenLearn Site under the terms of a 
Creative Commons licence"'^ ®®. Similarly, in the US, faculty members of Harvard 
University’s Law School have passed a motion “committing them to placing copies of 
their “scholarly articles” in a university-run online archive that would make them 
freely available to readers”''^ ®®. The motion is very similar to the Creative Common’s 
licensing option, the key difference being that a Creative Commons licence would 
allow anyone to post the work, whereas the Harvard motion restricts this right to the 
university (as well as the publisher).
Having said all of that, it appears that so far universities have made the most use of 
Creative Commons predominantly in science and medicine^^® .^ As far as humanities 
are concerned, the use of such licences is still in its early days. Research carried 
out in 2012 shows that only 60% of researchers in humanities and social sciences 
were aware of Creative Commons (in other words, 40% had yet to learn about 
them). Moreover, among those 60% who knew about Creative Commons there was 
a perception that “open access will have negative impacts on quality, reputation and 
reward”''^ ®®.
9 -3 .3 .2  G o v e r n m e n t s  AND C r e a t iv e  C o m m o n s
Governments worldwide have also taken the opportunity to make available 
information under Creative Commons licences. For example, a large part of 
Australian budget for 2011-2012 was released under a Creative Commons
1293 Heylighen, n1258, 166.
1294 Sometimes referred to as a ‘hit’. Technically speaking, a website ‘hit’ and a ‘visit’ to a particular 
website are not the same thing. However, the difference is not crucial for the purposes of this thesis.
1295 Open University, ‘Copyright at the OpenLearn webiste’ (OU undated)
<http://www8.open.ac.uk/about/main/admin-and-aovernance/Dolicies-and-statements/coDvriaht-the- 
openlearn-website> accessed 28 August 2012.
1296 Stanford University, School of Education, ‘Questions and Answers on Harvard’s Open Access 
Motion’ (Stanford University undated) <http://ed.stanford.edu/facultv-research/open-archive/open- 
access-ca> accessed 29 August 2012.
1297 Guibault, ‘Owning the Right to Open Up Access to Scientific Publications’, n1292, 155.
1298 OAPEN-UK, ‘Annual Benchmarking Report (OAPEN-UK February 2012) <http://oapen- 
uk.jiscebooks.org/research-findings/benchmarking-survey/> accessed 7 April 2013.
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Attribution l i c e n c e T h r e e  are a number of examples in Europe too, including the 
Government of Balearic Islands in Spain'*®®®.
One of the key reasons for this success of Creative Commons with governments is 
that open access to information fits in well with the ethos of Western democracy. For 
example, the Council of Europe states its vision of a democratic government as 
follows:
“Transparency of public authorities is a key feature of good governance and 
an indicator of whether or not a society is genuinely democratic and pluralist 
... The right of access to official documents is also essential to the self­
development of people and to the exercise of fundamental human rights. It 
also strengthens public authorities’ legitimacy in the eyes of the public, and its 
confidence in them.
There are also sound economic reasons for making government information 
available openly. The report prepared by Graham Vickery of the European 
Commission estimates the economic value of government information across the EU 
at 140 billion Euros annually''®® .^ Information such as digital maps generated by 
Google Earth, meteorological, legal, traffic, financial and economic data can all be 
re-used or integrated into new products and services. Thus, the EC Directive on the 
Re-use of Public Sector information'’®®® (which covers written texts, databases, audio 
files and film fragments) encourages Member States to make as much information 
available for re-use as possible.
1299 Australian government, ‘Budget Strategy and Outlook, Budget Paper 1 ' (Australian Government 
10 May 2011 ) <http://www.budqet.aov.au/2011-12/content/bp1/html/bp1 prelims.htm> accessed 29 
August 2012.
1300 Government of the Balearic Islands, the ‘Dades Obertes CAIB’ project (Government of the 
Balearic Islands undated) <http://www.caib.es/caibdatafront/> accessed 31 March 2013.
1301 Council of Europe Convention on Access to Official Documents of 18 June 2009, CETS number 
205.
1002 EC DG Information Society, Report prepared by G Vickery ‘Review of recent studies on psi re-use 
and related market developments’ (2011) 3.
1303 Directive 2013/37/EU of 17 November 2003 on the Re-use of Public Sector Information OJ L 
345/90, amended by the Directive 2013/37/EU of 26 June 2013 of the European Parliament and of 
the Council OJ L 175/1 (“EU Directive on the Re-Use of Public Sector Information”).
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9 - 3 . 3 . 3  C o m m e rc ia l o r g a n is a t io n s  a n d  C r e a t iv e  C om m ons  
Jessica Coates identifies two types of businesses that use Creative Commons: those 
which have incorporated Creative Commons licences as an integral part of their 
business and those that use them simply to provide greater options for their 
customers'’®®'^ . An example of the former is ccMixter, a music remixing site featuring 
remixes and samples licensed under Creative Commons licences'’®®®. Businesses 
that employ Creative Commons as part of their marketing strategy also seem to fall 
into this category. Adrienne Goss of Chicago-Kent College of Law notes that fairly 
early on, a number of right-holders such as artists, writers, and publishers in a 
variety of media began experimenting successfully with releasing free, some rights 
reserved, content in order to encourage the public to purchase their products 
later.'’®®®
By contrast, businesses such as a photo-sharing website Flickr use Creative 
Commons only as a sideline to their key business'’®®^. Jessica Coates calls such 
businesses “supporters” of Creative Commons because while they “recognise 
Creative Commons as a legitimate option that their creator users may wish to 
utilize”'’®®®, they do not make them an essential part of their business. A recent 
example of such a use is by Google's Library Project (discussed in more detail in 
chapter 6) which has included Creative Commons as a licensing option. This will 
enable right-holders of books released under a Creative Commons licence to make 
their work available for the public to download, use, remix, and share via Google 
Books'’®®®.
There is also a potentially distinct category of businesses wishing to use Creative 
Commons, namely those who may be interested in releasing an informational 
resource openly with the sole purpose of protecting it from being privatized. For 
example, Adrienne Goss argues that “[i]n the patent context, a company might
1304 Coates, n1247, 73.
1305 ccMixter ‘About’ <http://ccmixter.org/about> accessed 17 September 2012.
1306 Goss, n1250, 981.
1307 Coates, n1247, 85.
1308 ibid.
1309 E Steuer, ‘Google Books adds Creative Commons license options’ (Creative Commons 
Organisation 13 August 2009) <http://creativecommons.orq/webloq/entrv/16823> accessed 6 
September 2012.
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intentionally create a public resource if it is in its best interest to prevent the resource 
from becoming privatised.” This idea seems to go back to Merck
Pharmaceuticals which in 1995 set up a public database of gene sequences 
corresponding to expressed human genes (“the Merck Index”). Professor Robert 
Merges notes that the key strategic significance of the Merck Index is that it 
precludes patents for any sequence published prior to another firm's isolation of the 
sequence, thus reducing the risk of hold-ups by firms with patents on short gene 
sequences’’®^ T
9-3.3.4 C r e a t iv e  C o m m o n s  a n d  W ik ip e d ia
The use of Creative Commons licences by contributors to Wikipedia, a free online 
encyclopedia, is of particular interest because it shows the potential of open access 
to encourage and facilitate new developments.
Wikipedia is made up almost exclusively of anonymous contributions and yet, most 
of its text and many of its images are nevertheless licensed under a Creative 
Commons Licence (‘Attribution-Share alike 3.0 Unported License) (as well as GNU 
Free Documentation License)'’®'’ .^ This raises the question of the importance of 
licensing Wikipedia content under Creative Commons. Before attempting to answer 
this question, I firstly look at motivations of Wikipedia contributors.
Francis Heylighen argues that one of the key reasons why Wikipedia contributors 
spend their time researching and drafting articles for Wikipedia in the full knowledge 
that their contributions will be anonymous is the desire to contribute to the 
community. He compares this desire to the same instinct of altruism or “goodness” 
that makes people give money to charity or do volunteer work’’®’’®. The other 
important motivator is feedback. Each contribution gets scrutinized by fellow 
contributors who may spot a mistake and decide to rectify it (or at least point it out to 
the rest of the community) (the process of “mending”), or simply decide to improve
1310 Goss, n1250, 981.
1311 RP Merges, ‘A New Dynamism in the Public Domain’ (2004) 71 UChiLRev 183.
1312 Wikipedia Foundation ‘Wikipedia Policy with Legal Considerations’ (Wikipedia undated) 
<httD://en.wikiDedia.orq/wikiAA/ikiDedia:CoDvriqhts> accessed 7 September 2012.
1313 Heylighen, n1258,165,171.
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the contribution by adding some new detaiM^ "^^  (the process of “improving”). In the 
view of Francis Heylighen, these two motivations are the key pillars of Wikipedia.
However, these processes of mending and improving may halt if any contributor in 
the chain insists (or is believed to do so) on his strict statutory rights, in particular the 
right to the integrity of his work. The use of Creative Commons ‘Attribution-Share 
aiike’isis licence tries to pre-empt this problem by insisting that any contribution must 
be released on the same terms as the original one (which is achieved by the ‘share- 
alike’ element of the licence). Thus, it is argued that it is Creative Commons that 
ensures the smooth running of the “input-review-improvement” process crucial to the 
success of Wikipedia.
9-4  S o m e  p o t e n t ia l  p r o b l e m s
The aim of this section is to give the flavour of the problems/pitfalls associated with 
the use of Creative Commons licences.
One of the key controversies surrounding Creative Commons licences is their status 
in law and hence, their enforceability. The licences themselves do not even try to 
identify their legal status. The preamble (or potentially, a disclaimer) at the 
beginning of the ‘Attribution, Non-Commercial, Share Alike 3.0’ licence simply states 
that:
“By exercising any rights to the Work provided here, You accept and agree to 
be bound by the terms of this license. To the extent this license may be 
considered to be a contract, the Licensor grants You the rights contained 
herein in consideration of your acceptance of such terms and conditions”'' 
(my underlining).
1314 These processes are described (albeit not in exactly the same terms) by F Heylighen, ibid.
1315 The ‘share-alike’ element of which was developed for the first time by the GNU movement, §9-1.1, 
300.
1316 Creative Commons Organisation, ‘Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 United States’, long 
version (GO Organisation undated) <http://creativecommons.Org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/us/legalcode> 
accessed 17 September 2012.
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Melanie Dulong de Rosnay argues'* '^'^ that the use of the words “acceptance” and 
“consideration” in the statement above suggests that the licence is a contractual one. 
I examine whether the courts are likely to treat this (or indeed any other Creative 
Commons licence) as such next. I then turn to consider whether Creative Commons 
licences can be enforced as a waiver (or promissory estoppel, - a type of waiver 
recognised by the law of England and Wales).
9-4.1 C o n t r a c t u a l  a n d / o r  b a r g a in  a n a l y s e s
While the exact requirements for a legally binding contract vary from jurisdiction to 
jurisdiction, most will require an offer and acceptance of that offer. For example, an 
offer and acceptance are the basic building blocks of a legally binding contract in 
England and Wales'' '^'®, the Netherlands''^''^, France^^^° and Russia''^^\
In addition, common law jurisdictions are likely to require consideration (such as 
England and Wales''^^^) and civil law jurisdictions (such as Russia) require the 
parties to specify in detail the rights transferred and the ways in which the user can 
use such rights''^23 France goes even further and requires the parties to a general 
contract to specify not only the ways in which the user can exploit the transferred 
rights, but also the place of exploitation and its duration''^24
In the analyses of the law of England and Wales below, I focus on identifying an offer 
and acceptance, and consideration. By no means are these the only ‘badges’ of a 
legally enforceable contract, others being the intent to create legal relations, and 
capacity. However, in my view, the latter ones are less controversial in the context 
of Creative Commons.
13171\/| Dulong de Rosnay, ‘Creative Commons Licenses Legal Pitfalls: Incompatibilities and Solutions’ 
(Institute for Information Law, University of Amsterdam 2010) 56.
1318 Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain v Boots Cash Chemists (Southern) Ltd [1952] 2 All ER 
456 (QB).
1319 Civil Code of the Netherlands (entered into force on 1 October 1992), Book 6, article 217, the 
English translation of which is available in Warendorf, Thomas and Curry-Sumner (trs), n248, 698.
1320 French Civil Code 1804, Book 3, Chapter II, article 1108 of which requires ‘the consent of the 
party who obligates himself, translated by JH Crabb (tr). The French Civil Code: Revised Edition (as 
amended to 1 July 1994) (Fred B Rothman & Co and Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers 1995).
1321 Civil Code of the RF, Part 1, n288, s 432.
1322 For example, the law of England and Wales does so, see John Price v Easton (1833) (1833) 4 
Barnewall and Adolphus 433,110 ER 518 (Court of King's Bench).
1323 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1235(6).
1324 Intellectual Property Code of France 3 July 1992 (as last amended by decree number 2012-634 of 
3 May 2012), article L131-3 [1], the English translation of which is available at WlPO website at 
<htto://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en/text.isp?file id=180336> accessed 23 September 2012.
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9 -4 .1 .1  O f f e r  a n d  a c c e p t a n c e
Without going into all the ins-and-outs of the law of contract of each individual 
jurisdiction, the key difficulty is that at first glance. Creative Commons appears to be 
either too dynamic or uncertain for the traditional offer/acceptance analysis of a 
contract. When the right-holder licenses his work under a Creative Commons 
licence, he is unlikely to know the identity of the future user(s). Conversely, at that 
point, future users are also unlikely to predict their future use of the right-holder’s 
work, let alone be aware of the terms of the licence under which it has been 
published. This has led some commentators such as Melanie Dulong de Rosnay^^^^ 
to argue that, from the point of view of the law of contract, the structure of such a 
licence is fragile and loose: [i]t does not identify the parties, there is no signature, no 
meeting between the parties”.
It is argued that from the perspective of the law of England and Wales, the 
construction of Creative Commons licences is not fragile at all. Certainly, it is true 
that the courts are unlikely to view a Creative Commons licence on its own as a 
legally binding contract. However, as suggested by Melanie Dulong de Rosnay, it is 
more of an offer to enter into a contractual agreement. If so, the next issue is the 
point at which the offeree (the user of a licensed work) can be said to have accepted 
it. In a classical scenario, the offer is accepted when the offeree communicates his 
acceptance to the offeror, for example, by saying “yes”, or as is often the case in a 
commercial situation, by putting his acceptance in writing. However, the whole point 
of Creative Commons licences is that a member of the public who wishes to use a 
licensed work is able to do so without getting in touch with the right-holder.
In my view, the lack of communication between the parties is not necessarily fatal for 
the purposes of finding a legally binding contract. The key point is that the law of 
England and Wales (as well as jurisdictions such as Russia'*^^® and France)^^^^ 
recognises acceptance by conduct, in other words, by simply doing an act required 
by the offer). Moreover, the law of England and Wales recognizes a category of
1325 Dulong de Rosnay, n1317, 56.
1326 Civil Code of the RF, Part 1, n288, s 438(3).
1327 For example, in the context of agency agreements, the French Civil Code 1804, Book 3, article 
1985.
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contracts which can be accepted by conduct only (unilateral contracts). I consider 
the leading case on unilateral contracts, Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball next.
In Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co, the respondent company posted an 
advertisement in which it promised to pay £100 to anyone who caught influenza 
despite purchasing and using as prescribed one of its smoke balls. (For this 
purpose, it deposited £1,000 in a bank, which the court found good evidence of an 
intention to create legal relations). In deciding the legal status of the advertisement, 
the court dismissed the argument that it was simply an invitation to treat (in other 
words, an invitation to enter into negotiations). Instead, the court found that the 
advertisement amounted to an offer. Therefore, by purchasing and using as 
prescribed one of the respondent's smoke balls, the claimant accepted the 
respondent's offer, thus creating a legally binding contract.
To apply the reasoning in Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co to Creative Commons, it 
would appear possible for a user to have accepted the right-holder's offer through his 
actual use of the work licensed under a Creative Commons. However, by contrast 
with typical unilateral contracts such as where the offeror promises to pay to the 
offeree for completing a particular task""^ ^^ , in the case of a Creative Commons 
licence a contract would seem to have been entered into at the point at which the 
user accessed the right-holder’s work.
9 -4 .1 .2  C o n s id é r a  t io n
The next issue is consideration. Melanie Dulong de Rosnay argues that a Creative 
Commons licence is not supported by consideration because the licensed work is 
being made available for free'"^ °^. In my view, the issue of consideration in the 
context of a Creative Commons licences is not settled, and Melanie Dulong de 
Rosnay does not have the last word. Firstly, not all jurisdictions insist on 
consideration. For example, William McBryde of Aberdeen University states that
1328 Carlill V Carbolic Smoke Ball Co [1893] 1 QB 256 (CA).
1329 For example, to pay someone £100 to walk from London to York, suggested by the court in Great 
Northern Railway Co v Witham (1873-74) LR 9 CP 16 (Court of Common Pleas).
1330 Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co [1893] 1 QB 256 (CA).
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Scottish law does not have a doctrine of consideration (although it contains a strong 
presumption against outright donat ion)" ' .
As far as England and Wales law is concerned, in its classical conception, 
consideration is “a valuable consideration, in the sense of the law, may consist either 
in some right, interest, profit or benefit accruing to the one party, or some 
forbearance, detriment, loss or responsibility given, suffered or undertaken by the 
other.""'^^  ^ Applying this to a Creative Commons licence, it can be argued that the 
right-holder provides consideration by waiving his exclusive rights, and the user by 
agreeing to use the right-holder’s work in a particular way.
9-4.2 N o n - b a r g a in  a n a l y s is  o f  C r e a t iv e  C o m m o n s
Alternatively, a Creative Commons licence can be viewed as right-holder’s unilateral 
waiver to sue for a breach of his statutory copyright rights (provided that the user 
complies with the terms of the licence). For example, Melanie Dulong de Rosnay 
argues that a Creative Commons licence can, in principle, be viewed as “a unilateral 
act, a permission to do something that would otherwise not be permitted by law”^^ ^^ . 
She draws an analogy with a driver’s licence which, she says, is a “unilateral 
permission granted by the state to an individual where there is no agreement or 
contract”''^ 24. A non-contractual interpretation has also been adopted by the High 
Council for Intellectual Property Rights in France which referred to Creative 
Commons licences as “a unilateral act by which the author makes his work available 
... without characterising a meeting of the minds”""^ ®^.
While the arguments above are not without merits, it is worth noting that certainly in 
the UK, a driver’s licence is granted on the understanding that the driver will abide by 
motoring law, a serious breach of which can lead to that licence being revoked. 
From this perspective, arguably even on the face of it, a unilateral licence can be 
interpreted as a quasi-contractual document. Moreover, the difference between a 
Creative Commons licence and a driver’s licence is that the latter is always issued to
1331 Yyw McBryde, The Law of Contract in Scotland (W Green & Sons Ltd 1987) [1-20].
1332 Manuel Misa v Raikes Currie, G Grenfell Glyn, and Others (1876) 1 App Cas 554 (HL).
1333 Dulong de Rosnay, n1317, 53, 55.
1334 / w ,  1 2 2 .
1335 Le More, Ganilsy, Wachtel and Jurss, n1285,132.
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a named individual, whereas a Creative Commons licence can potentially benefit the 
whole world.
Perhaps in order to address the difficulties outlined above, other commentators have 
classified Creative Commons licences as follows: one-sided permission; partial 
dedication to the public domain; limited abandonment; waiver; servitude; gift or even 
simply, a promise''^^®. It is argued that in England and Wales, the waiver (I use the 
word generally) would appear to be the most suitable candidate. The key case on 
waivers is Central London Property Ltd v High Trees House Ltd^ ^^ ,^ discussed next.
In Central London Property Ltd v High Trees House Ltd''^ '^ ®, the landlord wrote to the 
tenants in 1940 agreeing to reduce the annual rent from £2,500 to £1,250 because 
of a shortage of tenants during the war. In September 1945 the landlord wrote to the 
tenants requesting them to pay rent at the rate of £2,500 per annum.
Lord Denning (who was then Judge Denning) found the landlord's promise to reduce 
the rent binding because it was a “promise intended to be binding, intended to be 
acted on and in fact, acted on””'^ ®^. Having found that the promise was intended to 
be binding only when the flats were partially let. Lord Denning held that the full rent 
began to be payable from the early part of 1945 when the property market returned 
to normap2''°.
While Lord Denning refrained from analyzing the case as an estoppel case, it has 
now been interpreted to lay out the key elements of a legally binding promissory 
estoppel which include the promisor's representation and the promisee’s reliance on 
that r epr es ent a t ion ^A no th er  key factor is that it would be inequitable for the 
representor to withdraw his representation, in other words, to go back on his 
promise.
1336 Noted by Dulong de Rosnay, n1317, 54, 55.
1337 Central London Property Trust Ltd v High Trees House Ltd [1947] KB 130 (KB) (“High Trees Ltd”).
1338 /^ /o f
1339 ibid, 136.
1340 /6/d, 135,136.
1341 For example, Augier and Another v Secretary of State for the Environment and Another (1978) 38 
P & CR 220, sub nom Hildenborough Village Preservation Association v Secretary of State for the 
Environment [1978] JPL 708 (QB); the requirements are also discussed by E McKendrick, Contract 
Laiv (Macmillan 1997) 104, 105.
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Applying the above to Creative Commons licences, a licence can be viewed as the 
right-holder's promise to modify his rights under copyright and the user’s actual use 
of the licensed work as his reliance on that l i c e n c e |t ig true that one of the key 
limitations of the concept of promissory estoppel is that it is a defence only. 
However, it is argued that this limitation is unlikely to weaken the parties’ rights. 
From the perspective of the user faced with a claim for copyright infringement, the 
promissory estoppel can be relied upon as a defence. In relation to the right-holder 
who wishes to sue the user for breaching his rights, it would seem open to him to 
bring a claim in reliance on his statutory copyright rights albeit modified by the 
licence (as opposed to his contractual rights under the licence).
9-4.3 W o r l d -w id e  EFFECTIVENESS
Having analysed Creative Commons licences from the point of view of the law of 
England and Wales, due to the global nature of the internet, in order to be useful, 
they need to be effective world-wide. The people behind Creative Commons are 
aware of that. Thus, when Creative Commons licences are being introduced in a 
new country. Creative Commons local representatives do not simply translate them 
into that country’s language. One of their key tasks is to “port” or adopt the licences 
so that they suit linguistic and legal expectations of that country’s right-holders and 
users (as well as its courts). For example, Pauline Le More (and others)^ "^''  ^ notes 
that when Creative Commons was officially launched in France, its licences were 
“transposed” (as opposed to simply being translated) into French law by a research 
inst i tute ' ' (Centre d’Etudes et de Recherché en Science Administrative of the 
University of Paris II).
Having said all of that, without detailed knowledge of the laws of each jurisdiction in 
which Creative Commons are operating, it is difficult to comment on the 
effectiveness of such licences world-wide'" '^^ .^ The lack of case law focusing on the 
issue is not helpful. It is true that some non-UK courts have upheld Creative 
Commons licences, even when such licences were still relatively new. For example.
1342 Although it is possible that reliance may not be made out if it can be shown that the user would 
have used the work even without a licence.
1343 Le More, Ganilsy, Wachtel and Jurss, n1285, 121.
1344 /b/d, 131.
1345 For the analyses under Russian law, see §9-6.2, 325.
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in the case of Curry v Audax, heard by the District Court of Amsterdam''^^® in 2006, a 
commercial magazine “Weekend” (owned by Audax) copied and published four 
photographs originally distributed under a Creative Commons Licence that prohibited 
commercial re-use (‘Attribution-Non Commercial-Share Alike 2.0'). The Court found 
against Audax mainly because the licence under which the work had been released 
prohibited commercial use. However, the key point is that the Court did not actually 
analyze the contractual status of the Creative Commons licence; it simply took it for 
granted that it was effective.
9 -4 .4  W h y  it  is  im p o r t a n t
In a sense, difficulties identified in the preceding paragraphs raise a more 
fundamental question of whether the right-holder’s rights over his work are 
compulsory. The answer depends on the type of rights at stake, namely whether 
they are economic or moral ones. It is true that some jurisdictions prevent the right­
holder from waiving some (or even all) of his moral rights (for example, the 
However, as far as economic rights are concerned, most jurisdictions permit the 
right-holder to exercise his economic rights as he pleases. In the absence of any 
specific requirement to “preserve” his copyright property, it would appear to be open 
to the right-holder to define the scope of his property even if as a result of this he 
ends up with fewer rights. Thus, even though the CDPA 1988 defines the right­
holder’s economic rights as “exclusive”^^ ''^ , arguably they are exclusive only for as 
long as he wishes to hold on to them to the exclusion of everyone else.
In the light of this, it is not surprising that courts such as the District Court of 
Amsterdam were willing to embrace Creative Commons licences even in the 
absence of any binding ruling confirming their legal status. Even more important, 
the public seems to be comfortable with the concept of Creative Commons. In 
Minjeong Kim’s study, 33.6% of respondents said that others had contacted them in 
relation to their works licensed under Creative Commons licences, in particular to 
ask for permission to re-publish their work elsewhere. The results are particularly 
impressive given that the study was carried out back in 2005. Moreover, they
1346 Adam Curry v Audax Publishing BV, case number 334492 / KG 06-176 SR of 9 March 2006 
(District Court of Amsterdam, Summary Proceedings Court) the English translation of which is 
available at Westlaw UK [2006] ECDR 22.
1347 §4-1.1,70.
1348 CDPA1988, s 16.
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suggest that Creative Commons can be effective in protecting right-holders' rights 
regardless of the uncertainty over their legal status.
Having said all of that, in some situations the legal uncertainty of Creative Commons 
licences can be a major factor slowing down their progress. For example, this is the 
position in Russia (examined in Part 2 of this chapter).
The legal status of Creative Commons licences also has a bearing on the way they 
are terminated. If a Creative Commons licence is indeed a right-holder’s offer 
accepted by the user’s actual use of the licensed work, then it would appear to be 
open to the right-holder to revoke his offer any time before it has been accepted 
(although under the law of England and Wales, he would be required to bring the 
notice of the withdrawal to the attention of the potential u s e r s T h u s ,  the right­
holder would not be able to revoke his offer once the user had started using his 
work.
If however a Creative Commons licence is a waiver, then the position is less clear. 
The decision in Central London Property Ltd v High Trees House Ltd'"^ °^ suggests 
that it would be inequitable for the representor to withdraw his representation while 
the conditions to which his representation applied were still operable (in that case, it 
would have been inequitable for the landlord to re-instate the original rents while the 
flats were still empty). While standard Creative Commons licences do not seem to 
make any guarantees about their duration, it would seem inequitable to withdraw the 
licence while the user is using the licensed work.
Having said all of that, even though the withdrawal/revocation of a Creative 
Commons licence may be legally effective, it may not help the right-holder to restore 
the position he was in prior to licensing the work. The damage may have already 
occurred, for example, existing users having already used the work without having to 
pay anything. To draw some (obviously limited) analogy with the owner of a tangible 
property such as a JCB who gives it away: he may well get back but not until it has 
been worn out to the extent that it is unusable in a commercial context. This can be
1349 Dickinson v Dodds (1876) 2 Ch D 463. 
1330 High Trees House Ltd, n1337.
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especially problematic for new authors. For example, Pauline Le More (and others) 
argues that “’[t]he risk is that an author is tempted, at the start of his career, to use a 
Creative Commons licence to make himself known to the general public, without 
measuring the consequences”''^ '^'.
Despite the potential damage, it is worth bearing in mind that from a legal point of 
view. Creative Commons licences do not encourage the right-holder to do anything 
that he is not already entitled to do. As pointed out earlier, copyright law grants 
exclusive rights to be dealt with by the right-holder as he pleases. In fact. Creative 
Commons can help the right-holder to avoid making a mistake by explaining the 
potential implications of their actions not only in accessible terms, but also visually by 
using symbols^which are designed to reinforce the textual message.
P a r t  2
9 -5  C r e a t iv e  C o m m o n s  in  R u s s ia  
9-5 .1  O v e r v ie w
Some commentators suggest that the Russian public did not even know about 
Creative Commons licences until 2006. Apparently, it was a Wikipedia article (which 
itself was distributed under a Creative Commons licence) that alerted the Russian 
public to its existence in 2006''^^^. However, it was not until 2010 that Creative 
Commons was officially launched in Russia (by entering into a Memorandum of 
Understanding with its Russian partner, the Institute of the Information Society)
While Creative Commons is no longer a novelty in Russia, arguably it has yet to gain 
mass appeal. Below, I look at those right-holders who have already adopted 
Creative Commons licences and those who have not. I then examine some of the
1351 Le More, Ganilsy, Wachtel and Jurss, n1285, 138.
1352 Which are reproduced and explained by Creative Commons Organisation in "About the Licences’ 
(CC organisation undated) <http://creativecommons.org/licenses/> accessed 19 December 2012.
1353 Hokhlov (ed), n1286, 9.
1354 Institute of the Information Society, "Management for the development of open content’ (Institute 
of the Information Society undated) <htto://www.iis.ru/content/view/475/72/> accessed 3 September 
2012.
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potential reasons as to why Russian right-holders may wish to insist on their strict 
statutory rights guaranteed to them by copyright law.
9-5.1.1 G o v e r n m e n t  a n d  C r e a  t iv e  C o m m o n s
By contrast with other countries where the first generation of right-holders who 
adopted Creative Commons licences consisted largely of individual right-holders’' 
in Russia it was the central government that spotted the opportunities presented by 
Creative Commons before anyone else.
Even two years before Creative Commons was launched officially in Russia, the 
office of Russia's President had allowed Wikipedia contributors to re-use the 
contents of the President’s website in accordance with Creative C o m m o n s ' ' N o t  
only that, the President’s office chose a particularly liberal licence that allowed the 
public to use and adapt a copyright work even in a commercial context (Creative 
Commons ‘Attribution, 3.0, Unported)"'^^ .^ Following in the footsteps of the 
President’s office, other central government departments, including the office of 
Russia’s Prime Minister (www. premier.gov.ru) and Russia’s Federal Government 
(www.government.ru) have also licensed the contents of their websites under 
Creative Commons.
Some regional authorities are also keen to explore the opportunities presented by 
Creative Commons. For example, the Governor and the Government of the 
Volgograd Region (which is situated in the south of European Russia) have licensed 
contents of their joint website under Creative Commons’'^ ®®. By contrast with the 
President’s website, they have adopted a licence^^^® (Attribution -  ShareAlike 3.0 
Unported) that requires the user to distribute any resulting work under the same or a
1355 Kim, n1355; also noted by Coates, n1247, 80.
1356 Namely in 2008, noted by Hokhlov (ed), n1286,10.
1357 Information available at the Russian Presidential Executive Office <www.kremlin.ru> accessed 3 
September 2012.
1358 <www.volaanet.ru> accessed 3 September 2012; the details of the licence are contained in the 
letter from the Administration of the Volgograd Region of 28 February 2011 (signed by Press Officer
n J v  Atopova), number 18/1982 (Wikimedia 2011)
<http://commons.wikimedia.orq/wiki/File:Volganet authorisation-Russian.pdf> accessed 3 September 
2012.
1359 Letter from the Administration of the Volgograd Region of 28 February 2011, ibid.
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similar Creative Commons licence, thus potentially promoting a wider use of Creative 
Commons.
The Russian government’s enthusiasm for Creative Commons seems to be rooted in 
its commitment to transparency. For example, the federal statute “About 
Information, Information Technologies and Protection of Information” introduced in 
2006''^®° requires central and regional authorities to make available to the public 
information about their activities (although exceptions are permitted). It is also 
possible that the government does not want to be seen as lagging behind the 
European Directive on the Re-use of Public Sector Information'’ ®^'* (even though it is 
not binding on Russia). However, by no means is this commitment universal. 
According to the report prepared by the Russian Institute of the Information Society, 
Russian government’s use of Creative Commons licences is still insufficient'"^^  ^
(although it is not clear whether this refers to the number of government departments 
adopting/failing to adopt Creative Commons licences or the extent of each 
department’s use of an already adopted Creative Commons licence).
9-5.1.2 O t h e r  u s e r s  o f  C r e a t iv e  C o m m o n s
Currently, only fffree'’®®® out of approximately one thousand higher education 
institutions''®® ,^ both State-funded and private, routinely release some of their 
information under Creative Commons licences. For example, the renowned Moscow 
State University of International Relation licensed the contents of its website under 
the Creative Commons ‘Attribution-NonCommercial 2.5’ licence back in 2005''®®®. 
Although other Russian universities such as the State University of Belgorod 
expressed their interest in open access as early as 2008''®®®, it appears that they 
have yet to take any action in this direction.
1360 Information, Information Technologies and Protection of Information, federal statute of 27 July 
2006, number 149-03, s 3.
1361 Eu Directive on the Re-Use of Public Sector Information, n1301.
1362 Hokhlov (ed), n1286, 31.
1363 ibid, 23.
1364 Figures for 2011/2012 and 2012/2013 in The Federal State Statistics Service (Rosstat) Russia 
2013, Statistical Reference Books (AE Surinov others eds, Rosstat 2013) 13.
1365 MGIMO, ‘Creative Commons’ (MGIMO undated) <http://www.mgimo.ru/publish/cc/index.phtml> 
accessed 31 March 2013.
1366 For example, by signing the Declaration on open access to ‘scientific knowledge and cultural 
heritage at university level’ signed in Belgorod on 30 January 2008 (which appears to be closely 
modelled on the Berlin Convention on Open access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities 
2003).
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As far as individual authors are concerned, it seems that by and large they are still 
wary of Creative Commons licences. While the report prepared by Russia's Institute 
of the Information Society refers to a number of authors who have adopted them, the 
majority seem to be media personalities and photographers^®® .^ Although the exact 
reasons are not clear, it seems that right-holders believe that such licences need to 
be registered and as a result, are put off by the effort of doing so''®®®. The lack of 
knowledge about how Creative Commons licences work and the differences 
between them may well be another.
9-5.1.3 A r e a s  t h a t  h a v e  y e t  t o  e m b r a c e  C r e a t i v e  C o m m o n s  
As far as libraries are concerned, it appears that currently they do not distribute their 
informational resources (for example, catalogues, reviews and news items''®®®) under 
Creative Commons licences at alM®^ ®. The same holds true for museums and 
archives''® '^'.
Neither are there any examples of using Creative Commons for the purposes of 
exchanging scientific data''®^ .^ This seems to be in stark contrast with the rest of 
Europe where research institutions have adopted them mainly in the areas of 
science and medicine''®^®.
9-6 P o t e n t ia l  o b s t a c l e s  in  t h e  w a y  o f  C r e a t iv e  C o m m o n s  in  R u s s ia
9-6.1 T h e  c o n c e p t  o f  “c o m m o n ” r ig h t s  in  R u s s ia
The notion of “common” rights is definitely not new in Russia given her Soviet past. 
But even prior to Soviet times, Russian jurists were well aware of the concept of 
“common rights” not least because of its Romano-Germanic roots. Most regional 
laws prior to 1917 recognised some form of the right to use property belonging to 
another, although Professor Sergei Bogolubov''®^^  ^ (of the Institute of Legislation and
1367 Hokhlov (ed),n 1286, 25, 26.
1368 For example, V Terle ts kiT suggests this in 'Free licences to copyright in the Russian context’ 
(Copyright Portal 22 July 2011) <http://www.copvriaht.ru/ru/news/main/2011/7/22/cc license/> 
accessed 20 October 2012.
1369 §8-8.2.3, 252.
1370 Hokhlov (ed), n1286,31.
1371 ibid.
1372 ibid.
1373 Guibault, ‘Owning the Right to Open Up Access to Scientific Publications’, n1292, 155.
1374 s  Bogolubov, Textbook on L an d  L a w  (Norma-INFRA 1999) 34.
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Comparative Law under the auspices of the Government of the Russian Federation) 
argues that by and large such rights were viewed as a limitation on the owner's right 
(as opposed to being the beneficiary's right). Only two regions, the Baltic and the 
Polish''®^®, recognized the concept of servitude akin to that found in Roman law''®^ ®. 
That said, whether the Romans viewed servitudes as rights or limitations is not clear 
not least because there was a diverse variety of servitudes, some of which were 
closer to rights and some, to limitations'"®^ .^
By contrast, not only does the modern Russian law recognise servitudes expressly, it 
also views them as positive rights (albeit limited)''®^®. There are two types of 
servitudes, those for the benefit of a particular individual or individuals (private 
servitudes) and those for the benefit of the public at large (public servitudes). 
Examples of the latter include rights akin to the English concept of a public right of 
way”*®^® and the right of access to the coasf®®®.
Even in IP law it was accepted by some analysts that there was a concept of 
common rights. For example, in his analyses of the 1911 copyright law. Professor 
Aleksandr Pilenko explained exceptions to the right-holder’s exclusive rights as a 
form of servitude''®®''. It would be wrong to suggest that the concept of “common” 
rights is at odds with the principles of modern Russian copyright law. Subject to 
certain exceptions, Russian copyright law grants to the right-holder exclusive rights 
over his work to be used “at his discretion in any manner not contrary to a 
statute” ®^®^ . Moreover, there are no rules aimed at preventing the right-holder from 
defining the scope of his economic rights (albeit he is unable to waive or renounce 
his moral rights''®®®)''®®''. Thus, it would appear open to the right-holder to simply
1375 Also known as ‘Prislinska Guberni '.
1376 Bogolubov, n1374, 34.
1377 M Rodin, ‘Fundamental Concepts of the Roman Law’ (1925) CLR 13(3) 218.
1378 E Abramova, N Averchenko, ^  Baïgusheva, Civil Law: Textbook in 3 volumes, Volume 1 
(Prospect 2010) [2].
1379 Land Code of the RF of 25 October 2001, number 136-03, s 23(3)(1).
1380 ibid, s 23(3)(10).
1381 Pilenko, n160, 7.
1382 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1229(1).
1383 /b/d, ss 1228(2), 1265(1).
1384 This view is supported by V Kal tin, one of the drafters of Russia’s codified law of intellectual 
property (contained in Part 4 of the Civil Code of the RF), in Information for All, ‘Experts have
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waive or pass into the public domain those economic rights that stand in the way of 
achieving his goals.
9 -6 .2  Le g a l  is s u e s
Even though the concept of “common” rights is not alien to Russian law, there is 
nevertheless a great deal of uncertainty over the legal status of Creative Commons 
licences in Russia. As the discussion below aims to show, not only is this a grey 
area from the legal point of view, there does not even seem to be a coherent 
government approach towards Creative Commons. That said, in principle at least, a 
Creative Commons licence can be analysed in contractual terms (for analysis of 
Creative Commons under the law of England and Wales, see §9-4.1, pp313-15).
9 -6 .2 .1  C o n t r a c t u a l  ANALYSIS
By contrast with the soviet period, the underlying principle of the law of contract in 
Russia is the freedom to contract^ ®®®. While Russia’s Civil Code regulates expressly 
some key types of legally binding agreements (such as a sale of goods), with some 
exceptions, it is open to parties to enter into any other agreement^®®®.
It is argued that in the case of a Creative Commons licence, there is no need to 
come up with a novel structure. Russia’s Civil Code already provides for a type of a 
legally binding agreement which seems to suit Creative Commons licences well, 
namely a gratuitous loan agreemenf®®^. A gratuitous loan agreement allows one 
party to use the other party’s property free of charge, either for a specified period of 
time or indefinitely. Moreover, such an agreement can be entered into orally.
If the relationship between the right-holder of a licensed work and the user of that 
work is indeed contractual, then the next question is how (if at all) it can be brought 
to an end. First, the law allows either party to bring the agreement to an end by 
giving one month’s notice to the other party'*®®®. Thus, the right-holder of a licensed 
work who later wishes to use his work commercially, can terminate the agreement by
discussed modern approaches towards legal regulation of the digital space' (Information for All 29 
September 2009) <http://www.ifap.ru/pr/2009/090512b.htm> accessed 7 April 2013.
1385 Civil Code of the RF, Part 1, n288, s 421 (1 ).
1386 /b/d, s 421(2).
1367 ibid, s 689(2), discussed by AP Sergeev and Tolsoï, Civil Law: Textbook, Volume 2 
(Prospect 1997) 292-302.
1388 Russia’s Civil Code, Part 2 of 22 December 1995, number 14-03, s 699(1).
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giving notice to the user. Secondly, in such circumstances, it would also appear 
open to the right-holder to withdraw the licence immediately by virtue of the doctrine 
of substantial change of circumstances''®®®, - a concept that has some analogy with 
the doctrine of frustration in the law of England and Wales, albeit it does not seem to 
be as demanding as the latter''®®®. Finally, the right-holder would be able to 
terminate the agreement if the user were to breach the terms of the licence''®®\
9-6.2.2 N o n - c o n t r a c t u a l  a n a l y s is
In my view, analysing Creative Commons licences in terms of waiver along the lines 
of Central London Property Ltd v High Trees House Ltd is more difficult. Russia’s 
law does not seem to have a concept akin to that of promissory estoppel in England 
and Wales'*®® .^ It is true that Russia’s Civil Code allows right-holders to waive their 
rights'*®®®. This can be achieved either by making an announcement or by doing 
something that conveys the same message'*®®'*. However, the law makes it clear 
that the statutory waiver is only relevant where the right-holder wishes to waive all of 
his rights over a particular property^ ®®®. Thus, it seems that the concept is not 
flexible enough to allow the right-holder to reserve some of the rights. Thus, unless 
the right-holder wished to adopt the “CCO, No Rights Reserved” licence'*®®®, the 
waiver would not be helpful in the context of Creative Commons licences.
9-6.2.3 D if f ic u l t ie s  id e n t if ie d  b y  R u s s ia n  c o m m e n t a t o r s  
Researching the issue of compliance of Creative Commons licences with Russian 
law at the request of Russia’s Institute of the Information Society in 2010, Elena 
Voïnikanis of Moscow State University'*®®  ^ identified a number of potentially difficult 
issues from the Russian law perspective, including the following:
1389 Russia’s Civil Code, Part 1, n288, s 451 (1 ).
1390 Discussed by H Oda, Russian Commercial Law (second edition, MartinusNijhoff Publishers 2007) 
277-279.
1391 Civil Code of the RF, Part 1, n288, s 450(2).
1392 §9-4.2, 316-17.
1393 Civil Code of the RF, Part 1, n288, s 450(2), s 9.
1394 ibid, s 236.
1395 ibid.
1396 §9-3.2, 304.
1397 E Voïnikanis, Report, ‘Legal Aspects of the use of Creative Commons in Russia’ (CC 
Organisation 2010)
<http://creativecommons.ru/sites/creativecommons.ru/files/docs/material po creative commons vo 
vnikanis ispravlennvv.pdf> accessed 19 September 2012.
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- The rule that requires all licensing agreements concerning IP law rights to be 
evidenced in writing''®®®. The difficulty lies in the fact that the user of a work 
licensed under Creative Commons does not sign or forward any documents to 
the right-holder.
- The rule that prevents a Russian right-holder from waiving his statutory right 
to the integrity of his work''®®® which does not sit well with those Creative 
Commons licences that allow the user to make a derivate work, thus 
amending the right-holder's work.
- A lack of agreement over whether commercial entities can enter into gratis 
licensing agreements'"*®®. As a result, it is not clear whether it is open to a 
commercial enterprise to benefit from a work licensed under Creative 
Commons by another commercial enterprise.
Having examined the scope of the rules referred to above as well as possible 
exceptions to them, Elena Voïnikanis concluded that despite all of the difficulties, “on 
the whole, the terms of Creative Commons licences comply with the provisions of the 
Civil Code and as a result, the licences can be adapted for use in Russia without any 
insurmountable difficulties”'"'®''. A more recent report'"'® ,^ also prepared at the 
request of Russia’s Institute of the Information Society, confirms Elena Voinikanis’s 
findings albeit focusing only on some of the potentially problematic issues, for 
example, the requirement to have a licensing agreement in writing.
By contrast, a report prepared in 2011 by Russia’s Ministry of Mass Communications 
comes up with a very different conclusion'' '^®®. Although it does acknowledge that 
Creative Commons licences are not “illegal” in Russia, it states that “from the point of 
view of the current Russian legislation, workings of licences analogous to Creative
1398 Civil Code of the RF, Part 4, n39, s 1235 and Part 1, n288, s 160.
1399 ibid, s 1266.
1490 Russian School of Private Law under the auspices of the President of the RF, response to the 
question from an MP V Kushchëv to AL Makovskiï of 5 November 2008, number 112.
1401 Voïnikanis, n i397.
1402 Hokhlov (ed), n1286.
1403 Minkomsv z' (Russia), Letter (signed by A Zharov) to President Dmitriï Medvedev of 1 August 
2011, number A>K-n17-14249, attachment (“Letter from Minkomsv z’ (Russia)”).
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Commons or GNU GPL, do not fit in well with the law of contract”'''®''. Moreover, it 
goes on to say that because such licences are unregulated, their use involves “high 
risks” for right-holders.
By no means does the report prepared by Russia's Ministry of Mass 
Communications argue against Creative Commons. After all, it was requested by 
Russia’s then President, Dmitriï Medvedev, specifically to identify any amendments 
to Russia’s Civil Code that would help to make the use of Creative Commons 
licences more certain. To this end, the report proposes a number of changes to 
Russia’s Civil Code which include treating agreements reached over the internet (for 
example, by clicking “yes” to terms and conditions of a particular service prior to 
being allowed to use it or by simply beginning to use a particular work) as 
agreements in writing. It also recommends changing the rules on moral rights to 
allow the right-holder to waive his right to the integrity of his work'"®®.
Whether amendments suggested by Russia’s Ministry of Mass Communications are 
likely to be implemented soon, if at all, is another question. Generally speaking, 
amendments to the Civil Code take a long time. Moreover, Russia now has a new 
President who may well see the legislative priorities differently. Meanwhile, some 
right-holders do not even feel free to refer to Creative Commons licences. For 
example, the Governor and the Government of the Volgograd Region which have 
licensed the contents of their joint website under Creative Commons, do not 
acknowledge this fact on their website. In their letter posted elsewhere on the 
internet'"®®, they state that they are “not entitled” to refer to Creative Commons 
licences (as well as GNU licences) because such licences “are not part of Russian 
legislation”.
By contrast, Russia’s Prime Minister as well as her Federal Government which have 
also licensed the contents of their website under Creative Commons are happy to 
acknowledge this openly on their websites'"®^. Not only does this raise the question
1404/b/cf, 1.
1405 The position in the UK is noted at §4-1.1, 70.
1406 Letter from the Administration of the Volgograd Region of 28 February 2011, n1358.
1407 Executive Branch of the Russian Government <www.aovernment.ru> accessed 31 March 2013 
and the Russian Government <www. premier.gov.ru> accessed 31 March 2013.
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of why the Federal Government is less concerned with the legal uncertainty of 
Creative Commons licences, it is also not clear why a regional government simply 
does not follow the lead of the Federal Government. After all, it would appear logical 
to assume that if one of the key elements of the state is happy about a particular 
thing, then others should feel re-assured about it too. And yet, this does not seem to 
be the case in Russia. Arguably, one of the possible explanations is that currently 
Russia simply does not have a well-thought through policy on Creative Commons.
9-6.3 LACK OF INTERNAL PRESSURE
Even though the development of Creative Commons in Russia is not helped by the 
fact that some of the elements of its licences do not sit well with Russian law, 
arguably this is not the key reason why Russian right-holders have yet to make more 
extensive use of Creative Commons licences.
As mentioned earlier. Creative Commons is part of a wider “copyleft” movement that 
started off as a force against the increasing power of right-holders. One of the areas 
in which this power is more visible is the digital world where right-holders and their 
representatives are able to prevent the user from accessing a copyright work free of 
charge even where that user is allowed to do so by virtue of a statutory exception 
(although this can be equally problematic in more traditional areas such as jazz 
music where “the line between an original jazz composition, which necessarily 
entails borrowing and referencing earlier works, and an arrangement that lacks 
sufficient originality, is difficult to draw”'"®®).
As far as Russia is concerned, currently, there appears to be less tension between 
right-holders and users that might be found in jurisdictions where copyright is well 
established largely because it tends to be ignored. As noted in chapter 5, even 
Russia's libraries (State-funded and private ones alike) are still providing access to 
their collections, including digital ones, without the right-holders’ permission'"®®. In a 
sense, this is not surprising given that copyright began to be viewed as a set of 
economically valuable rights only very recently (in the early 1990s). The same holds 
true for open access software. It appears that currently such software is not widely
1408 Editorial Note, ‘Jazz Has Got Copyright Law and That Ain't Good’ (2005) Harv L Rev 118(6) p 
1941.
1409 Voropaev and Leont’ev, n422, 25.
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used in Russia, not least because of the extensive availability of illegally distributed 
proprietary software'"'®. Thus, it can be argued that the real reason why Creative 
Commons is underutilised in Russia is the lack of internal pressure to lessen the grip 
of copyright law.
Still fresh memories of soviet days when most property was “common” ab initio may 
well be another reason slowing down the development of Creative Commons in 
Russia. Arguably, some members of the public may be resentful towards the 
concept of “common” rights simply because of the way in which it was used during 
soviet socialism. This brings me to the fundamental question of whether Creative 
Commons is suitable for Russia at this stage of development.
9 -7 . S u ita b i l i t y  o f  C r e a t iv e  C om m ons lic e n c e s
9-7 .1  P o te n t ia l  DIFFICULTIES
Given problems of copyright compliance, it can be argued that encouraging the use 
of Creative Commons in Russia at this stage would be akin to a defeatist move. 
Some analogy can be drawn with the personal use defence which is commonly seen 
as a way of acknowledging the right-holder’s inability to police compliance with his 
exclusive rights in the privacy of the user’s home'"". Some support for this analogy 
comes from Richard Stallman’s'"'^ own admission that he was the “inventor of the 
original much-imitated EMACS editor”'"'®. Thus, at the very least it can be said that 
the idea of preserving the façade of exclusive rights in the face of mass-scale 
infringement was not lost on the pioneers of open access.
From this perspective, some may wish to argue that instead of relaxing the right­
holder’s exclusive rights, it is important to instil respect for copyright law. An obvious 
way of doing this would be to promote rather than to relax black-letter copyright law. 
Proponents of this argument would say that encouraging open access achieves
1410 b s a  (Software Alliance), ‘Emerging Markets’ (BSA 2011)
<httD://www.bsa.ora/GOuntrv/Public%20Policv/emerQina-markets/emeraina-brief.asDX> accessed 10 
November 2012.
1411 §8-2.2, 219-20.
1412 Who is the initiator of the Open Software Movement which inspired Creative Commons.
1413 R Stallman, ‘Initial Announcement’, n1254.
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nothing apart from signalling “green light" to those who are already breaching other 
people's exclusive rights.
9-7.2 L o n g -te rm  v iew
9-7.2.1 Ta il o r -m a d e  c o p y r ig h t  l a w
In my view, moving in the direction of Creative Commons is likely to benefit Russian 
right-holders (as well as users) in the long term, even if it means speeding up the 
usual pace/cycle of copyright law development. The key lesson taught by more 
industrially-developed nations with a stronger copyright law tradition is that 
nowadays right-holders do not always require all of the protection afforded to them 
by copyright law. And yet, in practice copyright protection is automatic. While in 
theory at least it is open to the right-holder to waive his proprietary rights over his 
work by posting a notice to this effect on his website, certainly in Russia this 
mechanism is almost not used in practice'"'".
In the circumstances. Creative Commons can be seen as almost a liberating 
movement that offers to lift the unwanted burden by offering right-holders the tools 
for carving out the level of protection that suits them best. From this perspective, it 
would seem to make sense to educate the Russian public not about the traditional, 
arguably less flexible copyright, but the more flexible and tailor-made version 
achieved with the help of Creative Commons. Not only would this be more practical, 
it may also send the message that copyright law is fair. Even more pragmatically, if 
Russia were to improve her record of complying with copyright law, it would appear 
important to insist on strict compliance with the right-holder’s exclusive rights only 
where that right-holder is actually interested in upholding his full statutory rights.
9 -7 .2 .2  Le a r n in g  b y  d o in g
It is submitted that the very act of using a Creative Commons licence can help the 
right-holder to learn about their own exclusive rights. This in turn may encourage the 
right-holder to respect other authors’ exclusive rights. For example, an academic 
who is aware of copyright law because he himself has defined his own copyright with 
the help of Creative Commons may be more inclined to acknowledge other 
academics’ work in his own writings. Moreover, he may be able to pass on his
1414 Letter from Minkomsv z' (Russia), n1403,1.
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respect for copyright law to his students, for example, by referring to and quoting 
from his colleagues' works in his lecture handout. As the civil law lecturers' case 
discussed in chapter 8 shows'"'®, this could help to tackle the problem of copyright 
law ignorance at the very heart of learning, - universities and other higher education 
institutions.
This is especially relevant because there is an increasing expectation that Russian 
academics will publish. Setting aside any ambitions to become the leading expert in 
a particular field, there are direct economic advantages in doing so. For example, in 
order to boost its research reputation, the University of Perm' (situated in the 
European part of Russia close to the Ural Mountains) pays relatively large bonuses 
to those academics who have published in peer-reviewed journals (approximately 
£500, which is twice as much as a monthly salary of a provincial lecturer in social 
sciences, approximately £250)'"'®.
9 -7 .2 .3  H e l p in g  o r g a n is a t io n s  s u c h  a s  l ib r a r ie s
As a more immediate achievement. Creative Commons could help those libraries 
and other institutions that are finding it difficult to provide their customers with 
material in accordance with copyright law because of the difficulties of obtaining 
right-holder’s permission prior to making a digital copy of his work. Given their 
particular appeal to universities and individual academic writers. Creative Commons 
licences can be especially useful in making available to the general public 
educational and scientific works (the very sort of works that Russia’s National Library 
Resource, discussed in chapter 6, is hoping to digitise in the near future).
1415 Maleina M v Vlasov A, n1123. The court appears to have been swayed by the respondent’s 
argument that he was going to use the book primarily (if not solely) as an aid in the course of his 
lecturing.
1416 T L le’nkova, Interview with Y Kuz’minov, the Dean of the Higher School of Economics (radio 
programme ‘Provincial Universities of Russia; Strategy of Survival’ Radio Svoboda April 2012) 
<http://www.svobodanews.ru/content/transcript/24550811 ,html> accessed 5 September 2012.
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Chapter 10 
10 C o n c l u s io n
In this chapter, I summarise some key themes and proposals set out in the body of 
this thesis. The focus is on those provisions and practices of Russia's copyright law 
that have the potential to encourage disrespect of and non-compliance with copyright 
law in Russia. For the reasons of space, I deliberately avoid detailed cross- 
referencing to chapters 2 to 9. It is hoped that this is not going to inconvenience the 
reader because I explain the content of these chapters in my introduction (chapter
1). I also produce a detailed table of contents at the beginning of this thesis. In 
addition, I exclude comparative analysis from this chapter, partly in order to avoid 
repetition, and partly in order to focus on findings concerning Russia.
10-1 S u m m a r y  OF THE p r o b l e m
A number of Russian libraries digitise their collections and provide their customers 
with digital copies unlawfully. It seems that in part, the reason for this disrespect of 
copyright is historical. It is submitted that the way in which copyright has developed 
in Russia is likely to have caused resentment towards it.
Since its inception in the 19'" century, copyright has been used as a means of social 
control, firstly to control anti-establishment publishers, then to spread the word of the 
then ruling Communist Party, and more recently, to negotiate Russia’s way into the 
WTO (some key stages of the development of copyright in Russia are outlined in 
chapter 2). It is also worth noting that until the early 1990s, only works that passed 
official censorship were published. In the circumstances, the lack of interest in the 
theory of copyright (including its purpose, scope and the role of exceptions) is not 
surprising. It appears that the public simply accepted the mandatory nature of 
Russia’s copyright rules without questioning it.
Another reason for Russia’s libraries disrespect of copyright is practical. Until 1991 
when an exception allowing libraries to photocopy at the request of a user was 
introduced for the first time, there was simply no legal framework in which Russian
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libraries could make a copy of a work in copyright lawfully. While there are now 
several exceptions allowing libraries to make a copy without having to contact the 
right-holder and without having to pay, it is submitted that these exceptions are not 
sufficient (the deficiencies of the preservation exception are summarised at §§10- 
2.4, 10-2.5, p 337 and those of the exception that allows libraries to copy at the 
request of a customer at §10-2.7, p339).
It is true that there are now several collective management organisations in Russia. 
However, collective management of rights over textual works has yet to gain 
popularity. Currently, the principal collecting management organisation that 
specialises in textual works, CopyRus, has managed to attract only a few authors 
and publishers. The same holds true for licencees. This means that a library that 
does wish to comply with copyright law will need to contact right-holders individually, 
potentially incurring a large bill.
It is submitted that the implications are far-reaching. Firstly, the current regime is 
unlikely to inspire confidence in copyright on the part of libraries and their users. 
Thus, they may feel justified in continuing to breach copyright. Not only is this 
against the interest of right-holders, it may also send a signal that breaching 
copyright is acceptable, thus encouraging disrespect of copyright. This is especially 
counterproductive because libraries are in a good position to promote copyright in 
Russia. Finally, in the long-term, this situation may undermine the role of libraries in 
Russia as custodians of culture and heritage.
10-2 P r o p o s a l s
10-2.1 P e r c e p t io n  OF COPYRIGHT
An overarching theme of this thesis is the need to change the perception of 
copyright. It is submitted that in order to restore the authority of copyright law in 
Russia, the first key task is to educate both right-holders and users of their works 
that copyright is a private right that carries with it objectively valuable and moreover, 
legally enforceable benefits. In part, this requires changes to the law and in part, its 
clarification. It is also important to spread the word about copyright in a user-friendly 
way by using slogans and symbols that are easy to grasp and easy to remember.
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10-2.2 C o o p e r a t io n
It is argued that even without major changes to the current copyright regime, 
cooperation between libraries can increase the amount of works digitised lawfully, 
thus minimising the need for works digitised unlawfully. Russia's National Digital 
Resource project discussed in chapter 6 is the first concerted effort in that direction 
(albeit only among Russian libraries, the benefits of cooperation with foreign 
digitisation programmes are discussed at §§6-3 to 6-6).
Whether the project will stop individual digitisation activities is debatable. While it 
digitises only works contained in Russia’s key libraries situated in Moscow and St 
Petersburg, the project is planning on making digitised copies available to the 
customers of provincial libraries. This would seem to make digitisation by provincial 
libraries unnecessary. On the other hand, the project is of limited scope not least 
because it focuses on technical works. Thus, it is likely that some Russian libraries 
will continue to digitise their collections of their own volition.
It is also notable that the project negotiates with right-holders directly without using 
CopyRus. Not only does this have the potential to undermine the role of collective 
management in Russia, it is also likely to increase the project’s cost which, in turn, 
may jeopardise the project’s future.
10-2.3 C o l l e c t iv e  m a n a g e m e n t
It is argued that collective management is one of the most-efficient mechanisms of 
obtaining right-holders’ permission lawfully. It is versatile in that it can be used as 
the principal method of rights clearance as well as a means for collecting 
remuneration where the user is relying on a statutory exception that requires 
compensation (a qualified exception).
Being a pioneer of collective management of copyright rights back in the 19'" 
century, Russia is definitely not new to it. However, while collective management of 
rights over music works in Russia is well-developed, collective management of rights 
over textual works (administered by CopyRus) is not. The reasons are not entirely 
clear, but seem to have historical underpinning, namely the tight state control and 
abuse of collective management firstly by soviet apparatchik and then by rogue
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entrepreneurs in the mid 1990s. It is argued that this previous bad experience is 
likely to have had negative effect on the writers' attitude towards the principle of 
collective management.
Another problem seems to lie with the way CopyRus runs its business. It is argued 
that in order to inspire confidence, CopyRus may wish to provide more detailed and 
clear information about its activities, including the way in which it distributes royalties, 
its administrative costs and the price of its licence. With regards to the latter, 
currently each licencee pays an individual fee that depends on its profit. It is 
suggested that licencees may feel more confident if they were charged a standard 
fee (although such a fee could be linked to objectively quantifiable criteria, for 
example, the number of employees in the licencee’s organization). An alternative 
way of increasing public confidence may be by requiring all collecting societies to 
publish annual reports that contain information about their turnover, membership 
figures and key achievements.
CopyRus is also in a good position to run an educational programme about 
copyright. It is submitted that to begin with, it should focus on libraries and 
educational institutions. With regard to libraries, a librarian versed in the basics of 
copyright may well be able to point his library’s corporate and government users in 
the direction of a collecting society. In relation to educational institutions, it would 
seem important to try to minimize unlawful copying in this sector for two reasons: 
first, they are likely to produce a fair amount of photocopying in order to meet their 
students’ needs; second, it may be easier to convince them (and indeed other public 
sector users) to comply with copyright not least because they may have a bigger 
budget than the individual user. As an aid to its educational programme, CopyRus 
may wish to develop a sign and/or a symbol that would explain in an easy-to-grasp 
way the duration of copyright and also, what the user can and cannot do with 
copyright material.
That CopyRus’s standard licences do not allow digital copying is particularly 
noteworthy. First, by doing so, CopyRus deprives itself of a significant segment of 
the market in textual works. Second, this may encourage the perception that 
copying online without the right-holders’ permission is somehow permissible. It is
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submitted that in order to combat the problem of copyright infringement online, it is 
crucial to develop a mechanism that would allow the user to copy works available 
online lawfully.
10-2.4 Ex c e p t io n s  -  g e ne r al
There is no exception that would allow libraries to digitise a work in their collections 
solely for the purpose of making a digital copy of that work available to their 
customers. While causing a practical problem for libraries, this situation provides an 
opportunity to develop a collective licensing scheme that would cover digital copies. 
It is argued that this would be a fairer solution than allowing the libraries to get away 
without paying anything for a new copy, particularly where libraries can acquire that 
copy quickly and at a low cost by virtue of print-on-demand services. Moreover, 
libraries could build on this by providing print-on-demand services themselves 
(addressed shortly at §10-2.7, pp339-40).
10-2.5  Ex c e p t io n s  -  t h e  p r e s e r v a tio n  e x c e p tio n
Libraries are allowed to make a preservation copy of a work in their collections and 
are able to rely on this exception directly. However, the general rule currently is that 
libraries are not allowed to make a digital copy of a work in order to preserve it. The 
rule can prevent a library from making a digital copy of a printed work. Where there 
is no adequate storage, this can lead to a loss of a whole collection. Equally, the 
rule can prevent a library from making a digital copy of a digital work. In that case, 
the only lawful option available to the library is to contact the right-holder and ask 
him for his permission to make a copy. Thus, the provision would seem to be out-of­
touch with reality and as such, is unlikely to inspire confidence in copyright. The 
impression is further reinforced by a rule that requires libraries to wait until the work 
has deteriorated before they can make a preservation copy.
One of the solutions available to libraries is to obtain a digital preservation copy at 
the point of purchase, although this would depend on the availability of such a copy. 
With regards to works lodged with libraries under legal deposit provisions, currently 
the law does not require publishers to lodge a digital copy of a printed work. 
However, given that most publishers have digital proofs, it would appear reasonable 
to require them to do so.
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It is submitted that the problem of preserving libraries' collections can, in principle, be 
solved by developing a collective management scheme that would allow libraries to 
make preservation copies. For the reasons outlines above, this would be a fairer 
solution and one that utilises modern technology.
However, if Russian law-makers were to decide to tackle the problem by introducing 
an exception, the law could provide for a qualified exception that would enable the 
library to make a copy without having to obtain the right-holder's permission but 
charge it for the use at a set rate. Such an exception could contain provisos for 
dealing with works published earlier than a specified date or orphan works.
10-2.6 P e r s o n a l  u s e  e x c e p t io n s
I now turn to look at exceptions available to individual users, as opposed to libraries.
10-2.6.1 P e r s o n a l  u s e  e x c e p t io n
In theory, the personal use exception has the potential to minimise some of the 
difficulties of obtaining a digital copy from a library, albeit it in a sort of “help yourself 
way. However, examination of the case law shows a lack of consistency in the way 
it is applied. It is argued that this suggests the need for more clarity about the scope 
of the exception.
It is argued that any re-examination of the scope of the personal use exception 
should focus on finding out the type of copying that the public is likely to consider 
“fair” or “normal” (which is beyond the scope of this thesis). My initial view is that the 
exception could be amended to make the user pay, for example, by including the 
payment into the purchase price (although this would require a mechanism for 
transferring the payment to the right-holder, unless of course the user bought his 
copy directly from the right-holder). It is also argued that the exception should 
require the user to acknowledge the author of the work in order to protect the 
author's moral rights as well as boost his reputation.
10-2.6.2 Q u o t a  t io n  e x c e p t io n
While the quotation exception can be relied upon by individuals as well as libraries, 
here I focus on the way it is relied upon by individual users. It appears that a number
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of users view the exception as a general copying exception that allows copying 
whenever it is convenient to the individual user. Interpreted in this way, the 
exception is even broader than a US-style fair use exception not least because it 
does not require uses to be “fair”. It is argued that its current interpretation has the 
potential to encourage breach of copyright. While not necessarily encouraging this 
perception, even the courts show some fundamental misunderstanding of the aim 
and the scope of the quotation exception.
It is argued that there is a strong case for delineating the boundaries of the quotation 
exception with much more clarity. First, the user should be required to use quotation 
marks in situations of verbatim copying, - a requirement which by itself can help to 
educate the public about the importance of clear attribution. Second, there should 
be clear guidance as to the length of a quotation. One possible solution is to amend 
the law to require quoting to be “compatible with fair practice”. By requiring all the 
courts to consider what is “normal” or “fair” in the industry in question, the law­
makers could help to improve consistency between court decisions. This would be 
especially important given that by and large the decisions of Russian courts are not 
binding.
10-2.7 E x c e p t io n  f o r  c o p y in g  o n  r e q u e s t
In this section, I consider the exception that allows libraries and archives to copy at 
the user’s request. It is argued that libraries have interpreted the provision broadly, 
at times stretching its scope well beyond that intended by law-makers. Even though 
the exception prohibits making a digital copy, this is precisely what libraries use the 
exception for. However, the important point is that the libraries’ use of the exception 
seems to suit not only libraries, but also their customers. Thus, it is argued that this 
behaviour should be legitimised in order to stop libraries from riding a coach and 
horses through the law, setting a bad example. It is also a matter of (in Ian 
Hargreaves’ words) preventing mismatch “between what is allowed under copyright 
exceptions, and the reasonable expectations and behaviour of most people”^^ ^^ .
One of the ways of legitimising the libraries’ behaviour, while bringing into the 
equation the right-holders’ interests, is to allow libraries to make a profit from
1417 Hargreaves, n980 [5.10].
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supplying their customers with a copy of the right-holder’s work but then require 
them to share it with the right-holder (a type of digital print-on-demand service). Not 
only would this benefit the right-holders economically, it would also help them to 
distribute their works more widely.
10-2.8 T HE SCOPE OF e x c e p t io n s /t y p e s  o f  w o r k s
There is also an argument for making exceptions apply to all works. It is argued that 
currently, the issue is largely theoretical. However, as the public learns more about 
copyright and its value, the scope of exceptions is likely to become topical, leading 
law-makers and commentators to examine the issue in more detail.
10-2.9 O p e n  ACCESS
Another tool that has the potential to help to educate the Russian public about 
copyright is the use of open access licences developed by Creative Commons. At 
first, the use of such licences would seem to be a way of signalling a "green light” to 
those who are already breaching copyright. However, it is argued that this 
perception is not well-founded. By allowing the right-holder to carve out his own 
copyright. Creative Commons do in fact educate the right-holder to learn about 
copyright. This, in turn, may encourage the right-holder to respect other right­
holders’ rights.
More immediately, the use of Creative Commons may increase the amount of 
lawfully circulated educational and scientific works. These are the very sort of works 
that Russia’s National Library Resource (discussed in chapter 6) is hoping to digitise 
in the near future.
Having outlined the benefits of Creative Commons licences, it does not seem easy to 
encourage their use. By and large, the Russian public seems to be cautious of 
Creative Commons licences, even though a number of government departments 
have been using them for a while. The key reason seems to be that Russia simply 
has not reached the stage where members of the public are resentful of copyright, - 
the reason behind the development of Creative Commons licences in the first place.
This raises the question of whether Russia may be able to speed up the usual 
pace/cycle of copyright law development. The current proposals from the
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government to make Russian law more Creative Commons licences-friendly 
suggests that this is possible not least because a solid foundation in law may 
reassure the public about them, especially if it is well publicised.
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A n n e x  1
Translation of exceptions contained in sections 1273-1275 of the Civil Code of the 
Russian Federation, Part 4 of 18 December 2006, number 230-03
Section 1273. Free copying of a work for personal purposes
1. It is allowed, without the permission of the author or another right-holder and 
without payment of compensation, for an individual to copy a work which has been 
made available to the public, exclusively for personal purposes and only if it is 
necessary, with the exception of:
(in the revision of the Federal statute of 4.10.2010 N259-03)
1) copying of a work of architecture in the form of buildings and analogous 
constructions;
2) copying of databases or their significant parts;
3) copying of programmes for computers, with the exceptions of cases provided for 
by section 1280 of this Code;
4) reproducing (si 275(2) of books (in full) and sheet music;
5) video-recording of an audio-visual work when it is performed in public at a place 
freely open to the public, or a place where there is a significant numbers of persons 
who do not belong to the usual family circle;
6) copying of audio-visual work with the aid of professional equipment not designed 
for use in domestic conditions.
2....
Section 1274. Free use of a work for informational, scholarly, study and cultural 
purposes
1. It is allowed, without the permission of the author or another right-holder and 
without payment of compensation, but with a compulsory indication of the author's 
name, the work which is being used, and the source of borrowing:
1) to cite in the original or in translation for scientific, polemical, critical or 
informational purposes from works which have been made available to the public 
lawfully, to the extent justified by the purpose of the citing, including copying 
passages from newspaper and journal articles in the form of press reviews;
2) to use works, which have been made available to the public lawfully, and 
passages from them as illustrations in publications, radio and television 
programmes, sound- and video-recordings of an educational character to the extent 
justified by the goal;
3) to copy in the press, communicate over the air or by cable, lawfully published 
newspaper and journal articles on current economic, political, social and religious 
issues or works communicated over the air of the same character in cases where 
such copying or communication is not prohibited specifically by the author or other 
right-holder;
4) to copy in the press, communicate over the air or by cable publicly delivered 
political speeches, messages, reports and other analogous works to the extent 
justified by its informational purpose. In these circumstances, authors of such works 
retain the right to publish them in compilations;
5) to copy or bring to public attention in reviews of current affairs by means of 
photography, cinematography or communication by air or cable works which become 
seen or heard in the course of such affairs to the extent justified by the informational 
purpose;
6) to copy without making a profit by dot-relief means or other special means for the 
blind works which have been published lawfully, with the exception of works 
reproduced by such means.
2. Where a library provides copies of works, which have entered into commercial 
circulation, for temporary use free of charge, such use is allowed without the 
permission of the author or other right-holder and without payment compensation.
To this end, digital copies of works which libraries provide for temporary use free of 
change, including cases of mutual use of library collections, can be made available 
on the library premises only, and only if there is no possibility of making copies of 
such works digitally.
3. Creating a work in the genre of literary, musical or other parody or in the genre of 
caricature based on another (original) work which has been made available to the 
public lawfully and the use of this parody or caricature is allowed without the 
permission of the author or another right-holder of the exclusive right over the 
original work and without paying him compensation.
Section 1275. Free use of a work by means of reproduction
1. Reproduction (si 273(1 )(4)) of a single copy without making profit is allowed 
without the permission of the author or another right-holder and without payment of 
compensation, but with a compulsory indication of the name of the author of the work 
being used, and the source of borrowing for the following:
1) a work which has been published lawfully -  for libraries and archives for the 
purposes of restoring or replacing lost or spoiled copies of the work and for the 
purposes of providing a copy of the work to other libraries which have lost that work 
from the collections for whatever reason;
2) single articles and smaller works, made available to the public lawfully in 
compilations, newspapers and other periodical publications, short passages from 
written works which have been published lawfully (with or without illustrations) -  for 
libraries and archives at the request of individuals for the purposes of studying or 
scientific purposes, and also by educational organisations for classroom work.
2. Reproduction (reproductive copying) means a facsimile copying of a work with the 
aid of any technical means, made not for the purposes of publishing. Reproduction 
does not include copying of a work or storing its copies in electronic (including 
digital), optical or other machine-readable form, with the exception of cases of 
creating, with the aid of technical means, temporary copies used in the reproduction 
process.
CiaTbA 1273. CeoôoflHoe BocnpoM3BefleHne npoM3BefleHnn b JiMHHbix qejinx
1. flonycKaeicn 6g3 comacnn aBTopa mjim nHoro npaBoobnaflaiejin m 6e3 
Bbinjiaibi B03Harpa>KfleHMfi BOcnpoM3BefleHne rpa>KflaHMHOM npw Heo6xoflMMOCTn m 
MCKnKDHMTeJIbHO B JlMHHblX qeJinX npaBOMGpHO OÔHapOflOBaHHOrO npOM3B0fl0HMn, 3a 
m ckjik)H 0hm 0m :
(b  pefl. OeflspajibHoro 3aK0Ha o t  04.10.2010 N 259-03)
1) BOCnpOM3B0fl0HMf1 npOM3Befl0HMM apXMTGKTypbl B CfDOpMB M 
aHanorMHHbix coopyweHMw;
2) BOCnpOM3B8fl0HMn 6B3 flBHHblX MJIM MX CyU e^CTBGHHblX HaCTGM;
3) BocnpoM3B0fl0HMfi nporpaMM fljin 3BM, xpoMS criynaeB, npeflycMOipeHHbix 
CTaTbGM 1280 HacToau^ero Koflexca;
4) penpoflyuMpoBaHMfi (nyHKT 2 ciaibM 1275) khm f (nojiHOCTbK)) m h o th b ix  
tg k c to b ;
5) B M fl803anM CM  ay flM O B M 3 y a jib H o ro  n poM 3B 0fl0H M fi npM era n y6riM H H 0M  
MCnOJlHBHMM B M 0C T8, OTKpblTOM f ln n  CBOOOflHOfO nO C 0l^0H M n, MJIM B MBCTG, TflB 
n p M c y rc T B y e T  3H aH M T0JibH oe h m c jio  jim li, h b  npMHaflne>KaLiJiMX k o6b iH H O M y x p y ry  
CBMbM;
6 )  BOCnpOM3B0fl0HM51 ayflM O B M 3yaJlbH O rO  npO M 3B 8fl8H M n C nOMOU4bK) 
npocjD eccM O H ajibH oro  o 6o p y flO B aH M R , h b  n p 0 flH a 3 H a H 8 H H o ro  f l j i a  M cn o nb 30B aH M n  b 
flOMaUJHMX yCnOBMAX.
2....
Ciarbfl 1274. CB060flH0e MCn0Jlb30BaHM8 npOM3B8fl0HMn B MHC|)OpiViaUMOHHblX, 
HayHHbix, yneOHbix mjim KyjibiypHbix qennx
1. flonycKaeicfl 603 comacMJi aBTopa mjim m hofo  npaBoo6jiaflaTenn m 603 
BbinJiaTbl BO3Harpa>Kfl0HMJ1, h o  C 06H3aT8JlbHblM yKa3aHM8M MM6HM aBTOpa, 
npOM3B0fl0HM0 KOTOporO MGnonb3y0TCH, M MCTOHHMKa 3aMMGTB0BaHMH:
1) UMTMpOBaHMB B OpMrMHaJlB M B nepBBOflB B HayHHbIX, nOneMMHBGKMX, 
KpMTMHBCKMX MJIM MHCfjOpMaUMONHblX UBJIHX npaBOMGpHO OÔHapOflOBBHHblX 
npOM3B0fl0HMM B o6teM0, OnpaBflBHHOM UBJlbK) UMTMpOBaHMH, BKHHDHaH 
BOGnpOM3B0fl0HM0 OTpblBKOB M3 ra36THblX M >KypHaJlbHbIX CTaTBM B C})OpM0 0030p0B 
nenaTM;
iv
2 ) Mcnonb30BaHne npaaoM epHo oÔHapofloaaHHbix npoM3BefleHHM m o tpbibkob  
M3 HMX B KanecTBe MJinrocTpaqMM b M3flaHMHX, paflMO- m Tenen ep eflan ax , 3ByK0- m 
BMfleo3anMCHx yneOHoro x a p a x re p a  b oG bew e, onpaBflaHHOM nociaBJieHHOM 
UeribK);
3 )  BOcnpoM3BefleHMG B n p e c c e , co o6 ih 8HM0 b 3c[)Mp mjim no kbOgjik) 
npaBOMGpHO onyôjiMKOBaHHbix b ra 3 8 T a x  mjim >xypH ajiax cjaTOM  no TOKymMM 
3KOHOMMH0CKMM, nOJlMTMHGCKMM, COL[MaJlbHblM M pOflMrMOBHblM BOnpOCBM MJIM 
nopoflaH H bix  B 3ct)Mp npoM3B0fl0HMM TOKoro >K0 xap aK T o p a  B cnyn aH x , Korfla la K o o  
BOCnpOM3B0fl0HM0 MJIM COO6li^0HM0 H0 6binO  Cn0L[MaJ1bHO 3anp0LL[0HO aBTOpOM MJIM 
MHbiM n p aB o o 6 jia fla T 0 J i0M ;
4) BOCnpOM3B0fl0HM0 B npOCCG, COO6m0HM0 B 3C|3Mp MJIM nO KaÔGJlK) nyÔJlMHHO 
npOM3H0C0HHbIX nOJlMTMHGCKMX pOHGM, o6paUJ[0HMM, flOKHBflOB M flpyPMX 
anaJlOrMHHblX npOM3B0fl8HMM B o6t0M0, OnpaBflBHHOM MHCj)0pMai4M0HH0M UGJIbK). 
ripM 3T0M 3B BBTOpaMM TBKMX npOM3B0fl0HMM COXpaH90TCB npBBO HB MX 
OnyÔJlMKOBBHMG B cGopHMKBX;
5) BOCnpOM3B0A0HM0 MJIM COO6lM0HM0 BC0O6li^0rO CB0A0HMA B 0630pBX 
TGKyU^ MX C0 6 bITMM CpGflCTBaMM C|)OTOrpa(|)MM, KMHGMBTOrpacÿMM, nyTGM COOÔIUGHMH 
B 3C|DMP MJIM no KBOgJIK) npOM3B0fl0HMM, KOTOpbIG CTaHOBHTCH yBMflGHHbIMM MJIM 
yCJlblUJaHHblMM B XOflG TBKMX COGblTMM, B o6t0M0, OnpBBflBHHOM MHCjDOpMaUMOHHOM 
UGJlbK);
6) BOCnpOM3B0fl0HM0 6G3 M3BJ10H0HMH npMÔblJIM p0J1b0C[)HO-TOH0HHbIM 
lUpMCt)TOM MJIM flpyPMMM CnGUMBJlbHblMM CnOCOGaMM flJlH CJlGnblX npBBOMGpHO 
OnyGjlMKOBBHHblX npOM3B0fl0HMM, KpOMG npOM3B0fl0HMM, CnGUMBJlbHO C03flaHHbIX 
flJin BOCnpOM3B0fl0HMH TBKMMM CnOCOGaMM.
2 . B CJiyHBG, KOrflB GmGjIMOTGKB npGflOCTBBJlHGT 3K30MnJlHpbl npOM3B0fl0HMM, 
npaBOMGpHO BBGflGHHbIG B rpB>KflaHGKMM oGopOT, BO BpOMGHHOG G03BO3M03flHO0 
nOJlbBOBBHMG, TBKO0 nOJlbBOBBHMG flOnyOKaGTGH GG3 GOmBGMH BBTOpB MJIM MHOrO 
npaBOOGjlBflBTGJlH M GG3 BbinJlBTbl BO3Harpa>KA0HMA. ripM 3T0M Bbipa>K0HHbI0 B 
UMCfDpOBOM ($)OpM0 3K30MnJlHpbl npOM3B0fl0HMM, npGflOGTBBJIHGMblG GmGjIMOTGKBMM 
BO BP0M0HHO0 G03BO3M03flHO0 nonb3OBaHM0, B TOM HMGTIG B HOpHflKG B3BMMHOrO 
MOnOJlbBOBBHMH GmGjIMOTGHHBIX pOOypOOB, MOryT npGflOGTBBJlHTbGH TOJlbKO B 
nOMGlHGHMHX GmGjIMOTGK npM yOJlOBMM MGKJlfOHGHMH B03M0>KH0GTM G03flBTb KORMM 
3TMX npOM3B0fl0HMM B MMCjjpOBOM CjDOpMG.
3. Co3flaHne npoM3BefleHHH b >KaHpe nmepaTypHOM, My3biKajibH0M mjim mhom 
napoflUM jimGo b >KaHpe KapuKaiypbi Ha ocHoae flpyroro (opMniHanbHoro) 
npaBOMGpHO oGnapoflOBaHHoro npoM3B0fleHMH m Mcnojib3OBaHH0 3Tom napoflMM 
jimGo KapMKaiypbi flonycKatoTCH G03 comacMH aaiopa mjim mhofo oGjiaflaiGJifi 
MCtcnfOHMTGJibHoro npaaa na opMrMnajibHoa npoM3B0flGHM0 m G03 Bbinjiaibi 0My 
BO3Harpa>Kfl0HMH.
CraibH 1275. CboGoahog McnoJib3OBaHM0 npoM3B0flGHMn nyiGM
panpoflyuMpoBaHMH
1. flonycKaGTCH G 0 3  com acM n a a io p a  mjim mhofo npaBOoGjiaflaiGJin m G 0 3  
Bbinjiaibi BO3Harpa>Kfl0HMH, ho c oGnaaTGJibHbiM yKa3aHM0M mmghm a a io p a ,  
npOM3B0fl0HM0 KOTOpOfO MCnOJlb3y0TCH, M MCTOHHMKa 3aMMCTB0BaHMH 
ponpoflyuMpoBaHMG (noflnynK i 4 nyHKia 1 c ia ib M  1273) a gamhctbghhom 
3K30MnJlHp0 GG3 M3BJ10H0HMH npMGblJlM:
1) npaaoMopHO onyGjiMKoaaHHoro npoM3B0flGHMH - GmGjimoigkbmm m apxMaaMM 
flnn BOCCiaHOBJlGHMH, 3aM0HbI yipaHGHHblX MJIM MCnopHGHHbIX 3K30MnJinpOB 
npOM3B0fl0HMH M flJlH npGflOCiaBJlGHMH 3K30MnJlfipOB npOM3B0fl0HMH flpyPMM 
GmGjIMOIGKBM, yipaiMBlUMM MX no KBKMM-TIMGo npMHMHaM M3 CBOMX CjDOHflOa;
2) OTflGJlbHblX C iaiGM M MaJlOOGtGMHblX npOM3B0fl0HMM, npaBOMGpHO 
onyGjiMKoaaHHbix a cGopHMKax, ra 3 0 ia x  m flpyrMX nopMOflMHGCKMX M3flaHMHX, 
KOpOTKMX OipblBKOB M3 npaBOMGpHO OnyGjlMKOBBHHblX nMCbMGHHbIX npOM3B0fl0HMM 
(c MTIJlK)GTpai4MJ1MM MJIM GG3 MJlJItOGTpaUlMM) - GmGjIMOIGKBMM M apXMBBMM HO 
3anpocaM  rpa>KflaH fljin  MGnojib3oaaHMH a ynoGHbix mjim HayHHbix ugjihx, a laioKO 
oGpa3OBaT0JlbHblMM ynp0>Kfl0HMHMM flnfl ayflMTOpHbIX 3aHHTMM.
2. riofl pOnpOflyLlMpOBaHMGM (p0nporpac})MH0GKMM BOGnpOM3B0fl0HM0M) 
nOHMMaOTGH CfjaKGMMMJIbHOG BOGnpOM3B0fl0HM0 npOM3B0fl0HMH G nOMOLl^bK) JlK)GblX 
T0XHMH0GKMX GpOflGTB, OGyLUGGTBJlHGMOG H0 B U0J1HX MBflBHMH. PonpOflyUMpOBaHMG 
H0 BKTIIOHaGT BOGnpOM3B0fl0HM0 npOM3B0fl0HMH MJIM XpaHGHMG GfO KORMM B 
3J10KipOHHOM (B TOM HMGJ10 B MMCjDpOBOM), OniMHGGKOM MHM MHOM MaLUMHOHMiaOMOM 
CfjOpMG, KpOMG GJiynaGB G03flaHMH G nOMOU^bK) T0XHMH0GKMX CpGflGTB BpOMGHHblX 
KOnMM, np0flHa3HaH0HHb!X flnn OCyi^GGTBJlGHMH ponpOflyMMpOBaHMH.
VI
A n n e x  2  
T a b le  1
Information about accredited collecting societies in Russia (of which CopyRus is not one)
The RAO  ^ (the Russian 
Authors’ Society, Russia’s 
oldest collecting society 
established in 1993)
• Rights over public performance and broadcasting of 
music works^
• Composers’ rights to compensation for public 
performance of works used in audiovisual works®
UPRAVIS^ (the 
Partnership for protection 
and administration of the 
rights in the sphere of art, 
established in 2008)
• The artist’s resale right (which also applies to 
manuscripts) ®
RUR® (the Russian Union 
of Right-holders, 
established in 2009)
• Rights of phonogram makers and makers of audiovisual 
works to receive payment for the reproduction of their 
works for personal purposes^
VOIS® (the Pan-Russian 
Organization for 
Intellectual Property, 
established in 2008)
• Performers’ rights®
• Rights of phonogram makers to receive payment for 
public performance and broad- and cable-casting of 
their phonographs for commercial purposes''®
1 PoCCMMCKOe ABTOpCKOe 06lMeCTBO.
2 By virtue of Part 4, s 1244(1 )(1).
3 By virtue of Part 4, s 1244(2).
4 riapTHepcTBO no aau^me m ynpaaneHMK) npaaaMn b ccjDepe MCKyocTBa.
5 Part 4, s i  244(3).
® PoccMMCKMM CoK)3 PIpaBooGnaflaTeneM.
7 Part 4, 8 1244(1 )(4).
® BcepoccMMCKan opraHnsaMnn MHTenneKTyanbHOM co6cTBeHHocTM.
® Part 4, section 1244(5).
1° Part 4, section 1244(1 )(6).
T a b le  2
Exceptions for informational, scientific, educational or cultural purposes 
(available to libraries, as well as other users)
Location in 
Part 4
Brief description Relevant 
provision of the 
Berne 
Convention 
(unless specified 
otherwise)
S 1274(1 )(1) Making a quotation from a copyright work for scientific, 
polemical, critical or informational purposes (provided 
that the extent of a quotation is justified by its purpose)
Article 10(1)
S 1274(1 )(2) Using a copyright work or its part as an illustration in a 
publication, radio and television programmes, as well 
as an audio or video recording of educational nature 
(provided that the extent of copying is justified by its 
purpose)
Article 10(2)
S I  274(1 )(3) Copying in the press or broad/cable-casting a 
newspaper/magazine article or a broadcast dealing 
with current economic, political, social and religious 
matters (unless the right-holder has specifically 
prohibited such a use).
Article 10(2)
8 1274(1 )(4) Copying in the press or broad- and cable-casting 
publicly delivered political speeches, reports and 
analogous works (provided that the extent is justified by 
informational purposes)
Article 2bis{^)
8 1274(1 )(5) Incidental copying or incidental communicating to the 
public images of works that become seen or heard in 
the course of reporting current events by means of 
photography, cinematography, broad- and cable-
Article 10b/s(2)
s 1274(1 )(6)
casting
Copying a work in special characters for the blind While no
international 
copyright treaty 
seems to deal 
with the issue, 
there the WlPO 
is currently 
considering 
several proposals 
related to
copyright 
limitations and 
exceptions and 
the needs of the 
visually impaired 
and other
persons with print 
disabilities'*''
S 1274(2) The provision which allows libraries to lend works in 
their collections without the right-holder’s permission 
and also, without having to pay
The Public 
Lending Directive 
(not binding on 
Russia)
S 1274(3) Using a copyright work as a basis for a parody or 
caricature
Article 5(3)(k) of 
Directive
2001/29/EC (not 
binding on
Russia)
11 Set out by WlPO (Standing Committee on Copyright and Related Rights) in 
‘Comparative List of Proposals Related to Copyright Limitations and Exceptions for the Visually 
Impaired Persons and Other Persons with Print Disabilities’ (document code SCCR/22/8, 16 March 
2011).
ill
A n n e x  3
Information about interviewees
Name of 
the
interviewee
Position Location of the 
interviewee and date 
interviewed
Reason for choosing 
the interviewee
Edwards 8, Senior Librarian of 
the Royal Institute of 
British Architects
London 1 January 2013 Knowledgeable and 
dedicated librarian 1 
came across when 1 
was practising 
construction law
Nagel J, BL's Science 
Reference Team
London 22 December 
2012
Long-serving 
member of the 
reference team with 
in-depth knowledge 
of the library's history
Koval' L, Chief executive 
officer of Russia's 
National Digital 
Resource project
Moscow 16 May 2013 Expert on Russia's 
National Digital 
Resource project
Ivanova M, Purchasing Curator 
of the Slavonic 
Library in Finland
Helsinki 23 July 2012 Expert on the 
Slavonic Library in 
Finland
I contacted the individuals listed above to fill in the gaps and/or clarify information 
available in documentary forms. No questions about their personal views were 
asked. Neither were they offered a payment.
I introduced myself and explained that I needed the information because I was 
researching for my PhD at the University of Surrey in the UK. I also asked them if I 
could refer to them in my thesis and I received a positive reply from each of them.
Given the nature of my questions and the fact that each interviewee gave his or her 
informed consent, I believe that I do not need ethical clearance (criteria for research 
that requires ethical clearance are listed on the website of the University of Surrey at 
<http://portal.surrey.ac.uk/portal/page?_pageid=719,770840&_dad=portal&_schema 
=PORTAL> accessed 21 August 2013.
B ib l io g r a p h y
The word ‘Russia’ has been used to refer to the Russian Empire, the USSR and the 
Russian Federation.
In relation to column 1 in Secondary Sources, I provide the transliteration of the authors' 
names together with the original spelling in Cyrrilic.
Names of Russian institutions are given in English without their Russian equivalent where 
the relevant institution has itself translated its name into English, for example, on its 
website.
In relation to column 3 in Secondary Sources, I provide the titles of publications in Cyrrilic 
as well as my translation. No verbatium translation is made where, I believe, it is 
unnecessary.
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P r im a r y  S o u r c e s
C o u r t  D E C IS IO N S  ( i n c l u d i n g  p l e a d i n g s )
England and Wales
2001 Ashdown v Telegraph Group Limited [2001] EWHC Ch 28, [2001] 2 WLR 967
1979 Augier and Another v Secretary of State for the Environment and Another
(1978) 38 P & OR 220 sub nom Hiidenborough Village Preservation 
Association v Secretary of State for the Environment [1978] JPL 708 
(QB)
2000 Bettison v Langton [2000] UKHL 24; [2001] 3 All ER 417
1893 Carlill v Carbolic Smoke Ball Co [1893] 1 QB 256 (CA)
1947 Central London Property Trust Ltd v High Trees House Ltd [1947] KB
1 3 0 (KB)
2007 Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office, Ordnance Survey v Green
Amps Limited [2007] EWHC 2755 (Ch)
2010 Crosstown Music Company 1, LLC v Rive Droite Music Limited, Mark
Taylor, Paul Barry [2010] EWCA Civ 1222, [2011] 2 WLR 779
1876 Dickinson v Dodds (1876) 2 Ch D 463 (CA)
2012 Dramatico Entertainment Limited, EMI Records Limited, Mercury
Records Limited, Polydor Limited, Rough Trade Records Limited, Sony 
Music Entertainment UK Limited, Virgin Records Limited, Warner Music 
UK Limited, 679 Recordings Limited v British Sky Broadcasting Limited, 
British Telecommunications pic. Everything Everywhere Limited, Talktalk 
Telecom Group pic, TelefONica UK Limited, Virgin Media Limited [2012]
- 2 -
EWHC 1152 (Ch) [2012] 3 CMLR 15
2011 Forensic Communications Services Limited v the Chief Constable of 
West Yorkshire Police [2011] EWHC 2892 (Ch)
1994 Gillette UK Ltd and Anr v Ed en west Ltd Times [1994] RPC 279 (CH)
1873-74 Great Northern Railway Co v Witham (1873-74) LR 9 CP 16 (Court of
Common Pleas)
2012 Hollister Incorporated Dansac A/S V Medik Ostomy Supplies Limited, [2012] 
EWCA Civ 1419
1972 Hubbard v Vesper [1972] 1 All ER 1023 (CA, Civ D)
2001 Hyde Park Residence Ltd v David Yelland, News Group Newspapers
Ltd, News International Ltd, Reuben Murrell [2000] EWCA Civ 37
1995 Island Records Ltd vTring International Pic & Anor [1995] EWHC 8 (Ch)
1833 John Price v Easton (1833) (1833) 4 Barnewall and Adolphus 433, 110
ER 518 (Court of King's Bench)
2004 Lionel Sawkins V Hyperion Records Ltd, [2004] EWHC 1530 (Ch)
2010 (Newspaper Licensing Agency Ltd v Meltwater Holding BV) The Newspaper
Licensing Agency Limited, Mgn Limited, Associated Newspapers Limited, 
Express Newspapers Limited, Guardian News And Media Limited, Telegraph 
Media Group Limited, Independent Print Limited V Meltwater Holding Bv, 
Meltwater News Uk Limited, Public Relations Consultants Association Limited 
[2010] EWHC 3099 (Ch), [2011] ECDR 10 (Ch D), [2011] EWCA Civ 890, [2013] 
UKSC18
1875-76 Manuel Misa v Raikes Currie, G Grenfell Glyn, and Others (1876) 1 App 
Cas 554 (HL)
1871 Neilson v Betts (1871) LR 5 HL 1
1973 Nora Beloff v Pressdram Ltd [1973] 1 All ER 241 (High Court, Chancery
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Division)
1952 Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain v Boots Cash Chemists
(Southern) Ltd [1952] 2 All ER 456 (QB)
2013 SAS Institute Inc V World Programming Limited [2013] EWHC 69 (Ch)
1951 Stevenson Jordan & Harrison v McDonnell & Evans Stevenson Jordan &
Harrison v McDonnell & Evans (1951) 68 RPC 190 (High Court), reversed 
in part by Stevenson Jordan & Harrison v McDonnell & Evans, [1952] 1 
TLR 101,(1952) 69 RPC 10 (CA)
1994 Time Warner Entertainments Company LP v Channel Four Television
Corporation Pic and Another [1994] EMLR 1 (Court of Appeal)
1989 Zang Tumb Tuum Records Limited and Perfect Songs Ltd v Holly
Johnson, [1989] EWCA Civ 15, Independent Law Reports of 2 August 
1989 (also known as the Frankie Goes to Hollywood case)
- 4 -
EU
1982 CILFIT, case 283/81, decision of ECJ of 6 October 1982, ECR (1982)
03415
2008 CISAC, case COMP/C2/38.698 of 16 July 2008, C(2008) 3435 final
2003 IFPI "Simulcasting", case number COMP/C2/38.014, 2003/300/EC:
Commission Decision of 8 October 2002 relating to a proceeding under Article 
81 of the EC Treaty and Article 53 of the EEA Agreement, OJ L 107, 0058
2009 Infopaq International v Danske Dagblades Forening, case C-5/08, decision of 
the ECJ (Fourth Chamber) [2009] ECR 1-6569; [2010] FSR 495
2012 Infopaq International v Danske Dagblades Forening (“Infopaq II”), case
C-302/10, decision of the ECJ (Third Chamber), OJ C 073, 10/03/2012, 0008
2012 SAS Institute Inc V World Programming Limited, case C-406/10, decision of the
ECJ (Grand Chamber) of 2 May 2012, OJ C 174/5
1973 Westzucker V Einfuhr- Und Vorratsstelle Fur Zucker, case 1/73, cecision of the
ECJ [1973] ECR 723
The Netherlands
2006 Adam Curry v Audax Publishing BV, case number 334492/ KG 06-176
SR of 9 March 2006, District Court of Amsterdam, Summary Proceedings 
Court, (the English translation of which is available at Westlaw UK [2006] 
ECDR 22)
2003 Church of Scientology v Karin Spaink, Court of Appeal, The Hague/Gerechtshof
Den Haag, 4 September 2003, reviewed by PB Hugenholtz (2003) AMI - A 
Magazine for Writers, Media and Information Law/AM I (Tijdschrift voor auteurs-,
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media- en informatierecht) 217
1995 Dior V Evora, 20 October 1995, [1996] Nederlandse Jurisprudence 682
2009 Stichting Bescherming Rechten Entertainment Industrie Nederland, Brein
V Mininova BV, number 250077/HA ZA 08-1124, initial proceedings 
taking place before the District Court of Utrecht, decision of 26 August 
2009)
Russia
2003 A, application to cancel registration of a candidate R, decision of Russia's
Supreme Court of 5 December 2003 number 78-r03-77
2012 About civil courts' practice in relation to consumer protection disputes/0
paccMOjpeHMM cyflaMM rpa>KflaHCKMx flen no cnopaivi o saimiie npae 
noTpeGmeneM, guidance of the Plenum of Russia's Supreme Court of 28 
June 2012, number 17 (published 11 July 2012 in the Rossiyskaya 
Gazeta)
2007 About practice of criminal courts with regards to criminal cases about
breaches of copyright, related rights, patent rights, and also, about 
unlawful use of a trade mark/0 npaKTMxe paccMOipeHMn cyflaMM 
yrojioBHbix flen o HapynieHUM aBTopcKnx, CMe>KHbix, n3oGpeTaTejibCKMx 
M naieHTHbix npaB, a laioKe o He3aK0HH0M Mcnonb30BaHHM ToaapHoro 
3HaKa, guidance of the Plenum of the Supreme Court of 26 April 2007,
number 14 (published on 5 May 2007 in the Rossiîska ia Gazeta)
2009 About some questions arising as a result of the enactment of Part 4 of the Civil
Code of the Russian Federation/0 HOKOTopbix eonpooax, boshmkujmx b cbhsm c  
BBefleHMOM B fleMCTBMe HacTM HOTBepTOM r pa>KflaHCKoro KoAeKca Poccmmckom 
OeflepaqMM, joint guidance of the Supreme Court and the Supreme Arbitration 
Court of 26 March 2009, number 5/29 (published on 22 May 2009 in the
- 6 -
Rossiyska^^ Gazeta)
2009 Akt ‘Moscow’ (publisher) v TERRA -  a Book Club/Aci ‘MocKBa’ (n3AaTenbCTBo)
V TEPPA - KHM>KHbiM KJiyG, case number A40-38263/08-110-315, decision of the 
federal arbitration court of Moscow region of 17 March 2009
2008
Akt "Moscow” (publisher) v N TS Enas (publisher)/"Act MOCKBa’ (n3AaTenbCTBo)
V HI4 3Hac (n3AaTenbCTBo), case number A40-14096/07-133-112, decision of 
the federal arbitration court of Moscow region of 21 January 2008
2007 Akt “Moscow” (publisher) v Folio (publisher), case number A41/11350-07,
decision of the Arbitration Court of the Moscow region of 31 October 
2007
2004 Application by a group of MPs of Russia’s Parliament, decision of
Russia’s Constitutional Court of 29 June 2004, number 13-F1/2004
2011  Consultancy Group ‘Ekon-Profit’ v ‘Lawfulnes and Order’/3AO
KoHcanTMHroBaa KOMnaHMH ‘Ekon-Profi’ v MCSfl PHOB ‘SaKOHHOCTb m 
□ paBonopHAOK’, decision of the 13*  ^Arbitration Court of 28 March 2011, 
case number A56-46791/2010
2011 “Creative-Centre” v 0 0 0  “NK” “Tritonot”/"KpeaTMB-L(eHTp" m 0 0 0  "HK
"TpMTOHOT, case number 33-142, decision of Kostroma District Court of 11 
February 2011
2010 D V Union of Employers of the town of El’ ts a/fl v 06beAMHeHne 
paGoTOAaTèneM r Enbqa, case number 33-3136/2010, decision of
Lipe ts k District Court of 27 December 2010
1942 Gorbunov VG v Alma-Ata’s Administration of Meteorology, Protest of the
Procurator of the USSR, case number 123, decision of the Civil Chamber of the 
Supreme Court of the USSR of 31 January 1942
2011 K V Russian State Library/K v PoccnMCKan FocyAapcTBeHHaa 
BM6 nMGT0 Ka, case number 33-35911, decision of the Moscow City Court
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of 8 November 2011
2005 Khavkin AY (citizen), application to the Constitutional Court, decision of the 
Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation of 20 December 2005 to dismiss 
the application, number 537-0/2005
2012 KM V TERRA -  A Book Club, case number 4r/2-10667/12, decision of
the Moscow City Court of 7 december 2012
2010 Maleina M v Vlasov A, case number 5-B11-32, decision of 
Hamovnicheskii District Court of the city of Moscow of 6 April 2010 
(unreported)
2011 Maleina M v Vlasov A, decision of the Supreme Court on 24 May 2011, 
case number 5-B11-32
Undated Moscow District Court of St Petersburg, database of court decisions
<http://msk.spb.sudrf.ru/modules.php?name=sud delo&oo=cs&CARD ID=14& 
CASE ID=34807791> accessed 13 October 2012
2011 0 0 0  Apteka 468’ v Ol ga Alekseevna Kolganova, case number A45-
11385/2010, decision of the Federal Arbitration Court of the West-Slberian 
District of 15 March 2011
2006 Profine GmbH v 0 0 0  ‘Quality. Speed. Unity’/ Profine GmbH v 0 0 0  ‘KanecTBO. 
BbicTpoia. E am h ctb o ’ case number A76-28879/2006, decision of the Arbitration
Court of the Chel binsk District of 28 September 2006
‘Rosfilm V Television Channel ‘Russia’, full name is as follows:
0 0 0  PocccjDMJibM V cpryn ‘BcepoccMMCKaa rocyAapcTseHHaa 
TeneBM3M0HHan m paAMOBeiAarejibHan opraHM3aAnn’, Fyn FTPK 
‘TeneKaHan ‘P occm h”
- decision of the Arbitration Court of the city of Moscow of 27 February 
2008, number A40-6886/07-5-73
- decision of the 9th Arbitration Court of 4 May 2008, number 09AFI-
- 8 -
4310/2008-rK
- decision of the Federal Arbitration Court of the Moscow District of 27 
October 2008, number 005-5351/2008
2012 Saragosa-TV v Grand, case number 003-2126/2012, decision of the Federal
Arbitration Court of the Far Eastern District of 13 June 2012
2009 Sh B V Sh A, case number 16-F09-12, decision of the Supreme Court of the
Russian Federation of 11 March 2009
2012 studio ‘Eight and a Half v Rum ia n ts eva AE /CiyAHjq ‘BoceMb c nonoBWHOw' v
PyMBHuesa AE , case number 2-116/12, decision of the court of the Moscow 
District of St Petersburg of 21 March 2012
2009 Sënkin Sergeï Pavlovich v Letëmina Irina Nikolaevna, case number 2-
290/2009, decision of the Sysert Court of the Sverdlovsk District of 20 February 
2009
2009 TERRA -  a Book Club/TEPPA - KHH>KHbiM icny6, application to the Constitutional
Court, decision of the Constitutional Court of 16 July 2009 to dismiss the 
application, decision number 1076-0-0/2009
2008 The Tsarskoye Sale State Museum-Preserve v ZAO ‘Russian
antiquesVrocyflapcTeeHHbiM Mysew sanoeeflHMK ‘l4apcKoe Ceno’ v SAG 
‘PyccKMM aHTMKBapMaT’, case number A56-21055/2005, decision of the 
13^  ^Arbitration Appeal Court of 9 January 2008
United States
2005 Authors Guild, Inc, et al v Google Inc, Class Action Complaint, case 05 CV 8136
(SDNY 20 September 2005)
2011 Authors Guild et al v Google Inc, Class Action, case 05 Civ 8136, Opinion of 
Circuit Judge Chin (SDNY 22 March 2011)
2012 Authors Guild et al v Google Inc, Class Action, case 05 Civ 8136 and American 
Society of Media Photographers v Google Inc, case 10 Civ 2977, Opinion of
- 9 -
Circuit Judge Chin (SDNY 31 May 2012)
1994 Campbell v Acuff-Rose Music 510 US 569 (1994)
1991 Feist Publications, Inc v Rural Telephone Service Co, 499 US 340 (1991)
1842 Martin V Waddell 41 US (16 Pet) 412 (1842)
2005 McGraw-Hill Companies Inc and others v Google Inc, Complaint, case 05 CV
8881 (SDNY 19 October 2005)
2005 McGraw-Hill Companies Inc and others v Google, Answer, Jury Demand and
Affirmative defenses of Defendant Google Inc, case 05 CV 8881 (SDNY 8 
November 2005)
2007 Perfect 10 Inc v Google Inc, 416 FSupp 2d 828 (D Cal 2006); 508 F3d
1146 (9th Cir 2007); Perfect 10, Inc v Google, Inc, 653 F3d 976 (9th Cir 
2011 and 132 S C t 1713 (2012)
In t e r n a t io n a l  t r e a t ie s  a n d  c o n v e n t io n s , in c l u d in g  d e c l a r a t io n s  o p e n  f o r
SIGNATURE BY PRIVATE PARTIES
Body/ Year Title and other information
Jurisdiction
Bilateral/
France and 
Russia
Bilateral/
1861
1994
About Protection of Literary and Artistic Property entered into between 
Russia and France/0 nuTepaiypHOii n xyflOKecTeeHHOM coGcTBeHHOCTW, 
Senate Order about the Convention of 21 June 1861, Convention of 25 
March 1861, SZRI, volume xxxvi (1861) item 37137
Agreement on partnership and cooperation establishing a partnership 
between the European Communities and their Member States, of one
- 1 0 -
EU and 
Russia
Bilateral/
Russia and 
US
WTO
1990
1994
International 1886
International 1886
Council of 2009 
Europe/
International
International 1996
part, and the Russian Federation, of the other part, OJ L 327/1,
28/11/1997, p 0003, signed on 24 June 1994
Agreement on Trade Relations between the US and the Union of 
Soviet Socialist Republics, Office of the US Trade Representative, 
Executive Office of the President, Washington, 1 June 1990, 20506
Agreement on trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights, 
contained in Annex 1C of the Marrakesh Agreement Establishing 
the World Trade Organization, signed in Marrakesh, Morocco on 15 
April 1994 (TRIPS agreement)
Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, as 
amended on 28 September 1979 (revised at Paris on 24 July 1971)
Concerning the Creation of an International Union for the Protection of 
Literary and Artistic Works, Convention of 9 September 1886 (Berne 
Convention)
Convention of the Council of Europe, GETS number 205 of 18 June 2009 
on Access to Official Documents
Copyright (WCT), World Intellectual Property Organization Copyright 
Treaty of 20 December 1996, WO033EN
International 2008 Declaration on open access to ‘scientific knowledge and cultural heritage
(private) at university level’ signed in Belgorod on 30 January 2008
International Undated Declaration: Balanced Interpretation of The 'Three-Step Test' In
(private) Copyright Law, open for signature at the Max Planck Institute for
Intellectual Property and Competition Law
<http://www.ip.mpg.de/de/pub/aktuelles/declaration-threesteptest.cfm> 
accessed 30 March 2013
United 1964 Joint declaration of the seventy-seven developing countries made
Nations at the conclusion of the United Nations conference on trade and
-11 -
development of 15 June 1964
Bilateral/ 2006
Russia and 
US
Letter from Susan C Schwab to German Gref of 19 November 2006, 
which is part of the Bilateral WTO Market Access Agreement between the 
Russian Federation and the US concluded on 19 November 2006 (Hanoi) 
(Executve Office of the President, the United Stated Trade 
Representative 2006)
<http://www.ustr.gov/archive/assets/World_Regions/Europe_Middle_East 
/Russia_the_NIS/asset_upload_file148_10011.pdf> accessed 25 August 
2013
EC 2001 Lund Principles: Conclusions of Experts Meeting (EC 4 April 2001 ) 
<http://cordis.europa.eu/ist/diqicult/lund-principies.htm> accessed 11 
October 2012
International 1971 Paris Act of 24 July 1971 revising the text of the Berne Convention for the 
Protection of Literary and Artistic Works of 9 September 1886
EC 1957 Treaty of Rome establishing the European Economic Community of 25 
March 1957
EU 2010 Treaty on the functioning of the European Union (consolidated version) of 
30 March 2010, OJ C 83/47
International 1996 WlPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty of 20 December 1996, 
WO034EN
P r im a r y  AND s e c o n d a r y  l e g is l a t io n , a n d  g o v e r n m e n t  l e g is l a t iv e  p r o p o s a l s
Canada
Year Title and other information
1985 Canadian Copyright Act 1985, RSC, c 42
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EC
Year Title and other information
2000 Directive 2000/31/EC of 8 June 2000 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council on certain legal aspects of information society services, in particular 
electronic commerce, in the Internal Market OJ L 178/1
2008 Council conclusions. Council of the European Union 2008/C 319/07 of 18
December 2008 on the European digital library EUROPEANA, OJ C 319/18
1992 Council Directive 92/100/EEC of 19 November 1992 on rental right and
lending right and on certain rights related to copyright in the field of 
intellectual property, superseded by Directive 2006/115/EC of 12 December 
2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council on rental right and 
lending right and on certain rights related to copyright in the field of 
intellectual property, OJ L 376/28
2004 Directive 2004/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council, of 29 
April 2004, on the enforcement of intellectual property rights, OJ L 157/45
2001 Directive 2001/29/EC of 22 May 2001 of the European Parliament and of 
the Council on the harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright and related 
rights in the information society [2001] OJ L 167/0010 (InfoSoc Directive)
2005 Communication COM(2005) 229 final of 1 June 2005 by EU Commission to 
the Council, the European Parliament, the European Economic and Social 
Committee and the Committee of the Regions, 12010 -  A European 
Information Society for growth and employment’-  OJ C/2005/236/10
1991 Council Directive 91/250/EEC of 14 May 1991 on the legal protection of
computer programs OJ L 122/0042
1996 Directive of the European Parliament and the Council of 96/9/EC of 11
March 1996 on the legal protection of databases OJ L 077/0020
- 1 3 -
2001 Directive 2001/84/EC of 27 September 2001 of the European Parliament
and of the Council on the resale right for the benefit of the author of an 
original work of art [2001] OJ L 272/32
2003 Directive 2013/37/EU of 17 November 2003 on the Re-use of Public Sector
Information OJ L 345/90, amended by the Directive 2013/37/EU of 26 June 
2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council OJ L 175/1
1993 Term Council Directive 93/98/EEC of 29 October 1993 harmonising the
term of protection of copyright and certain related rights OJ L 290/0009, 
superseded by Directive 2006/116/EC of the European Parliament and of 
the Council of 12 December 2006 on the term of protection of copyright and 
certain related rights (codified version)
England and Wales
1709 An Act for the Encouragement of Learning, by the vesting copies of printed books 
in the authors or purchasers of such copies, during the times mentioned therein, 8 
Anne, c 19, [1709], sub nom the Statute of Anne 1709
Civil Procedure Rules of England and Wales
1911 Copyright Act 1911, c 46
1871 Hampstead Heath Act 1871 (repealed in part by the Local Law (Greater
London Council and Inner London Boroughs) Order 1965, SI 1965/540,
article 5)
2006 Intellectual Property (Enforcement) Regulations 2006
1662 Licensing of the Press Act 1662, 14 Car 2, c 33 (Eng)
2011 UK Patents County Court Guide of 12 May 2011
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<http://www.justice.gov.uk/downloads/courts/patents-court/patents-court- 
guide.pdf> accessed 17 November 2012
France
1804 Civil Code 1804, Book 3
1992 Intellectual Property Code of France 3 July 1992 (as last amended by
decree number 2012-634 of 3 May 2012)
Germany
Year Title
1965 Law on Copyright and Neighbouring Rights of 9 September 1965 (as
amended 17 December 2008), section 51, W lPO translation, W lPO Lex 
number DE148
Netherlands
Year Title
1912 Act of 23 September 1912 Containing New Regulation for Copyright
(Copyright Act 1912, as last amended in 2008) WlPO Lex number NL097
1992 The Civil Code of the Netherlands, came into force on 1 October 1992, 
Book 6
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Russia
1996 Accounting records/0 GyxrajiiepcKOM yneie federal statute of 21
November 1996, number 129-03
2011 Accounting records/0 6yxrariTepcK0M yneie federal statute of 6
December 2011, number 129-03
2011 Amending Federal Constitutional Statute “About court structure of the
Russian Federation" and Federal Constitutional Statute “About arbitration 
courts in the Russian Federation” in connection with setting up, within the 
system of arbitration courts, the Court for Intellectual Rights/0 BHeceHnn 
MSMeHeHMM B Cf)eflepaJlbHblM KOHCTUTyUHOHHblîî SaKOH " O CyfleÔHOM 
CMcreivie Poccmmckom c|Deflepai4MM" m cfjeflepajibHbiM KOHCTMTyqMOHHbiPi 
saKOH "06 ap6nTpa>KHbix cyflax b poccmmckom cjDeflepaijMM" b c b 9\3\a c  
co3flaHneM  B cMCTCMe ap6nTpa>KHbix cyflOB cyfla  no MHTenrieKTyanbHbiM  
npaBBM, federal constitutional statute of 6 December 2011, number 4- 
0K3
2013 About introducing amendments of separate legislative acts of the RF for
protection of intellectual property rights in the informational- 
telecommunication networks/0 BHeceHnn MSivieHeHMM b o iflenbH b ie  
saKOHOflaTeiibHbie ax ib i P occmmckom 0eflepaL4HM no BonpocaM saii^nTbi 
MHTenneKTyajibHbix npaa b MHcjDopMauMOHHO-TeneKOMMyHUKauMOHHbix 
CBTRX, federal statute of 2 July 2013, number 187-03
1887 Annex to section 420 of SZRI, volume X, part 1
1846 Artistic property/BbiconaMiue yTeep>KfleHHoe nonoKeHne o coGcTseHHOCTu
xyflOKecTseHHOM, decree with royal approval of 1 January 1846, Censorship 
Statute 1846, SZRI, volume xxi (1846), item 19569
1911 Author’s rights/06 asTopcKOM npaee statute of 20 March 1911, SZRI, volume
31, item 34935
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2004 Business of archives in the Russian Federation/06 apxMBHOM flene b
PoccMMCKOM OeflepauMM, federal statute of 22 October 2004, number 
125-03
1828 Censorship/BbicoHaMiun yrBep>Kfl0HHbm yoraB o uensype, decree with royal
approval of 22 April 1828, SZRI, volume 3 (1828), item 1979
1804 Censorship/YcTaB o qeHsype, decree of 9 July 1804, SZRI, volume 28 (1804-
05) item 21388
1964 Civil Code of the RSFSR (approved by the Supreme Soviet on 16 June
1964)/Fpa>KflaHCKMM Koflexc PCOCP (yrBep>KfleH BepxoBHbiM CoBeroM 
16 MHDJiA 1964) (repealed)
1994 Civil Code of the Russian Federation/Fpa>KflaHCKMM Koflexc Poccmmckom
OeflepaqnM, Part 1 of 30 November 1994, number 51 -03
1996 Civil Code of the Russian Federation/Fpa>KflaHCKMii Koflexc Poccmmckom
OeflepauuM, Part 2 of 26 January 1996, number 14-03
2006 Civil Code of the Russian Federation/Fpa>KflaHCKMPi K oabkc Poccmmckom
OeflepauMM, Part 4 of 18 December 2006, number 230-03
2002 Civil Procedural Code of the Russian Federation/Fpa>KAaHCKMM
FlpoMeccyajibHbiM Koflexc Poccmmckom OeflepaijMH of 14 November 
2002, number 138-03 (as amended on 23 April 2012)
2001 Code about Administrative Offences of the Russian Federation/KofleKc
PoccnMCKOM OeflepauMM o6 AflMMHMCTpaTMBHbix FlpaBOHapyiueHMAX of 
30 December 2001, number 195-03
1994 Compulsory Copy of Document/06 06^i3aTejibHOM 3 K3eivinn^pe
floKyMeHTOB, federal statute of 29 December 1994, number 77 -03
2009 Conception of Improvements to Part 4 of the Civil Code of the Russian
Federation ‘Rights in relation to the results of intellectual activity and 
means of individualisation'/ KonqenmiA coBepmeHCTBOBaHUfl IV nacTu FK 
PO ‘Flpasa na pesyjibiaTbi nHTejineKryajibHOM fle^TejibHocTu m
1 7 -
cpeflCTBa MHflMBMAyajiMsauMM’ developed further to the President’s 
Decree of 18 July 2008 number 108 ‘About improving the Civil Code of 
the Russian Federation’/'O coBepiiieHCTBOBaHnn Fpa>KflaHCKoro KOfleKca 
PoccMMCKOM OeflepaijMM’ (May 2009)
1993 Constitution of the Russian Federation/KoHCTHTyqHfl Poccmmckom 
OeflepauMM of 12 December 1993
1993 Copyright and Related Rights/06 Abtopckom Flpase m CMe>KHbix
Flpasax, federal statute of 9 July 1993, number 3531-1-OS
1928 Copyright/06 Abtopckom FlpaBe,
decree of Commissars/FlociaHOBJieHMe CoBeia Hapoflhbix KoMnccapoB 
PCOCP of 8 October 1928, SU RSFSR, 1928, number 132, article 861
1996 Criminal Code of the Russian Federation/YronoBHbiM Koflexc
PoccMMCKOM OeflepauMM of 13 June 1996, number 63-03
1918 Decree about scientific, literary, musical and art works/flexpei o
HayHHbix, jimepaiypHbix, MysbiKaiibHbix m xyflOKeciBeHHbix 
npoM3BefleHH5ix, of 26 November 1918, SU (1918) number 86 , article 
900
1828 Decree about the rights of the author/ BbiconaMiue yjBep>KfleHHoe
nono>KeHie o npasax coHUHniejiePi with royal approval of 22 April 1828, 
SZRI, volume 3 (1828), item 1980
2010 Decree of the Government of Leningrad District about the completion of a
long-term special-purpose cultural programme of 29 December 2010, 
number 38, the full title of which is as follows:
‘About completing the long-term programme ‘Culture of the Leningrad 
District’ for the years 2009-2010 and approval of the long-term special- 
purpose programme ‘Culture of the Leningrad District for the years 2011- 
2013’/ ‘O SaBepmeHUM flojirocpoHHOM UleneBOM FlporpaMMbi ‘Kyjibiypa 
JleHMHrpaflCKOM Cônacin’ Ha 2009-2010 roflbi m yiBep>KfleHHM
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flOJirocpoHHOH ueneeoM nporpaMMbi ‘Kyjibiypa JleHMHrpaflCKOM 06nacTH 
Ha 2011-2013 foflbi’,
decree of the Government of Leningrad District/ flocTaHOBneHMe 
□paBHTejibCTBa JleHHHrpaflCKOw o6nacTH of 29 December 2010, number 
381
1875 Extension of the protection of literary ownership 1857/0 npoflon>KeHMM
cpoKa jiMTepaiypHOM m xyflo>KecTBeHHOM co6cTBeHHOCTH,
opinion of the Senate with royal approval/BbiconaMiue yrBep>KfleHHoe 
MHOHMA CeHaia of 15 April 1857, SZRI, volume xxxii (1857), item 31732
2009 Federal State Educational Standard for pursuing studies 221400
Management of Quality (qualification (decree) “master”)/0eflepanbHbiM 
rocyflapcTBeHHbiM oOpasoBaienbHbiM ciaHflapT Bbiciuero 
npoc})eccMOHanbHoro o6pa30BaHHfl no HanpaaneHMK) noflroTOBKH 
221400 VnpaBJieHMe KanecTBOM (KBajiMcjDMKauMH (cieneHb) "MarMcip") 
approved by the Ministry of Education and Sciences of the Russian 
Federation of 8 AGKaGpn 2009 number 701
1991 Foundations of Civil Legislation of the Union of SSR and
Republics/OcHOBbi rpa>KAaHCKoro saKOHOflaienbCTBa CoK)3a CCP m 
pecnyÔJiMK of 31 May 1991, number 2211-1 Gazette of the Soviet of 
People’s Deputies of the USSR and the Supreme Soviet of the 
USSR/BeflOMOCTM C-besfla HapoflHbix AenyraiOB CCCP m BepxoBHoro 
CoBeia CCCP (1991) number 26, item 733
1961 Foundations of Civil Legislation of the Union of SSR and Unions’
Republics, approved by Law of the USSR of 8 December 1961/OcHOBbi 
rpa>KflaHCKoro saKOHOflaienbCTBa Corasa CCP m coK)3Hbix pecny6nnK, 
Gazette of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR/BeflOMOCTM BepxoBHoro 
CoBeia CCCP, 1961, number 50, s 525
1928 Foundations of Copyright of the Soviet of People/OcHOBbi asTopcKoro
npaaa Cofosa CCP,
- 19 -
decree of Commissars/fleKpeT CoBeia Hapoflhbix KoMMccapoB of 16 
May 1928, SU USSR 1928, number 27
1925 Foundations of Copyright/06 ocHoaax asTopcKoro npasa, decree of 30
January 1925, SU USSR 1925, number 7
1783 Free Printing Houses, the full title is as follows:
‘About permission in all cities and capitals to set up printing houses and 
print books in Russian and foreign languages, with the inspection of 
those by the Administration of DisciplineV‘0  no3BOJieHHM bo  Bcex 
ropoflax M CTOJiMuax 3aB0flHTb TkinorpacjDMM m n en a iaT b  KHwrw Ha 
POCCHMCKOM M HHHOCjpaHHblX fl3bIKaX, C OCBHfleTenbCTBOBaHMeM OHbIX 
OT YnpaBbi BnaroHMHMfl’,
edict to the Senate/YKas Cenary of 15 January 1783, SZRI, volume XXI, item 
number 15634
2000 Government Standard ‘Librarian Statistics. System of standards on 
information, librarianship and publishing.VFOCT 7.20-2000 
‘Bn6nM0TeHHaa cTaTMCTMKa. CucTeivia cianflapTOB no HHcfDopMauMM, 
6 n 6 n n o T e H H O M y  h M S flaTenbC K O M y fleny.’ (Mezhgosudarstvennyi Sovet 
po standartiza t?ii, metrologii i certifika t?ii 2001 )
2001 Government Standard 7.83-2001 ‘System of standards on information, 
librarianship and publishing. Electronic editions. Basic types and 
imprintVrOCT 7.83-2001 GxieKrpoHHbie MsflaHiiH, OcHOBHbie BMflbi m 
BbixoflHbie CBefleHMJi (Inter-State Board for standardisation, metrology 
and classification/Me>KrocyflapcTBeHHbiH Cobot Flo cianflapTHsauHH 
MOTpOJlOrHM M CepTMC|DHKai4MM 2002)
1771 Granting to a foreigner Gartung the privilege to set up in St Petersburg a
free printing house and foundry, for foreign languages/0  flaHM MHOseMuy 
Fapiynry npnBMJinernn na sasefleHMH b C FleiepGypre BoribHOM 
TMnorpacjDMM h cnoBonmHOH, p,r\9\ MHOCipanHbix î^sbikob, of 1 March 
1771, SZRI, volume XIX, item number 13572
- 2 0 -
2006 Information, Information Technologies and Protection of Information/06 
MHcjDopMauHH, MHc[)opMai4HOHHbix TexHOJiorn5ix M o S ainy ije  
l/lHc|DopMai4MM, federal statute of 27 July 2006, number 149-03
1995 International Agreements concluded by the Russian Federation/0
Me>KflyHapoAHbix floroBopax Poccmmckom OeflepauMH, federal statute of 
15 July 1995, number 101-03
1995 Introducing amendments to the Criminal Procedure Code of the RSFSR,
the Code of the RSFSR on Administrative Wrongdoings and the 
Statutory Law of the Russian Federation About Copyright and Related 
RightsV‘0  BHeceHMM M3MeHeHMM m flonojiHeHMPi b YrojiOBHO - 
□poueccyajibHbiM Koflexc PC0CP, Koflexc PC0CP 0 6  
AflMMHHCTpaTMBHblX FlpaBOHapyUJeHHHX M SaKOH POCCMMCKOM 
0eflepai4M H ‘0 6  Abtopckom  FlpaBe M CMe>KHbix FI pa Bax', federal statute 
of 19 July 1995, number 110-03
1973 Introducing changes and additions into Fundamentals of the Civil
Legislation of the Union of the SSR and the Union’s Republics of 1961/0  
BneceHMM MSMeneHMM m flonojineHMM b Ochobbi Fpa>KflaHCKoro 
SaKOHOflaTejibCTBa Cofosa CCP m CoiosHbix Pecny6jiHK,
edict of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the USSR/Yxas 
npesMflMyM aepxoBHoro coaeTa CCCP of 21 February 1973, number 
3959-VIII
2010 Introducing changes in separate legislative acts of the Russian
Federation in connection with improvement of legal status of state 
(municipal) organisations’/ ‘0  BHeceHMM MSMenenMM b OTfleribHbie 
saKOHOflaTejibHbie aicrbi poccmmckom cjDeflepaqMM b cbhsm c 
coBepmeHCTBOBaHMeM npaaoBoro nonoKenMH rocyflapcTBeHHbix 
(MyHMijMnajibHbix) ynpe>KAeHMM’ of 8 May 2010, number 83-03 , entered 
into force on 1 January 2011
2008 Introducing changes into section 18 of ‘Statute about Librarianship
Business’/O BHeceHMM MSMenenMM b CTaTbfo 18 cj3eflepajibHoro saKona
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‘O Bn6jiM0TeHH0M flene’ federal statute of 27 October 2008, number 
183-03
2009 Introducing changes to ‘Statute about Librarianship BusinessVO
BHeceHMM M3MeneHMM B c}DeflepajibHbiM sbkoh ‘O BMÔJiMOTeHHOM fle jie ’, 
federal statute of 3 June 2009, number 119-03
2010 Introducing changes to Part 4 of the Civil Code of the Russian
Federation/0 BHeceHMM MSMenenMM b nacTb 4 Fpa>KflaHCKoro KofleKca 
Poccmmckom 0eflepaijMM, federal statute of 4 October 2010, number 259- 
0 3
2011 Introducing changes to Part 1 , 2 , 3  and 4 of the Civil Code of the Russian
Federation, and also separate legislative acts of the Russian 
Federation/‘0  BHeceHMM MSMenenMM b hbctm nepByto, BiopyK), ipeibK) m 
HeiBepiyK) Fpa>KAaHCKoro KOfleKca Poccmmckom 0eflepai4MM, a laioKe b 
OTflenbHbie saKOHOflajeiibHbie aicrbi Poccmmckom 0eflepai4MM, Bill 
number 47538-6
1981 Judiciary of the RSFSR/0 cyfloycipoMCTBe PC0CP, statute of RSFSR of
8 July 1981 (repealed 1 January 2013) Gazette of the Supreme Soviet 
RSFSR/BeflOMOCTM BepxoBHoro CoBeia 1981, number 28, article 976
2001 Land Code of the Russian Federation/SeiviejibHbiM KofleKC Poccmmckom
0 eflepai4MM of 25 October 2001, number 136-03
1994 Librarianship Business/0 BMÔJiMOieHHOM flene, federal statute of 29
December 1994, number 78 -03
1796 Limiting the freedom of book printing, the full titile is as follows:
‘About limiting the freedom of book printing and importing foreign books; 
about setting up to this end Censorship in the following cities: St 
Petersburg, Moscow, Riga, Odessa and at the Radzivillovskaya 
Customs, and about abolishing of private printing housesV‘0 6  
orpaHMHeHMM CBo6oflbi KHMronenaTaHMH m BBosa MHocipanHbix khmf o6 
ynpe>KfleHMM na ceM Koneii L(eH3yp b ropoflax CaHKT-FleTep6ypre,
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MocKBe, Pure, Oflecce m npn PaflSMBHJiOBCKOM TaMO>KHe, m o 6  
ynpasflHeHMM nacTHbix TMnorpacfDMM’,
personal edict to the Senate/MivieHHOM yKas CeHaiy of 16 September 1796, 
SZRI, volume XXIII, item number 17508
1796 Limiting the freedom of printing books and importing foreign books, about the
inception of censorship in cities of Saint-Petersburg, Moscow, Riga, Odessa 
and the Radiviloskoy Customs and about the abolition of private printing/06 
orpaHMHeHMM ceo6oflbi KHMroneHaTaHM5R m ssosa MHocipanHbix KHMr; o6 
yHpe>KfleHMM Ha com kohom l_(eH3yp s ropoflax CaHKT-rieTep6ypre, MocKse,
PM re, Oflecce m npM PaflSMBMnoecKOM TaMO>KHe, m o 6  ynpasflHenMM naciHbix 
TMnorpacf)MM order of Ekaterina 2 of 16 September 1796
2004 Making changes to statute of the Russian Federation ‘About Copyright
and Related RightsVO BHeceHMM MSMeneHMM b s b k o h  Poccm m ckom  
0eflepai4MM ‘0 6  A b to p c k o m  FlpaBe m CMe>KHbix Flpaeax', federal statute 
of 20 July 2004, number 72 -03
1991 Mass Communications/0 CpeflciBax MaccoBOM MHcjDopMaijMM (3aK0H O
Cmm), statute of the Russian Federation of 27 December 1991, number 
2124-1
2008 Model Government Standard for Activities in a Village Library of January
2008/MoflejibHbiM cianflapi f le y n e jib H O c iM  CeribCKOM OmOximotokm  
KyjibiypHo-flocyroBoro yHpe>KAeHMH jieHMHrpaflCKOM o6nacTM, developed 
by the local authority of the Leningrad District (Russia’s Institute of 
Economics and Social Policy 2008) <http://www.inesp.ru/library/> 
accessed 9 May 2012
1996 Non-commercial organisations/0 HeKOMMepnecKMX OpraHMsaiiMHX,
federal statute of 12 January 1996, number 7-03
1904 Outline of improving the state order/0 npeflHanepiaHMHX k
ycoBepiueHCTBOBaHMK) rocyflapcTBeHHoro nopnflKa,
personal highest edict to the Governing Senate/l/lMennoM BbiconaMiuMM
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yK33  ripaBMTenbCTByfoiAeMy CeHaiy of 12 December 1904 in N 
Lazarevskii, Legislative acts of the transition period. 1904-1908M  
JlaBapeBCKMM, SaKOHodamenbHbie aKmbi nepexodnoao  epeMOHU. 1904 -
1908 28 . (third edition, niuridicheskiï knizhniï sklad ‘Pravo’ 1909)
1911 Penal Code in the Compilation of the Laws of the Russian
Empire/yno>KeHMe o n aK asau m x  yrojiOBHbix volume xxiii, item 22704, as 
amended by the Statute about Authors' Rights 1911
2006 Personal data/0 flepcoHanbHbix flaHHbix, federal statute of 27 July 2006,
number 152-03
2011 Procedure for accessing and using archival documents/ripaanna
flociyna m ncnonbsOBaHMH apxuBHbix flOKyivieHTOB, of 7 February 2011, 
adopted by the Head of Administration of the Mari-Tureksky area of Mari 
El, number 58
1992 Protecting Consumers/0 3aujMTe Flpaa noTpeômeneM federal statute of
7 February 1992, number 2300-1
2006 Protection of Competition/0 3aimiTe KoHKypeHUMn, federal statute of 26
July 2006, number 135-03
2008 Providing access to information about activities of courts in the Russian
Federation/06 o6ecneHeHMn flociyna k nHcfDopMauMM o fleHTenbHOCTu 
cyflOB B POCCMMCKOM cjDeflepaqMM, federal statute of 22 December 2008, 
number 262-03
1957 Provision of pensions to the authors, composers and artists and
m em bers o f their fa m ilie s /0  neHCMOHHOM oOecneneHMM nM caieneM , 
KOMnOSMTOpOB, p a60THMK0B M306pa3MTeJlbHblX MCKyCCTB M HJieHOB MX 
ceivieM,
decree of the Council of Ministers/FlocTaHOBJieHMe C o b o t Mmhmctpob 
CCCP of 7 August 1957, number 946
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1931 Publishing/06 naflaienbCKOM pa6 oTe, decree of the Central Committee
of the Communist Party of the USSR of 15 August 1931, Krasnyi 
Biblioterar'1931 number 31, 2
1925 Recognising as the property of the RSFSR all translations into the
Russian language of works by Elton Sinclair/0 npHSHaHnn A0CT05iHMeM 
PCOCP Bcex nepeBOflOB Ha pyccKMw 9\3h\K npoMSBefleHMM Smona  
CMHKnepa,
decree of the Soviet of the Peoples' Commissars/ flocTaHOBJieHMe HapoAHoro 
KoMMCcapMaTa flpocBeiAeHMB of 14 May 1925, SU (1925) number 45, s 336
1994 Russian Federation’s accession to the Berne Convention for the
Protection of Literary and Artistic Works in its 1971 revision, the 
Universal Copyright Convention in its 1971 revision, and additional 
protocols 1 and 2 of the Convention for the Protection of Producers of 
Phonograms Against Unauthorized Duplication of Their Phonograms/0 
npMCoeAMHeHMM Poccmmckom OeAepaijMM k BepncKOM kohbohijmm o 6  
oxpane jiMTepaiypHbix m xyAO>KecTBeHHbix npoMSBOAeHMM b peAaKUMM 
1971 roAa, Bcommphom kohbohlimm o 6  aBTopcKOM npaBe b peAaKUMM 
1971 roAa m AonoriHMTeribHbiM FlpoTOKoriaM 1 m 2, Kohbohamm 1971 
roAa o6 oxpane MHiepecoB npoMSBOAMieneM c()OHorpaMM o t  
HeaaKOHHoro BOcnpoMSBOACTBa mx c|30HorpaMM,
decree of the Government of the RF/FlocTaHOBJieHMe FlpaBMienbCTBa 
PO of 3 November 1994, number 1224, SU RF (1994) number 29, article 
3046
1917 State Publishing/0 rocyAapcTseHHOM MSAaieribCTBe,
decree of Pan-Russian Executive Committee/fleKpei BcepoccMMCKoro 
McnojiHMTenbHoro KoMMreia of 29 December 1917, SU 1918, number 
14, s 201
2000 Taxation Code of the Russian Federation/HanoroBbiM Koabkc
P occmmckom OeAepaijMM, Part 2 of 5 July 2000, number 117-03
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2008 Use of documents from the collections of the Russian National Library by 
way of replicating (copying, reproducing)/Mcnonb30BaHne flOKyivieHTOB m3 
cjDOHflOB PHB nyreM BocnpoM3BefleHHH (KonnpoBaHUfi, 
penpoflyAnpoBaHMH),
bye-law approved by VN ZaTt?ev, General Director of the Russian 
National Library/HopiviaTMBHbiM flOKyMOHT yrBep>KAeH BH SaMAOB on 10 
January 2008
United Kingdom
2006 Artist’s Resale Right Regulations, SI 2006/346
1974 Consumer Credit Act 1974 (c39)
1988 Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 (c 48)
2 01 0  Digital Economy Act 2010 (c 24)
2006 Fraud Act 2006 (c 35)
2003 Legal Deposit Libraries Act 2003 (c 28)
2 0 0 2  Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (c 29)
United States
1787 Constitution of the United States 1787 in its original form (US National 
Archives and Records Administration)
<http://www.archives.gov/exhibits/charters/constitution_transcript.html> 
accessed 15 August 2011
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1976 Copyright and Related Rights Laws of 19 October 1976, Pub L number 94- 
553, 90 Stat 2541 (title 17 of the USC)
1999 Digital Theft Deterrence and Copyright Damages Act 1999
1995 Duration of Copyright and Rights in Performances Regulations 1995
2 0 1 0  Federal Rules of Civil Procedure as amended to 1 December 2012 (US
Government Printing Office 2012)
1909 Report of the Judicial Committee HRRep number 2222, 60th Congress, 2d
Session 7 (1909) (referred to in Sony Corp. of America v Universal City 
Studios, Inc, 464 US 417, 104 S C t 774 [10])
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S ec o n d a r y  s o u r c e s
Books, articles, reports, papers, theses, websites and other secondary sources
Author Year
Undated
Abramova
Averchenko
Baïgusheva
fU/A6paM0Ba 
ABepneHKO  
BaM rym eBa HD,
E, 2010 
N,
E.
H,
A dm in is tra tion  o f th e  2011 
V o lg o g rad  
Region/AflMMHMCTpa 
Ann B ojirorpaflC K oro  
PaMOHa,
Afiani V^^, 
Dormacheva TV, 
Shevchuk 
IN/Ac|DMaHM BK), 
flopManeBa TB, 
lUeBHyK MH,
Akester P,
2012
2002
Title of the publication, publisher and other information
Translation of the Intellectual Property Code of 
France 3 July 1992 (as last amended by decree 
number 2012-634 of 3 May 2012) (WlPO undated) 
<http://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en/text.isp7file id=180 
336> accessed 23 September 2012
Civil Law. Textbook in 3 volumes/ rpa>KdaHCKoe 
npaeo. B 3-x moMax, Volume 1 (AP Sergeev ed. 
Prospect 2010)
Letter of 28 February 2011 (signed by Press Officer
^ V  Atopova) number 18/1982 (Wikimedia 2011) 
<http://commons.wikimedia.orq/wiki/File:Volganet a 
uthorisation-Russian.pdf> accessed 3 September 
2012
‘Boris Pasternak and the State: 1956-1960V‘Bopnc 
riacTepHaK m Bnacib. 1956-1960 rr.' (Arkhiv
Aleksandra ^kovleva, digital project 2012) 
<http://www.alexandervakovlev.org/almanah/inside/ 
almanah-intro/15> accessed 15 February 2012
International copyright and the challenges of digital 
technology (DPhil thesis. University of London
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2004
Akker I, van der Noll 2010 
R, Poort J, Tewes 
F,
ALCS, Undated
Undated
2002 )
‘Authorship and authenticity in cyberspace’ (2004) 
CLSR 20(6) 436
Economic contribution of EU industries reiying on 
exceptions and limitations to copyright (CEO 
Economic Research 2010)
‘Board Members’ (ALCS undated) 
<http://www.alcs.co.uk/About-us/Board-Members> 
accessed 2 February 2012
‘Lobbying’ (ALCS undated) 
<http://www.alcs.co.uk/Authors--riqhts/Lobbvinq- 
and-submissions> accessed 20 December 2012;
‘ALCS Membership’
< h ttp : / /w \A A v .s o c ie tv o fa u th o rs .n e t /a lc s -m e m b e rs h ip >  
accessed 22 December 2011
Undated ‘Search for Royalties’ (ALCS undated)
<http://www.alcs.co.uk/Search-for-royalties> 
accessed 7 November 2012
Alen J, Hall E,
2008 ALCS Annual Report 2007-2008 (2008) Annual
report/Authors' Licensing and Collecting Society
2 0 1 2  ‘Online Royalties Checker’
<http://www.alcs.co.uk/Search-for-royalties.aspx> 
accessed 29 October 2012
1996 ‘Understanding the Purpose, Function and Role of
RROS’ in Legislation for the Book World: 
Proceedings of the international Conference and 
Workshop (Warsaw, 13-15 November 1996)’
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(Council of Europe Publishing 1997)
Amazon seller,
Amur District Library Undated
named after NN
Murav’ ëv-
Am u rskiî/AiviypcKaa
obnacTHaa HayHHaa
5M6nMOTeKa rnvieHM
H. H. Mypaebëea-
AMypcKoro,
And ries A, Julien- 2008 
Maivy B,
Anttila E, Kautonen 2012 
H, Sainio T,
TSar’ S/Mapb C,
Undated <http://www.amazon.co.uk/lnternational-Copvriqht- 
Union-Convention-
Deleqate/dp/1145122949/ref=sr 1 fkmrO 2?s=boo 
ks&ie=UTF8&qid=1357577060&sr=1 -2-fkmr0> 
accessed 7 January 2013.
The Rules on Coping of and Scanning Documents 
of the Amur District LibraryTFIpaBnria KonnpoBaHna 
M CKaHnpoBaHna flOKyivieHTOB M3 cjDOHfla AiviypcKOM 
06riaCTH0M HayHHOM ÔMÔJlMOieKM MM. H.H.
MypaBbeaa -  AMypcKoro’ (Amurska oblastna la
nauchna biblioteka imeni NN Murav’ ëva- 
Amurskogo undated)
<http://www.libamur.ru/paqe/35.html> accessed on 
7 March 2012
The CISAC decision —  creating competition 
between collecting societies for music rights’ (2008) 
Comp Pol Newsletter 3, 53
The National Digital Library of Finland -  
experiences from collaboration and service 
development’ (CIDOC2012 Enriching Cultural 
Heritage, Helsinki, 10-14 June 2012) 
<http://www.cidoc2012.fi/en/File/1604/anttila.pdf> 
accessed 31 August 2012
2011  Interview with GrigoriT Ivliev, the Head of the 
Committee for Culture of the Lower House of 
Russia’s Parliament ‘Opportunities for development 
of digital libraries in the Russian Federation’/ 
‘flep cn eK T M B b i pasBMTMJi a jie ic rp o H H b ix  6M 6iiM O TeK  b  
P o c c m m c k o m  O e f le p a u M M ’ (Garant 25 June 2011)
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Archive of Literature Undated 
and Art (Russia),
Archives of Russia,
<http://www.garant.ru/action/interview/251298/> 
accessed 20 October 2012
General information about the VUOAP (Digital 
Archives undated)
<http://www.rqali.ru/obiect/10883477?lc=ru> 
accessed 12 January 2012
1926-1993 Documents relating to the North-Western Inter- 
District Department of the Pan-Soviet Agency for 
Authors' Rights/Ceeepo-SanaflHoe Me>Ko6jiacTHoe 
OTflejieHne BcecotosHoro AreHTCTsa Flo 
ABTopcKMM ripaBaM (CaoBaan) (1926-1993) Fond 
367, 807 documents, 1926-1975, spravochnyi 
apparat 1-4
Arkhangel’sk District 2011 
Library named after 
NA
Dobrol bova/Apxa 
HrenbCKan 
o6nacTHa5R HayHHaa 
6n6jiMOTeKa mm HA 
flo6ponK)6oBa,
Arsen’ev 
KK/ApceHbeB KK,
Arut nov S / 
ApyrioHOB C,
1903
2012
‘Results of activities of municipal public libraries of 
the Archangelsk district in 2010: Informational- 
Analytical Paper/‘HTorM fleaTenbHOCTU 
MyHnqunajibHbix 06 iAefl0CTynHbix 6n6jiMOTeK 
o6jiacTM B 201 Or. MHcÿ.-aHariMT. OGsop' 
(Gossudarstvennoe uchrezhdenie kul’tury 
Arkhangel’skoT Oblasti
‘Arkhangel’ska Nauchna biblioteka NA 
Dobrolubova 2011)
‘Russian press at the frontier of the third centenary of its 
life’ (1903) Pravo 1,2
Interview with Andrey Loginov, a senior government 
official, currently representing the Government in 
the Duma, the lower house of Russia's Parliament 
‘Library is not an enemy of the author’/'Bn6 riM0 TeKa 
He Bpar napofly’ (Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry of the Russian Federation 20 April 2012)
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Association of Digital 2011 
Libraries (Russia),
^  asinkiT 
I I /H cmhckmm  m m ,
Australian
government.
Austrian National 
Library,
1926
2011
2011
UndatedAutonomous Non- 
commersial 
organisation 
‘National Library 
ResourceVAHO 
‘HaAMOHanbHbiM 
ÔMÔnWOTeHHblM 
pecypc',
Avdeeva N, Nikulina 2009 
0/ABfleee H,
HMKyriMH O,
<http://tDP-inform.ru/analvtic iournal/2241 .html> 
accessed 5 December 2012
Award ceremony ‘Open Book of Russia', Russian
State Library, 11 November 2011 (Rossiiska la
A s s e t? ia  t? i ia Élektronnyh Bibliotek2011 ) 
<http://www.aselibrarv.ru/conference/conference43/ 
conference432925/> accessed 5 April 2013
The s to ry  o f  m y  life : The b o o k  o f  m e m o irs / Pom oh  
M oeù >KU3Hu: Knuaa socnoMUHaHUû (GIZ 1926)
‘Budget Strategy and Outlook, Budget Paper 1 ’ of 
10 May 2011 (Australian Government 2011 ) 
<http://www.budqet.qov.au/2 0 1 1  - 
12/content/bp1 /html/bpi prelims.htm> accessed 29 
August 2012
‘Austrian Books Online -  Frequently Asked 
Questions’ (Austrian National Library 22 June 2011) 
<http://www.onb.ac.at/ev/austrianbooksonline/faq.ht 
m#a1> accessed 28 August 2012
‘Books of Russian Libraries -  in one place!’/ ‘KHMrn 
PoccMMCKMx 6n6jiMOTeK B oflHOM MecTe! (National 
Library Resource undated)
<http://www.natlib.ru/lm/about-proiect-en> accessed 
23 July 2012
‘Socio-cultural significant of the project ‘The digital 
library of dissertations of the Russian State 
Library’/ ‘CoAnaribHO-KyjibTypHaR 3HaHHM0CTb 
npoeK ia  ‘OjieicrpoHHaR 6n6riMOTeKa pmcepiaum
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Avdeeva V, 2011
Chemodanova O,
Osipova V/ABfleeea 
B, MeMOflaHOBa O, 
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Kniga, 52
‘The Right to Preserve: The Rights Issues of Digital 
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Cornent (2011) CTLR 17(2) 25
‘The doctrine of legitimate expectations and the 
distinction between the reliance and expectations 
interests‘ (2005) EPL 11(4) 583
‘Law booksellers and printers as agents of unchanged’ 
(2007) CLJ 66(2), 389
‘Speech’ ‘Control of the quality when scanning 
paper documents’/ ‘OueHKa m KOHTpojib Kaneciaa 
CKaHMpoeaHMR 6yMa>KHbix flOKyMeHToe’, town of 
Korolev, 19-29 April 2011 (Nauchno- 
issledovatel’skii institute reprografii 2011 ) 
<http://www.reprograf.ru/itogi.html> accessed 16 
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‘3D Laser Scanning for Heritiage’ (second edition, 
English Heritage 2011)
‘Agreed Use and Fair Use: The Economic Effects of 
Fair Use and Other Copyright Exceptions’ (Serci 
2013)
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Barron S, 2011  ‘Google can’t be trusted with our books’ Guardian
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<http://www.quardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2 0 1 1/apr 
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2011  ‘Why we need a UK National Digital Library’ (2011 )
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PoccMM’/'International law and the legal system of 
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‘Rights to authors, obligations to users!’/'AsTopaivi —  
npaea, MmaTenaM — OOssaHHOCTu’ (2 0 1 0 ) 
Bibliotechnoe Delo 12
Interview with Oleg Mahno of 1 November 2011, 
Moscow ‘NLR in the search of a reasonable 
compromise’/ ‘HBP b noncKe pasyMHoro 
KOMnpoMMCca’ (2011) Universitetskaia Kniga (8 ) 48
2010 ‘RAO touches on the important’/ 'PAO Hacrynnno Ha
npoBOfla’ Kommersant number 120 (4420) of 7 July 
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Bel ia ts kin SA/ 
BejiflUKMH CA,
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Bently L, 2010
Bently L, Sherman 2001
New  authors’ law  in its key princip les/ Hoeoe aemopcKoe 
npaeo e eao ocHOSHbix npuHuunax
(niridicheskiï knizhniïskiad ‘Pravo’ 1912)
‘Introduction to Part I: the history of copyright’ in 
Bently L, Suthersanen U and Torremans P (eds), 
Global Copyright: Three Hundred Years Since the 
Statute of Anne, from 1709 to Cyberspace (Edward 
Elgar 2010)
Intellectual Property Law (Oxford University Press
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Bently L, 
Suthersanen U, 
Torremans P (eds),
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Internet and Society 
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Global Copyright: Three Hundred Years Since the 
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(second edition. Penguin Books 1980)
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